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Certain artists in print or paint flourish, like babies-to-be, in confined spaces. Their
narrow subjects may confound or disappoint some. Courtship among the eighteenthcentury gentry, life beneath the sail, talking rabbits, sculpted hares, fat people in oils,
dog portraits, horse portraits, portraits of aristocrats, reclining nudes. Nativities by
the million, and Crucifixions, Assumptions, bowls of fruit, flowers in vases. And
Dutch bread and cheese with or without a knife on the side. Some give themselves
in prose merely to the self. In science too, one dedicates his life to an Albanian
snail, another to a virus. Darwin gave eight years to barnacles. And in wise later
life, to earthworms. The Higgs boson, a tiny thing, perhaps not even a thing, was
the lifetime’s pursuit of thousands. To be bound in a nutshell, see the world in two
inches of ivory, in a grain of sand. Why not, when all of literature, all of art of human
endeavor, is just a speck in the universe of possible things. And even this universe
may be a speck in a multitude of actual possible universes.
Ian McEwan, Nutshell, 2016
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1
Introduction

This thesis researches ‘normalisation’ in literary translation by analysing six prizewinning Dutch1 novels translated into English by six top-tier literary translators.
The novels in question are Bonita Avenue by Peter Buwalda; De inscheper by Otto
de Kat; De helaasheid der dingen by Dimitri Verhulst; Rupert, een bekentenis by
Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer; Sluitertijd by Erwin Mortier; and Spijkerschrift by Kader
Abdolah. Translated into English by Jonathan Reeder, Sam Garrett, David Colmer,
Michele Hutchison, Ina Rilke and Susan Massotty respectively, their English titles
read: Bonita Avenue; Man on the Move; The Misfortunates; Rupert: A Confession;
Shutterspeed; and My Father’s Notebook. These six novels contain a wealth of
quirky, creative language, making them invaluable case studies for anyone interested
in the question of whether, and if so how, creative language gets normalised in
world-class literary translation.2
There are various ways to define normalisation but the definition offered by Scott
(1998, p. 112 in Delaere, I. & Sutter, G. 2017, p. 82) will suffice to get us started;
it reads: “a term generally used to refer to the translator’s sometimes conscious,
sometimes unconscious rendering of idiosyncratic text features in such a way as to
make them conform to the typical textual characteristics of the target language”.
1.1
How My Interest was Aroused
I first became interested in the question of normalisation in literary translation eight
years ago when I was commissioned to translate the Dutch author Stephan Enter’s
short story Weerstand (“Resistance”) for Best European Fiction 2010, edited by
Aleksandar Hemon. When the corrected draft of my translation came back from
the line editor, I was startled to see how some of the more unusual phrases had been
transformed into something more normal. On the very first page, for instance, I was
confronted by the following change: the phrase een kastanjekleurige, tot spiegel
opgewreven toog, which I had translated as “a chestnut-brown bar, polished to a
mirror gloss”, had been transformed by the editor into the more common and also

1
2

In line with the policy adopted by the Nederlandse Taalunie, here ‘Dutch’ refers to both the Dutch
spoken in the Netherlands and the Dutch spoken in Flanders.
This thesis looks only at the questions of whether and how; the question of why is far too complex
to address here, a point I justify at length in chapter 11.

21
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Chapter 1

more explanatory “[a]] chestnut-brown bar, polished until it could serve as a mirror”.
My own version, of which I later felt quite critical, had already toned down the Dutch
metaphor to a “mirror gloss” (the original Dutch equates the bar with an actual
mirror: a bar polished into a mirror ), but the edited version had toned it down even
more by painstakingly explaining the metaphor in the phrase “until it could serve
as a mirror”. As a translator, I had always grappled with the question of how literal,
idiomatic or free one was ‘allowed’ to be, and my experience of translating Stephan
Enter for Best European Fiction only made me grapple more.
1.2
Descriptive Translation Studies
A year or so after my translation was published I discovered the field of Descriptive
Translation Studies (DTS), which helped me to think about the issue in an entirely
new way. This is because DTS addresses the question of how literal, idiomatic or
free translations should be by, paradoxically, avoiding it. In other words, it replaces
the should-be question with a systematic description of how literal, idiomatic
or free translations actually are – across cultures, across place and across time.
Founder of this approach was the by now legendary Gideon Toury, who introduced
the notion of assumed equivalence – the idea that any translation is considered a
legitimate translation if it is “presented or regarded as such within the target culture
on whatever grounds.” (Toury, 1985, p. 20)3 The notion of assumed equivalence
formed a radical break from the prescriptivism of the past, a prescriptivism that
had dominated thinking about translation since antiquity, from Cicero to St. Jerome
and from Luther to Nabokov (Schulte & Biguenet, 1992; Weissbort & Eysteinsson,
2006; Pym, 2010; Munday, 2012), and which I too had internalised, albeit in a selfcritical, self-doubting way. Assumed equivalence freed translation scholars, and
with it myself, from the arduous task of endlessly obsessing over the correctness of
a particular translation solution and opened the way to the much more liberating job
of describing how translations are actually created, in all their glorious multiplicity –
and complexity. In other words, DTS, along with its notion of assumed equivalence,
ushered in a whole new era of empirical translation scholarship.
1.3
Ria Vanderauwera and Polysystems Theory
One of the first, and oft-cited, studies to be carried out within this new empirical
framework was Ria Vanderauwera’s 1985 publication Dutch Literature Translated
into English, The Transformation of a ‘Minority’ Literature, a seminal work whose
findings also resonated with my own (limited) experience. In it she surveyed some
3

This idea of assumed equivalence can perhaps also be traced back to Catford’s (1965) term “textual
equivalence”.
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Introduction

50 Dutch novels translated into English between 1950 and 1980, observing how
the creativity or quirkiness of the Dutch had often been toned down in English
translation. She summarised these observations in the much quoted claim that
“translators of Dutch fiction [into English] exhibited reserve in rendering unusual
and mannered imagery and word choice in the target text” (ibid, p. 108), where
‘translators’ should be interpreted as referring not only to translators themselves
but also to anyone involved in the final product, such as editors and grant-giving
authorities.4
The examples Vanderauwera gave to illustrate her claim were manifold, ranging
from the level of the word, phrase and sentence to the level of the paragraph and even
the entire novel. For instance, of Ruyslinck’s novel De ontaarde slapers (trans. The
Depraved Sleepers, 1957, R.B Powel, 1968), Vanderauwera noted how the curious
two-word phrase geurig verhaal (Ruyslinck, 1957, p. 81) had been transformed into
the idiomatic collocation “vivid story” (Powel, 1968, p. 48 in Vanderauwera, 1985, p.
108). Likewise of Teirlinck’s novel Zelfportret of het Galgemaal (trans. The Man in
the Mirror, James Brockway, 1963) she noted how the quirky phrase de uitgedunde
harigheid (lit. the thinned out hairiness) and the longer de ontkleurdheid van uw
voetspieren (lit. the fadedness/faded colourness of your foot muscles) (Teirlinck,
1955, p. 22 in Vanderauwera, 1985, p. 39), had been rendered as “the thinness of the
hair” and “the pallor of your muscles”(Brockway, 1963, p. 9 in ibid, p. 39).
Moving on to the level of the sentence, Vanderauwera (1985, p. 47) noted how in
Bordewijk’s novel Karakter, the repetition of zij stonden op een kleine spookachtige
plek van de nuchtere stad, onder de zeldzame spookachtige plekken de kleinste en
spookachtigste (Bordewijk 1938, p. 248) had been simplified to “they were standing
on a small spooky spot of the otherwise sober town” (trans. Character, Peter Owen,
1969, p. 196). And at the level of the entire novel she noticed how, for instance,
Walschap’s novella Celibaat glided between the present and past tense, but how the
translation fixed the narrative more conventionally in the simple past (ibid, p. 47).
In addition she noticed how dialogue, implicit in the Dutch, was made explicit in the
translation by the addition of quotation marks, as in ge meent het niet met mij, zegt
ze dikwijls, ge amuseert u maar wat (Walschap, 1934, p. 51), which was rendered as
“‘you aren’t serious with me,’ she often used to say, ‘You’re only passing the time’”
(in Marriage / Ordeal trans. Alex Brotherton, 1963, p. 162).
Vanderauwera’s observations (more copious than the few examples given here)
consisted of specific instances, analysed against a backdrop of specific conditions of
production and reception, such as the readership, the publishing house, the financers
4

The Dutch Foundation for Literature provides translation subsidies to foreign publishers on the condition that they use ‘approved translators’. The work of these translators is subject to quality control.
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Chapter 1

of the project, and perhaps most importantly of all, the relative status of source and
target language (see below). So the important thing to bear in mind here is that
Vanderauwera’s observations were not only linguistic in nature, they were also
cultural in nature. This is because they were influenced by polysystems theory, a
socio-cultural theory of literature and literary translation, which Toury’s colleague,
Even-Zohar (1978/1990) had ‘borrowed’ from the Russian Formalists and imported
into Translation Studies (Baker and Saldanha, 2009, p. 297).
Polysystems theory, when applied to translation, makes two major claims: (1)
that literary translations are part of a larger literary system; and (2) that literary
translations can occupy either a central (i.e. established) or peripheral (i.e.
marginalised) position within that larger literary system. So taking inspiration from
this theory, Vanderauwera argued that Dutch fiction translated between 1950 and
1985 occupied a peripheral position within the entire system of fiction published in
English. And that this peripheral or minority status served as an explanation for the
fact that many of the “translators of Dutch fiction exhibited reserve in rendering
unusual and mannered imagery and word choice in the target text”. In other words,
translations from Dutch were expected to adhere to the norms (perhaps even the
exaggerated norms (Baker 1996, p. 177) of English, the dominant system, and not
to import into that system the quirkiness of Dutch.
1.4
Corpus Linguistics and Translation ‘Universals’
Vanderauwera’s much cited study of Dutch literature was particular in nature
but it has, over the decades, contributed to key hypotheses concerning (literary)
translation in general. These key hypotheses state that translations in general tend
to be more simple, more explicit and more conventional than their corresponding
source texts, irrespective of the languages involved. Research into these claims took
off properly in the 1990s when corpus linguistics started to blossom. For although
Vanderauwera’s findings from the 1980s were based on a corpus of Dutch novels
and their English translations, she conducted her research ‘manually’. In other words
she made no use of what we now understand to be corpus techniques. She did not,
for instance, compare her corpus of Dutch source texts (STs) and English target
texts (TTs) in terms of specific, well-defined features, stipulated in advance; nor
were her comparisons exhaustive. Rather she selected salient examples from her
50-odd novels and, despite the enduring quotability of her findings, we have no way
of knowing whether her examples of simplification, explicitation and normalisation
were representative of her entire corpus, let alone (literary) translation in general.5 It
5

It would be difficult to go back to Vanderauwera’s corpus and rigorously investigate all of the features
she mentions because (1) it would be a nuisance to digitise her entire corpus, part of which is now
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would take a spurt of technological innovation and a couple of generations of corpus
TS scholars to study and test these new exciting claims in a more systematic way,
studies which I will briefly – and selectively – review in Sections 1.4.1; 1.4.2; and 1.5
below. But first a quick word on the supposed nature and causes of simplification,
explicitation and normalisation within the field of translation.
As we have seen, Vanderauwera analysed her findings in terms of cultural norms
(i.e. a minority literature subjected to the norms of a majority literature), but once
corpus linguistics had joined forces with translation research there followed a number of
influential studies hoping to prove what has now turned out to be the largely discredited
hypothesis that simplification, explicitation and normalisation are ‘universal’ features
of translations (e.g. Laviosa-Braithwaite (1997), Laviosa6 (1998) and Olohan and Baker
(2000), discussed further below). It is worth spelling this out here because the search
for translation universals – bolstered by the building of corpora – has fuelled much of
the research into simplification, explicitation and normalisation over the past couple of
decades. In other words, research into simplification, explicitation and normalisation
has, over the past couple of decades, been driven by the hypothesis that these features
might be universal features of translation.
Highly controversial though the universalist claim now is, let’s backtrack to 1993
and witness Mona Baker declaring with much fanfare that Translation Studies was
about to emerge from a motley field of loosely related subjects into a mature, welldefined discipline:
Large corpora will provide theorists of translation with a unique opportunity to
observe the object of their study and to explore what it is that makes it different
from other objects of study, such as language in general or indeed any other kind
of cultural interaction. It will also allow us to explore, on a larger scale than was
ever possible before, the principles that govern translational behaviour and the
constraints under which it operates. Therein lie the two goals of any theoretical
enquiry: to define its object of study and to account for it. (Baker, 1993, p. 235)
At the heart of this transformation from field to so-called discipline lay a host of
recently built translational corpora (e.g. the Translational English Corpus TEC7;
the English Comparable Corpus ECC (see Laviosa 1997); the English Norwegian
Parallel Corpus (see Olohan 2006); and COMPARA, a parallel bidirectional corpus

6
7

out of print, and (2) it would be well-nigh impossible for a single researcher to analyse Vanderauwa’s
+/- 25 linguistc features spread across 50 odd novels without drowning in a gigantic pile of data.
She dropped the Braithwaite from her name.
See https://www.alc.manchester.ac.uk/translation-and-intercultural-studies/research/projects/
translational-english-corpus-tec/.
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of Portuguese and English fiction (see Frankenberg-Garcia and Santos 2003)) ready
to lay bare ‘the nature of translational language’ to any scholar eager to use them; and
that ‘nature’ was expected to reside in “features which typically occur in translated
texts rather than original utterances and which are not the result of interference from
specific linguistic systems” (Baker, 1993, p. 243). And those features were expected
to include precisely those patterns which had been observed earlier by Vanderauwera
1985, namely patterns of simplification, explicitation and normalisation.8
Now that we have seen the relationship between corpora and translation universals
on the one hand, and research into simplification, explicitation and normalisation
on the other, it is time to look at a few actual studies. But before I begin, it is worth
noting the following: although simplification, explication and normalisation can,
and often do, overlap (as indeed my case studies will reveal) researchers tend to
treat them as if they were three distinct phenomena. So for the purposes of this brief
survey I will also treat them separately.
1.4.1
Simplification and Explicitation
Among the many researchers to adopt the new corpus paradigm was LaviosaBraithwaite (1997) and Laviosa (1998), whose broad-brush comparison of translated
versus non-translated newspaper articles and narrative prose fiction (taken from the
ECC and the BNC) suggested that for both genres, translations were simpler than
original texts to the extent they had lower lexical densities and a greater propensity
to use high frequency words.
A few years later, Olohan and Baker (2000) discovered that the optional that
after the reporting verbs say and tell was far more frequent in the TEC (Translation
English Corpus) than it was in the BNC (British National Corpus), a fact that was
interpreted as evidence of translation-inherent explicitation. And a few years after
that, Frankenberg-Garcia (2004) reported that the translations in COMPARA (a
bidirectional corpus of Portuguese and English literary texts) were on average 5%
longer than the source texts, irrespective of the translation direction – a fact which
was also interpreted as evidence of translation-inherent explicitation (the assumption
being that the translations are longer because they spell things out to a greater degree
than their source texts).
1.4.2 Normalisation
As we have seen in the previous paragraph, simplification and explicitation have
been operationalised in seemingly straightforward ways. But the operationalisation
8

Other universals were proposed as well, such as the Law of Interference and the Unique Items
Hypothesis, but these will not be discussed here.
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of normalisation is a more complex matter. Malmkjaer (1998), for instance, did
not operationalise it at all, and neither did Øverås (1998) in her seminal study of
Norwegian and English literary translation entitled “In Search of the Third Code:
An Investigation of Norms in Literary Translation”, even though the ‘Third Code’
of her title was a tribute to the empirical idea of a universal language of translation
(harking back to Frawley, 1984, p. 168).
It was not until the next millennium, once bigger and ‘better’ corpora had
been made available to the research community, that normalisation would be
operationalised properly. One of the first researchers to do this was Kenny (2001)
in her book Lexis and Creativity in Translation, A Corpus-based Study. Here Kenny
used frequency counts in what for that time were very large reference corpora (namely
the BNC and the newly revamped Mannheim Corpora) to help her decide whether
or not creative lexis in her corpus of German novels had been normalised in English
translation.9 Although subsequent studies have looked at, and thus operationalised,
normalisation in different ways, (e.g. William’s (2010) as the avoidance of loanwords
in favour of endogenous synonyms; or Şerban (2004) as a shift from definite to
indefinite reference), Kenny’s study remains a hallmark of method when it comes
to creative lexis, and it is her method to which my own is indebted. (I shall return
to this in Chapter 2.) Although Kenny’s study of normalisation was never intended
to address the question of universals, her findings have sometimes been taken to
provide evidence of them (Munday, 2012, p. 96). However, as we will see below,
normalisation (along with simplification and explicitation) has by now almost
disentangled itself from the whole question of translation universals.
1.5
Translation ‘Universals’ Discredited
Two and a half decades after Baker’s (1993) publication, corpus TS scholarship has
reached a more measured position. For although corpus studies went on to generate
more evidence of normalisation, explicitation and simplification. (e.g. Bernardini’s
2007 study revealing greater collocationality in the translational part of an EnglishItalian comparable corpus of translated and non-translated literary texts), their status
as ‘universal’ features of translation is now widely questioned.10 This questioning
took various forms: there have been studies showing that so-called universals are
9

NB. Kenny could only use the frequency counts for words, not collocations (as will be explained
in Chapter 2.2 below).
10 I do not wish to give the impression that universalist theories were at any point universally adopted. There were many who were critical of them from the outset, namely scholars who might
consider their approach to Translation Studies influenced more by cultural analysis than by hardnosed empirical research e.g. Hermans, Arrojo, Venuti, Tymoczko. Nevertheless much research
space has been dedicated to translations universals over the past two and a half decades, of which
normalisation was an important aspect.
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in fact genre specific (Kruger & van Rooy, 2012, Delaere et al., 2012); or languagepair specific (Delaere & De Sutter, 2017). Then there have been other studies which
failed to uncover any evidence of normalisation at all (Marco, 2009); and studies
where mixed results were found (e.g. Kenny, 2001). At the same time there has
been renewed interest in the stylistic fingerprints of individual translators (e.g.
Baker, 2001, Saldahna, 2005, Bosseaux, 2007); and new interest in the influence of
personality and emotions on translation (Hubscher-Davidson, 2009, 2016, 2017); and
even the influence of home working conditions on literary translation (Kolb, 2018).
The studies discussed in the previous paragraph were data-driven, but from a
purely theoretical point of view, the idea of translation universals was criticised too:
commentators such as House (2008) and Becher (2011) pointed out that translation
is necessarily language-pair specific in that specific pairs of languages are always
involved. They pointed out, too, that so-called universal features can almost always
be accounted for by contrastive differences between languages as well as by
pragmatic effects. And finally there were commentators who pointed out that even
if normalisation, explicitation and simplification turned out to be persistent features
of translation, they are not unique to translation, given that they can be explained
by mechanisms which also apply to language and language-learning in general (e.g.
Halverson, 2017) or, more widely, to social interaction in general (e.g. Pym, 2005
on risk avoidance). In other words, contrary to what Baker (1993, p. 235) claimed,
so-called translation universals can be subsumed under other kinds of linguistic
and cultural interaction.
1.6
Back Full Circle
In retrospect, perhaps, it is obvious that translation ‘universals’ would not
conclusively be found, that much would turn out to depend on factors such as which
languages pairs were involved, the direction of translation, the age and experience
of the translator, the genre of the source and target texts, the translator’s individual
preferences, the input of editors, and much else besides (Cohen, 2018). In retrospect,
perhaps, it is obvious that all these things would make a crucial difference, but it
is easier to spot the obvious with hindsight than it is to anticipate it in advance. So
these studies were probably a necessary step in our understanding of translation
even though that step has taken us back full circle to some of the issues addressed
by Vanderauwera (1985) such as genre, the relative prestige of the source and target
languages, and their effects on normalisation.
It is against this backdrop that I am researching the question of normalisation in
literary translation. As we have seen, although normalisation was once viewed as a
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translation universal, the past decade or two has witnessed a large-scale refutation
of the hypothesis that normalisation is an inherent feature of translation. However,
it is still relevant to ask under what circumstances normalisation occurs. So like
Vanderauwera (1985), this research project spotlights Dutch novels translated into
English, only a good 30 years on from the publication of her findings. It is interesting
to return to the same area after so many years, for although Dutch is still a ‘minority
literature’, its position on the world stage has greatly improved with more and more
English language publishers taking on Dutch titles, even to the point of auctions
being held for the rights to prominent novels (e.g. De avond is ongemak by Marieke
Lucas Rijneveld, 2018 / trans. The Discomfort of the Evening, Michele Hutchison,
Faber, 2020; Grand Hotel Europa by Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer, 2018, 4th Estate, 2021).
However, this research project should not be seen as a latter-day replication of
Vanderauwera’s work. The enormous breadth of Vanderauwera’s manually conducted
study meant, necessarily, that her analysis could never be exhaustive, not even for
one particular feature. The enormous breadth of Vanderauwera’s study also meant
that she spent more time focusing on context than she did on co-text, the linguistic
context, a point we shall return to shortly.
Vanderauwera’s lack of exhaustiveness, or rigour, can be attributed be to the
technological limitations of her time. Today’s corpus techniques, by contrast, allow
researchers to isolate particular features and analyse them on their own laptops,
generating swathes of data, ranging from word lists to concordance lines, and from
words sketches to multifactorial and regression analyses. However, the ‘swathes-ofdata approach’ for particular features has its drawbacks too in that it often ignores cotext (e.g. Delaere & De Sutter, 2017). So my thesis, as well as spotlighting translated
Dutch literature 30 years after Vanderauwera’s study, is an attempt to explore new
methodological ground – the middle ground, say, between Vanderauwera’s sweeping
context-driven approach, and Delaere and De Sutter’s approach where, more often
than not, the co-text has been ignored. As we will see in the case studies (Chapters
4 to 9), focusing on the middle ground uncovers what Halverson (2017) calls local
salience/priming, a feature she mentions having neglected in her own work. In the
next chapter, where I explain how I adapted Kenny 2001’s method to explore my own
research question, I will also explain the concepts of ‘local salience’ and ‘priming’.
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2.1
Operationalising the Research Question
To recap, this thesis investigates the question of normalisation. It does so by analysing
six Dutch novels (known for their linguistic quirkiness and creativity) and asks:
Has the linguistic creativity of the ST been normalised in translation?
Vanderauwera’s (1985) survey of Dutch novels translated into English covered many
aspects of language, ranging from the level of the word, phrase or sentence up to the
level of the paragraph and, sometimes, even the entire text. But her exploration of
creativity and normalisation was necessarily impressionistic, given that a rigorous
analysis of all these levels would have produced an unmanageable amount of data
– unmanageable even for six novels, let alone for the 50-odd novels included in her
study. So if we want to gain more than a general impression of whether normalisation
is at work, it might be wise to focus on specific aspects of the language and subject
them to a thorough analysis.
Normalisation can manifest itself in various ways because creativity can manifest
itself in various ways (e.g. at the level of the lexicon, spelling, sound, or syntax),
but of all these levels, the lexicon is arguably the greatest source of creativity (see
Kenny, 2001, p. 142), with the greatest potential for normalisation. So I will address
the question of normalisation by concentrating on two lexical features: creative
compounds and creative adjective-noun collocations. In doing so, I will adapt
Kenny’s (2001) procedure for tracking and evaluating the translation of creative
compounds and collocations in GEPCOLT – the German-English Parallel Corpus
of Literary Texts (ibid). I have chosen to focus on these parts of the creative lexicon
because (1) they yield a not-too-big, yet not-too-small dataset which can be treated
more or less exhaustively; (2) they involve contiguous items (i.e. compounds contain,
by definition, contiguous elements; and adjectives are often found in attributive
position right next to the nouns they modify); and (3) they are relatively easy to
extract from a corpus using an automatic extraction technique. The ins and outs of
this technique, part of which was created especially for this research project, will
be illustrated in Section 2.5 below, but first let’s return to the research question.
Having narrowed down the area of investigation, my research question now reads:
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Have creative compounds and creative adjective-noun bigrams been normalised
in translation?
Of course, this newly formulated research question begs another question, namely:
how do you measure creativity and how do you measure normalisation? Following
Kenny (2001), I operationalised both concepts, in the first instance, in terms of
frequency. For example, I classified the Dutch bigram dorstige zand (lit. thirsty
sand from the novel Spijkerschrift) as creative because it did not occur once in
the Dutch reference corpus; and I classified its English translation “dry sand” as a
common collocation because it occurred frequently in the English reference corpus,
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Operationalisation in Terms of Frequency
Dutch reference corpus
nlTenTen2014

PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
Dutch source Texts English target texts enTenTen2015
(TTs)
(STs)

0 hits

dorstig(e) zand

“dry sand”

1,305 hits

Now given that the translation involved a shift from a zero-frequency to a highfrequency bigram, the translation was classified as ‘normalised’. Of course, this is
a glaringly obvious example for which you hardly need reference corpora at all,
but when dealing with reams of data, including less obvious cases, the frequency
approach helps in the first instance because it can be automated (See 2.5 for an
illustration of this method.)
2.2
The Importance of Big Corpora
The phrase “in the first instance” (used twice in the previous paragraph) is important
here. For the fact that a particular compound or bigram has zero or only one hit in
a particular reference corpus does not necessarily mean that it is creative. This is
because for any given corpus “a few words are used in huge numbers, but almost
all words are used hardly at all. In fact, in all texts, whatever their size, about 50 per
cent of all words [in that text] are used only once” (Bellos 2014). Figure 1 illustrates
this point:
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Figure 1: Zipfian Distribution (taken from Pine, Freudenthal, Krajewski, & Gobet, 2013, p. 19)

As we can see, the drop-off in word frequency happens fast, and the graph flattens
off quickly into a long tail of unique items.
If this type of distribution (called a Zipfian distribution after its discoverer George
Zipf) is true of single words, it is doubly true of bigrams. To understand this, take
by way of an example the Contemporary Corpus of American English (COCA)11
and imagine, also by way of an example, using that corpus to generate a list of all
the adjective-noun bigrams containing the noun carrot (in the singular). Such a
search would reveal that carrot occurs in more than twice as many unique adjnoun bigrams as it does in non-unique adj-noun bigrams. In other words, the list of
bigrams containing the word carrot has an extremely long tail of unique items, in
fact about double the length of the tail of single words as described by Bellos (2014).
The upshot of this is that, for instance, tasty carrot and self-respecting carrot both
occur only once in COCA, even though the former is much more commonplace than
the latter. Likewise, neither clean carrot nor invigorated carrot occurs at all in
COCA even though, yet again, the former is much more commonplace than the latter.

11 COCA has been chosen here by way of example because it is the same size as SoNar, an important
Dutch corpus referred to below.
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Table 2: COCA Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Given the above, we can safely say that frequency is not always a reliable measure
of creativity. However: the bigger a corpus is, the better a measure it becomes
because common items are less likely to find themselves hidden away in the tail of
unique or non-occurring items. This will be demonstrated in the next paragraph by
comparing COCA to a far larger corpus.
Whereas COCA contains approximately 500 million words, Sketch Engine’s
corpus enTenTen2015 contains several billion words. So let’s now search for large
carrot, tasty carrot, clean carrot, self-respecting carrot and invigorated carrot
in enTenTen2015 to see whether corpus size does indeed make a difference:
Table 3: COCA and enTenTen2015 Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

Hits in enTenTen2015
208
21
18
0
0

As should be obvious from Table 3, frequency counts in the larger corpus are a better
measure of creativity for this set of words; with 208 hits, large carrot is still by far
the most frequent bigram of the five, but enTenTen2015 also shows that tasty carrot
is significantly more frequent than self-respecting carrot, reflecting our intuitions
about what constitutes quirky language and what does not.
If COCA, with its 500 million words, assigns many commonplace bigrams to
the tail of unique or non-occurring items, thus conflating creative with non-creative
language use, what would have happened if we had searched the British National
Corpus (BNC) instead? With no more than 100 million words, the BNC provides
absolutely no data on four of the carrot bigrams listed in Table 3, thus rendering
any statements about creativity in terms of frequency pretty meaningless (see Table
4 below).
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Table 4: BNC, COCA and enTenTen2015 Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Hits in the BNC
5
0
0
0
0

Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

Hits in enTenTen
208
21
18
0
0

And yet the BNC and the Mannheim Corpora Holdings (which were one-third
smaller than the BNC) were the largest reference corpora that Kenny (2001) had at
her disposal when she researched creativity in German novels translated into English.
It is important to bear this in mind because my adaptation of Kenny’s method makes
full use of these leaps in corpus size, whereas Kenny had to compromise. Whilst she
could, to a certain extent, use frequency counts to investigate creative compounds,12
as soon as she turned her attention to creative collocations, she was hindered by the
size of her reference corpora. For despite the BNC and Mannheim Corpora Holdings
being the largest openly available corpora of that time, when it came to collocations,
these corpora were only big enough to throw light on the most common ones. As
Kenny put it herself, “the thrust of automatic collocation analysis [at the present
time] is towards identifying common collocations” (ibid, p. 128). So when it came
to identifying creative collocations, Kenny was forced to adopt another approach:
she used Wordsmith (a popular lexical computing software package) to automatically
list the most common words in her corpus of German novels and then scanned these
by eye to see if any of them occurred in creative constructions.
In short, whereas automatically generating frequency lists took Kenny some way
to identifying creative compounds in her corpus of German novels, the automatic
generation of frequency lists was useless when it came to identifying creative
collocations. For its use to come of age, Translation Studies would have to wait
until the second decade of the 21st century – a decade which saw the creation of a
suite of very large corpora, known collectively as TenTen, of which enTenTen2015
(introduced above) is one.
2.3
How Big is Big? – The TenTen Corpora and the Web
The TenTen corpora were created by the makers of Sketch Engine and are an integral
part of their lexical computing software, which I have used to automatically extract
creative compounds and collocations from my corpus of novels. Seeing as I am
12 She did this by generating a simple wordlist from her corpus of German novels, and then, on the
basis of her intuition, sifted out the creative compounds from the tail of unique-items.
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researching Dutch novels translated into English, the two corpora of interest here
are, obviously, the Dutch and the English ones, respectively called nlTenTen2014 and
enTenTen2015. Also obvious are the meanings of the prefixes (nl and en) and suffixes
(2014 and 2015) which flank their names: these refer to the languages and years in
which the two corpora were compiled. Less obvious, for sure, is the meaning of the
term TenTen. But importantly, this term hints at their size.13
It was the aim of the founders of Sketch Engine to build a suite of corpora each
totaling 1010 (pronounced ten-ten, and equalling ten to the power of ten, [i.e. ten billion])
words – a massive increase on the corpora of preceding generations ((Pomikalek,
Richly, & Kilgarriff, 2009). In fact, at 15.7 billion words enTenTen exceeded this goal,
although nlTenTen, with only 2.3 billion words, fell short. Nonetheless, both these
corpora are big: significantly bigger than the English and German corpora used by
Kenny (2001). How significantly bigger they are is difficult to imagine, but imagine
it we must if we are truly to understand what the TenTen corpora have brought to the
study of creative lexis (as briefly illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 above) and how they
have enabled me to overcome some of the difficulties faced by Kenny.
One of the best ways to start imagining how much bigger the TenTen corpora
are than those used by Kenny (2001) is to think about how much bigger a billion is
than a million (Bellos, 2010, pp. 20–21). The classic way to do this is to consider the
following question: if a million seconds equals 11.5 days (which it does), then how
long is a billion seconds? Put schematically:
1 million seconds = 11.5 days
1 billion seconds = ?
The answer is overleaf…

13 For brevity’s sake, these corpora will be referred to from now on as nlTenTen and enTenTen.
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The answer is almost 32 years. (It might seem as though I am labouring this point here,
but experiments have shown that the human brain tends to perceive large numbers
logarithmically [see, for instance, Varshney & Sun 2013]. In other words, without proper
training we perceive the numbers 1,000,000; 1,000,000,000 and 1,000,000,000,000 to
be equal intervals apart, in the same way that a toy model of the solar system places the
planets, misleadingly, at equal distances apart). So the difference between a million and
a billion is the same as the difference between 11.5 days and approximately 32 years.
Translated into the actual sizes of the reference corpora that Kenny (2001) and I have
used, we get the following comparisons (shown in Table 5):14
Table 5: Comparing Corpora Size
nlTenTen
72 years

Kenny 2001’s reference corpora
Mannheim
BNC
Corpora
2 years
3 years

enTenTen
520 years

As we have just seen, nlTenTen and enTenTen are vastly – exponentially – bigger
than the corpora used by Kenny (2001); and this vast difference has made it possible
for me to use frequency counts, in the first instance, to assess the creativity of
adjective-noun bigrams (using an automatic extraction technique which will be
demonstrated in Section 2.5). I repeat the phrase “in the first instance” because
the problem of the tail never quite goes away. Just as the BNC failed to distinguish
between the commonplace tasty carrot and the quirky self-respecting carrot, in
that it assigned both bigrams to the tail of non-occurring items, so too does TenTen
occasionally assign to the tail of non-occurring (or unique) items pairs of bigrams
which an even larger corpus – i.e. an exponentially larger corpus – would distinguish
squarely between. But there is a snag: no exponentially larger corpus exists – at least
not unless we adopt the controversial practice of using commercial search engines
to interrogate the web.
The drawbacks to using commercial search engines to obtain quantitative
linguistic data from the web have been documented (e.g. Kilgariff, 2007), and the
arguments are well known (e.g. lack of stability and unknown make-up). Yet, when it
comes to patterns of lesser-used lexis, the web is of invaluable help, if only because it
is so massively big (see Gatto 2014, but also Norvig 2007, who estimates the English
14 There is an obvious asymmetry here in that enTenTen is about seven times bigger than nlTenTen. I
have approached the Sketch Engine team about this, but there are, unfortunately no current plans
to rectify this imbalance.
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word count accessible through Google Books to be in excess of a trillion).15 Its
magnitude makes it able to cope with the Zipfian nature of language; put figuratively,
the web holds a magnifying glass up to the TenTen tail of unusual lexis, which, as we
saw for English, had already held a magnifying glass up to the COCA and the BNC
tails. The pay-off to using the web can be seen in Table 6 below, which compares
a search for the bigrams impeccable vocabulary and immaculate vocabulary in
enTenTen and Google Books. (These examples, taken from my discussion of De
inscheper and its translation, are discussed further in Chapter 6.)
Table 6: Comparable Searches
Impeccable vocabulary
Immaculate vocabulary

enTenTen
2
0

Google Books
169
23

As can be seen from Table 6, enTenTen does not distinguish significantly between
the two, whereas the results from Google Books makes it clearer that impeccable
vocabulary is more common than immaculate vocabulary.
My reasons for sometimes resorting to the web can be summarised by Bob Mercer’s
motto: “There’s no data like more data” (as quoted in Leech 2002, p. 5). In the discussion
above, I used English language corpora and the English language web to illustrate
Mercer’s point, but the same arguments hold for Dutch: Sketch Engine’s nlTenTen
provides significantly more information on lesser-used lexis than the Dutch corpus SoNar
(which, at 425 million words, is slightly smaller than COCA but apart from nlTenTen the
largest Dutch corpus to date.) On the other hand, nlTenTen provides less information than
the Dutch part of the web. But despite this, nlTenTen can be used in the first instance to
automatically syphon off potentially creative compounds and bigrams. How this works
exactly will be illustrated in Section 2.5. But first, a cautionary word about word counts.
2.4
A Cautionary Word About Word Counts
As we have just seen, the Zipfian nature of language justifies using the web occasionally
when it comes to lesser-used lexis. But this does not detract from the fact that the web
is a highly unpredictable animal. Not only do word counts vary from day to day, but
if you type a word or phrase into Google and simply look at the first page, you get a
grossly inflated estimate of how many occurrences of that word or phrase there are. The
following example, taken from The Misfortunates (in the first case study) illustrates the
point. The English phrase “faded seaside resort” (which is Colmer’s translation of the
15 If a million seconds = 11.5 days then a trillion seconds = 32 thousand years!
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Dutch bigram verlepte badstad) yields at first sight 9010 hits in Google; at least that is
the number of hits given at the top of the first page of the search, underlined in Figure 2.
Figure 2: First Page of a Search for “faded seaside resort” (retrieved 15.1.2017)

If, however, you scroll through the results to the very last page, Google tells you that
there are only 152 hits, underlined in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Last Page of a Search for “faded seaside resort” (retrieved 15.1.2017)
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It is important to bear in mind that the number given on the last page of a Google
search may well come closer to the real result, with many exact duplications having
been removed.16
Therefore, in the appendices to the case studies, I only give the smaller number.
Another important thing to bear in mind is that Google searches tell us nothing
about the syntax of a bigram. For instance, the adjective noun bigram “free sorrow”
(which occurs in Sam Garrett’s translation of De inscheper) had 242 hits in Google
Books, but the results also included non adjective-noun bigrams – cases, for instance,
where free and sorrow were separated by a comma or a full stop, and cases where
free was functioning as a verb.17
On a more positive note, if the first-page estimates are extremely low to begin
with, then we can assume that Google is providing reliable evidence. Figure 4 below
illustrates this point: a search for the compound telefoonjeuk (taken from Rupert, een
bekentenis) yielded only one hit, turning out to be from Rupert itself!
Figure 4: Search for “telefoonjeuk” in Google Books (retrieved 7.2.2018)

Having demonstrated the importance of corpus size when investigating creative
lexis, let’s now turn to the heart of the matter: how to exploit Sketch Engine’s
multibillion word corpora in order to automatically extract potentially creative lexis
from my corpus of Dutch novels. The best novel to illustrate this with is Ilja Leonard
Pfeijffer’s Rupert, een bekentenis, the very novel which showed up in the Google
search just above.
16 Personal communication with Robert Lew, editor in chief of Lexicon.
17 This raises the question: why did I not use Google Ngram Viewer instead? After all, Ngram Viewer
can read punctuation and it allows you to specify parts of speech. My reasons for avoiding it is
because the frequencies it quotes are expressed as a fraction of 10 billion words per year, even for
years where there are less than 10 billion words in the corpus. This gives rise to gross inaccuracies.
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2.5
An Illustration of Method – Rupert, een bekentenis (Rupert: A Confession)
The lexical computing package best suited to the automatic detection of potentially
creative compounds and bigrams is (as already stated) Sketch Engine, not least
because the TenTen corpora come built into the software. I will demonstrate precisely
how the automatisation works with respect to one of the novels in my corpus, namely:
Rupert, een bekentenis. But first, a brief introduction to the novel’s content and style.
2.5.1 Introducing the Novel
Rupert, een bekentenis is a tightly woven novel about Rupert, an articulate but insane
man, standing trial for rape. Rupert delivers his own defence from memory using the
ancient mnemonic device of a memory palace, which in this novel takes the form of
a fictional city loosely based on Genoa. Thus Rupert takes us on a tour of the city
past various landmarks (e.g. famous statues and grand squares) and into various
locations (e.g. pubs, peepshows and cafés), all of which serve as an aide memoire to
help him recount the events leading up to the alleged rape. If the memory palace with
its various topoi has obvious roots in antiquity, so too does the style in which the
story is narrated. It is a style packed with rhetorical devices – anaphora, alliteration,
aposiopesis, assonance, anadiplosis, chiasmus, ekphrasis, hyperbaton, metaphor,
metonymy, oxymoron, parison, periphrasis, personification and puns (and the list
is not complete) – expressing a variety of moods from poetic lyricism to disjointed
streams of thought, from pompous legalese to spluttering rage. And it is also a style
that estranges – to use the Russian formalist term – a style that juxtaposes odd words,
creating unusual collocations and arresting images.
Of the six Dutch novels in my corpus, Rupert, een bekentenis contains the
quirkiest language of all. Initially I thought this fact would also make Rupert the
most interesting case study of all, but as it turned out the constant onslaught of
deliberately over-the-top figures of speech (a style which is central to the theme of
the novel) does not leave the translator much room for manoeuver. After all, a highly
unusual and eccentric collocation like noten zelfverwijt is difficult to translate as
anything less eccentric than “walnut self-reproach” in a novel that is constantly
parading the pomposity of its protagonist. But this over-the-topness makes Rupert
an excellent example of method, as we will now see.
2.5.2 Making Rupert ‘Fit for Purpose’
Now that Rupert has been introduced, let us return to Sketch Engine. To get started
with the detections of creative compounds and bigrams, I first had to make Rupert
‘fit for purpose’. This involved converting it into a text file (RupertNL.txt) after
removing the title page, copyright page, dedications, the blurb on the back and inside
covers, all running heads and pages number and, last but not least, all soft hyphens.
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(Soft hyphens are hyphens inserted into words simply because they fall at the end
of a line e.g. im- [NEW LINE] possible). It also involved replacing curly apostrophes
(’) and curly inverted commas (‘’, “ ”) with straight ones because the version of the
software I was using then could only deal with straight ones (although later versions
of the program do allow for them too). Similarly any maps, figures, diagrams or
illustrations had to be removed too.
Once Rupert had been prepared in this way, it could be turned into a new corpus. (I
created from each ST and TT novel a separate corpus in order to analyse the linguistic
features of each individually). Turning Rupert into a corpus worked as follows:
The first step was to click on <+ Create corpus> at the top of the vertical menu
bar on the left-hand side of the homepage, as seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Creating a Corpus – Menu Bar

The next screen (Figure 6) asked for the name of the corpus (which, for obvious
reasons, I decided to call Rupert NL) and the language (which in this case was
Dutch). Having filled in these details, I clicked on <Create>.
Figure 6: Creating a New Corpus
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Once the (as yet empty) Rupert NL corpus had been created, the next step was to
upload the file which had been made fit for purpose (i.e. the file which had been saved
as RupertNL.txt, and which had been stripped of its title page, copyright pages,
dedications, blurb, soft-hyphens etc.) by selecting <Choose file>, shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Choosing the File

Figure 8: Adding the File

Once RupertNL.txt had been uploaded (as shown in Figure 8), I clicked <next>
to preview the beginning of the first chapter. This is displayed in the large window
at the bottom of Figure 9.
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Figure 9: File Preview

Satisfied with the preview, I clicked on <finish>, which took me to the screen shown
in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Finishing Off

2.5.3 Compiling RupertNL.txt in Order to Extract Creative Compounds
Having uploaded and previewed RupertNL.txt, the next step was to compile it (i.e.
annotate it with a part of speech tagger). To do this, all I had to do was click <Compile
corpus> on the horizontal menu bar in Figure 10, which led to the screen shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Corpus Compilation with Default Values Selected
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Figure 11 shows the compiler with the default values selected, namely (1) the
Dutch NLWAC tree tagger (i.e. a tagger which labels each Dutch word with its
part-of-speech and other grammatical categories such as tense and number) and
(2) Dutch Term definition. (Although irrelevant for the extraction of single words,
including compounds, I will explain what Term definition means here for the sake
of completeness: a ‘term’ is simply a multi-word unit such as the dog, in the train,
lovely weather etc. If set to its default value Sketch Engine will adopt a broad
definition of what counts as a multi-word unit to include noun phrases, verb phrases,
prepositional phrases and other configurations of words besides.)
In order to extract creative compounds from RupertNL.txt I could therefore
leave the default values as they were, then simply click <compile>. (NB. In contrast,
as we will see in Section 2.5.4. below, I had to change the default values in order to
extract creative collocations).
2.5.3.1 Extracting Creative Compounds From RupertNL.txt
Having seen how RupertNL.txt was compiled, we will now look at the extraction
process itself. The Sketch Engine function best suited to extracting creative
compounds is Word List, displayed in Figure 12. In order to extract compounds, I
set <Search attribute> to word and <Minimum frequency> to 1. It was important
to set the minimum frequency to 1, rather than keeping it at the default setting of
5, because I wanted to find all the creative compounds, and not just those that the
author had used a minimum of five times. Another setting that needed to be changed
was <Output type>, from the default value of Simple to the rather unexpected value
of Keywords. Normally one uses Keywords to look for just that: words which are
key to a particular text and thus relatively frequent compared to a given reference
corpus. (For example, in a text about gardening, the keyword function, if used
conventionally, would probably extract words like plant, landscape and botanical).
Not so here: I did not use the Keyword function to look for keywords in my text. By
setting the minimum frequency to 1, I used Keywords in an ‘off-label’ fashion to
extract from RupertNL.txt any word that did NOT occur in the reference corpus,
irrespective of how key it was to RupertNL.txt.18

18 I have stolen the term ‘off-label’ from the field of medicine, where it refers to a drug “used to treat
a condition for which it has not been officially approved” (Merriam-Webster online, https://www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/off-label).
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Figure 12: Word List Function, with Options Selected for Extracting Compounds

That is, I used Keywords solely as a way of automatically comparing the frequency of
each and every word in RupertNL.txt to the frequency of those same words in the
reference corpus, so that I could extract all the words with zero hits in the reference corpus.
Once these option had been selected, I clicked <Make word list> to be confronted by
a 71-page wordlist with six columns displaying: (i) each word in RupertNL.txt;
(ii) its frequency in RupertNL.txt; (iii) its normalised frequency in RupertNL.
txt (this third column can, in fact, be ignored because RupertNL.txt is too
small for normalised frequencies (that is frequencies per million words, abbreviated
to fpm), to make any sense; (iv) the frequency of each word in nlTenTen; (v) its
normalised frequency [fpm] in nlTenTen; and finally (vi) its word-keyness score.19
Page 2 of this 71-page list is shown in Figure 13.20
19 This sixth column can also be ignored by keyness is not relevant to my thesis.
20 Word-keyness is not relevant to my thesis but, for those who are interested, it is calculated as follows:
fpmfocus + N
___________
fpm ref + N
This formula means: the normalised frequency (fpm [i.e. frequency per million words]) of the
word in the focus corpus (in this case RupertNL.txt) plus the coefficient N, divided by the
normalised frequency (fpm) of the same word in the reference corpus (in this case nlTenTen) plus
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Figure 13: Word List

the coefficient N. The scary-looking coefficient N (which, less scarily, usually equals 1) is added
to prevent the denominator (i.e. the value below the division line) from equaling zero. And why
may the denominator never equal zero? The easy answer is this: if you try to divide any number
by zero on your calculator, it always gives an error message!
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Figure 13: continued.

Although the list was 71 pages long, the fourth column (showing the frequencies
in nlTenTen) provided a clean way to sift through that data. This is because, despite
there being 71 pages, only two and a half of them contained words which had 0 hits
in nlTenTen. And it was this couple of pages which provided my shortlist of creative
compounds. As we can see, this part of the shortlist needed further sifting, for not all
of the words with 0 hits in nlTenTen were relevant (some, for instance, were proper
names; others foreign names or street names). So once I had sifted out the irrelevant
forms, I was left with only the three compounds, given in Table 7:
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Table 7: Hits in nlTenTen versus Google Books
From Rupert NL
Wordlist (page 2)
telefoonjeuk
stinkbroek
rechternachtkastje

nlTenTen

Google Books

(English gloss)

0
0
0

0
13
4

(‘telephone itch’)
(‘stink trousers’)
(right-hand bedside table’)

Of these three forms, only telefoonjeuk could be considered creative, as confirmed
by more quantitative evidence from an even bigger ‘corpus’ (i.e. Google Books) as
well as other forms of triangulation (see Section 2.7 below on Triangulation).
Despite the immense quirkiness of Rupert, een bekentenis – as revealed in the
preview window (Figure 9) – it turned out to contain relatively few creative compounds.
However, this novel has fulfilled its task of demonstrating how creative compounds
can be extracted from novels in principle. In Chapter 9, on the translation of creative
compounds in Bonita Avenue, we shall see how this method yields many fruits.
2.5.4

Compiling RupertNL.txt In Order to Extract Creative Adjective-Noun
Bigrams
In Section 2.5.3, we saw how I compiled RupertNL.txt in order to extract
creative compounds from it: all I had to do was stick to the default values for Term
definition. But when it came to compiling RupertNL.txt for the extraction of
creative adjective-noun bigrams, a different approach was needed: it required a
change to the default settings and the creation of a special script (shown in Figure 15).
To see how this went, let’s return to Figure 11, which shows the compilation
page. As can be seen in the top half of the window, compilation consists of two main
features: (1) a Sketch grammar, which is essentially a part-of-speech tagger, and (2)
a Term definition, which prepares the corpus for term extraction. As far as Sketch
Engine is concerned, a “term” is simply a multi-word unit such as the dog, in the
train, lovely weather etc. If set to its default value (the selected value in Figure 11),
Sketch Engine will adopt a broad definition of what counts as a multi-word unit to
include noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases and other configurations
of words besides. As we have seen, this is of no consequence when extracting single
words, including compounds. However, as soon as you try to extract more than
one word, term definition is crucial. So seeing as I am interested in adjective-noun
bigrams, I needed to restrict the definition of a term to include only multiword
units consisting of nothing other than an adjective followed by a noun. In earlier
versions of Sketch Engine, it was not possible for users to define their own terms,
but at my request this option was added and has now become a permanent feature
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of the program. This extra option called <My term definitions> is shown selected
in Figure 14, and the special script, or computer code, underlying it is shown in
Figure 15.21
Figure 14: Corpus Compilation with English ADJ N Term Grammar Selected

Figure 15: Code Underlying the Adjective Noun Term Grammar for Dutch

21 I am indebted to Vojtěch Kovář of Sketch Engine for writing this script.
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Having chosen a Sketch grammar and defined my terms, I clicked <Compile> and
the task was complete: RupertNL.txt was now ready to have its adjective-noun
bigrams extracted.
2.5.4.1 Extracting Creative Adjective-Noun Bigrams from RupertNL.txt
As with compounds, the best way to extract adjective-noun bigrams is to use the
Word list function, as shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Word List Function

And as with compounds too, I set <Minimum frequency> to 1 to ensure that
all adjective-noun bigram were listed, including those which occurred only once
in RupertNL.txt. Similarly, under <Output options>, I selected Keywords
along with the reference corpus Dutch Web 2014 (nlTenTen14). The only difference
between extracting compounds and bigrams was this: <Search attribute> had to
be set to terms, defined now, of course, as adjective-noun bigrams (see Section 5.4).
As with single words, this produced reams of output, of which a short excerpt is
shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: A Short Extract of Automatically Generated Adjective-Noun Bigrams
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Again, as with the single words, not all candidate bigrams (i.e. bigrams with zero
hits in the reference corpus) could be considered creative; the quirky gezonde
aanrakerigheid (gloss: healthy touchy-feeliness) versus the more normal sounding
boerse achtergrond (gloss: rustic background) and willekeurige accumulatie
(gloss: random accumulation). is a case in point. Also, note that Sketch grammar
sometimes makes mistakes; as can be seen in the bottom third of the window
in Figure 17, Sketch grammar has misclassified as adjective + noun bigrams the
following pairs of words: de zon (determiner + noun; gloss: the sun), oostblokkerig
aangeschotens (adverb + adjective; gloss: eastern-blockishly tipsy) and plakkerig
aankleeft (adverb + verb; gloss: stickily adheres).
Leaving these little bugs aside, this part of the method yielded much fruit in
three of my case studies, namely De inscheper by Otto de Kat, Sluitertijd by Erwin
Mortier, and De helaasheid der dingen by Dimitri Verhulst.
2.6
Tracing the Translation
Once I had extracted the creative compounds and bigrams from RupertNL.txt,
I turned to the target text to see how they had been rendered in translation. I did not
use a parallel concordancer for this, but went straight to the PDFs. This afforded
the advantage of being able to compare the ST Rupert, een bekentenis with the TT
Rupert: A Confession in their original form, and of being able to see more co-text.
2.7
Triangulation
There’s no data like more data was the motto quoted towards the end of Section 2.3.
This motto captured the fact that when investigating creative lexis, the bigger the
corpus, the better. Corpora, however, are not the only useful source of information,
especially when it comes to creative lexis. This is where triangulation comes in. To
be classified as creative, two other criteria had to be met as well: (1) the compound
or bigram in question had to ‘feel’ unusual to native speakers,22 and (2) it had to be
figurative; that is, it had to express some sort of rhetorical trope. To return to the
Dutch example, dorstige zand: not only is it unattested in the reference corpus, it
also feels unusual to native speakers, and it involves a rhetorical trope, in this case
personification. (For a full account of how I classified the creative bigrams in terms
of rhetorical tropes, see Chapter 3.) By contrast, its English translation, “dry sand”,
met none of the three criteria, so the translation was classified as normalised.
There’s no data like more data is a powerful motto: it encouraged me to seek
evidence for creativity and normalisation in the largest existing reference corpora, as
well as beyond: it took me to the web, to native speaker intuitions, and to rhetorical
22 My informants were native speakers of Dutch and English, of various ages, including academics.
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tropes. And deeper than that, it encouraged me to zoom in on the co-text. So when
considering how unusual a bigram was, I also appealed to what Halverson (2017)
terms “local salience” and to what Hoey (2005) terms “local priming”. For instance,
in De helaasheid der dingen, author Dimitri Verhulst calls a faded seaside town een
verlepte (wilted) badstad (seaside town). Verlept is an unusual epithet for a seaside
town, but seen in context (iemand van ver buiten het dorp […], de voorzitter van
een drinkclub uit de verlepte badstad Oostende) the <v> in ver and voorzitter pave
the way for the <v> in verlepte, making this word, perhaps, a little more expected
in context. These are also the kind of things I take into account when comparing
source and target texts.
There’s no data like more data is a powerful motto indeed. But in the context of
latter-day empirical Translation Studies (with its reliance on statistics), my insistence on
providing co-text for every single compound and bigram is a controversial thing to do
– controversial because it goes against the central tenet of modern statistics that “given
a number of observations, you can actually gain information by throwing information
away” (Stigler, 2016, p. 4). It goes against the idea that it is more informative to take
an “arithmetic mean [and] discard the individuality of the measure” than it is to get
involved in the nitty gritty details of each individual case. (ibid)
This study goes against all that by providing details of each individual compound
and bigram along with its co-text, but it does so with the greater goal of showing that
the “individuality of the measure” really does matter. In fact, such is the individuality
of the measure that no two readers will have exactly the same interpretation of all
my data. But this only serves to underscore the point that no matter how much
triangulation there is, there will always be room for disagreement and borderline cases.
2.8
Reverse Testing: Denormalisation
The method outlined in the previous sections provides a way of discovering which
creative compounds and bigrams have been normalised in translation. It does not,
though, uncover the full extent of the translator’s creativity/normalisation because
a translator might normalise in one place in the text only to compensate creatively
in another place, well beyond the immediate co-text. This more general type of
compensation is what Harvey (1995) calls “displaced compensation”.
Displaced compensation can, of course, take many forms, but my way of
operationalising it was, once again, to focus on compounds and adjective-noun
bigrams – only this time by extracting them from the target texts. Returning to
Rupert, I put the English translation through exactly the same steps that Rupert,
een bekentenis went through: I converted Rupert: A Confession into the text file
RupertEN.txt, uploaded it to a corpus entitled Rupert EN, compiled it for the
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extraction of creative compounds, and then again for the extraction of creative
adjective-noun bigrams. Once again I used the Keyword function in an ‘off-label’
way to siphon off all the compounds and adjective-noun bigrams which had zero
hits in the reference corpus; and once again I enlisted the help of the Sketch Engine
team to create a special script enabling me to define a Term as an adjective-noun
bigram. The script for the English Term definition is shown in Figure 18 below.
Figure 18: English Term Grammar

This process uncovered many examples of creative English forms of which “feathery
words” (from Rupert: A Confession) is just one: it is a creative translation of the more
commonplace bigram wollige woorden. Such examples, where the English turned
out to be quirkier than the Dutch, I have called ‘denormalisation’; and the test for
denormalisation taken together with the test for normalisation could be termed a
‘Bilateral test for normalisation’ – a test which takes displaced compensation into
account.23
Table 8: Bilateral Test for Normalisation – Testing for normalisation, yielding, e.g. dorstige
zand in Spijkerschrift
Dutch reference corpus
PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
Dutch source Texts English target texts enTenTen2015
nlTenTen2014
(STs)
(TTs)
0 hits

dorstig(e) zand

“dry sand”

1,305 hits

Reverse Testing for Denormalisation, showing wollige woorden in Rupert, een
bekentenis
23 I am not aware of the term ‘denormalisation’ being used within Translation Studies but it is a useful
term for this phenomenon.
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Dutch reference corpus
PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
enTenTen2015
English target texts Dutch source texts enTenTen2014
(STs)
(TTs)
0 hits

“feathery words”

wollige woorden

31 hits

On the reverse test for denormalisation, the translations are treated as if they were
originals and the originals as if there were translations.
2.9
Choosing the Novels and the Translators
There’s no data like more data was the motto that resounded through Sections 2.2,
2.3 and 2.7. But here its ring comes to an abrupt halt. With only six Dutch novels
and six translations in all, my selection cannot be taken to be representative in the
statistical sense of the term. However, it can, perhaps, be taken to be representative
in the ambassadorial sense of the term. The six translators studied here (David
Colmer, Sam Garrett, Susan Massotty, Michele Hutchison, Jonathan Reeder, and
Ina Rilke) have all played and continue to play a special role in representing Dutch
literature, be it at book fairs, festivals, or at author-translator events; and they have
all been nominees or recipients of important translation prizes.24 This, in itself,
bears witness to their skill as translators and to the esteem in which they are held.
But these facts also have a special bearing on the study of normalisation. For the
skill and experience of these translators makes it unlikely that any creativity found
(i.e. lack of normalisation) is due to source text (ST) interference. After all, studies
have shown that the less experience translators have, the more prone they are to
ST interference (see, for instance, Laviosa-Braithwaite in Baker, 1998, p. 291) The
novels, authors and publishers are listed in Table 9 below, but a detailed description
of each is reserved for Part 2.

24 There are of course other noteworthy translators working from Dutch to English, for example
David McKay, who won the 2017 Vondel Prize for his translation of War and Terpentine by Stefan
Hertmans, and runner-up that year, David Doherty. Laura Watkinson is a pre-eminent translator
of children’s books, winning the 2015 Vondel for The Letter for the King by Tonke Dragt, but also
translates adult literature. Other active translators include Nancy Forest-Flier, Liz Waters, Laura
Vroomen, Hester Velmans and Paul Vincent.
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Table 9: List of Novels, Authors, Translators and Publishers
Dutch Title

Author

De helaasheid Dimitri
Verhulst
der dingen
2 De inscheper Otto de
Kat
3 Sluitertijd
Erwin
Mortier
4 Spijkerschrift Kader
Abdolah
5 Bonita Avenue Peter
Buwalda
(6) Rupert, een
Pfeijffer,
Ilja
bekentenis
Leonard
1

Dutch
Publisher
Atlas Contact
2007
Van Oorschot
2004
De Bezige Bij
2002
De Geus
2000
De Bezige Bij
2012
Arbeiderspers
2002

English Title Translator English
Publisher
The
David
Portobello
Misfortunates Colmer
Books 2013
Sam
MacLehose
Man on the
Garrett
Press 2009
Move
Shutterspeed Ina Rilke Harvill
Secker 2007
Canongate
My Father’s Susan
Massotty 2006
Notebook
Jonathan
Pushkin Press
Bonita
Reeder
2014
Avenue
Michele
Open Letter
Rupert: A
Hutchison 2009
Confession

This list reflects the order in which the novels are discussed in Part 2 – except for
Rupert, of course, which has already been used for illustrative purposes.
2.10
Summing up
Placed side by side in Table 10 below are the main methodological features of Kenny
(2001)’s work versus my own. Highlighted in bold are the particular features which
distinguish hers from mine – or rather mine from hers.
Table 10: Methodological Features of Kenny (2001) versus my Own Work
Kenny (2001)

Current
research project

Parallel corpus

14 German novels and their
English translations
(=> 12 novelists and 10
translators)

6 Dutch novels and their
English translations
(=> 6 novelists and 6
translators)

Literary characteristics

Novels full of inventive
language (some prizewinning, some not)

Prize-winning novels full
of inventive language

Translators

Translators (some awardwinning, some not)

Award-winning or
nominated translators
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Table 10: Continued
Kenny (2001)

Current
research project

Research question

Has the language been
normalised in translation?

Has the language been
normalised in translation?

Operationalisation

Creative compounds,
and a handful of creative
collocations, each containing
at least one frequently
occurring word

Full list of creative
adjective-noun
collocations and creative
compounds

Reference corpora

Multi-million words

Several billion words

Creative compound
extraction

Generation of simple word
lists followed by lots of
manual sifting. (No automatic
comparison with reference
corpus possible)

Automatic generation of
all potentially creative
compounds (exploiting
an off-label use of the
Keyword function)

Creative collocation
extraction

Not possible:
analysis restricted to creative
collocations involving
frequently occurring words

Automatic generation of
all potentially creative
adj-noun collocations
(exploiting an off-label use
of the Keyword function)
Special script written to
redefine a ‘term’ as an
adjective-noun bigram

Bilateral test of
normalisation
(involving reverse testing
for denormalisation)

No

Yes
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Method
Table 10: Continued
Kenny (2001)
Triangulation:
1) Supplementary word
counts from the web

Current
research project

1) No

1) Yes

2) Native speaker
intuitions

2) Yes

2) Yes

3) Clues in the co-text

3) Only for some examples

3) Yes

4) Systematic
identification of
rhetorical tropes

4) No

4) Yes

Classifying data in terms
of rhetorical tropes

No

Yes

As we shall see in the case studies to come, this last methodological step (i.e.
classifying data in terms of rhetorical tropes) was a step worth taking, because it
revealed how one rhetorical trope tended to be normalised more than others. But
before we move on to the case-studies themselves, I will attempt to define, and
distinguish between, these various rhetorical tropes
.
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On Defining Rhetorical Tropes

In this section, I set out to list and define the stylistic labels that I use to categorise
the creative bigrams and creative compounds in my corpus. These labels take their
names from tropes well-known to classical rhetoric: names like metaphor, metonymy,
oxymoron, personification and synaesthesia. Lists and definitions of these terms
abound – see Wales (1990/2001), Burton (2007), Leech (2008) and Leith (2011), to
name but a few – so at first sight it seemed like my work was going to be easy. Surely
all I had to do was select the right terms, choose the best definitions and pigeonhole
my data into the appropriate slots… If only things were that simple! The problems I
encountered were manifold, but they can be reduced to two basic, but related, issues:
I. Definitions, however well-crafted, are slippery. For instance, Lakoff and
Johnson (1980, p. 35) propose a clear distinction between metaphor and
metonymy whereas Goatly (1997, p. 41, 57) cuts through that distinction,
arguing that many metaphors are in fact metonymy-based; and Burton (2007)
sees oxymoron and metaphor as belonging to two separate categories whereas
Leech (2008, p. 22) argues that oxymoron is a special case of metaphor;25
II. The individual units of data in my corpus – i.e. the creative bigrams and
creative compounds – cannot always be unambiguously pegged to individual
tropes. For instance, the phrase “tight-arsed lemonade” (from David Colmer’s
translation of Dimitri Verhulst’s novel De helaasheid der dingen/ The
Misfortunates) has, for reasons which will become clear in Chapter 5, been
classified as metonymy, but a strong case could also be made for classifying it
as personification. As will be suggested later, there are no criteria ‘out there’
that can ultimately resolve this issue.
In order to understand how this limiting state of affairs has come about, and in order
to transcend it – or at least live with it – I’d like briefly to explore how definitions
work in general. A way to do this is to take a little look at lexicography (a field
quintessentially concerned with word definitions) and its development over the past
fifty-odd years.
25 Leech’s point is that metaphor is characterised by semantic incompatibility; and that oxymoron,
because it is characterised by extreme semantic incompatibility, is a limiting case of metaphor.
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3.1
The Limitations of ‘Water Tight’ Definitions
In the second half of the twentieth century, lexicography famously moved away
from the idea that definitions can be reduced to necessary-and-sufficient conditions
(Michael Rundell, oral presentation, Lexicom 2017, Leiden, Netherlands), and
towards the idea that definitions emerge from prototypes. To illustrate this point,
let’s look at two contrasting entries for the word DOOR. The first comes from the
1961 edition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary and is a beautiful example of a
definition based on necessary-and-sufficient conditions:
Door a moveable piece of firm material or a structure supported usu. along one side
and swinging on pivots and hinges, sliding along a groove, rolling up and down,
revolving as one of four leaves, or folding like an accordion by means of which an
opening may be closed or kept open for passage into and out of a building, room
or other covered enclosure of a car, airplane, elevator or other vehicle.
(Merriam-Webster’s Third International, 1961, sourced from Rundell, ibid)
For most words, this type of definition is doomed (ibid). In the case of DOOR, not
only does the definition fail to cover all possible instances (e.g. what about doors on
computer panels?), it almost certainly fails to create a picture of an ordinary door
in most readers’ minds – at least not without them having to have a very long think.
As Hanks (2013, p. 99) argues,
No dictionary definition can possibly ‘define’ all possible uses (in the traditional
sense of determining all and only the members of a set): each definition must,
instead be read as if preceded by the word ‘typically’.
Hanks’s idea of typical word use takes us to a second entry for DOOR (drawn from
the online Macmillan dictionary 2017):
Door a large flat object that you open when you want to enter or leave a building,
room, or vehicle. Example: a little cottage with a red door.
(Macmillandictioary.com, retrieved 21.9.2017)
In contrast to the Merriam-Webster (1961) definition, the Macmillan (2017) entry
creates a vivid image of a door; and the example – sourced from a large corpus –
reflects typical usage.
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3.2
Prototypes: Meaning as Typical Use
Within modern linguistics, the idea that meaning arises from typical use is often
attributed to the work carried out in the 1970s by the cognitive psychologist Eleanor
Rosch (Hilpert 2015). Her experimental work on categories and prototypes strongly
suggests that we understand concepts not in terms of necessary-and-sufficient
conditions but in terms of exemplars, or prototypes (Rosch 1978). She famously
synthesised this position in the following diagram, which illustrates the concept of
prototypes in relation to the word BIRD.
Figure 19: Prototypes (Rosch 1978)

What this diagram says is that some birds are more ‘birdy’ than others: a robin
falls squarely (or roundly?) within the category of bird while an ostrich is situated
at the category’s fuzzy boundary; in other words, a robin is a prototypical bird; an
ostrich is not.
It is important to realise that the idea of prototypes was not only applied to
common words like BIRD and DOOR. No sooner had the idea taken sway among
cognitive psychologists than it was adopted by cognitive linguists, who applied the
principle to their very own discipline (Hilpert, 2015). Thus, in the same way that
cognitive psychologists talked about ‘birdiness’, cognitive linguists began to talk
about ‘nouniness’ and ‘verbiness’ – the idea that some nouns and verbs are more
noun-like, or verb-like, than others.26 This is an essential point to realise because
26 Think(n) is an example of a non-typical noun, as in “Let me have a think about that.”. Although the
word behaves more or less like a noun (e.g. it is governed by a verb and has an article), it is hardly
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it unsettles our intuition that technical terms have to be anchored in hard-and-fast
definitions; and it lends credence to the notion that definitions based on necessaryand-sufficient conditions are ‘doomed’ not only for everyday words but often for
academic terms too.
3.3
Hanks and Wittgenstein on Technical Terms
Still one might object to the word ‘doomed’, arguing that it is far too pessimistic
here: ‘Surely there’s a difference between everyday words and technical terms. Can’t
we just stipulate the definitions of technical terms?’ This very question has been
tackled head-on by Hanks (2010), who showed – via a wealth of corpus evidence
and with the astute eye of a world-class lexicographer – that the boundary between
‘terminology’ and ‘phraseology’ is fuzzy. He showed that even the most technical
of terms (Hanks’ example is strobilation) have meanings which vary according to
use, and that stipulating definitions, to the extent that it works at all, works only
where there is a straight-forward relationship between the word and the real world
– which is NOT the case for words describing the creative language of novels and
their translations.
What Hanks is doing, in effect, is to provide compelling corpus evidence for
what Wittgenstein (who, of course, did not have the advantage of large corpora and
lexical computing tools) took the best part of his career to realise, namely that the
meaning of words derives from use. Between writing his first major work Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus (1921) and his second, Philosophical Investigations (1953),
Wittgenstein turned away from the view that words represent objects, or clearly
defined concepts, to the opposing view that word-meanings derive only from use.
But in saying this, he did not appeal to prototypes. Instead he appealed to the idea
of family resemblances (Magee 1987, p. 328).
3.4
Family Resemblances: Technical Terms
According to Wittgenstein (1953), meaning-as-use holds not just for everyday
language, but – crucially – also for ‘higher’ areas of discourse such as ethics,
aesthetics and poetics, to which stylistics and rhetoric arguably belong. He elaborated
on this by means of an extended metaphor: that of ‘family resemblances’. As the
metaphor implies, the idea here is that words (be they everyday words such as
GAME, or technical terms such as, say, metonym, personification and oxymoron)
do not stand for one entity or concept alone. Instead, each word, or term, gets to
a prototypical case in that it cannot be pluralised even though it can be preceded by the indefinite
article. In addition, the fact that lexical items can change word-class over time reinforces the idea
of fluid lexical categories.
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be used for a whole family of entities or concepts which resemble one another to
varying degrees: some share the same forehead, as it were; others the same nose.
Crucially there is no one single feature, or one clearly defined set of features, which,
on its own, could ever characterise a word: for Wittgenstein there are no essences
(Searle 1987, p. 336).27
3.5

Rhetorical Tropes: Watertight Definitions, Prototypes And Family
Resemblances
We will return to the idea of family resemblances in 3.5.3, but let’s first take a look
at how watertight definitions and prototypes have been used to define and throw
light on certain rhetorical tropes.
3.5.1 Metaphor: A Watertight Definition?
So far I have argued that watertight definitions – i.e. stipulating necessary and
sufficient conditions – for rhetorical tropes will not work because water-tight
definitions are problematic in general. Now let’s turn to an actual example. In a move
reminiscent of the 1961 Merriam Webster’s entry for the word DOOR, Goatly (1997,
p. 8) attempts to define METAPHOR in terms of necessary-and-sufficient conditions:
Metaphor occurs [i] when a unit of discourse is used to refer unconventionally
to an object, process or concept, or colligates in an unconventional way; and [ii]
when this unconventional act of reference or colligation is understood on the
basis of similarity, matching or analogy involving the conventional referent or
colligates of the unit and the actual unconventional referent of colligates.
This definition feels no more like a metaphor than:

27 The idea that meanings have no essences but are simply usage-based was argued earlier by William
James (1890), albeit in relation to the objects themselves rather than in relation to the words that
denote the objects. However, the similarity between Wittgenstein (1953) and James is striking,
as can be seen in this quote from James: “There is no property ABSOLUTELY essential to one
thing. The same property which figures as the essence of a thing on one occasion becomes a very
inessential feature upon another. Now that I am writing, it is essential that I conceive my paper
as a surface for inscription. . . . But if I wished to light a fire, and no other materials were by, the
essential way of conceiving the paper would be as a combustible material. . . . The essence of a
thing is that one of its properties which is so important for my interests that in comparison with
it I may neglect the rest. . . . The properties which are important vary from man to man and from
hour to hour. . . . many objects of daily use—as paper, ink, butter, overcoat—have properties of
such constant unwavering importance, and have such stereotyped names, that we end by believing
that to conceive them in those ways is to conceive them in the only true way. Those are no truer
ways of conceiving them than any others; there are only more frequently serviceable ways to us.”
(James 1890, pp. 222–224, quoted in Chalmers et al. 1991, p. 6).
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a moveable piece of firm material or a structure supported usu. along one side
and swinging on pivots and hinges, sliding along a groove, rolling up and down,
revolving as one of four leaves, or folding like an accordion by means of which
an opening may be closed or kept open for passage. (Merriam-Webster’s Third
International, 1961)
feels like a door. Clearly Wittgenstein (1953) had a point. So rather than trying
to provide hard-and-fast definitions for the rhetorical tropes in my corpus, should
I offer ‘typifications’ instead? After all, typifications work well for grammatical
categories like verb and noun (see 3.2 above), To explore this, we will turn to one
area of figurative language where typifications do seem to work quite well; namely
the field of conceptual metaphor.
3.5.2 Conceptual Metaphor: Prototypes
As outlined in Section 3.2 above, the idea of prototypes, typical use or ‘typifications’
emerged from within cognitive psychology (most notably Rosch 1978) and spread
rapidly to cognitive linguistics. It is not surprising, therefore, that prototypes – as
applied to metaphor, metonymy, as well as more specific tropes like personification
– also developed within the field of cognitive linguistics. Starting with Lakoff and
Johnson’s grounding-breaking book The Metaphors We Live By (1980), a wealth
of work has been written (e.g. Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2013, and Lederer, 2016)
with the aim of identifying prototypical metaphors and metonyms, which are said to
structure discourse and reflect (or influence) the way we think. True, these prototypes
are conceptual (i.e. they are based on a small class of basic concepts), but they result
in common and familiar phrases. For instance, the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS A
JOURNEY often turns up in familiar phrases like their marriage is on the rocks, or
this relationship is going nowhere (ibid, p. 45 & 141); and the conceptual metonym
PART FOR WHOLE (classified as synecdoche in many other taxonomies) is often
realised as common phrases like get your butt over here (ibid, p. 38), where “butt”,
a part of the person, is used to refer to the whole person. The point is that these
metaphors and metonyms are the ones “we live by”; and it is by virtue of the fact
that we live by them that they are typical.
But the creative tropes from my corpus of novels are not the ones we live by;
they are not typifications. The tropes from my corpus are deviations from the norm,
scattered at the outermost concentric circle used by Rosch, and they seem to belong
to a different model of language - one which takes us back to Wittgenstein.
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3.5.3 Where Prototypes Fail, Family Resemblances Take Over
In Sections 3.1 and 3.5.1, I pointed out the pitfalls of definitions based on necessary
and sufficient conditions (e.g. the definition of METAPHOR which resembled the
1961 Merriam Webster entry for the word DOOR). Then in 3.5.2, I went on to argue
that definitions – or categorisations – based on prototypical examples, while helpful
for frequently used figures of speech, are of less help for original figures of speech.
This is because original and creative tropes are scattered at the periphery of the
Roschian circle. The conclusion that neither necessary-and-sufficient conditions
nor prototypes are useful for defining original tropes takes us back to Wittgenstein
(1953),28 who was even more radical than Rosch in his conception of language-asuse. Whereas Rosch’s model of words and objects revolves around clear-cut cases
(remember the ROBIN in the middle of the circle serving as a prototypical example
of BIRD), Wittgenstein’s does not. Wittgenstein’s model – if you can call it a model
– visualises word-meanings as a set of family resemblances which “criss-cross and
overlap” in multiple ways (Searle 1987, p. 328). And it is this ‘model’ of criss-crosses
and overlaps that seems best suited to highly creative language – best suited to
what can only be sketchy characterisations of rhetorical tropes and rough-and-ready
categorisations of creative compounds and collocations into those tropes.
3.6
Tropes or Schemes?
Before characterising the tropes that will be used to categorise my data (see section
3.7), first a brief word about the place of tropes within figurative language as a whole.
Traditionally, figures have been divided into tropes and schemes. Tropes have
more to do with deviations of meaning, and schemes have more to do with deviations
of form, including repetition. (Leech, 1969, Burton, 2007) However, to the extent that
form and meaning interact, tropes and schemes overlap. For instance, the alliterative
bigram “boozed-up barmaid” (The Misfortunates) involves repeating the phonemes
/b/, making it a scheme because repetition has to do with form; but the repetition,
in turn, intensifies the meaning, turning it into a trope. And hypallage too (as in
“sozzled return” instead of “returning home sozzled”, to take another example from
The Misfortunates) involves moving an epithet to an unusual grammatical position,
making it a scheme because movement has to do with form; but the movement, in
turn, affects the meaning, turning it into a trope.
For these reason, I have decided to ignore the distinction between tropes and
schemes, and have included hypallage and alliteration in my list of ‘tropes’, even
though some commentators might classify both as schemes. In doing so, I agree with
Leith (2011, p. 131), who argues that “these distinctions are pretty hard to sustain”.
28 This is a term used by the generative lexical grammarian James Pustejovsky (1995).
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3.7
Rhetorical Tropes: Characterisations
Each characterisation starts with a working definition of the trope in question, taken
from an array of sources including the OED, Burton (2007) and Wales (1990/2001).
In choosing these working definitions, my guiding principle has been ‘to get a grip’;
and I have represented the importance of getting a grip graphically by typing the
working definitions in bold typeface. However, each working definition is followed
by a partial disclaimer (in light typeface) which takes the form of a short passage
suggesting some of the many ways in which the trope in question criss-crosses,
overlaps with, and morphs into other tropes and their definitions
Alliteration
Beginning adjacent or closely connected words with the same sound or letter.
This fairly common definition needs to be modified for Dutch because its lexical
boundaries do not coincide with those of English. For instance, bedronken
cafébazinnen contains /b/ word medially but the word in which it occurs is a
compound made up of two lexical items; the definition will therefore be taken to
include lexical items embedded within compounds.
Antipersonification
Representing people as inanimate objects (Burton, 2007).
Leech (1969) sees antipersonification as an unusual form of metaphor, namely a
dehumanising metaphor – or perhaps a paradoxical metaphor – arguing that whereas
metaphor normally breathes life into a phrase, antipersonification sucks the life out
of it. A common example would be “collateral damage”, which utterly dehumanises
the victims. As should be obvious, the antipersonification here also functions as a
euphemism. But it is not only euphemism that crosses paths with antipersonification.
Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p. 38) see antipersonification as a close associate of
metonymy and as a prime example of it in phrases like “the buses are on strike”,
where the object stands – by association – for the person.
Catachresis
Using a word in a context that differs from its proper application (Burton,
2007). Burton (ibid) points out that catachresis was considered a vice in antiquity
because it involved the improper use of a word. In modern linguistics, using words
‘improperly’ is no longer considered a vice and catachresis sometimes goes by the
name of “semantic-type coercion” (Pustejovsky, 1995) because it violates selection
restrictions.29 As an illustration of how semantic-type coercion works, take the
29 Whether you see metaphor as akin to or radically different from metonymy would seem to pivot
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creative bigram ongebonden stront (‘thin shit’) from Dimitri Verhulst’s novel De
helaasheid der dingen. The adjective ongebonden, meaning something like ‘thin’,
collocates strongly with soep (‘soup’). So by combining ongebonden with stront
(‘shit’), the two words are ‘coerced’ into an unusual semantic relationship whereby
the reader might be coerced into thinking about SHIT in terms SOUP. As should be
clear by now semantic-type coercion rubs shoulders with metaphor (Hanks, 2013, pp.
218ff), but the conceptual exchange involved in catachresis can be of such a subtle
and subjective kind that it often remains an open question as to whether and when
it actually counts as metaphor.
Euphemism
Substituting a harsh or offensive term with a less distasteful word or phrase.
(OED, paraphrase)
Euphemism can be realised by various linguistic means (LiteraryDevices Editors
2017): these include abbreviations (e.g. B.O. for body odour), French borrowings
(e.g. faux pas for foolish mistake), Latinate technical terms (e.g. “gluteus maximus”
for big bum) and other tropes like metaphors and metonyms (e.g. “kick the bucket”
for die), to name but a few. That euphemism can be realised in a plethora of ways
is not disputed. More open to debate is which particular examples actually count
as euphemism. Whilst the editors of literarydevices.net (2017) consider “kick
the bucket” a typical example, Leech (1969), in a book written several decades
earlier, considers the very same example “a jokingly indelicate periphrasis” used
in an “anti-euphemistic vein” (perhaps because he was aware of the etymology
of the phrase). This just goes to show what a changeable category euphemism is.
But it is not just changing times that account for changing perceptions of what
“less distasteful”, “harsher” and “more offensive” is. Age, social class, gender and
individual differences can play a role too.
Hypallage or ‘transferred epithet’
A figure of speech in which an epithet (or adjective) grammatically qualifies a
noun other than the person or thing it is actually describing. (Nordquist, 2017)
Hypallage is usually classified as a scheme rather than a trope because it is a formal
figure: that is, it involves word-order changes (Burton 2007). However, these formal
changes have a substantial effect on content. As Nordquist (2017) observes, hypallage
“often involves shifting a modifier from the animate to the inanimate, as in the
on the question of whether there is a true distinction between indexical and analogous or symbolic
referencing – a fiendishly complex question within the field of semiotics and iconicity, which I
will not tackle here.
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phrases ‘cheerful money’, ‘sleepless night’, and ‘suicidal sky’”. As such it merges
into, or brings about, personification. But hypallage also morphs into metonymy.
Indeed, some classifications present hypallage as a synonym of metonymy, others as
a subclass. In the case of ‘cheerful money’, money could be seen as cheerful because
it makes people cheerful: this would be an instance of cause-effect metonymy.
Hyperbole
A figure of speech consisting in exaggerated or extravagant statement, used to
express strong feeling or produce a strong impression, and not intended to be
understood literally. (OED)
The online educational resource literarydevices.net warns “it is important not to
confuse hyperbole with simile and metaphor.” However, in practice – even when
it comes to good professional practice – metaphor and hyperbole intertwine. For
instance, Katie Wales, in her classic A Dictionary of Stylistics (1990/2001), cites “it
made my blood boil” as a clear example of hyperbole, whereas the aforementioned
literarydevices.net (perhaps following Lakoff (2014)) cites “my brother was boiling
mad” as a clear example of a metaphor.
Irony
Speaking [or writing] in such a way as to imply the contrary of what one says,
often for the purpose of derision, mockery, or jest. (Burton, 2007)
If irony typically implies the opposite of what is said (as in “that’s a good idea”
when you mean “that’s a bad idea”), it can also manifest itself as understatement
(as in “we’re in a bit of a pickle” to mean “we’re in a huge amount of trouble”) and
as overstatement (as in “this train is going at the speed of light” to mean “this train
is going pretty slowly”). When this happens irony overlaps with, or is realised as,
the rhetorical tropes of meiosis and hyperbole (both of which are also realised as
metaphor in the above); put another way, here hyperbole and meiosis function as irony.
Meiosis
A figure of speech by which something is intentionally presented as smaller, less
important, etc., than it really is. (OED)
As we have already seen, meiosis crosses paths with irony and metaphor (e.g. “we’re in
a bit of a pickle”). But meiosis overlaps with euphemism too, which may also present
things as less harmful and less important than they really are. Whether or not the two
tropes are actually one depends on how you view their truth-conditional status: do they
– or do they not – flout Grice’s maxim of quality? For Leech (1969) meiosis does not
since it is an honest deception never intended to be taken at face value. Euphemism on
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the other hand, and especially politically charged euphemism, can be used to deceive,
as well as to fulfil its more common function of avoiding taboo.
Metaphor
A figure of speech in which a name or descriptive word or phrase is transferred
to an object or action different from, but analogous to, that to which it is literally
applicable (OED)
As we have already seen, metaphor can be put to work to realise other rhetorical
tropes such as hyperbole and euphemism. In addition, metaphor overlaps with
catachresis and oxymoron, and encompasses personification (the so-called
humanising metaphors), antipersonification (the so-called dehumanising metaphors)
and synaesthesia (the so-called synaesthetic metaphors). However, one trope that
it is often seen as being radically distinct from metaphor is metonymy: whereas
metaphor is based on analogy (as in “love is a double-edged sword”), metonymy
is based on contiguity or association (as in “the pen is mightier than the sword”).
However metaphor and metonymy are sometimes seen as interrelated: Goatly (1997)
and Wales (1990/2001) argue that within the framework of cognitive linguistics
metaphor is in fact metonymy-based (as in MORE = UP); and Geeraerts (2002)
argues that metonymy and metaphor often work in unison in composite expressions
(as in “lend me your ear” below).
Metonymy
The action of substituting for a word or phrase denoting an object, action,
institution, etc., a word or phrase denoting a property or something associated
[or contiguous] with it. (OED)
Although there are many clear metonyms, such as the frequently cited “she owns
a Picasso” (where the producer clearly stands by association for the product) or
“Whitehall isn’t saying anything” (where the place stands by association for either
the institution or the people who work for the institution), there are plenty of
composite examples which seem to work as a metonym and metaphor at the same
time e.g. “lend me your ear”30. Also slippery is the relationship between metonymy
and synecdoche (see below).
Personification
A figure of speech or trope in which an inanimate object, animate non-human,
or abstract quality is given human attributes. (Wales, 1990/2001)
30 See Geeraerts (2002) for other examples of expressions which are simultaneously metonymic and
metaphorical.
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Within cognitive linguistics, personification is often considered a sub-class of
metaphor, the so-called humanising metaphors. However, personification also rubs
shoulders with catachresis or ‘the improper use of language’ (see above) in that it
involves a violation of so-called selectional restriction. For example, in the bigram
toegeknepen vensters (squeezed-shut windows ).31 the two words are coerced into an
unusual semantic relationship whereby the windows take on human characteristics
implied by the adjective that modifies them. (See also catachresis above)
Pleonasm
Semantic redundancy consisting in the combination of synonymous items.
(Leech 2008, p. 22)
The apparently clear example omnipotente alvermogen (OMNIPOTENT
ALMIGHTINESS), again taken from Rupert, een bekentenis , would seem to suggest
that pleonasm is a straightforward category. And yet even this trope criss-crosses
others. Enos (1996, p. 528) suggests that pleonasm overlaps with hyperbole in that
“[t]he verbal excess that occurs in a pleonasm can strengthen what is expressed”.
And Hanks (2006, p. 9) categorises the phrase a sea of water as a “nearly literal
metaphor”, showing how in certain contexts pleonastic expressions can be exploited
metaphorically.
Oxymoron
The deliberate coupling of words that are strictly contradictory. (Matthews 2014)
For Leech (2008, p. 22) oxymoron can also be seen as an extreme form of metaphor. This
is because metaphor is characterised by semantic incompatibility and oxymora express
semantic incompatibility in the extreme (see footnote 24) as exemplified by hemelse
zwelpijn (HEAVENLY PAIN OF SWELLING). This idea of semantic incompatibility
takes us back, in turn, to catachresis (see above and Hanks 2013, p. 218ff).
Synecdoche
A whole is represented by naming one of its parts (genus named for species), or
vice versa (species named for genus). (Burton, 2007)
Whether synecdoche be regarded as an autonomous trope or as a special case of
metonymy is a point of contention. For Lakoff and Johnson the answer is clear:
synecdoche is a special case of metonymy; it is PART FOR WHOLE metonymy.
And yet there is a tradition spanning the seventeenth to twentieth century which sees
synecdoche as one of the four Master Tropes along with metaphor, metonymy and
irony (Burke 1969, pp. 503–17 in Chandler, 2002/2007, p. 136). But even if we can
31 Taken from the novel Rupert, een bekentenis (introduced in Chapter 2).
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agree on the theoretical status of synecdoche versus metonymy, practical problems
remain: as Wales (1990/2001, p. 382) argues, when it comes to specific examples
it is often difficult to distinguish the two. For instance, is “willow” when used to
refer to a cricket bat a case of metonymy (because cricket bats are made of willow);
or is it more narrowly a case of synecdoche (because willow wood actually forms
part of the bat)?
Synaesthesia
The use of metaphors in which terms relating to one kind of sense-impression
are used to describe sense-impressions of other kinds. (OED)
An obvious example of synaesthesia is stem van zwavel (sulphurous voice), again
taken from Rupert, because it combines the senses of hearing and smell. However,
like all the other rhetorical categories discussed so far, synaesthesia (as a metaphor)
stands on unfirm ground. Winter (2016) points out that describing one kind of senseimpression in terms of another rests on the fiction of there being five distinct senses,
when recent research points to the “underlying continuity of the senses” (ibid, p. 3).
Winter goes on to argue that synaesthesia therefore has more to do with metonymy
than metaphor because there is a strong association between the senses.
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4
Introduction to the Case Studies

In Part 1 (Chapter 2), I demonstrated how to extract creative compounds and creative
adjective-noun bigrams from texts with the help of Sketch Engine. Specifically, I
showed how this can be done using the Word List function in an off-label way, and
I illustrated the technique using Pfeiffer’s Rupert, een bekentenis. Here in Part 2,
I apply the technique to five more novels, listed above Rupert in Table 11 below.

Table 11: List of Novels, Authors, Translators and Publishers
Dutch Title

Author

De helaasheid Dimitri
Verhulst
der dingen
2 De inscheper Otto de
Kat
3 Sluitertijd
Erwin
Mortier
4 Spijkerschrift Kader
Abdolah
5 Bonita Avenue Peter
Buwalda
(6) Rupert, een
Pfeijffer,
Ilja
bekentenis
Leonard

1

Dutch
Publisher
Atlas Contact
2007
Van Oorschot
2004
De Bezige Bij
2002
De Geus
2000
De Bezige Bij
2012
Arbeiderspers
2002

English Title Translator English
Publisher
The
David
Portobello
Misfortunates Colmer
Books 2013
Sam
MacLehose
Man on the
Garrett
Press 2009
Move
Shutterspeed Ina Rilke Harvill
Secker 2007
Canongate
My Father’s Susan
Massotty 2006
Notebook
Jonathan Pushkin Press
Bonita
Reeder
2014
Avenue
Michele
Open Letter
Rupert: A
Hutchison 2009
Confession

This list reflects the order in which the novels are treated – except for Rupert, of course,
which was used only for illustrative purposes in Part 1.

The five cases studies presented in the next five chapters are all 21st century novels
translated within the past 15 years, and selected for their stylistic creativity. Not
surprisingly, however, each novel is creative in its own way. This means that the
novels vary in the number of creative compounds and creative adjective-noun
bigrams they contain. De helaasheid der dingen (Chapter 5), De inscheper (Chapter
6) and Sluitertijd (Chapter 7) yielded a host of quirky adjective-noun bigrams, so
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bigrams are the focus of these three case studies. Bonita Avenue (Chapter 9), by
contrast, yielded a host of intriguing compounds, so compounds are the focus there.
This leaves Spijkerschrift (Chapter 8), mentioned last in this paragraph because it is
something of an outlier. As the only example of exophonic literature32 in this study –
as a novel singularly rich in unusual diction – I had expected it to be rich in creative
compounds and/or creative bigrams as a result of interference or imperfect learning.
I was wrong. Nonetheless I have included it here (1) because it is fascinating material
in its own right, and (2) because it shows the limitations of operationalising creativity
simply in terms of bigrams and compounds; for it is, after all, always useful to be
aware of the limitations of one’s method.
4.1
Organisation of the Case Studies
I begin each case study with background information on the novel, author and
translator, and then go on to explore the data itself. As part of the exploration, I
•
•
•

•
•

categorise each bigram/compound as a rhetorical trope (e.g. personification,
oxymoron)
briefly discuss each bigram/compound in context, along with its translation
come up with a ‘verdict’ as to whether or not the bigram/compound has been
normalised in translation. Despite the complexity involved in deciding, I
have restricted myself to three verdict types: normalised / not normalised
/ normalised but not in context. The last of these means that although the
Dutch seems to have been normalised, there’s compensation, or there are
mitigating circumstances, such as lack of alternatives
categorise the ‘denormalised’ bigram/compounds, and discuss each of these
in context
wrap up each case study with a general discussion of the data, looking to see
whether certain tropes in particular might be more prone to normalisation
than others.

I also provide
•

an appendix for each case study, listing the ST and TT bigrams /compounds,
their frequencies in reference corpora, and other relevant data. (The
appendices can be found at the end of the book along with a key on how to
interpret each column.)

32 Wright 2010 defines this as literature written in an adopted language.
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As stated above, Spijkerschrift contains little in the way of creative compounds
and creative bigrams, so this case study also spotlights other types of linguistic
creativity; and Chapter 9 (Bonita Avenue), with its focus on compounds, also includes
a section on morphology.
Before launching into the case studies themselves, first a quick word about
‘shadow translations’.
4.2
Shadow Translations
While discussing the creative bigrams/compounds and their translations, I often
suggest alternative translations. My suggestions, however, are in no way intended
to be improvements on the published version. Suggesting alternatives is simply a
response to claims from both theorists and practitioners that there is no such thing
as a definitive translation. As Daniel Hahn (2016), award-winning translator and
former chairman of the Society of Authors and the Translators Association confesses
in his blog Ask the Translator (https://www.asymptotejournal.com/blog/interviews/
ask-a-translator/):
When a publisher commissions me to translate a novel, I do work under the
pretence that I’m writing not a translation but the translation. That’s the pretence,
and aspiration—as though what I’m writing is not personal and defined by its
million individual choices, and not contingent. And yet I know, of course, that it
must be, because another translator will notice things in the original that I don’t,
or I’ll choose to privilege things that she won’t; because my palette for expression
in English will be different from hers, because we all as writers of English have
languages that are distinct, words or constructions we particularly like or don’t.
The idea that a translation is simply a translation (as opposed to the definitive
translation we all aspire to) was also expressed in academic circles a few years earlier
by Matthiessen (2001), who coined the phrase “shadow translation”. This term refers to
“potential translations which could have been used but which were not” (Matthiessen
2001: 83 as quoted in Chesterman 2017, p. 241). So it is in the humble spirit of shadow
translating that I suggest alternatives for the bigrams under discussion.
As will become apparent in the case studies, often when we are tempted to say
that a translator has normalised a particular compound or bigram, there are features
in the immediate linguistic context that substantially weaken the claim (hence the
verdict type normalised but not in context). And those features often come to light
by playing with shadow translations.
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5
Case study 1: De helaasheid der dingen /
The Misfortunates

5.1
Background: The Novel
De helaasheid der dingen (2006) was translated as The Misfortunates (2012) by
David Colmer and published by Portobello Books, an independent publishing house
which prides itself on being “home to original and independent-minded writers, […]
a third of [whom come] into English in translation.” (http://portobellobooks.com).
The book is a fictionalised autobiography of author Dimitri Verhulst’s upbringing
in a godforsaken Flemish town with the made-up name of Reetveerdegem, wittily
translated as “Arsendegem”. Abandoned by his mother at a young age, Dimitri
or Dimi (as Verhulst refers to himself in the book) is left behind with Pierre, his
alcoholic father, and a bunch of affectionate, but equally drunken, uncles in a
dilapidated house presided over by his toothless grandmother.
Told as a series of loosely related episodes, this is the tale of a boy exposed on a
daily basis to poverty, an inadequate diet, to drunken debauchery, filth and nicotinefilled air. In one early episode we learn that Pierre, Dimitri’s father, was drunk in the
pub as his mother gave birth to him in a maternity hospital run by nuns. And from
then on, much of this memoir takes the reader back to Dimitri’s childhood pubs: to
the pub where his uncles lured little cousin Sylvie to drink; to the pub where Omer
the landlord organised a grotesque drinking contest; and to the make-shift pub
where Dimitri’s youngest uncle Potrel (semantically translated as “Girder”) hosted
a Herculean drinking contest – presented as a parody on the Tour de France – in
order to outdrink Omer.
Beyond the pub, the effects of booze and fags linger: we learn of Pierre’s proud
disregard for possessions because he’d rather spend his earnings on drink; we learn
of a social worker who was sent to the house to rescue Dimitri from his inebriated
surroundings; and we learn of Pierre’s nicotine-filled days in a drying-out clinic to
which he had fled in an attempt to make amends.
Most of the story is told from the point of view of Dimi the child, but towards
the end of the novel we catch up with Dimitri the man (by now a successful writer)
to discover that he too has a son, born to a woman he never loved.
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5.2
Background: Author and Translator
The bleakness of the subject matter is, in many ways, redeemed by the vibrancy of
the language. In a favourable review published in the Guardian, Gerard Woodward
refers to the “excremental poetry of their [the Verhulsts’] grubby lives” adding that
“it takes an exceptional writer to wring beauty from such material” (Guardian, 22
March 2012). And Lucy Popescu of the Independent also describes Verhulst’s writing
as “poetry [of] urban deprivation” (Independent, 8 February 2012).
Obviously these comments reflect the quality of the prose of the English
translation as much as they do the quality of the original writing. Indeed both author
and translator have received ample praise. Author Dimitri Verhulst (who made his
breakthrough with Problemksi hotel and De helaasheid der dingen) is an awardwinning Flemish writer, renowned for his neologisms and striking prose style; and
translator David Colmer is no stranger to literary prizes either. He is a prolific
translator of both prose (e.g. Gerbrand Bakker, Willem Frederik Hermans, Jeroen
Olyslaegers) and poetry (e.g. Hugo Claus, Ramsey Nasr, Cees Nooteboom), for
which he has won many awards and nominations. These include the 2010 Dublin
IMPAC Literary Award for Boven is het stil/The Twin by Gerbrand Bakker; the 2012
Vertaalprijs – an annual prize awarded by The Dutch Foundation for Literature for an
entire oeuvre; and the 2013 Independent Foreign Fiction Prize (now the International
Man Booker Prize) for De omweg/The Detour by Gerbrand Bakker.
In the very year that Colmer clinched the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize, he
also won the Vondel Translation Prize for The Misfortunates, gaining credit for the
“flexibility and creativity” of his translation, which captured the “remarkable balance
between the sublime and the riotous.” (Vondel Prize Jury Report, 2013). This balance
– and sometimes clash – between the sublime and riotous, between the hifalutin
and low-life, between the carnal and abstract, between the positive and negative is
something we will explore further as we zoom in on Verhulst’s unusual choice of
adjective-noun bigrams, and the way in which Colmer has translated them.33
5.3
The Data
Using the technique described in Chapter 2.5.2 and 2.5.4, I generated a list of
adjective-noun bigrams from De helaasheid der dingen, and then extracted all those
which had zero hits in the reference corpus nlTenTen. Of these bigrams, I judged
twenty-seven to be creative. As explained in Chapter 2.7, judging whether or not
a bigram with zero hits in the reference corpus was actually ‘creative’ involved
33 The Dutch bigrams appear in bold at the beginning of each paragraph; their translations (as they
appear in The Misfortunates) are quoted further down the paragraph in the context in which they
appear. For ease of reference they are in bold and underlined.
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(i) supplementary Google searches (taking me from multi-billion word corpora to
the trillions of words on the web); (ii) asking native speakers what they thought;
(iii) and looking to see whether the word in question was figurative, i.e. whether it
contained a rhetorical trope. The fruits of these findings will be discussed in Sections
5.3.1–5.3.9 below.
In addition to these twenty-seven creative Dutch adjective-noun bigrams, I also
found nine creative English adjective-noun bigrams which were the translations
of more prosaic Dutch forms. These were the so-called ‘denormalised’ bigrams
(discovered using the reverse test for normalisation described in Chapter 2.8), which
will be discussed in Section 5.4 below.
All the bigrams have been subdivided into rhetorical tropes, and ordered
alphabetically.
5.3.1 Alliteration
Alliteration is one of the hallmarks of Verhulst’s style. So not surprisingly the search
for unusual bigrams yielded a couple which seem to stand out primarily in terms of
their alliterative effects. And in keeping with the theme of the book, both of these
revolve around drink:
bezopen bestaan (gloss: sloshed existence) occurs in the sentence Dikke Zulma had
nog nooit whisky gedronken, nog geen drup in gans haar bezopen bestaan and has
been translated as “Lardy Zulma had never drunk whisky, not a drop in her entire
boozed-up existence”. Although the alliteration34 has disappeared in translation,
bezopen bestaan has been rendered as an unusual English bigram. With zero hits
in both enTenTen and Google Books, “boozed-up existence” is more daring than,
say, the shadow translation boozy existence. In addition, the alliteration has been
partially compensated for by an eye-rhyme on <e>: entire … existence”.
not normalised

bedronken cafébazinnen (gloss: drunken barmaids) occurs in the sentence Terwijl
mijn vader op het gebied van vrouwen een meer dan walgelijke, haast geperverteerde
smaak had, met een lichte voorkeur voor in vodden gehulde poetsvrouwen en oude
en bedronken cafébazinnen.
Although this example could have been classified as consonance, it has been
classified as alliteration because -bazinnen in cafebazinnen can stand as a word in
its own right. The bigram has been translated as the fully alliterative “boozed-up
34 Bezopen bestaan could also be termed initial rhyme seeing as the repetition involves not just the
initial phoneme but the initial (albeit unstressed) syllable /bə/.
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barmaids” in “Whereas my father’s taste in women was beyond disgusting, almost
perverted, with a mild preference for tattered cleaning ladies and elderly boozedup barmaids”, compensating once more for the alliteration that was lost in the
translation of bezopen bestaan above. (As we will see in 5.3.4 below, there is further
compensation for this loss in Colmer’s translation of zatte skald as “boozed-up bard”.
not normalised

5.3.2 Antipersonification
voorradige mannen (gloss: men in stock) occurs in a sentence describing the nun
who presided over the maternity hospital where Dimitri was born: Haar platonische
relatie met de Heer zal haar kriebelingen niet geblust hebben, maar ze zal dat wel
verkozen hebben boven de in onze contreien voorradige mannen die dronken en
met een ruiker brandnetels de vrouw kwamen eren die hun uren geleden een kind
had geschonken.
This bigram has been classified as antipersonification because normally
voorradig modifies inanimate objects. We see this in nlTenTen where voorradig
occurs 465 times in attributive position, but always before inanimate nouns. The
top collocates given in Word Sketch are assortiment (‘assortment’), product
(‘product’) and grondstof (‘raw material’). By using voorradig (instead of the
more common beschikbaar (‘available’)) to modify mannen (‘men’) the author is,
in effect, depersonifying the men “by contagion” (Geeraearts 2010, p. 38); but this
antipersonification has not been replicated in translation: “Her platonic relationship
with the Lord might not have hushed her itchings, but she probably still preferred it
to the available men in our parts, who arrived drunk and with a bunch of stinging
nettles for the woman who had borne them a child just hours before.”
Colmer has chosen an adjective that frequently combines with both human and
inanimate nouns. (“Available men” has 768 hits in enTenTen). A less normalising
translation – one that captured the depersonification – might have been but she
probably still preferred it to the men we had in stock. This shadow translation
is simply a way of exploring the rhetorical trope; I do not wish to suggest that the
post modifier the men we had in stock is better in context than Colmer’s choice.
After all the prepositional phrase in stock would have clashed rhythmically with
the prepositional phrase “in our parts”; and “available men” fits well in the sentence,
especially in combination with the inventive turn of phrase, “hushed her itchings”.
More than anything, my shadow translation with the post-modifier we had in
stock illustrates the lack of an English pre-modifier with the semantic prosody of
voorradig. Becher (2011, p. 42) argues that “many instances of explicitation that may
seem enigmatic at first in fact go back to not-at-all-enigmatic, previously established
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cross-linguistic differences in terms of syntax, lexis and communicative norms”.
Might it not also be the case that some instances of apparent normalisation also go
back to cross-linguistic differences in terms of syntax, lexis and communicative
norms? “Available men” would seem to be one of them.
normalised but not in context

5.3.3 Catachresis
ongebonden stront (gloss: thin shit) refers to the content of the colostomy bag of a
terminally ill character who keeps company with the Verhulsts in the pub: “natte,
ongebonden stront met schuim erop”. What makes this vivid description unusual is
that ongebonden, when it refers to a substance, often refers to soup: a thin soup, or a
light broth, as opposed to gebonden soep, which is thick and creamy. Indeed soep is the
only substance collocate of ongebonden in nlTenTen. Conversely there is not a single
example of ongebonden stront in either nlTenTen or Google Books. Colmer’s translation
of the phrase as “Wet, sloppy shit with froth on top” could be seen as normalisation
this since “sloppy” often combines with “shit”. A non-normalising translation might
have been wet, brothy shit with froth on top. However Colmer’s translation does
echo (consciously or unconsciously) the phonetic repetition in the bigram: in Dutch,
<on> is repeated in <ongebonden stront> and <erop>, and in English /ɒ/ is repeated
in <sloppy> and <froth on top>. As if to enhance this, sibilants are repeated in <sloppy
shit>. This is yet another example of how translators find themselves responding to
different levels of the linguistics system when faced by what Daniel Hahn (2016)
described, perhaps hyperbolically,35 as a “million individual choices”.
normalised but not in context

verlepte badstad (gloss: withered seaside town) occurs in the sentence [Er] was […]
iemand van ver buiten het dorp komen opdagen, de voorzitter van een drinkclub uit
de verlepte badstad Oostende, and has been translated as “someone from far outside
the town had shown up, the president of a drinking club in the faded seaside resort
of Ostend.”
Van Dale gives “withered” as the primary translation of verlept, followed by
“wilted” and “faded”. But unlike “faded”, it is unusual for the Dutch adjective verlept
to modifiy a place: the examples given in Van Dale are een verlept gezicht (~ face),
een verlepte schoonheid (~ beauty) and een verlept uitzien (~ look). And in nlTenTen,
too, the concordance lines are dominated by collocations which combine verlept

35 Whether or not Hahn’s statement is actually hyperbolic will be further discussed in the Chapter
10.
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with nouns referring to the human form, flora and food.36 So even though “faded”
is enshrined in the dictionary as a possible translation of verlept, Colmer’s use of
it to modify “seaside resort” could be seen as normalising because “faded seaside
resort” (with 3 hits in enTenTen and 317 in Google Books37) is much more common
than wilted seaside resort (with 0 hits in enTenTen and 1 Google Books).
On the other hand there are co-textual factors that perhaps make verlept a more
likely candidate than “wilted”: verlept has the same prefix as its semi-synomym
vervallen (a more common collocate of badstad) and it begins with the same letter as
the head of the noun phrase in which it is embedded: voorzitter …. verlept). In other
words, vervallen could be acting as a paradigmatic prime of verlept, and voorzitter
as a syntagmatic prime of verlept, making verlept seem more at home in the Dutch
sentence than “wilted” could ever have been in the English sentence.
normalised but not in context

5.3.4 Hyperbole
communistisch toilet (gloss: communistic toilet) occurs in a passage describing
Dimi’s first home: Mijn eerste levensjaren bracht ik met mijn ouders door in
de Kantonstraat, in een minuscuul steegbeluikje met een gemeenschappelijke
waterpomp en een communistisch toilet. This has been translated as “I spent my first
years with my parents in Kanton Street on a tiny courtyard with a communal water
pump and a communistic toilet.” While this might seem uneventful as a translation,
there are subtleties in the morphology of the English that are worth mentioning:
Colmer has chosen the unusual adjectival form “communistic” instead of the regular
adjective communist. With 129,298 hits in enTenTen for communist (adj) versus
2,221 for communistic (adj), the former is almost 60 times more frequent than the
later. This is in stark contrast to the Dutch, where communistisch is the standard
adjectival form. What we may be witnessing here is a case of ST interference but
it could equally be the translator’s sensitivity to what is known as the end-weight
principle: roughly speaking this is the principle that shorter phrases work best in
sentence-initial or medial position and that longer phrases are most at home in
sentence-final position. By adding the suffix <-ic> to communist, Colmer has ensured
that the sentence-final noun phrase is at least as long as the penultimate noun phrase.
36 Of the 48 instances of verlept in attributive position, 17 of the nouns it precedes refer to flora (e.g.
verlept roosje (“wilted rose”)); 11 to food (e.g. verlept broodje (“withered sandwich”)); and 7 to
the human form (e.g. verlept gezicht (“withered face”)). Of the 13 remaining examples 10 refer to
things we can imagine being withered (e.g. verlept bandje (“withered tape”)), with only three odd
examples like verlept businesscentre.
37 The number of Google hits quoted in these case studies and in the appendices refer to the smaller
figures given after scrolling through the results, rather than to the larger figures given before
scrolling through the results. (See 2.4, A Cautionary Word About Word Counts).
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Whatever the reason for Colmer’s translation – ST interference, sensitivity to
the end-weight principle, or both – the result is an even more unusual bigram in
English than in Dutch.
not normalised

izabelgele vocht (gloss: old-fashioned yellow liquid) is an ornamental phrase
referring to beer. There is also something nostalgic about the phrase because it
occurs in the scene depicting grown-up Dimitri’s return to his childhood pub to meet
his uncles again. In this scene, Dimitri’s uncles succumb quickly to the alcohol in
the beer, stirred as they are by sudden memories of their late brother Pierre, who
Dimitri of course reminds them of: Het eerst beneveld door het izabelgele vocht
zal onze Herman zijn, overmand door de onverwachte herinnering aan zijn dode
broer die ik heb aangevoerd. Whilst it is not unusual to refer to beer as gele vocht
(‘yellow liquid’), izabelgeel (an old-fashioned kind of yellow) is an exceptionally
unusual modifier of vocht as well as a very infrequent word in itself. There are no
examples of izabelgele vocht on the web at all. The sentence has been rendered in
translation as: “The first to let the amber fluid fuddle him is our Herman, overcome
by the unexpected memories I’ve evoked of his dead brother”.
Is this normalisation or not? From a frequency point of view, it is. Unlike
izabelgele vocht, “amber fluid” is a known collocation; it is registered in the OED
and in the Van Dale (EN-NL) as Australian slang for beer, and there are 261 hits
for “amber fluid” beer in Google Books.38 But the phrase is not a simple
denotation. As Rees (2006, p. 14) points out, it is a beautifying and “elevating
euphemism” sometimes used interchangeably with amber liquid and amber nectar
(which is also used for whisky). “Amber fluid” therefore captures the function of
izabelgele vocht, itself an elevated version of gele vocht. Moreover, although “amber
fluid” is attested, it is less frequent than its synonyms amber nectar and amber
liquid. Indeed, enTenTen gives 43 hits for amber fluid versus 296 for amber liquid
and 162 for amber nectar (in the context of alcohol).
Frequency issues apart, “amber fluid” produces an alliterative effect characteristic
of Verhulst’s style. The English sentence reads: “the first to let the amber fluid fuddle
him …” giving rise to alliteration on /f/. Another factor influencing the translation
may have been gender: both Amber and Izabel are girls’ names. Was the translator
(unconsciously) echoing the feminine side to the Dutch modifier?
normalised but not in context

38 By typing into Google “amber fluid” beer, you only retrieve instances of amber fluid which
occur in texts which also contain the word beer.
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zatte skald (gloss: drunken Norse court poet) occurs in a passage referring to
Girder’s monumental drinking contest, dubbed “Tour de France”. So gargantuan
was this drinking contest that it needed its own poet, a zatte skald to extol its
virtues: Wat wij nog misten was een eigen krant, een lofzang, een eruptie van
grootheidswaan, een zatte skald die zijn mosterd haalde bij de haast delirerende
journalisten die in 1903 reeds de grootsheid bejubelden van de wielerversie van de
Tour de France. The bigram has been translated as “boozed-up bard”, embellishing
the hyperbole with Verhulst-like alliteration (see 5.3.1 above). The alliteration could
also be interpreted as a compensation for the loss of the assonance on /ɑ/ in zatte
skald, but alliteration, being word-initial, is arguably more prominent than assonance
involving short vowels. The entire English sentence reads: “What we lacked was
a newspaper of our own, a paean, a megalomaniac eruption, a boozed-up bard
drawing his inspiration from the almost delirious journalists who, from the very
beginning in 1903, applauded the glory of the bicycle version of the Tour de France.”
not normalised

5.3.5 Metaphor
geconsacreerde gangster (gloss: consecrated gangster) occurs in a phrase describing
Dimitri’s youngest uncle Girder (Potrel in Dutch), as toch al zestien […] en stilaan
een geconsacreerde gangster. The metaphor is obvious here: criminal activity
described in terms of the sacred. This incongruous and unusual metaphor has been
replaced in translation by the common metaphor, “fully fledged” in: “already sixteen
and almost a fully fledged gangster” (Google Books gave 0 hits for “consecrated
gangster(s)” versus 128 hits for “fully fledged gangster(s)”,39 plus hundreds more
hits for full-fledged gangster(s)). It is difficult to know why a literal translation
(consecrated gangster) was avoided here. After all, consecrated would have
resonated well with the religious metaphors “schadelijk gebed” and “stenen brevier”
discussed below. But perhaps it was less a matter of avoidance and more a matter of
attraction to the alliteration of “fully fledged”, an alliteration which, as we have seen,
is typical of Verhulst’s style, (and which here makes the sentence roll of the tongue).
normalised

schadelijk gebed (gloss: harmful prayer) occurs in the phrase mijn schadelijk gebed
van nitrosaminen, formaldehyde, nicotine and benzeen and refers to one of the
many cigarettes smoked by Dimitri on a daily basis. Here “prayer” is being used
incongruously, or ironically, as a metaphor for smoking. The metaphor has been kept
39 The figure of 89 Google Books hits given in Appendix 1a is only for “fully fledged gangster” in
the singular. In other words, the figures given in the Appendices are, unless stated otherwise, for
the specific forms used in the translations.
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in translation and its incongruity perhaps even strengthened by Colmer’s choice of
the word “toxic” as a translation of schadelijk (instead of the more literal “harmful”).
In English, the entire phrase reads: “my toxic prayer made up of nitrosamines,
formaldehyde, nicotine and benzene”. A normalising translation might have
smoothed over the metaphorical incongruity by replacing “prayer” with something
more neutral like intake to give toxic intake of nitrosamines [….]. Toxic intake is
also more common than “toxic prayer” (see Appendix 1a).
not normalised

slappe schijf (gloss: floppy disc) occurs in a sentence about Dimi’s grandmother’s
retirement home: De ouderen laten hun verbazing merken, ze randomiseren de
slappe schijf van hun steeds mankere geheugen en zien in het beste geval nog ergens
een ﬂits van mijn kindergezicht oplichten. The phrase slappe schijf – here a metaphor
for cerebral functioning – is a calque derived from the English term “floppy disc”.
But slappe schijf is a neologism too since Dutch normally uses the English term. In
his translation, Colmer captures the originality of the calque by coining the phrase
“flabby disc”, giving: “The older ones are visibly surprised. They randomise the
flabby disc of their increasingly crippled memory and see, in the best instance, a
distant flash of my face as a child.”
not normalised

stenen brevier (gloss: brick breviary) occurs in the following short passage: De
cafetaria gaf altijd een inkijk in de kalender, het was een stenen brevier. Nu hingen
er gele strikken en beschilderde eieren aan het plafond, een teken dat Pasen naderde.
The English translation reads: “The cafeteria was a brick breviary, it always gave
a nod to the church calendar. This time there were yellow ribbons and painted eggs
suspended from the ceiling to indicate that Easter was on its way.” The metaphor
has been translated literally into English (with a fortuitous addition of alliteration
– i.e. brick breviary) and is, on the face of it, just as opaque as the Dutch. But the
context changes things slightly. In the Dutch, the metaphorical phrase comes after
the explanatory phrase De cafetaria gaf altijd een inkijk in de kalender whereas in
English the metaphor comes first. According to Barlow (2007) putting opaque or
low frequency information earlier in the sentence increases the processing burden on
readers. To this extent, Colmer’s repositioning of the metaphor within the sentence
has a denormalising effect (although Colmer does add information later on in the
sentence by explicitly translating kalender as “church calender”).40
not normalised

40 Here sentence is taken to mean any string of words between full stops regardless of whether they
contain a finite verb.
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zompige ogen (gloss: boggy eyes) refers to Dimitri’s father’s eyes welling up when
news reaches him (in the pub, of course!) that Dimitri, his son, has just been born:
En het zal wel stil geworden zijn in de kroeg, men zal de stekker van de jukebox
hebben uitgetrokken, en de ogen van mijn telefonerende vader hebben gadegeslagen;
zompige ogen die voor wie hem kende bescheid gaven van een geboorte.
Zompig is an unusual epithet for tearful eyes because the word normally refers
to something boggy like a swamp. In nlTenTen, the top collocates of zompig are
moerasdelta (‘marshy delta’), moeras (‘morass’), veengrond (‘peat’), moerasgebied
(‘marchland’), veengebied (‘peatland’) en weiland (‘meadow’). Metaphorically
applied to eyes, the effect is comic and somewhat negative.
The bigram has been translated as “blubby eyes” in “They’d have pulled out the
plug of the jukebox and stared at my father’s eyes as he listened to the person on the
other end of the line: blubby eyes that announced a birth to those who knew him.”
With 0 hits in both enTenTen Google Books, “blubby eyes” is unusual. However,
given that the verb blubber is a synonym of cry, the metaphorical surprise conveyed
by zompige ogen seems to be missing from the English bigram. Does this mean
then that zompige ogen should have been rendered as squelchy eyes instead? Not at
all. Although blubber the verb means ‘to cry’, blubber the noun refers to excessive
body fat, particularly that of whales and other marine mammals. So to the extent
that “blubby” triggers an association with blubber the noun, there is a metaphor in
both the ST and the TT, albeit from different cognitive domains.
Interestingly Tirkkonen-Condit (2002) addresses metaphors and the switching
of cognitive domains between ST and TT in her exploration of Mandelblit’s (1996)
“Cognitive Translation Hypothesis”. Although Tirkkonen-Condit (2002) looked
primarily at the translation of fixed metaphorical expressions, her findings suggest
that whenever there is shift from one cognitive domain to another in the translation
of a metaphor, increased cognitive effort is involved (ibid, p. 115). Seen like this
“blubby eyes”, far from being a form of flattening, could be regarded as a creative
metaphorical shift.
not normalised

5.3.6 Metonymy
dronken monden (gloss: drunken mouths) refers to the drunken men who are
spreading rumours that Dimitri’s beautiful aunt Rosie is back in town. It features in
the sentence In die dagen werd ik dan ook voortdurend aangeklampt door herboren
mannen die wilden weten of de dronken monden van het dorp de waarheid spraken.
Here drunkenness is attributed by association (that is metonymically) to the men’s
mouths rather than to the men themselves. In Colmer’s translation, the sentence
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becomes, “I spent those days being constantly buttonholed by reborn men who
wanted to know if the town’s drunken mouth was speaking the truth”. Here Colmer
turns the plural monden into the singular “mouth”, thereby doubling the metonymy:
now it the town’s mouth that is drunk by association with the mouths of the men
who live in the town, again by association with the men themselves. Rather than a
flattening, there has been a redoubling of the trope. And yet the creativity of this
translation is not reflected in the frequency counts: Google Books showed 333 hits
for drunken mouth. This shows once again how triangulation (see Chapter 2.7)
can sometimes lead to conflicting results. Note too how the ‘chained metonymy’
(town’s mouth that is drunk by association with the mouths of the men who live in
the town, who in turn are drunk by association with the men themselves) also results
in personification – a town with a mouth – illustrating once again how blurred the
lines between rhetorical categories can be.
not normalised

mottige villa’s (gloss: mothy villas) occurs at a bleak moment in the novel when
Dimitri, now a grown man, is in hospital awaiting the birth of his son from a
woman he does not love. As he paces, he ponders: Moest het nog een naam hebben
ook, net als boten, mottige villa’s en orkanen. The bigram has been classified as
metonymy because the modifier mottig (‘mothy’ / ‘moth-eaten’) usually applies
to soft furnishings rather than to the solid buildings that house them. Colmer has
translated the bigram not as moth-eaten villas (which had 1 hit in Google Books)
but as “hideous villas” (106 hits in Google Books) in “It would need a name too,
like boats, hideous villas and hurricanes.” At first sight this is a clear example of
normalisation: but it should be noted that in Belgian Dutch, mottig has become a
synonym of lelijk (‘ugly’), and the translation reflects this. Moreover, the translation
is sensitive to alliteration and assonance: the repetition of /h/ in “hideous” and
“hurricanes”; and the repetition of stressed /ɪ/ in “hideous” and “villa”.
normalised but not in context

vadsige maaltijd (gloss: bloated/flabby meal) occurs in the sentence describing the
behaviour of Pierre, Dimitri’s father, as he tries to cope with alcohol withdrawal
symptoms: Hij sleepte zich van de ene vadsige maaltijd naar de andere, beet
balpennen en tandenstokers kapot. This bigram has been classed as metonymy
because Pierre’s meals – consisting of meals like “seven slices of bread with bacon
and a thick slathering of mustard” – make him bloated but the bloatedness gets
attributed, by an associative leap, to the meal itself. The metonymy has been
preserved in the sentence “He dragged himself from one bloated meal to the next,
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chewing up biros and toothpicks”. There are 2 occurrences of bloated meal in
enTenTen, and 41 in Google Books, so the bigram is not unknown. Nonetheless
bloated meal is far less usual than the shadow translation greasy meal, which has
55 hits in enTenTen and 337 in Google Books.
not normalised

vadsige plan (gloss: bloated/flabby plan) refers to a plan cooked up by Omer
(landlord of the pub, the Liars’ Haven) to organise a competition to beat the world
record in drinking: geen van ons [was ]bereid […] mee te gaan in het vadsige plan
van Omer. This bigram has been classified as metonymy because the corpulence
conveyed by the word vadsig applies more to the person of Omer than to his plan.
But there is a metaphor here too in that vadsig also conveys the grossness of the
plan. Both the metaphor and the metonymy have been replicated in translation in
the sentence “none of us was willing to go along with Omer’s bloated plan”. In
contrast to some of the previous examples in this section, there is not an obvious
normalising shadow translation for vadsige plan: inflated plan and blow-up plan,
like the translator’s “bloated plan” are unusual; and the more common far-reaching
plan (with 278 hits in enTenTen plus 42 without a hyphen) is perhaps too free a
translation to be considered as a serious shadow alternative.
not normalised

vadsige praat (gloss: bloated / flabby talk) refers to the lyrics of smutty songs which
André is trying to teach Dimitri’s innocent cousin Sylvie. To see how this section
works, a longer quotation is needed. The sentences have been numbered:
(1) André ging van mijn nicht ‘een echte’ maken, en leerde haar een van onze
liedjes waarvan ik mij vandaag afvraag of iemand er zich nog een volledige
strofe van herinnert. (2) Het waren liedjes, sommige vijftien coupletten lang,
vol vadsige praat. (3) Ze stonden bol van de schunnige woorden waarmee ons
abecedarium tot aan de z was gevuld, en het beeld van mijn nog veel te jonge
nicht die daar dronken op de biljarttafel liederen vol seksuele toespelingen
zong, en dat in een dialect dat haar volledig misstond, vervulde ons met zoveel
eenvoudige vreugde dat we er nog maar een op dronken.
Colmer’s translation reads as follows:
(1) André decided to turn my cousin into ‘the real thing’ and taught her some
of the songs we used to sing. (2) Some of them were fifteen verses long and I
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now wonder whether there’s anyone left who can remember a complete verse.
(3) They were crammed with the filthy words that filled our ABC right up to Z,
and the sight of my seriously underage cousin standing drunk on the pool table
singing songs that were full of sexual innuendo, and doing it in a dialect that
didn’t suit her at all, filled us with such simple joy that we immediately got in
another round to celebrate.
The relative clause of Dutch sentence (1) (i.e. waarvan ik mij vandaag afvraag…)
has been omitted from English sentence (1) and transposed to the second half of
English sentence (2) (i.e. “and I now wonder whether”). The omitted phrase from
English sentence (1) has been replaced by “we used to sing”. The parenthetical phrase
between commas in Dutch sentence (2) (i.e. sommige vijftien coupletten lang) has
been given main-clause status in the first half of the coordinated English sentence
(2), thereby allowing Colmer to omit the complement phrase vol vadsige praat.
Perhaps Colmer felt the meaning of vol vadsige praat had been repeated in Dutch
sentence (3) as the bigram schunnige woorden (‘filthy words’), and that there was
no need for duplication here. Whatever the translator’s reasons, this unusual Dutch
bigram (which has 0 hits in nlTenTen, and three hits in Google Books, all of which
are quotes from Helaasheid) has been normalised by omission.
normalised

5.3.7
Oxymoron
aangename schok (gloss: pleasant shock) occurs in the very first sentence of
the novel, heralding the return of Silvie’s mother, glamorous Auntie Rosie to
Reetveerdegem: De vermeende terugkeer van tante Rosie naar Reetveerdegem
werd als een aangename schok ervaren in de levens van onze volstrekt nutteloze
mannen. This oxymoron (the soothing word aangenaam juxtaposed with the abrasive
word schok) is reproduced in translation as “pleasant shock”. At first sight this
example may seem too obvious to include – after all, who would think of translating
aangename schok and anything other than “pleasant shock”? But as we saw in
Chapter 2.1, straightforward translations do not always find their way into print.
Sometimes they are forsaken in favour of more common alternatives. (The example
given in Chapter 2.1 was dorstige zand, which had been translated as “dry sand”
instead of the literal thirsty sand.) Here, however, the less common alternative has
been chosen: the bigram “pleasant shock” has 151 hits in enTenTen compared to
10,906 hits for the shadow translation pleasant surprise.
not normalised
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onvoorziene spaarzaamheid (gloss: unexpected thrift) occurs in a sentence describing
Dimitri’s father’s hatred of possessions and anything associated with capitalism:
Dreigden wij door onvoorziene spaarzaamheid het einde van de maand te halen met
een ﬁnancieel overschot, dan haalde hij de bankrekening leeg en zoop hij zijn volledige
loon erdoor om ons te beschermen tegen de verleidingen van het kapitalisme.
This bigram has been classified as an oxymoron because spaarzaamheid (‘thrift’,
‘frugality’), which requires discipline and calculation, is in stark contrast with its
modifier onvoorzien (‘unanticipated’, ‘accidental’), which implies a lack thereof. This
contrast has been conveyed in translation as “If a burst of unexpected thrift put
us in danger of reaching the end of the month with a financial surplus, he hurriedly
plundered the bank account and drank his entire pay packet to protect us from the
temptations of capitalism.” There is a sense in which the oxymoron has been enhanced
in translation by the addition of the word “burst”, a word which is in stark contrast to
“thrift” meaning careful, plodding management. (Moreover there were no examples
of burst of thrift [without unexpected] in either enTenTen or Google Books.)
not normalised

triestige tronie (gloss: dejected face/ mug) occurs in the phrase describing Herman,
one of Dimitri’s older uncles: Hij wakkerde met zijn aangeboren melancholie en zijn
triestige tronie de moederinstincten in de vrouwen aan.
Tronie is a derogatory word for ‘face’ with a generally negative prosody. Its top
two collocates in nlTenTen are grijnzend (‘smirking’) and lelijk (‘ugly’).41 As such,
the word tronie does not arouse sympathy. But the adjective that modifies it does:
triest (‘sad’) intensified by the suffix –ig to give triestig collocates with gezicht
(‘face’, ‘features’), verhaal (‘story’), zaak (‘affair’, ‘business’) and nieuws (‘news’).
Colmer has, however, undone the contrast by translating tronie as the neutral word
“features”, in “With his innate melancholy and mournful features, he aroused their
maternal instincts.” A non-normalising translation might have read his mournful
mug, because it preserves the oxymoron and appears to be a thousand times less
frequent in Google Books than mournful features. However, this shadow translation
might sound a little obscure to some and is perhaps too British.
normalised

(wetenschappelijk) verantwoorde toestanden (gloss: academically- /scientifically
sound situation/ commotion) refers, rather disparagingly, to an academic project
initiated by a professor of folklore. The project involves recording, for posterity, the
41 Sketch Engine’s ‘Word Sketch’ function generates lists of common collocates for any given word
provided the word is frequent enough.
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Verhulsts as they perform their filthy drunken pub songs. It occurs in the sentence
Ik stond open voor heel wat dingen in het leven, maar dat mijn nonkels zich inlieten
met wetenschappelijk verantwoorde toestanden was me toch een brug te ver. The
word toestand, given in Van Dale as “state”, “commotion”, or “affair”, has a negative
and slightly chaotic connotation; its top collocates given by Word Sketch are kritiek
(‘critical’), beschonken (‘drunken’) comateus (‘comatose’). The combination of this
word, therefore, with the phrase wetenschappelijk verantwoord (‘scienctifically
responsible’) produces a comic, oxymoronic effect. Colmer could be ‘accused’ of
flattening the incongruity in his translation, “I was open to a lot of things in life,
but my uncles acting in the name of science was going too far” because to act
in the name of science is not an oxymoron. According to this line of reasoning,
“acting” would have to be replaced by, say, the more incongruous faffing about to
give: faffing about in the name of science. However, there is a good reason for not
doing so: namely irony, itself a rhetorical device. In context, “acting in the name of
science” is ironic because Dimitri’s uncles simply never act in the name of science.
The increased irony in the TT provides a counter example to Øverås (1998, p. 14),
who, following Lomheim (1995), argues that creative collocations often involve more
irony than standard collocations: here the TT has actually become more ironic with
the removal of the ST creative collocation.
normalised but not in context

5.3.8 Personification
doodgewaande gevoelens (gloss: feelings assumed dead) refers to long-forgotten
sexual and romantic feelings reawakened by the return of Auntie Rosie: alleen al
het feit dat tante Rosie teruggekeerd kon zijn, [had] in het dorp doodgewaande
gevoelens weer […] aangewakkerd.
Doodgewaand normally modifies nouns with a human referent. It is often found
in the phrase vermist en doodgewaand, denoting a person who has gone missing
and is assumed dead. Colmer’s translation preserves the personification here by
translating doodgewaand as the postmodifier “that had been given up for dead” in
“the mere fact of Auntie Rosie’s having returned to Arsendegem had been enough
to blow life into feelings that had been given up for dead in our town.” This
translation keeps the personification, in contrast to the shadow translation longforgotten feeling (with 10 hits in enTenTen and 216 hits in Google Books). The
fact that Colmer has used a postmodifer instead of a premodifer probably has to do
with cross-linguistic differences between Dutch and English (Becher 2011, p. 42) as
mentioned in our discussion of voorradige mannen above in 5.3.2 above.
not normalised
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moordende drank (gloss: murderous drink) occurs in a mock journalistic passage
pretending to be coverage of the Tour de France. But this ‘Tour’ refers to Girder’s
drinking competition, rather than to a cycling competition:
In vele honderden kilometers, omgezet in vele liters moordende drank, gaande
van whisky tot en met cognac, onder de bijtende zon en in de nachten die hen
zullen verbergen in hun doodskleed, zullen ze vergeefsheid tegenkomen, ledigheid
en luiheid, verlamde en onwillige slokdarmen, slikreﬂexen die het laten afweten.
The bigram has been classified as personification because of the active present participle
moordend (as in moordende soldaat) suggesting human agency. But moordende drank
is also reminiscent of the common collocation moordende concurrentie (according
to Word Sketch, concurrentie is the most common collocate of moordend) where the
feeling of human agency has perhaps been eroded through repeated use. Moreover a
Google search for “moordende concurrentie, “tour de france” yielded
66 results, suggesting that the bigram moordende drank is actually an echo of the
phrase moordende concurrentie as often used in the Tour de France: this interpretation
would be in keeping with Verhulst’s extended metaphor.
Interestingly Colmer has translated moordende drank as “killing booze” in the
following:
Over many hundreds of miles, converted into many gallons of killing booze,
ranging from whisky to cognac, under the biting sun and nights that shroud
them, they will encounter purposelessness, idleness and laziness, numbed and
unwilling gullets, recalcitrant gag reflexes.
The translation uses the present participle of the active verb to kill, thereby
preserving the personification, and like the Dutch, the English bigram is low
frequency: killing booze has no hits in enTenTen, and no hits in Google Books,
except for phrases like pain-killing booze. However, the English translation misses
the association with the language of the Tour de France – something which might
have been captured by the low-frequency bigram fierce booze by analogy with fierce
competition. But this shadow translation somehow sounds off. Semantically closer to
moordend (and loosely associated with competition) might have been lethal booze
or deadly booze. These, however, are more commonplace with, respectively, 18 and
42 hits in Google Books
not normalised
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schreeuwende eeuw (gloss: screaming century) shows Verhulst once again playing
with the sounds of the language. This assonance-crammed bigram occurs in a phrase
about Dimi’s uncles and their love of the singer Roy Orbison: Roy [werd] nauwelijks
vermeld […] in de obligate lijstjes met de muzikaal absolute hoogtepunten die op het
einde van die schreeuwende eeuw, hún eeuw, overal verschenen.
Schreeuwend (‘screaming’) is often used figuratively: its top two collocates in
Sketch Engine are krantenkoppen (as in schreeuwende krantenkoppen ‘screaming
headlines’) and tekort (as in schreeuwend tekort ‘dire shortage’), but it is unique
in combination with eeuw (‘century). The translation of schreeuwende eeuw as the
zero-frequency bigram “strident century” has not managed to capture the assonance
– although it is difficult to see how it could – but it has captured the quirkiness of the
collocation, in contrast, say, to the shadow translation tumultuous century, which
has 70 hits in enTenTen and 354 hits in Google Books. In context Colmer’s translation
reads: “he was virtually absent from the obligatory lists of musical highlights that
appeared everywhere at the end of that strident century, their century”. And like
the Dutch word schreeuwend, “strident” is associated with discordant sounds: the
sound collocates Word Sketch gives are clamour and cacophony.
not normalised

5.3.9 Synaesthesia
[van zonden] doorsopt geslachtsorgaan (gloss: sin-soaked genitals) comes from a
section of the novel in which Verhulst lambasts the midwife-nuns who worked at the
maternity hospital where Dimi, his fledgling self, was born: Geen enkele vrouw zou
met een gerust gemoed mogen bevallen in een katholieke materniteit, waar nonnen
altijd uit jaloezie sadistische trekken kunnen vertonen als zij met hun ﬁkken in een
van zonden doorsopt geslachtsorgaan zitten te woelen.
The classification as synaesthesia might seem like an odd choice – after all, the
bigram as a whole does not really fit this description – but the modifier is, within
itself, synaesthetic. It is a multi-word adjective combining the abstract prepositional
phrase van zonden (‘of sin’) with the tactile adjective doorsopt. The synaesthesia,
and the assonance and consonance, of the Dutch have all been captured in the
creative English bigram sin-drenched genitals, which turns the Dutch prepositional
premodifier van zonden doorsopt into a compound adjective “sin-drenched” in a
sentence which reads: “No woman alive should have an easy mind about giving
birth in a Catholic maternity hospital, where jealous nuns can always give in to their
sadistic tendencies the moment they get their paws on someone else’s sin-drenched
genitals, taking revenge for their own life of abstinence and prayer by using the
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forceps a little more often than strictly necessary.” A normalising translation might
have been sinful genitals.
not normalised

vettige gedrag (gloss: greasy/oily behaviour) refers to Dimitri’s uncles’ lewd
behaviour towards the social worker who has come to inspect their home, and
whom they mistakenly take to be Dimitri’s father’s girlfriend. It occurs in the phrase
[Wij] amuseerden ons nu al bij de gedachte dat mijn vader zich straks mocht gaan
verantwoorden voor het vettige gedrag van zijn broers. This bigram has been classed
as synaesthesia because gedrag (‘behaviour’) – an abstraction with a hint of the
visual – is modified here by a word which appeals to the senses of taste and perhaps
touch. It is far more unusual than the near synonymous phrases schunnig gedrag
and goor gedrag (both meaning ‘filthy behaviour’). nlTenTen is not large enough
to expose this pattern (it gives 0 hits for the lemma vettig gedrag, 1 hit for schunnig
gedrag, and 2 hits for goor gedrag) but Google Books brings out the contrast better,
with its 4 hits for the lemma vettig(e) gedrag versus 69 for schunnig gedrag and
72 for goor gedrag. Colmer has translated vettige gedrag as the relatively common
“sleazy behaviour” in “we were already amusing ourselves with thoughts of my
father being called to account for his brothers’ sleazy behaviour”. This translation
is less synaestheitic than vettige gedrag and could conceivably been replaced by the
more literal greasy behaviour (2 hits in Google Books) to keep the synaesthesia.
On the other hand, Winter (2019) has argued, on the basis of experimental data,
that so-called synaesthetic metaphors involving taste and smell are not properly
synaesthetic but primarily emotive and evaluative. And clearly there is an evaluative
element to Verhulst’s use of the word vettig here. The translator’s choice of the word
“sleazy”, therefore, could be said to highlight the evaluative function of Verhulst’s
use of the word vettig.
normalised

5.4
Denormalisation
Next I analyse the nine English creative bigrams which Sketch Engine unearthed
independently of the NL->EN pairings. As with the previous section, these are
subdivided into rhetorical tropes and ordered alphabetically.
5.4.1
Alliteration
Sketch engine highlighted two examples of unusual alliterative bigrams in English.
In both cases there was no alliteration in the Dutch, although there was consonance:
mefistofelische figuur becomes “mephistophelean maniac”, and (Palmier had) alles
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van een zeemeermin becomes “(Palmier was) perfect mermaid material”. Once
again Colmer seems to be appropriating Verhulst’s alliterative style, this time by
embellishing the consonance with alliteration.
5.4.2 Catachresis
German dirne is Colmer’s rendering of the Dutch phrase Duitse deerne,
which occurs in a sentence about the singer Roy Orbinson: Maar wat de zanger
onwederroepelijk geliefd maakte was dat hij zijn rouw met zoveel overtuiging droeg
dat iedereen het hem vergaf dat hij nadien met een Duitse deerne opnieuw in het
huwelijk trad.
Deerne (a Dutch word denoting a woman seen as an object of lust) has been
translated into English using the German cognate dirne, which is also a rare piece of
English slang cited in the Urban Dictionary but not in the OED. Colmer’s translation
of the entire sentence reads: “But what made the singer so irrevocably loved was that
he wore his mourning with so much conviction that everyone forgave him when he
remarried, hitching up with a German dirne this time.” The fact that Colmer has
used an unusual loanword here makes the phrase more exotic than the Dutch. (As far
as I can see, the surprisingly large number of Google hits (131) for “German dirne”
refer only to the German word dirne.
in-our-circles-highly-infamous detoxification clinic. Here Colmer uses a
prepositional phrase as a premodifier after a definite article. This is a common
construction in Dutch, but highly unusual in English. The entire sentence reads:
“At five o’clock that Saturday afternoon, my father would be able to admit himself
to the in-our-circles-highly-infamous detoxification clinic, the Pilgrim in
Scheldewindeke” and was translated from, Om vijf uur die zaterdagnamiddag
mocht mijn vader zich laten opnemen in de in onze kringen zeer beruchte
ontwenningskliniek De Pelgrim te Scheldewindeke. A normalising translation might
have used some form of postmodification, or kept “highly infamous” as a premodifier
but deleted “in our circles”.
5.4.3 Hyperbole
extraterrestrial stench occurs in the sentence describing Dimi’s father’s defecation:
“His compost gave off an extraterrestrial stench of farmyard cheddar”. The bigram
corresponds to a verb+adverb construction in Dutch: Zijn humus stonk buitenaards
naar jarige kaas. Colmer has mimicked the hyperbolic metaphor of the Dutch,
despite the availability of a ready-made cliché in English, namely: his compost stank
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to high heaven of farmyard cheddar

or simply

his compost stank unusually of

farmyard cheddar.

mephistophelean maniac, already mentioned in 5.4.1 on account of its alliteration,
occurs in the sentence “In the peloton they didn’t bother trying to launch a pursuit
– no, they sipped their whisky calmly and wondered whether this Mephistophelean
maniac would change up a gear in the last forty kilometres.” It refers to Dimi’s
uncle Girder and his fiendish drinking during the so-called ‘Tour de France’. In
Dutch, Girder is described as a meﬁstofelische ﬁguur (figure) but in English he
becomes a maniac. With the transformation from a figure to a maniac, the translation
certainly seems more hyperbolic than the Dutch. But if you look at the context, the
English takes the word maniak from a later point in the Dutch sentence and creates
out of it an alliterative bigram in the middle of the English sentence. The original
Dutch sentence reads: Er werd zelfs geen moeite meer gedaan in het peloton om de
achtervolging op deze meﬁstofelische ﬁguur in te zetten, neen, men nipte gelaten
van de whisky en vroeg zich af of die maniak nog een tandje bij zou steken in zijn
laatste veertig kilometer.
5.4.4 Hypallage
sadistic reluctance occurs in a phrase describing time passing painfully slowly: “I’ve
seen the hands of the clock revolve around each other with sadistic reluctance often
enough” and is a translation of ik heb de wijzers van de klok zich vaak sadistisch
traag rond elkaar zien draaien. The personification of the Dutch (the sadistic
behaviour of the hands of the clock) is taken a step further in English by attributing
sadism to the reluctance, which in turn is a personified attribute of the clock.
serial oblivion. In a sentence describing his father, Verhulst writes: De jaren dat
hij zich plichtsbewust serieel te pletter zoop was hij zijn eetlust kwijtgespeeld. The
transformation from [adverb + infinitive] construction to an [adjective + noun]
construction, although not unusual in itself (Langeveld, 1986), makes the translation
more figurative than the original. It does so by introducing metonymy into the target
text where the serial nature of the drinking is attributed by association to the oblivion
rather than to the drinking itself, giving: “The years in which he dutifully drank
himself into serial oblivion had robbed him of his appetite.”
sozzled return refers to Girder coming home drunk in the phrase “making a sozzled
return […]” Here the quality of being drunk is projected onto the noun “return” by
association with the person who is returning. There is no such metonymy in Dutch.
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There is, however, a creative compound (literally meaning “cross-eyed drunk” in the ST
(scheelbezopen zou moeten terugkeren ) for which the hypallage could be compensating.
tight-arsed lemonade refers to the drink that Sylvie (Dimi’s prim little cousin) is
sipping in the pub. The metonymy is clear: here Sylvie’s inhibition (expressed by the
common metaphor “tight-arsed”) is projected onto the lemonade she is drinking: “Or
hadn’t we noticed that she was guzzling tight-arsed lemonade, lemonade bloody lite
of all things, sugar bloody free?” In the Dutch, however, there is no metonymy at this
point: Sylvie’s inhibition is expressed by an adverb and refers to Syvie’s demeanor
itself: Of hadden we dan nog niet gemerkt dat ze truttig limonade zoop, limonade
light bijgod, sugarfree bijgod.
5.5
Summary and Discussion
We have zoomed in on 27 NL->EN bigrams, and 9 creative bigrams in the English
version of the book which were found independently of the 27 NL-EN pairings.
Starting with the NL->EN pairings, two had clearly (or relatively clearly) been
normalised. These were the creative metaphor geconsacreerde gangster rendered
as the dead metaphor “fully fledged gangster”, and the creatively incongruous
collocation triestige tronie transformed into the more congruent “mournful features”.
In addition vadsige praat had been omitted entirely, but perhaps, as argued above,
to avoid redundancy.
Fourteen of the creative bigrams were also creative in translation. Of these, seven
had been kept in a fairly straightforward fashion: the metonymic vadsige maaltijd
and vadsige plan; the metaphor slappe schijf; the oxymoron aangename schok; the
personifications moordende drank and schreeuwende eeuw; and the synaesthetic
adjectival phrase in van zonden doorsopt geslachtsorgaan. The other seven had
not only been kept, but also seemed to have been intensified in some way or other:
in English the bigrams zatte skald and bedronken cafébazinnen were given, as it
were, alliterative highlights; in English the hyperbole communistische toilet was
given more weight by the low-frequency and longer than standard adjectival form
“communistic”; in English the opacity of the metaphor stenen brevier was enhanced
by moving it to earlier in the sentence (although explicit information was added later
in the sentence in the form of “church calendar”); in English the contradiction of
onvoorziene spaarzaamheid was thrown into sharper relief by the addition of the
word “burst”; in English the incongruity of the metaphor schadelijke gebed was
magnified by the modifier “toxic”; and finally in English the metonymic dronken
monden was redoubled into the metonymic “drunken mouth”.
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The remaining nine examples fell into a grey area: these were bigrams which
appeared to have been normalised but for which there were always ‘mitigating
circumstances’. Vettig gedrag, in translation, seemed to lose its synaesthesia but,
given that synaesthetic metaphors are almost always highly evaluative (Winter
2019), the translation was perhaps responding to this. Zompige ogen, in translation,
appeared to lose its metaphorical force but given the ambiguity of “blubby”, it
underwent, arguably, a creative metaphorical shift (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002). Verlepte
badstad, in translation, also appeared to lose something of its metaphorical force but
paradigmatic and syntagmatic priming could have played a crucial role here. The
translation of voorradige mannen appeared to have been depersonified but as Becher
(2011) might have suggested, contrastive differences (rather than normalisation) were
probably at play. And wetenschappelijk verantwoorde toestanden lost its oxymoron
but arguably gained in irony (running contrary to the observations made by Øverås
1998). The translation of mottige villa’s appeared, too, to have shed its metonym/
metaphor, but the normalising translation was probably a response to the dialectical
differences between Flemish and Dutch.
In addition there were two cases where preservation of the phonetic contour of
the sentence seemed to explain the apparent normalisation. These two cases were
izabelgele vocht and ongebonden stront. And finally there was one case, namely
bezopen bestaan, where alliteration seemed to be compensated by an eye-rhyme.
Turning now to the 9 English creative bigrams which were found independently of
the NL->EN pairings, we saw how Colmer seemed to have generalised Verhulst’s
alliterative style (e.g. “mermaid material”), and how one of his alliterative bigrams (i.e.
“mephistophelean maniac”) even doubled up as hyperbole. More daring still, perhaps,
was his use of loan constructions which, in their closeness to Dutch, produced highly
creative wording in English. Finally, there were four places where Colmer introduced
metonymy which wasn’t there in the Dutch, ranging from the almost normal-sounding
“sadistic reluctance” to the prominent “tight-arsed lemonade”.
There is not enough data here to posit correlations between rhetorical tropes
on the one hand and the tendency to normalise – or denormalise – on the other.
Moreover, as we have already seen, many of the examples lend themselves to
multiple classifications. However, one area which might be interesting to explore
further is the question of hypallage: specifically whether translations from Dutch
into English have a tendency to introduce hypallage in an effort to use [adjective +
noun] constructions instead of clumsy [adverb + verb construction] such as “he drank
himself into serial oblivion” instead of “he serially drank himself into oblivion”.
Such an investigation would have to be the topic of future research.
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Case study 2: De inscheper / Man on the Move

6.1
Background: The Novel
De inscheper (Otto de Kat, 2004) was translated into English by Sam Garrett and
published by MacLehose Press in 2009 under the title Man on the Move. It is set
over several decades of the mid-twentieth century and follows the adventures of
protagonist Rob as he drifts across the ocean from continent to continent, from city
to city, from labour camp to labour camp, in search of a life more exciting than the
one he left behind in Holland.
The novel is written in a clipped style, with short, often truncated, sentences
reflecting Rob’s life: fleeting episodes and memories; relationships cut off in their
bud, by negligence or misfortune. Relationships that figure prominently are his
friendship with Yoshua, a young boy who helps him survive the goldmines in
Johannesburg; his deep attachment to Guus, a fellow prisoner of war who drowns
tragically at sea; and his guilty neglect of his parents, the memory of which haunts
him throughout the book.
As clipped as the language might be, it is also intensely lyrical. As one reviewer
wrote, “this book purports to be a novel but [… might] better be appreciated as
an epic poem – an impressionistic, existential Odyssey” (The Scotsman, 7 August
2009). The lyricism stems in part from the author’s use of common language in
uncommon ways such as hun woorden stootten elkaar aan (their words knocked
into each other). So unlike Rupert and De helaasheid der dingen this book does not
experiment with outrageously odd collocations. Its unusualness is more subtle than
that: it can be seen in the way ordinary words combine in extraordinary ways, in
longer strings like above but also in bigrams. Nevertheless, Sketch Engine revealed
many bigrams which flout normal usage and which are interesting from a rhetorical
point of view.
6.2
Background: Author and Translator
Otto de Kat is the pseudonym under which Jan Geurt Gaarlandt publishes his novels.
Gaarlandt is a Dutch journalist, poet, novelist and publisher - he founded Uitgeverij
Balans in 1986. His first novel Man in de verte42 appeared in 1998, under the name
Otto de Kat. Five more novels followed. The author was the winner of the Halewijn
42 Translated as The Figure in the Distance by Arnold and Erica Pomerans (2002)
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Literature Prize in 2005 and nominated for the Libris Prize in 2015 for De langste
nacht43. His work has been translated into German, French, English and Italian.
The lyricism noted by the reviewers of Man on the Move obviously reflects
the quality of the English translation, and the translator, as much as it reflects the
quality of the Dutch. With more than 40 translated novels to his name Sam Garrett
has taken on many of Holland’s leading authors ranging from classics (Gerard
Reve’s De Avonden /The Evenings) to best sellers (Herman Koch’s Het diner/ The
Dinner). His work has been shortlisted for prestigious awards including the IMPAC
Dublin Literary Award (2005 and 2013), the Oxford-Weidenfeld Translation Award
(2010), the PEN Translation Prize (2014) and the Best Translated Book Award
(2014). Moreover, he has been awarded the Vondel Prize for Literature on two
separate occasions (2003 and 2009).
6.3
The Data
Using the technique described in Chapter 2.5.2 and 2.5.4, I generated a list of
adjective-noun bigrams from De inscheper, and then extracted all those which had
zero hits in the reference corpus nlTenTen. Of these bigrams, I judged 45 to be
creative. As explained in Chapter 2.7, judging whether or not a bigram with zero hits
in the reference corpus was actually ‘creative’ involved (i) supplementary Google
searches (taking me from multi-billion word corpora to the trillions of words on the
web); (ii) asking native speakers what they thought; (iii) and looking to see whether
the word in question was figurative, i.e. whether it contained a rhetorical trope. The
fruits of these findings will be discussed in Sections 6.3.1– 6.3.7 below.
In addition to these 45 creative Dutch adjective-noun bigrams, I also found
seven creative English adjective-noun bigrams which were the translations of more
prosaic Dutch forms. These were the so-called ‘denormalised’ bigrams (which I
discovered using the reverse test for normalisation described in Chapter 2.8) and
will be discussed later on in Section 6.4.
All the bigrams have been subdivided into rhetorical tropes, and ordered
alphabetically. Some of the bigrams were not easy to categorise, however. The
general problems associated with categorisation have already been discussed in
Chapter 3; the specific way they manifested themselves here had do with the subtlety
of the language, which gave rise to fewer clear-cut cases, which in turn meant that
more bigrams were categorised under the heading “catachresis”.

43 Translated as The Longest Night by Laura Watkinson (2017).
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6.3.1 Catachresis
heilloze zon (gloss: unholy sun) describes the sun in Thailand that beat down on
Rob as he laboured on the construction of the railroad to Burma: Pas veel later
zou de modder komen, in een ander land, onder de heilloze zon van Thailand,
land zonder God. Heilloos literally means ‘unholy’ or ‘without salvation’ but
the word is often used in the sense of ‘disastrous’ as in een heilloos plan (‘a
disastrous plan’); it is unusual, however, in combination with sun. The translation
“devastating sun” in “The mud would come much later, in a different country, under
the devastating sun of Thailand, land without God” is also an oddish collocation
because devastating normally describes natural disasters like earthquakes, floods,
tornados and tsunamis. (In enTenTen, these words all belong to the top ten collocates
of devastating.) Moreover, with only one hit in enTenTen, devastating sun is a far
less obvious choice than shadow translations like merciless sun, fierce sun, harsh
sun or glaring sun, all of which fit the context.
not normalised

neerduikelende dieren (gloss: tumbling down animals) occurs in a scene in which
Guus’s father is out hunting: [… ] geweer schuin omhoog, meedraaide met de
overvliegende eenden en keek naar de neerduikelende dieren, één, twee, soms drie
eenden tegelijk. The strangeness of this collocation stems from the strangeness of the
image. Since birds are not prototypical dieren (‘animals’), the bigram neerduikelende
dieren makes you think more readily of mammals than of birds, thus flouting what
generative linguistics call selectional restrictions, and producing what Hori (2004, p.
82) calls a disparate collocation. The Dutch dieren has been normalised in English
to “birds”, thus ironing out the disparity of the collocation: “his gun held up at an
angle, turning with the ducks as they passed overhead and saw the birds tumbling
down, one, two, sometimes three in a row.” However, this is not a simple case of
normalisation: the repetition of /d/ in neerduikelende dieren makes the Dutch phrase
sound natural (as if the first /d/ primes the reader for the second /d/), as does the
repetition of similar vowels in the stressed syllables neer- and dier-. These effects
are hard to mimic in English with animals or even beasts: only birds anticipates the
plosives /b/ and /d/ in tumbling down.
normalised but not in context

ondergrondse dag (gloss: underground day) refers to the day in the life of a mineworker: Morgens vroeg zwegen ze meestal, zich innerlijk verwerend tegen een
ondergrondse dag. ondergronds, the first element of this bigram, is polysemous: it
can mean literally ‘underground’, or metaphorically ‘furtive’, ‘dark’ or ‘belonging
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to the underworld’, and in this context it carries both the literal and metaphorical
meanings, whereas in the translation it does not. The bigram has been rendered as
“day underground” in the sentence “In the early morning they were mostly silent,
steeling themselves against a day underground”. The inversion (ondergrondse
dag -> “day underground”) is elegant but it conveys only the literal meaning of
ondergronds. The ambiguity of the Dutch could perhaps have been captured if the
translator had used the less common but attested UNDERGROUND DAY, which
has six hits in enTenTen (as opposed to 66 for “day undergound”).
normalised

onverbiddelijke associatie (gloss: unrelenting association) occurs in the sentence
[Rob] vermeed […] het om zijn huis in te richten, bang voor de onverbiddelijke
associatie met zijn ouders. This is an odd bigram in Dutch given that onverbiddelijk
(‘unrelenting’) collocates strongly with noodlot (‘fate’), gestrengheid (‘severity’),
natuurkracht (‘force of nature’) and natuurwet (‘law of nature’) when used as an
adjective; and with streng (‘strict’), toeslaan (‘strike’) and afstraffen (‘punish’)
when used as an adverb.44 Onverbiddelijk does not, however, collocate with associatie,
and this collocational ‘clash’ is reflected in the translation, which reads: “[Rob …]
avoided furnishing his room, fearful of the unrelenting association with his parents”.
The stormy feel has been captured in English by unrelenting, which collocates
strongly with metaphorical storms such as hostility, barrage, and onslaught. The
translator has chosen the non-normalising unrelenting, which is remarkable given
the availability of safer or stronger collocates such as persistent or even relentless
(both of which have more than ten times as many hits as “unrelenting association”
in Google Books – see Appendix 2a). So a normalising shadow translation might
have read: fearful of the persistent association with his parents.
not normalised

onverbiddelijke eersteklasafdeling (gloss: unrelenting first-class department) occurs
in the passage describing a ship:
De oorlog had er een troepenschip van gemaakt, maar ondanks dat had het zijn
Franse arrogantie bewaard. Er was een onverbiddelijke eersteklasafdeling, het
sloependek, bedoeld voor officieren en oudkrijgsgevangenen.
This has been translated as:

44 Collocations are taken from Word Sketch with enTenTen as input.
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The war had made a troop carrier of it, but it had lost nothing of its French
hauteur. Its implacably first-class section, the boat deck, was strictly reserved
for officers and POWs. [Italics original]
Onverbiddelijke eersteklasafdeling is perhaps even odder than onverbiddelijke
associatie for it verges on oxymoron: As we saw above onverbiddelijk collocates
strongly with negative words (e.g. noodlot, toeslaan and afstraffen) whereas
first- class, from the point of view of the dominant class, is positive. The
translation of this bigram as “implacably first-class section” is ingenious, or at least
highly serendipitous. Like the Dutch, it is oxymoronic but it is phonetically and
orthographically so close to the common collocation IMPECCABLE/IMPECCABLY
FIRST-CLASS that it rolls off the tongue and its unusualness almost goes unnoticed.
not normalised

onvervangbaar sentiment (gloss: irreplaceable sentiment) occurs in the sentence
describing Rob’s desultory life:
Alles zat er nog in dat stuurloze hoofd van hem, alles verhuisde mee waarheen
hij ook ging. Naar Clifton Street 22, of naar Gang Coorde 10 in Bandoeng, waar
en wanneer ook: tot aan de nok gevuld met onvervangbaar sentiment, nutteloos
geheugen, gedachten zonder verband.
This has been translated as:
“It was all still there in that rudderless mind of his, he took everything with him,
no matter how often he struck camp. To 22 Clifton Street, or to 10 Corridor Coorde
at Bandung, wherever and whenever: packed to the rafters with irreplaceable
sentiment, useless memory, thoughts pulled out of joint.”
What makes onvervangbaar sentiment unusual is that onvervangbaar does not
normally combine with abstract nouns denoting emotions: its top four collocates
are collective nouns for relatively concrete objects: museumcollectie (‘museum
collection’), erfstuk (‘heirloom’), cultuurgoed (‘cultural heritage’), bezitting
(‘possessions’)). And this collocational tendency is the same, if not stronger, in
English. A normalising translation might, therefore, have rendered NL sentiment as
a collective concrete noun like mementos or memorabilia, both of which are included
in the top twenty collocates of irreplaceable, giving rise to a shadow translation
like: packed to the rafters with irreplaceable momentos.
not normalised
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verdroomde middag (gloss: dreamed-away afternoon) depicts a typical afternoon
in the then Mozambique City of Lourenço Marques (now Maputo), and occurs in
the sentence Lourenço Marques zou snel ontwaken uit de verdroomde middag. The
morphologically complex adjective verdroomd is made up of a root derived from the
verb dromen preceded by the negatively tinged prefix ver-, which often denotes, or
connotes, ‘waste’ as in vergane glorie/lost glory. Translated literally, verdroomde
middag produces the clunky if not ungrammatical dreamt-away afternoon. Perhaps
to avoid this, Garrett opted for the common expression “afternoon slumber” in
“Lourenço Marques would soon awake from its afternoon slumber”. However,
apart from producing a more clichéd collocation, slumber does not capture the
sense of waste: its two most common adjective collocates are deep and peaceful.
One solution might have been to reverse the adjective and noun (and to replace the
possessive determiner its with the indefinite article an) giving Lourenço Marques
would soon awake from an afternoon dreamt away.
normalised

6.3.2 Hypallage (transferred epithet)
bevelloze formatie (gloss: uncommanded formation) describes the flight of geese
above the IJssel: Ganzenvluchten boven de IJssel, in bevelloze formatie, zwenkend,
verdwijnend in de avondhemel. This bigram has been translated as a longer phrase
in “The flight of geese above the IJssel, in perfect formation without directives,
swerving, vanishing into the evening sky.” Using frequency to gauge normalisation
will not work here because the longer a phrase is, the more likely it is to be unique.
But frequency is not the only indicator of normalisation. As Øverås (1998) argues,
normalisation can also manifest itself as explicitation, and this is what we see here:
first the addition of “perfect” (which is not a grammatical or stylistic requirement
here), and second the addition of the post-modifier “without directives”, which
undoes the hypallage. The hypallage could have been preserved as uncommanded
formation, although it is not a phrase that rolls off the tongue in this sentence.
normalised

gedwongen burgerpak (gloss: enforced/strained civvies) occurs in the sentence Het
mannetje op de eerste rij, de eenogige officier in gedwongen burgerpak, dankte na
de laatste met moeite verdwijnende toon het publiek voor hun aandacht. It refers
to the clothing worn by an officer at a musical soirée for civilians. This phrase is
both unusual and layered because gedwongen can either mean (i) ‘enforced’ as in
compulsory, (ii) ‘forced’ as in strained, or (iii) ‘forced into something’ like being
forced or squeezed into a suit. It is because of interpretation (iii) that I have classified
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this bigram as a hypallage: the squeezing has been transferred from the officer to the
suit. At first sight the translation appears to have removed hypallage for the English
reads: “the one-eyed officer forced into civilian order”. But the layers of meaning
have been skilfully reintroduced into the English with the bigram “civilian order”,
which corresponds to burgerpak. This is how: among its many senses, order can
mean a military “uniform […] for a specified purpose or for a particular occasion,
as drill order, field-day order, review order […] shirt-sleeve order” (OED online).
So by translating burgerpak as the oxymoronic “civilian order” the translator has
managed to convey the regimented sense of gedwongen too. The English translation
reads: “The little man in the front row, the one-eyed officer forced into civilian
order, thanked the audience for its kind attention after the final note wavered and
disappeared.”
not normalised

laconieke ogen (gloss: laconic eyes) describes the look in Guus’s eyes as he plunges
overboard to his death. This bigram has been classified as hypallage because the
adjective laconieke (“laconic”) actually refers to the look in Guus’s eyes rather than
the eyes themselves. The transferred epithet has been abandoned in translation and
the phrase normalised to, “carefree look in his eyes”. Although I have classified this
example as normalised, this is not born out by the frequency counts: laconic eye(s)
is actually more frequent than carefree look in * eyes, although this probably has
to do with the relative length of the phrases.
normalised

6.3.3 Metaphor
aaneengeklonken mars (see gepantserde wil below)
normalised but not in context

fijnmazig zonlicht (gloss: fine-meshed sunlight) describes the autumn light: De
nazomer kwam met fijnmazig zonlicht. This unusual description has been preserved
in translation as the zero-frequency “finely knit sunlight” in “The early autumn
came, with finely knit sunlight.” Note too, how the addition of the comma between
“came” and “with” emphasises the second part of the sentence by setting it (and
with it the unusual bigram) apart. A normalising translation might have opted for a
higher frequency collocation such as filtered sunlight (with 164 hits in enTenTen).
Indeed this shadow translation makes sense given that filtered sunlight could be
interpreted as sunlight filtered by a finely woven mesh of, say, autumnal trees.
not normalised
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geboeid leven (gloss: captivated/shackled life) refers to Rob’s life in Holland:
Wat ze [Robs familie] in Holland nooit hadden begrepen: zijn verzet tegen het
onvermijdelijke, tegen een geboeid leven. The Dutch word “geboeid” is ambiguous:
it can mean (1) ‘chained’ / ‘shackled’; or (2) ‘captivated’/ ‘captivating’. In addition
geboeid conjures up ships (een hoog geboeid schip is a ship whose sides have been
raised with upright planks, and where presumably the fenders or buoys, de boeien,
are placed high up). The English translation, “What no-one understood in Holland:
his kicking against the inevitable, against a life in shackles” only captures the first
meaning. But there is a zero-frequency alternative which conveys something of the
ambiguity of the original, namely riveted life because riveted means both fastened
or secured, and captivating. This would give rise to the following shadow translation:
What no-one understood in Holland: his kicking against the inevitable, against
a riveted life. On the other hand it is very obvious from the context of the entire
novel that Rob’s life in Holland is a life in shackles, so the translator is picking out
the relevant meaning.
normalised but not in context

geharnaste blik (gloss: amoured gaze) refers to Rob and Guus’s constant vigilance in
the Japanese labour camp: Instinct, voor- en achterzijde gedekt, een geharnaste blik
tegen een overmacht aan geweld. The phrase has been translated as the zero-frequency
bigram “armoured eye” in “Instinct, front and back covered, an armoured eye in the
face of blistering violence”. There is no normalisation here despite the availability of
high frequency shadow translations like watchful eye, keen eye or beady eye.
not normalised

gepantserde wil (gloss: armoured will) occurs in the sentence describing Guus and
Rob’s growing attachment to each other as they march from Ban Pong to their first
camp: Hun gepantserde wil om die reis te overleven, hun aaneengeklonken mars,
hun gebarricadeerde wereld, hun blik, hun onwrikbaar geloof in elkaars geheugen.
The translation reads: “Their iron will to survive that journey; their armoured
march, their barricaded world, the look in their eyes, their unshakeable faith in
each other’s memory.” This bigram gepantserde wil has, on the face of it, been
normalised: it is a low frequency bigram (unattested in both nlTenTen and Google
Books) but has been translated as the common collocation “iron will” (whose Dutch
counterpart is een ijzeren wil). However, Garrett might have refrained from using
amour- clad here to save the word amour for his translation of aaneengeklonken
mars later in the sentence as “armoured march”.
normalised but not in context
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haarfijn talent (gloss: hair-fine talent) describes Guus’s talent for suppressing the
past: Guus met zijn haarfijn talent om het verleden alleen toe te laten wanneer het
kon en moest. The bigram (perhaps a play on the more common collocation haarfijn
gevoel) is unattested in the Dutch corpora, and the English translation reflects this:
“Guus with his fine-spun talent for only allowing the past to come in when feasible
and when needed.” Here the translator has opted for “fine-spun talent”, (unattested
in both enTenTen and Google Books) even though the common collocation sheer
talent would have been an option. Indeed, if the translator had wanted to play it safe
by normalising, this would have been an obvious choice. For sheer not only means
‘pure’ but also ‘fine-spun’ as in sheer stockings.
not normalised

ijle vriendschap (gloss: rarefied friendship) describes the brief relationship between
Rob and Yoshua, a young South African boy who dies in a mining accident shortly
after they meet. This uncommon bigram has been translated as the relatively
common collocation “tenuous friendship”. Although the Van Dale gives tenuous
as one of the translations of ijl (as in ijle lucht/tenuous air), the two words have
quite different connotations: Tenuous is associated with the negative or superficial.
Its top collocate is grasp as in ‘her tenuous grasp of historical events’. Other common
collocates are of a similar ilk: grip, hold, link. Ijl on the other hand collocates
with (1) words related to air (berglucht, lucht, atmosfeer), (2) plants ( populier,
zegge, stengel) and (3) the quality of one’s voice (klank, zang, stemgeluid); and
unlike tenuous is not negatively tinged. It is difficult, however, to come up with an
alternative. The negativity of “tenuous” hints at the bleak ending to Rob and Yoshua’s
friendship, whereas low-frequency shadow translations like delicate friendship or
ethereal friendship would not have achieved this effect.
normalised but not in context

luchtledig plezier (gloss: vacuous pleasure) occurs in the sentence describing Guus’s
luxuriously hedonistic days at university: Weelde om de dagen van ongebreidelde
vrijheid, en luchtledig plezier. Its literal translation vacuous pleasure has not been
used but instead the fairly common collocation “hollow pleasures” in “Luxury, for
they were days of unbridled freedom and hollow pleasures.” This is normalisation
to the extent that the English uses a far more common collocation than the Dutch.
But the more literal vacuous pleasure is not uncommon either and is arguably
more cumbersome than “hollow pleasures”. Another possibility might have been
deflated pleasures: like luchtledig plezier it is quirky and nonchalant, but it is also
inappropriately comical in this context.
normalised but not in context
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onuitputtelijke dagen (gloss: inexhaustible days) occurs in the sentence De
Bandoeng-maanden, de onuitputtelijke dagen waarin ze werden beloerd door de
Jap, getrapt en gedrild, which has been translated as “The Bandung months, the
age-long days in which they had been hounded by the Jap, kicked and drilled”.
The Dutch bigram is odd in that onuitputtelijk (‘inexhaustible’) normally combines
with words denoting sources or resources: its five most frequent collocates are
bron, inspiratiebron, energie, energiebron and mogelijkheid. This mirrors English
inexhaustible, whose five most frequent collocates are source, supply, resource,
energy and treasure. The English translation “age-long days”, however, portrays
days more conventionally in terms of a period of time rather than in terms of a
resource or as something which can be exhausted. (Both Dutch and English
dag/”day” normally collocate with words denoting sequences or periods of time.) It is
also worth noting that onuitputtelijk is a positively tinged word which clashes with
the negative co-text; whereas “age-long” (whose top collocates include enmity, feud
and quarrel) is negative, consistent with the negative co-text. Moreover, “age-long
days” is more frequent in Google Books than the shadow translation inexhaustible
days. To this extent the English translation is a normalising one. But it is normalising
in an odd way because the English bigram contracts huge eras (age-long) into small
units of twenty-four hours (days), which is also a contradiction.
normalised but not in context

rafelige gedachten (gloss: frayed/threadbare thoughts) describes the kind of
thoughts that Rob had in his late teens as he fantasised about his future: Heftige
idealen, rafelige gedachten over het meesterwerk van zijn toekomst. This has been
translated literally as “frayed thoughts” in “Wild ideals, frayed thoughts about the
masterpiece that would be his future. With only three hits in enTenTen, and 31 in
Google books, “frayed thoughts” is more quirky and far less common than possible
shadow translations like fragmented thoughts, incoherent thoughts or, more freely
random thought (see Appendix 2a).
not normalised

smetteloze woordenschat (gloss: spotless vocabulary) occurs in a phrase describing
Guus as a dapper student: Geen spoor van verlegenheid, geen stap verkeerd gezet,
een smetteloze woordenschat, vest, horlogeketting. It has been translated as “Not
a trace of shyness, not one wrong step, an immaculate vocabulary, waistcoat,
watch chain”. This is a subtle example, and shows how the question of normalisation
can be extremely fine-grained. The bigram has been translated as “immaculate
vocabulary”, where “immaculate” contains an etymological trace of a word for stain:
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in Latin (smet in Dutch). But there is another word which comes close to
“immaculate”, namely impeccable, which contains the etymological trace of a word
for sin (i.e. Lat. peccare). Van Dale gives both words as translations of smetteloos,
and enTenTen shows no significant difference in frequency between immaculate
vocabulary and impeccable vocabulary (i.e. 2 versus 0 hits). But Google Books
give 23 hits for “immaculate vocabulary” (Garrett’s translation) versus 169 hits
for impeccable vocabulary, the shadow translation. In other words, this translation
subtly resists normalisation.
macula

not normalised

staalkoude nacht (gloss: steel-cold night) depicts a bitterly cold night in east Holland:
De trein naar Deventer reed door het landschap waar hij ooit doorheen gekomen
was in een staalkoude nacht en dat hij in de vroege morgen had zien ontwaken.
With 0 hits in both nlTenTen and Google Books, staalkoud is an unusual way to
refer to an icy-cold night. The English translation “steely cold night” (in, “The
train to Deventer crossed the countryside he had once ridden through on a steely
cold night, and had watched waking up in the early morning”) tries to respect this,
both in terms of meaning and in terms of relative frequency. With only 19 hits in
enTenTen, the modifier steely cold is far less common than semantically similar
expressions such as freezing cold and bitterly cold which have 6951 and 3826 hits
in enTenTen respectively.
not normalised

stuurloze hoofd (gloss: rudderless head/mind) refers again to Rob’s desultory state
of mind and occurs in the sentence Alles zat er nog in dat stuurloze hoofd van hem,
alles verhuisde mee waarheen hij ook ging. It has been translated as “It was all still
there in that rudderless mind of his, he took everything with him, no matter how
often he struck camp.” Van Dale translates stuurloos as disoriented and adrift. But
in a shipping context, stuur means helm or rudder. What is striking here is that
Garrett has taken a strongly pictorial interpretation of stuurloos to form a bigram
which is significantly less frequent than a shadow translation like drifting mind.
not normalised

vastgeklonken bestaan (gloss: fettered existence) describes Guus and Rob’s lives as
prisoners of war, and it comes at the end of a sentence that depicts the moment they
are liberated from the labour camp by the American forces: Ze waren meegenomen,
ontvoerd uit hun miezerige, vastgeklonken bestaan. This has been translated as
“They had been swept up, kidnapped out of their measly, calcified lives.” Although
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vastgeklonken is closer in meaning to fettered, “calcified” is a striking image in this
context and, like the Dutch, forms part of an unusual bigram. The fact that “calcified
life” is far more unusual than fettered life is not visible in enTenTen. But results
from Google Books reveal a considerable difference (see Appendix 2a).
not normalised

vijandig spijkerschrift (gloss: hostile cuneiform) refers to the handwriting of
the bureaucrat who kept a record of the prisoners of war in the Japanese labour
camp, IJskoud stond zijn [Robs] naam daar, in een vijandig spijkerschrift, het
overtuigende bewijs van zijn aanwezigheid. This bigram has been translated freely
as “angry chicken scratches” in “His [Robs] name had been there, clear and cold in
angry chicken scratches, the conclusive proof of his presence”. Although “chicken
scratches” is a standard U.S. expression for messy handwriting, the entire expression
“angry chicken scratches” has zero hits in enTenTen and one hit in Google Books,
and seems to be an inventive way of translating vijandig spijkerschrift.
normalised but not in context

6.3.4 Metonymy
double-breasted burgemeester (gloss: double-breasted mayor) describes one of the guests
at a social gathering: De officier en de orgeldraaier, de double-breasted burgemeester
en de armendokter. The metonymy (i.e. the mayor is double-breasted by association
with his jacket) has been reproduced in translation as “double-breasted mayor” in “The
officer and the organ grinder, the double-breasted mayor and the healer of the poor.”
Of course, the English lacks the loanword, but then the loanword was already English.
not normalised

kreupele cadans (gloss: crippled cadence) describes the rhythm of a day in a
Japanese labour camp. The bigram has been classified as metonymy because the
cadence (cadans) is crippled (kreupel) by association with the prisoners’ carriage:
Staan, hangen, slenteren, schuifelen, staan, hangen, slenteren, schuifelen, kreupele
cadans van een kampdag. This has been translated literally as, “Stand, wait, saunter,
shuffle, stand, wait, saunter, shuffle, crippled cadence of a day in camp.”
The metonymy here is supported by the alliteration on /k/, which makes the
phrase sound cohesive, so in a sense it would have been strange if the translator had
abandoned the alliterative metonymy here. But in another sense, it would not have
been: the bigram is peculiar and the translator could have normalised to a higher
frequency, but nonetheless poetic, collocation such as halting cadence.
not normalised
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verwrongen stad (gloss: twisted city) refers to the city of Cape Town and to the
twisted mentality of the people who live there: verwrongen stad, waar zwart niet
raakte aan wit, tenzij wit een zwarte aanhield ter controle. It has been classified as
metonymy because verwrongen refers to the city by association with the mentality of
its citizens. Normally, though, verwrongen refers to people: it collocates strongly with
words denoting the views and attitudes people hold, and also with words denoting
facial expressions; its collocates include godsbeeld (‘image of God’), wereldbeeld
(‘world view’), mensbeeld (‘portrayal of humankind’), zelfbeeld (‘self-image’),
tronie (‘mug’) , gelaat (‘face/countenance’) and gezicht (‘face’). The metonymy
has been preserved in translation as “[…] contorted city where black and white
never met, not unless white stopped black to check his pass”. And although contorted
city has about 80 hits in Google Books, it is less common than twisted city (see
Appendix 2a). Note, too, the translator’s daring omission of articles in the phrase
“white stopped black to check his pass.”
not normalised

6.3.5 Personification
loeiende zon (gloss: blaring sun) occurs in the sentence het oneerlijkste gevecht in
zijn [Guus’] leven was dat met de loeiende zon van Java en Thailand, and has been
translated as “the most unequal fight of his life had been against the roaring sun
in Java and Thailand”. Although loeiende is not itself a collocate of zon, it rhymes
and therefore resonates with gloeiend (‘white-hot/glowing’), which is a common
collocate of zon. And if gloeiend denotes extreme heat, Loeiend denotes extreme
noise such as wailing, bellowing or mooing. Top subject collocates of the verb loeien
are the nouns sirene (“siren”), koe (“cow”) and wind (“wind”). So loeiende could
conceivably have been translated as the more clichéd blaring, for the latter rhymes
with glaring and also denotes loud noises. It could also have been translated as very
high frequency scorching sun. Instead the translator opted for the old-fashioned
“roaring sun”,45 for which there are no hits in enTenTen.
not normalised

ongeboren uren (gloss: unborn hours) occurs in the sentence Vooral ’s nachts op de
meest ongeboren uren zeilden de bommen neer. This zero-frequency bigram (along
with the three preceding words, op de meest) has been translated as “in the small
hours” in the sentence “Particularly at night, in the small hours, the bombs would
come sailing down.” This idiom fits snugly into the sentence (the nine Dutch syllables
have been pared down to four) but at a cost. “The small hours” is not only far more
45 Google Books N-Gram Viewer shows this bigram to have been particulary popular in the twenties.
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frequent than (op de meest) ongeboren uren, it is also more neutral: it lacks the sense
of incipience that the Dutch bigram has. A shadow, non-normalising translation
might be at (the most) inchoate hours or more literally, in the unborn hours.
normalised

nietsontziende zon (gloss: ruthless sun) occurs in a sentence describing the time
Rob spent in isolation in an apartment in Cape Town: Uren zat hij voor zijn raam de
nietsontziende zon in te kijken. This has been translated as “For hours he would sit at the
window, staring into the unscrupulous sun.” As with heilloze zon above, the translation
preserves the quirkiness of the Dutch. Here, not only has the personification been kept,
but the translator has chosen to combine sun unusually with “unscrupulous” instead
of the shadow translation ruthless, which would have produced the much stronger
collocation, ruthless sun. Of course at a semantic level, there is a nice parallelism in
the Dutch between zien (‘seeing’) and kijken (‘looking’) – i.e. de nietsontziende zon in
te kijken –but it would be a tall order to reproduce this parallelism in English.
not normalised

verstomd verleden (gloss: silenced past) occurs in a phrase describing a turning
point in Guus’s life: Guus is in the pub with his father and about to leave Holland
forever: Stilte, een oogopslag, twee monden die dronken. De momenten waarin
zoveel samenbalt, hoe zie je ze, hoe onderga je ze, hoe verdwijnt alles, waar ben
je dan. Het einde van de toekomst, een verstomd verleden, geen dromen meer.
Common collocates of verleden (which semantically overlap with verstomd) are
ver (‘distant’) and grijs (‘grey’). But verstomd itself is not a common collocate of
verleden; and this unusualness is reflected in the literal translation, “speechless
past” in “Silence, a glance, two mouths swallowing. The moments in which so much
contracts, how to see them, endure them, how does it all vanish, where does it leave
you. The end of the future, a speechless past, no more dreams.” If the translator
had wanted to normalise the Dutch here, he could, for instance have opted for the
shadow translator dim past.
not normalised

zuigend oerwoud (gloss: sucking jungle) describes the oppressively dense jungle in
Thailand, a jungle so dense and humid that it sucks the energy right out of you. It
has been translated imaginatively as the zero frequency bigram, “leeching jungle”.
A normalising shadow translation might have been suffocating jungle, which also
captures the oppressive humidity of the jungle in Thailand.
not normalised
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6.3.6 Oxymoron
droge verbijstering (gloss: dry amazement). This bigram has been classified as an
oxymoron because it denotes both the absence and presence of emotion: droge (as in
op droge toon ‘in a dry tone’) withholds emotion, whereas verbijstering obviously
expresses it. Indeed, verbijstering collocates strongly with woede (‘rage’) and verdriet
(‘sorrow’). The bigram describes the way a Japanese guard announces that peace
has broken out: ‘Haiwa arimasoe – Het is vrede’, de Jap kondigde het af met droge
verbijstering, ongelovig, […]. In English the bigram has been dispensed with entirely,
along with the verb, and the sentence rearranged to: “‘Haiwa arimasu – Peace has
come.’ The Jap was in shock, incredulous, […]”. There is normalisation here, with
semantic as well as syntactic changes, and the resulting English sentence is not only
more standard but also more explicit in the sense that the word shock explains, as it
were, the guard’s inability to express emotion. Perhaps this unusual oxymoron could
have been conveyed in English by the infrequent phrase brittle amazement, giving
“‘Haiwa arimasu – Peace has come.’ The Jap announced in brittle amazement and
disbelief, […]”. But it is questionable whether this shadow translation works as a whole.
normalised

galante wrakstukjes (gloss: gallant bits of wreckage) occurs in a sentence describing
Rob’s father’s old desk at home : De geheimzinnigheid van dat bureau, de roerloze
dingen erop en erin, kleine, galante wrakstukjes uit een vergane tijd. This has been
translated as “The mystery of that desk, the motionless objects within and upon it,
gallant bits of flotsam from an age gone by.” Apart from the context, what makes
this bigram curious in Dutch is the tension between the word galant (‘gallant’) with
its hint of heroism and the bitsy diminutive wrakstukjes. To iron out this tension
completely a translation would have to take liberties (e.g. by omitting the metaphor
and translating galante wrakstukjes as, for instance, mementos) But even a fairly
literal translation leaves some leeway for normalisation. This leeway stems from
the fact that “bits of flotsam” is synonymous with pieces of flotsam, and from the
fact that pieces is more compatible with gallant than bits. It is difficult to see this
pattern using Sketch Engine alone (where the lemmas gallant bit of and gallant
piece of only have one hit each), but if we expand the search to Google Books, a
pattern does emerge: Google Books returns 8 hits for gallant bits but 233 hits for
gallant pieces;. The translator, having opted for gallant bits, seems to be resisting
normalisation here.46
not normalised

46 “flotsam” as a translation of wrakstukjes (which does not necessarily refer to wreckage at sea) is
a good example of compensation: in this case, “flotsam” compensates the translation of roerloos
(rudderless) as “motionless”, which loses the explicit maritime reference.
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onderhuidse waardering (gloss: subcutaneous appreciation) refers to the mutual –
but bottled-up appreciation – between Rob’s father and his long-time friend: En dat
hij de man sterk bewonderde, abnormaal sterk zonder te weten waarom. Misschien
alleen al omdat hij opgewassen bleek tegen zijn vader? Botsing tussen koninkrijkjes,
test zonder inzet, de toon van onderhuidse waardering.
Onderhuids is an odd collocate of waardering because it is mainly used in
anatomical contexts: of the top 50 collocates of onderhuids, 47 refer to the body
(or things that are done to the body) e.g. weefsel (‘tissue’), injectie (‘injection’) and
puistje (‘pimple/zit’). The other three collocates refer to emotions but, like the bodily
counterparts, are rather unsavory. These are spanning (‘tension’), woede (‘rage’)
and irritatie (‘irritation’). What makes onderhuidse waardering unusual then is
the clash between a negatively charged adjective and a positively charged noun.
This clash has been softened in translation to “unspoken appreciation” in: “And his
vast admiration for the man, out of all scale, without knowing why. Perhaps simply
because he was a match for his father? A clash of little kingdoms, a contest without
stakes, their unspoken appreciation.” The semantic clash between onderhuids and
waardering could have been retained had the translator opted instead for suppresssed
appreciation or bottled -up appreciation.
normalised

ongecontroleerde bewondering (gloss: uncontrolled admiration) depicts Rob’s
admiration for the same old friend of his father’s, a friend who had exerted untold
influence on Rob’s life: Hij had het zelf nooit goed begrepen, zijn ongecontroleerde
bewondering voor de man met de Nietzsche-snor en de verweerde kop. The Dutch
bewondering (‘admiration’) has a positive connotation and collocates with neutral or
positive words like mateloos (‘immeasurable’), vol (‘full of’), diep (‘deep’) and groot
(‘big’). Here, however, it has been paired with ongecontroleerd (‘uncontrolled’),
a negatively tinged word whose strongest collocates are urineverlies (‘urine
loss’) and celdeling (‘cell division’). This negative-positive Dutch bigram could,
in principle, have been translated as uncontrolled or unchecked admiration
(according to Work Sketch, both alternatives combine frequently with negatively
tinged words like hypertension, proliferation, spasm, seizure, anger and bleeding)
but has, instead, been rendered as the more common and less oxymoronic bigram
“passionate admiration” in “He had never really understood it himself, his passionate
admiration for the man with the Nietzsche moustache and the weathered face.”
normalised
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onwillekeurige tekeningetjes (gloss: involuntary drawings) occurs in a sentence
describing how Rob, as a child, whiled away the hours in his bedroom at home:
Onwillekeurige tekeningetjes die hij krabbelde in verloren uren en die hij snel
weer weggooide. It is an odd bigram because onwillekeurig normally occurs in
noun phrases denoting involuntary physical moments: its top 10 collocates include
contracties (‘contractions’), samentrekking (also ‘contractions’), spierbeweging
(‘muscle movements’) and urineverlies (‘urine loss’) and and other nouns of this
ilk. This sense of involuntary compulsion could perhaps have been captured in
English as involuntary drawings but the Dutch bigram has been translated as the
more common and far-from-compulsive “Casual drawings scribbled in idle hours,
then promptly thrown away.
normalised

opperste genegenheid (gloss: supreme affection) When Guus was a student, his
father granted him the use of his study: Zijn vader had hem [zijn studeerkamer]
afgestaan[…] – een daad van opperste genegenheid. This bigram is less obviously
oxymoronic than the previous two, both of which contrasted the positive with
the negative. Here the contrast is between a word associated with warmth, i.e.
genegenheid, and the somewhat cooler word opperste: the five most frequent
adjectival collocates of genegenheid are diep (‘deep’), warm (‘warm’), wederzijds
(‘mutual’), oprecht (‘sincere/heartfelt’), broederlijk (‘brotherly’). Opperst (‘utmost’),
on the other hand, combines most frequently with concentratie (‘concentration’),
verbazing (‘surprise’), and verwarring (‘confusion’). In English this has been
normalised to the frequent “deepest affection” in “His father had turned it over to
him […] – a gesture of deepest affection.” The shadow translation supreme affection
(which exploits the fact that opperst is a calque of the French word sûpreme) might
have captured something of the coolness and unusual of the Dutch.
normalised

vederlichte overmoed (gloss: feather-light recklessness) occurs in the sentence
Zijn beslissing om zich aan te melden bij het leger tilde hem naar een vederlichte
overmoed and has been translated as “His decision to sign up had raised in him
a feather-light recklessness.” The English bigram, just as the Dutch, is highly
distinct. Not only is it unattested in enTenTen, it is also absent from the web. But a
more conventional alternative was open to the translator: he could have normalised
the bigram to cheerful recklessness or light-hearted recklessness.
Although the translation normalises neither the frequency of – nor the metaphor
expressed by – the bigram, it does play down the oxymoron. The oxymoronic
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character of the NL bigram has to do with the morphological make-up of the Dutch
noun overmoed, which contains the prefix over (‘an excess of’) and the stem moed
(‘courage’). In the Dutch this excess, this over-the-top-ness, is in sharp contrast to
the understated feather-light-ness denoted by the adjective. The oxymoron is less
explicit in English, but is not lost.
not normalised

vrijwillig verdriet (gloss: voluntary sorrow) occurs in the sentence Op weg naar een
bevrijdende oorlog, op weg naar een nieuw huis, een andere vrouw, een vrijwillig
verdriet. The bigram refers to the sorrow that Rob has inflicted on himself: sorrow
of his own making such as the sorrow of voluntarily exile. It is contrasted here to the
sorrow that Rob feels when his father dies, a sorrow that is not of his own making.
This bigram feels oxymoronic because verdriet is usually involuntary: it happens to
you. The English translation as “free sorrow” in “Bound for a liberating war, a new
home, a different woman, free sorrow” is not, however, as oxymoronic as the Dutch
because free has a wider range of meanings than vrijwillig. To that extent this is a
normalising translation. On the other hand, “free” resonates with one of the grander
themes of the novel, namely free will, so is a well-chosen word.
not normalised

zwierige zelfbedrog (gloss: swirling self-deception) evokes the atmosphere in a
casino where elegantly dressed clientele kid themselves that they will win more than
they will lose. This bigram has a curious ring to it because zwierig is a joyful word
and mainly collocates with concrete nouns, in particular with nouns denoting clothes
and physical actions. Its top five collocates in nlTenTen are zomerjurk (‘summer
dress’); zwaai (‘wave’/ ‘skirt’), gebaar (‘gesture’) and wals (‘waltz’). Here, however,
zwierig has been paired with something more abstract and negative: zelfbedrog. This
oxymoronic blend of the positive and the negative, and of the sartorial and mental,
could perhaps have been captured in English by a bigram containing a similar
semantic clash, e.g. swirling self-deception or flamboyant self-deception. Instead,
the translator has opted for “frivolous self-deception”. This translation dispenses
with the oxymoronic mix. frivolous is often found in the company of negativelytinged words like lawsuit, litigation, spending and over-spending, making it a
more obvious partner for “self-deception” than flamboyant or swirling. However,
frivolous does resonate phonetically with the sartorially-tinged word frilly, perhaps
making the translation feel right.
normalised but not in context
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6.3.7
Synaesthesia
onkreukbaar wit (gloss: uncreasable/ unimpeachable white) occurs in a passage
describing a game of cricket: Het lome spel van de teams in onkreukbaar wit. This
bigram has been classified as synaesthesia because it combines colour (wit/white)
with texture (onkreukbaar). But more than texture is involved: onkreukbaar not only
means un-crease-able; it also means incorruptible – i.e. it denotes the absence of
creases in both cloth and character. There seems to be no English word that captures
both meanings so the sentence has been translated as “The languid play of teams in
impeccable whites.” In other words it is contrastive differences (as argued by Becher
2011) rather than a purported tendency to normalise would seem to be at play here.
normalised but not in context

roffelende zon (gloss: drumming sun) describes the blistering heat of the Japanese
camp: Appèl, in de roffelende zon, trechter van hitte, moordenaar. Compared to the
two examples above, this one is strongly synaesthetic in that roffelend is associated
with sound (its most common collocate in enTenTen being geluid) whereas zon (‘sun’)
involves brightness (sight) and heat (touch). The synaesthesia has been conveyed in
English as the unusual and, like the Dutch, assonant “thrumming sun” (in, “Roll call in
the thrumming sun, funnel of heat, murderer”) despite the availability of sizzling sun
(53 hits in enTenTen), which would also have captured the synaesthesia of the Dutch
but which would have been a much more conventional and thus normalising option.
not normalised

6.4
Denormalisation
Next I discuss seven English creative adjective-noun bigrams which Sketch Engine
unearthed independently of the NL->EN parings. These were English bigrams which
had 0 hits in enTenTen, and which seemed more quirky than their source text (ST)
counterparts, even when the ST counterparts themselves had 0 hits in nlTenTen.
As explained in Chapter 2, this is because nlTenTen is significantly smaller than
enTenTen, so judgements concerning creativity do not, and cannot, only depend on
frequency in the Sketch Engine corpora. They also depend on Google searches, on
the rhetorical make-up of the bigram, and on native speaker intuitions.
6.4.1 Hyperbole
chthonic roar depicts the sound of a storm at sea: “He was pushed flat against the
hull of his ship and heard the chthonic roar of an unearthly storm.” This “chthonic
roar” (which means a roar coming deep from the underworld) corresponds to the
more mundane ST bigram diepe ruisen, which literally means ‘deep roar’: Hij werd
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plat tegen de wand van zijn schip gedrukt en hoorde het diepe ruisen van een
onaardse storm. In principle the translator could have opted for the deep roar,
which is less hyperbolic and considerably more frequent than “chthonic roar” in
both enTenTen and Google Books. Instead he opted for a denormalising translation.
6.4.2 Metaphor
bolted-down horizon is Garrett’s rendering of the Dutch phrase besloten horizon
which occurs in a sentence depicting a landscape viewed from a train: Het kleine
afgemeten landschap, hekken zover het oog reikte, dorpjes en kerktorens aan een
besloten horizon. The entire sentence has been translated as “The landscape in little
blocks, fences as far as the eye could see, villages and steeples on a bolted-down
horizon.” With 0 hits in nlTenTen and only two hits in Google Books, the Dutch
phrase besloten horizon is unusual, but the English is even more arresting. Unlike
the Dutch word besloten (which is an antonym of the Dutch word open, itself frequent
modifier of horizon) “bolted-down” does not have an antonym which collocates with
“horizon”; it is both more noteworthy and more figurative than the Dutch, as opposed
to, for instance, the shadow translation bounded horizon.
shrivelled expectations occurs in a sentence about the city of Bandung: “Bandung
was decay, a playtime of shrivelled expectations.” The bigram is a translation of
vergane verwachtingen (‘lost/faded expectations’) in Bandoeng was de ontbinding,
een speelkwartier van vergane verwachtingen. Garrett’s translation brings out
the visceral qualities of the passage right from the beginning of the sentence. For
instance Garrett could have translated ontbinding before the comma as corruption,
but instead opted for the more carnal “decay”. The word “decay”, in turn, sets the
scene for a carnally tinged translation of the bigram vergane verwachtingen as
“shriveled expectations”, a creative bigram with zero hits in enTenTen compared to
the shadow diminished expectations, which has 319 hits and which could also have
served as a translation.
6.4.3 Personification
crouching life occurs in the sentence “Where the city of Nagasaki had been was only
a crouching life – those who went there went to stoop, to dig” and corresponds to
the unusual Dutch phrase leven op hurken in Waar Nagasaki was geweest was alleen
nog een leven op hurken – wie daarheen ging ging om te bukken, te graven. But the
English is perhaps even more unusual than the Dutch: in Dutch the personification is
expressed as a post-modifying prepositional phrase (op hurken), whereas in English
the personification is expressed as a pre-modifying adjective (“crouching”), which is
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syntactically closer to a noun than a prepositional phrase. The translator could have
opted for a less unusual phrase by using a postmodifyer like in the Dutch, giving
the shadow translation“[…] a life bent/crouched down.
naked walls occurs in the complex phrase “[Pictures] to keep the naked walls at
bay, a reflex from the days of his father who always wanted ‘something on the wall’”
and is a translation of [schilderijen] om de kaalte te verdrijven, reflex uit de tijd van
zijn vader die altijd en overal ‘iets aan de muur’ wilde hebben. “Naked walls” is not
uncommon, but it is significantly more unusual than bare walls. “Naked” mostly
collocates with people, body parts or abstractions (e.g. naked truth) whereas bare
modifies a wider range of semantic categories including parts of houses such as
concrete, wire, floor and walls. So bare walls would have been the most obviously
idiomatic choice here. The translator’s choice here emphases the bareness suggested
by the solitary noun kaalte.
6.4.4 Oxymoron
improper fragrance is a translation of onbetamelijke geur, a phrase which occurs
in a passage about the smell of a bookshop which reminds Rob of Guus’s father’s
study and the university library. The Dutch sentence reads: Zo rook papier, dit was
zoals het vroeger was. De boekenkasten van zijn [Guus’] vader roken zo, van de
universiteitsbibliotheek, de onbetamelijke geur van vrije tijd, and has been translated
as “This was how paper smelled, this was how it used to be. His father’s bookshelves
smelled like this, the university library, the improper fragrance of spare time.”
The English translation “improper fragrance” introduces an element of oxymoron
that is not there in the Dutch, making it more quirky than the Dutch. This is how:
“improper”, like onbetamelijk, has a negative association – its top collocates include
illegal, unethical and immoral; “fragrance”, by contrast with the neutral Dutch word
geur, has a positive association – its top collocates include fruity, sweet and pleasant.
If “improper fragrance” is slightly contradictory from a semantic point of view,
it is extremely unusual from a frequency point of view: it is unattested in both
enTenTen and Google Books. More commonplace would have been improper smell,
although the translator might have avoided improper smell to avoid repetition (after
all the verb smell has already been used twice in the same sentence). Whatever
the reason, “improper fragrance” is a denormalising translation and, like the other
examples in this section, challenges the notion that translators tend to normalise.
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6.5
Summary and Discussion
Although short, De inscheper is a treasure trove of creative NL bigrams. Using
Sketch Engine I discovered 45 creative Dutch bigrams and then 6 English bigrams
which were more quirky than their source text counterparts. Of the 45 creative
Dutch bigrams, I classified 10 as normalised: the unconventional verdroomde
middag became “afternoon slumber”; the two transferred epithets laconieke ogen
and bevelloze formatie became the more explicit “carefree look in his eyes” and “in
perfect formation without directives”; ondergrondse dag lost its ambiguity when it
was translated as “day underground”; and the curious personification of ongeboren
uren was reduced to the commonplace “small hours”.
These five instances of normalisation were thinly spread out over a range of
rhetorical categories (catachresis, metaphor, hypallage and personification). But
the other five instances of normalisation were concentrated into the category of
oxymoron: droge verbijstering, which both strongly expresses and conceals emotion,
mutated into “shock”; onderhuidse waardering, which contains a clash between
a negatively charged adjective and a positively charged noun, was smoothed out
in translation to “unspoken appreciation”; a similar dynamic was at work with
ongecontroleerde bewondering, which was rendered as “passionate admiration”; the
vaguely oxymoronic mix of warmth and coolness expressed by opperste genegenheid
was neutralised to “deepest affection”; and finally the compulsive onwillekeurige
tekeningetjes was toned down to the far-from-compulsive “casual drawings”.
The 10 bigrams discussed so far were relatively clear-cut cases of normalisation.
However there were a further 10 examples of apparent normalisation which, upon
closer analysis, were ‘mitigated’ by context or co-text: for example aaneengekloken
mars and gepantserde wil were replaced by the more conventional metaphors
“armoured march” and “iron will”, but within the context of the sentence it was
difficult to do otherwise; the synaesthesia of onkreukbaar wit did not lend itself to
a non-normalising translation in context – the shadow translation we explored lead
to a dead end; the normalisation of the disparate collocation neerduikelende dieren
to “birds tumbling down” seemed to be accounted for by an absence of comparable
phonetic primings in English (cf. Hoey 2005). If this case of normalisation was
mitigated by an absence of primings, there was one case of normalisation which
seemed to have been mitigated by the presence of primings: namely the translation
of zwierige zelfbedrog as “frivolous self-deception”. The priming or the association
at play here was the phonetic similarity between frivolous and frilly.
We also encountered creative and quirky Dutch bigrams which sounded almost
as if they had been translated from idiomatic English. The most striking example
was the unusual metaphor ijle vriendschap, translated literally as the stock metaphor
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(Newmark 2008) “tenuous friendship”. In other words, we witnessed cases where the
literal translation of a creative bigram resulted, paradoxically, in a normalised bigram.
The remaining 25 bigrams had NOT been normalised in translation. For these
the translator had found creative solutions – solutions very much in keeping with
the overarching themes of the novel: a maritime odyssey of captivity and freewill.
In most cases the creative solutions were noteworthy given that they were cases
where the NL bigram could have been normalised in English with a readily available
conventional synonym or near synonym: for instance Garrett could have used
drifting mind instead of “rudderless mind” for his translation of stuurloze hoofd ;
and he could have used sheer talent instead of “fine-spun talent” for his translation
of haarfijn talent. Moreover, even when there were no normalising synonyms or near
synonyms available, there were often corresponding terms in context which could
equally have lured the translator down the path of normalisation. For example Garrett
could have written sizzling sun instead of “thrumming sun” for his translation
of roffelende zon; or filtered sunlight instead of “finely knit sunlight” for his
translation of fijnmazig zonlicht. The fact that in all these cases the translator opted
for the original instead of the stock metaphor (to use Newmark’s terms once again)
belies the normalisation hypothesis. It is thanks to Sketch Engine, and particularly
the function Word Sketch, that we can generate collocations on a large scale and
use them to invent shadow translations, and show how the translation challenge the
normalisation hypothesis. It takes us beyond Vanderauwera (1985) and even Kenny
(2001), who was using corpus techniques.
There were, however, cases where Sketch Engine did not help. These were
examples where the shadow translation came very close in frequency to the actual
translation; in these cases it was necessary to broaden the search out to Google
Books so that these subtle differences became apparent. These broader searches
showed how the translator had opted each time for the more arresting or unusual
of the two synonyms. Examples were “immaculate vocabulary” instead of the
shadow translation impeccable vocabulary, and “gallant bits of flotsam” instead of
the shadow translation gallant pieces of flotsam. These, in their own little way,
provided further counter examples to the normalisation hypothesis.
But what we see here is more than just a lack of normalisation. We see great
creativity on the part of the translator, comparable to that of the author. For instance,
if author Otto de Kat exploited phonetic primings (in, for instance, neerduikelende
dieren) so too did the translator Sam Garrett. The most salient example was Garrett’s
translation of onverbiddelijke eersteklasafdeling as “implacably first-class section”
which, by virtue of its phonetic similarity to the much more common impeccably
first class section, managed to sound deceptively natural. Beyond the exploitation
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of primings we also saw instances of highly creative compensation, the most salient
example being the translation of gedwongen burgerpak as “forced into civilian
order”; here a creative oxymoron (i.e. “civilian order”) compensated the loss of
a pun. This creativity is perhaps reminiscent of the Chesterman’s rhetoric meme
(Chesterman 1997/2015, pp. 21–23) where translators are seen to complete with the
original authors in terms of creativity. This meme manifested itself particularly in
the six examples of denormalisation given above: the English bigrams which were
found independently of the 45 Dutch-English pairings.
In these six examples the translator had taken the inventiveness of the author
to further heights, giving rise to what I have termed ‘denormalisation’. These
included the arresting metaphor “bolted down horizon”, the personification of
“naked walls” and the daring “chthonic roar”. But in contrast to the previous case
study, the denormalised bigrams in this case study did not include any transferred
epithets (hypallage). I had hypothesised in Chapter 5.5 that the addition of creative
hypallage was perhaps inherent to the act of translating from Dutch into English: that
it was a technique employed to avoid the clumsy adverb+verb sequence that literal
translations from Dutch can occasionally produce. This case study undermines that
hypothesis: not only were there no transferred epithets in the set of denormalised
EN bigrams, but two of the three NL transferred epithets were actually normalised
in English (i.e. bevelloze formatie and laconieke ogen).
Apart from these observations about hypallage, the most striking finding in this
case study was the tendency on the part of this translator to normalise oxymora.
Half of the normalised bigrams had been oxymora in source text, and a further three
bigrams which had not been classified as normalised (i.e. vederlichte overmoed,
vrijwillig verdriet and zwierige zelfbedrog) came out as less oxymoronic in
translation (although Garrett did create an oxymoron of his own with his “civilian
order”). This feels significant in a translation which otherwise showed little tendency
to normalise. It is premature to say whether the normalisation of oxymora is a
widespread phenomenon, but it is perhaps worth noting that Colmer (otherwise a
linguistically inventive translator) normalised two of the four oxymoronic bigrams
in his translation of De helaasheid der dingen.
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7
Case Study 3: Sluitertijd/ Shutterspeed

7.1
Background: The Novel
Sluitertijd (2002), translated by Ina Rilke as Shutterspeed (2007), is the last book in
a trilogy written by the Flemish writer Erwin Mortier. The novel could be classified
as a Bildungsroman, defined by the Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (2008) as “a
kind of novel that follows the development of the hero or heroine from childhood or
adolescence into adulthood.” In Sluitertijd, however, we follow the young hero Joris
(who has been orphaned by his father, abandoned by his mother, and adopted by his
aunt and uncle) in his journey only from childhood to adolescence. On this journey,
Joris discovers the joys of learning and tries to uncover the circumstances of his
father’s untimely death. These are revealed to him through snatches of conversation
he overhears in his aunt’s shop, and through the piles of old photos that he keeps
hidden under his bed.
The story is told from Joris’s point of view in a richly metaphorical language,
with the camera, or fleeting images of the past, serving as the main motif. This
Bildunsgroman explores not only the young hero’s psychological development (through
memories evoked by old photos) but also his literary development, both as a reader and
as a writer. Early on in the novel we learn about his childhood reading experiences,
Er bestonden woorden die even zanderig tussen mijn tanden kraakten als slecht
gespoelde spinazie, andere slikte ik als koortstabletten altijd in één keer door
omdat ik vreesde dat ze heel vies smaakten. Jodium koesterde ik in een boek
met de titel Beginselen der Chemie. Het klonk me mysterieus in de oren, alleen
al omdat ik niet precies wist wat beginselen waren. (Sluitertijd, p. 38)
There were words that set my teeth on edge like grit in poorly rinsed spinach,
others that I swallowed whole like aspirin for fear of them tasting vile. One of my
favourite words was ‘iodine’, which I had come across in a book called Principles
of Chemistry. The title sounded mysteriously pleasing to my ears, if only because
I was unsure what ‘principles’ meant. (Shutterspeed, p. 33 – translation Ina Rilke)
And a few pages later we witness the young Joris struggling as a fledgling writer –
perhaps an autobiographical note.
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In de klas ging de meester altijd zuur met zijn rode balpen door mijn opstellen. Hij
vond ze veel te zweverig of juist te log. Te bombastisch, zei hij op een dag, en het
woord bleef als een vat buskruit voorzien van een lont door mijn gedachten rollen.
‘Ge schiet met tien kogels tegelijk naar één mus in de goot in de hoop dat er toch
één vlak op zal zijn,’ zei hij terwijl hij mijn blad papier als een bebloed laken
voor me op mijn bank legde. ‘Ge moet niet overdrijven.’
(Sluitertijd, pp. 40–41)
The master always used a red biro to write his niggling comments on the
compositions I handed in. He thought them too high-falutin, or else too laboured.
Too pompous, he said once, and the word rolled around my thoughts all day like
a powder keg with a fuse. ‘You spray a lone sparrow in the gutter with bullets,
hoping that one of them will hit the mark,’ he had said when he gave me back my
composition looking like a blood-spattered bed sheet. ‘You shouldn’t exaggerate so.’
(Shutterspeed pp. 35–36, translation Ina Rilke)
7.2
Background: Author, Translator and the Translation
As we can see, “wrestling with language” is a theme in Mortier’s work, and the
resultant quality of Mortier’s language, his “literaire subtiliteit en fijngevoeligheid”
(literary subtlety and sensitivity),47 has been recognised by the reviewers of the
Dutch and English (translated) versions alike. After the publication of Marcel, the
first novel in the trilogy to which Sluitertijd belongs, the Volkskrant branded Mortier
as a writer of “virtuoze zinnen” (virtuoso sentences). In a similar vein, the NRC
Handelsblad wrote of Mortier’s novel Godenslaap, “Mortier schrijft zo goed dat je
geneigd bent al het andere als bijzaak te beschouwen.” (“Mortier writes so well that
you’re inclined to view everything else as a side issue.” My translation.)
If Mortier’s early novels were identified by the literary establishment as stylistic
masterpieces, so too were Rilke’s translations. The entire trilogy won Rilke
the Vlaamse Cultuurprijs in 2009.48 But right from the start her translations of
Mortier were lauded. A.S. Byatt chose Marcel for the Times Literary Supplement
“International Books of the Year” (2001), and in a review for The Guardian of the
second book in the trilogy, My Fellow Skin (Mijn tweede huid), she wrote:
47 Nederlands Letterenfonds http://www.letterenfonds.nl/nl/boek/82/sluitertijd.
48 This accolade was by no means Rilke’s first. In 2002, Rilke won the Scott Moncrieff Prize for her
translation from French of Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress (Dai Sijie, 2000) and before
that, in 1999, the Vondel Prize for her translations of Roads to Santiago by Cees Nooteboom
(Harvill/Harcourt Brace) and The Virtuoso by Margriet de Moor (Picador). In addition, Rilke’s
works were nominated ten times between 1996 and 2014 for other prestigious awards including
The Independent Foreign Fiction Prize (now part of the Man Booker International Prize) and the
IMPAC book award.
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It is very sparsely populated with things and incidents, but what there are peculiarly
unforgettable [...] This depends of course on the writing, and the quality of writing
is not always easy to discern through the glass of translation. Mortier is fortunate
in his brilliant translator, Ina Rilke, who appears to have picked up all the little
theological and historical references, all the almost invisible linked motifs, and
woven them into an English whose rhythms have an apparently easy clarity and
subtlety. Between them they have made a clear and articulate work of art.
(A.S. Byatt, The Guardian)
The reviews of Shutterspeed were no less glowing. Paul Binding of the TLS
(2007) wrote, “Ina Rilke’s translation catches superbly the novel’s constant subtle
evanescence of attitudes and moods”; and James Smith noted Rilke’s “painstaking
work that allows non-Dutch, English speakers to revel in Mortier’s exquisite prose”
(in The Guardian), and described Shutterspeed as a “shimmering translation
[… with] an icy clarity that is, nevertheless, gentle and quietly moving” (for the
Booktrust website, 2007).
These opinions are mirrored in the author’s own assessment of the translator’s
work. In a tribute to Rilke for winning the Vlaamse Cultuurprijs 2009, Erwin
Mortier wrote:
Wat Ina doet, daar is de term ‘vertaling’ eigenlijk ontoereikend voor. Het zou
‘hertaling’ moeten zijn. Of zelfs ‘hertovering’. Dat is dan wel een neologisme,
maar daar zijn Ina en ik als het moet niet vies van. Ik weet dat Ina haar werk altijd
beschouwt als een verlies ten opzichte van de brontekst, maar bij werkelijke
getalenteerde vertalers zoals zij, die ik noch min noch meer als kunstenaars ‘in
their own right’ beschouw, wordt die a priori ‘nederlaag’ op magische wijze een
overwinning. Ik feliciteer Ina dan ook van harte voor deze meer dan verdiende
lauwerkrans. (http://www.erwinmortier.be/node/97; retrieved 26/09/2018)
Mortier clearly believes that a translator must be given freedom, and welcomes the
freedom that his translator takes – freedoms we will observe close up in Sections
7.3 and 7.4 below.
7.3
The Data
Using the technique described in Chapter 2.5.2 and 2.5.4, I generated a list of
adjective-noun bigrams from Sluitertijd, and then extracted all those which had zero
hits in the reference corpus nlTenTen. Of these bigrams, I judged 31 to be creative.
As explained in Chapter 2.7, judging whether or not a bigram with zero hits in the
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reference corpus was actually ‘creative’ involved (i) supplementary Google searches
(taking me from multi-billion word corpora to the trillions of words on the web); (ii)
asking native speakers what they thought; (iii) and looking to see whether the word
in question was figurative, i.e. whether it contained a rhetorical trope. The fruits of
these findings will be discussed in Sections 7.3.1–7.3.8 below.
In addition to these 30 creative Dutch adjective-noun bigrams, I also found
nine creative English adjective-noun bigrams which were the translations of more
prosaic Dutch forms. These were the so-called ‘denormalised’ bigrams (which I
discovered using the reverse test for normalisation described in Chapter 2.8) and
will be discussed later on in Section 7.4.
All the bigrams have been subdivided into rhetorical tropes, and ordered
alphabetically.
7.3.1
Antipersonification
gelakte kereltjes (gloss: varnished/lacquered young chaps) refers to the young
admirers of a beauty called Isabella Van Callant, whom Joris’s aunt calls dat nichtje:
‘Dat nichtje,’ zoals tante het kind altijd noemde, had zich intussen verloofd, misschien
met een van de gelakte kereltjes die haar omzwermden die ene keer dat ik haar
heb teruggezien, op een soiree in Brussel, tijdens de pauze in de foyer. This bigram
has been classified as antipersonification because the adjective gelakte (‘varnished’,
‘lacquered’) normally collocates with inanimate surfaces such as oppervlak (‘surface’)
staal (‘steel’/‘iron’), hout (‘wood’), vloer (‘floor’) and nagel (‘nail’). This adjective
therefore could be said to dehumanise the kereltjes (‘young chaps’) with which it has
been paired.49 This effect has been neutralised in translation to “posh young men”
in “‘That hussy’, as Aunt always referred to the girl, had in the meantime become
engaged, perhaps to one of the posh young men dancing attendance on her one
evening in the foyer of a Brussels theatre.” A non-normalising shadow translation
might have read lacquered young men or even varnished young men.
However my shadow translations are by no means perfect: English lacquered
and Dutch gelakt do not, as Hoey (2005) might conjecture, have the same phonetic
primings: For instance, gelakt is phonetically similar to (and might therefore trigger
an association with) the Dutch adjective gelikt, which occurs in the construction
een gelikte zakenman (a flashy business man), whereas lacquered has no similar
association. In other words the construction gel*kte + human male might feel more

49 The bigram could equally have been classified as metonymy since if the young men in question
had slicked-back lacquered hair, they could be seen as lacquered by association with their hair.
But whatever the classification, the usage is unusual because it applies a varnished finish (normally
associated with inanimate objects) to animate people.
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natural than the construction l*quered + human male, and this might in part account
for the normalisation.
normalised but not in context

gepolitoerde jochies (gloss: french-polished lads) occurs in the sentence Ze
droeg haar ravenzwarte lokken in een dikke staart waarin glinsterende kettinkjes
gevlochten waren en ze schaterlachte om elke kwinkslag die de gepolitoerde jochies
in haar buurt haar in de oren ﬂuisterden. This bigram, like the last, refers to Isabella
Van Callant’s admirers but it takes the metaphor even further: this time the boys are
not just lacquered, they have been French polished (gepolitoerd). And in addition to
the antipersonification, there is some oxymoron: the smoothness of the polish is in
stark contrast to the roughness suggested by the word jochie (‘lad’). Judging by its
list of top collocates, jochies are typically stoer (‘tough’), ondeugend (‘cheeky’), even
stinkend (‘smelly’), and often they get up to kattenkwaad (‘mischief’). In translation,
both the polish and the ‘laddishness’ have been dispensed with, and the oxymoronic
contrast replaced by the single word “admirers”. Thus the English translation reads:
“She wore her jet black hair in a thick pony tail threaded with strands of glitter,
and laughed uproariously each time one of her admirers leaned over to whisper
some little joke in her ear.” The bigram has obviously been normalised, but if you
substituted “her admirers” for, say, those polished little lads, the final clause of
Rilke’s beautifully crafted sentence might end up feeling rather clumsy (especially
as it would involve a repetition of little: polished little lads …. little joke). In
other words, a non-normalising translation (one which drew out the oxymoron) might
have upset the balance of the sentence here.
normalised

kartonnen handjes (gloss: cardboard hands) occurs in the phrase [juffrouw Van
Vooren] maakte […] met een ijl gewapper van haar kartonnen handjes duidelijk
dat ze niet in de stemming verkeerde voor veel gepalaver. In this bigram, juffrouw
Van Vooren’s hands have been dehumanised by their cardboard modifier. This
antipersonification has been neutralised in translation as “giving stiff little waves
to say that she was in no mood for any palaver.” The translation is compact: “stiff
little waves” conveys not only the kartonnen handjes, but also the ijl gewapper
(‘thin/rarified waving’), which is treated separately below. Although the bigram has
been normalised, the translation itself is inventive in that Miss Van Vooren’s hand
gestures have been vividly brought to life in the English version.
normalised but not in context
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ijl gewapper (gloss: thin/rarefied waving), as we have just seen, occurs in the
phrase een ijl gewapper van haar kartonnen handjes. And as we also saw above,
the English translation condenses these eight words (made up of eleven syllables) into
a phrase less than half the length in terms of both words and syllables. Yet despite its
vividness, “stiff little waves” is more formulaic than ijl gewapper, whose adjective ijl
(‘thin’ / ‘rarified’) does not (at least not in nlTenTen, nor in Google Books) combine
with the noun gewapper. But what were the alternatives? Would, for instance, frail
little waves of cardboard/cardboard -like hands have worked here given that this
phrase is immediately followed by the longish complement “[…] to say that she was
in no mood for any palaver”?
normalised but not in context

7.3.2
Catachresis
gekalibreerde zebra’s (gloss: calibrated zebras) occurs as part of a comical
announcement at a circus: […] dames en heren, appels en peren... Mario Marconi
met zijn gekalibreerde zebra’s! It is the clash50 of register between the technical
kalibreren and the exotic zebra’s that makes this bigram funny and unusual. The
catachresis has been preserved in English as “calibrated zebras” in “Ladies and
gentlemen, our first spectacle […] – Mario Marconi and his calibrated zebras!”
even though this is an obscure expression. A normalising translation might, for
instance, have opted for the more explanatory, zebras cantering in unison. But
Rilke’s translation preserves the comic obscurity.
not normalised

genitale mechaniek (gloss: genital mechanism) occurs in the phrase Volgens de
meneer die het boek geschreven had, vertoonde de primitieve mens al een zeker besef
van de genitale mechaniek. The odd-sounding bigram has a comical ring to it, and
this is reflected in translation: “According to the book’s author, primitive man already
showed a certain awareness of the genital mechanisms.” In one way there is nothing
surprising about this direct translation, but the inclusion of the definite article “the
genital mechanisms” add to the comedy of the phrase by making it more specific. If
the translator had wanted to normalise it, she could easily have removed the definite
article in order to make the phrase sound more abstract and thus more tame.
not normalised

50 There is a further clash between gekalibreerde and the clichéd and avuncular dames en heren,
appels en peren.
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geslonken coiffure (gloss: reduced/shrunken hairdo) refers to Miss van Vooren’s
hairdo and occurs in the sentence Met haar donkere bril en het transparante sjaaltje
dat haar weer enigszins tot normale proporties geslonken coiffure bedekte, maar
waar twee krullen onderuit kwamen, zag ze er weer min of meer als haar oude zelf uit.
Geslonken is an unusual epithet for coiffure because it normally collocates with
words denoting resources or certain types of food, as in geslonken budget (‘reduced
budget’), geslonken reserves (‘diminished reserves’) or geslonken spinazie (‘wilted
spinach’). In her typically succinct fashion, Rilke has conveyed the comedy of the
ST, and she has done so by using the technique of an antonymic translation. Thus
in the English, instead of a shrunken hair-do (geslonken coiffure) we get a “swollen
hairdo” that has been reined in. The full translation reads: “With her dark glasses
on and a filmy little headscarf reining in her swollen hairdo except for a curl on
either side, she looked more or less her old self.”51
not normalised

hoekig ongemak (gloss: angular awkwardness ) occurs in a phrase where Joris
compares his own expression to that of his father’s: Wanneer ik mezelf een even hoekig
ongemak tentoon zie spreiden […]. This has been translated as “The sight of me wearing
the same strained expression […].” What makes this bigram unusual is the fact that
hoekig (when predicated of people) normally combines with nouns denoting people’s
features (e.g. een hoekige kaaklijn ‘an angular jawline’) rather than their emotions.
But here it is Joris’s ongemak (his ‘unease’ or ‘discomfort’) which is described as
hoekig (‘angular’). The translation “strained expression” seems to be a clear case of
normalisation. However, given the length and complexity of the Dutch sentence, it is
difficult to imagine a more workable solution. The entire Dutch sentence reads:
Wanneer ik mezelf een even hoekig ongemak tentoon zie spreiden, hier, op de
drempel van de winkel, rond mijn twaalfde, op een zondag eind mei, bekruipt
me nog steeds de duizeling van iemand die met de hielen op de rand van een
afgrond poseert.
Rilke has funnelled hoekig ongemak into the single word “strained”, probably so
that she can fit the complex verbal expression hoekig ongemak tentoon […] spreiden
into this long sentence. (Even if Rilke had used angular instead of strained she still
would have ended up with a relatively common collocation.)
normalised but not in context

51 The prepositional phrase tot normale proporties perhaps makes geslonken coiffure sound less odd
than it would do in isolation.
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ijle helm (gloss: rarefied helmet) refers once more to Miss van Vooren’s hairdo after
she has come back from the hairdresser’s. This bigram occurs in a witty paragraph
describing the entire hair-styling process: […]de canonisering van haar lokken in
meerdere stadia verliep, tot ze in een fijnmazig weefsel van afzonderlijk opgespoten
haren als een ijle helm op haar schedel stonden. In translation the absurdity has
been kept but in Rilke’s characteristically succinct style whereby fijnmazig weefsel
and ijle helm have been conflated into the single (and unusual) English bigram
“finely meshed helmet” in “the sanctification of her tresses had to be undertaken
in stages or they would not stand erect as a finely meshed helmet of individually
lacquered hairs”.
not normalised

mercantiele hartelijkheid (gloss: mercantile heartiness) describes the way in which
Joris’s aunt greets her clients when she sees them at a circus.
‘Hoe is ’t, kindjes?’ vroeg tante, een en al mercantiele hartelijkheid, terwijl ze
me een duw in de rug gaf opdat ik minstens even vriendelijk gedag zou zeggen.
‘How are you doing, girls?’ Aunt crowed, all mercantile heartiness. She poked
me in the back for me to greet them as warmly as she did.
Both mecantiel and hartelijkheid are low frequency and there is not, as far as I
can see, an obvious way of normalising the Dutch bigram into a common English
adjective-noun bigram. But Rilke could have, if she had wanted to, paraphrased
the bigram to the more trite with a (big) shopkeeper’s smile. Instead she kept to the
rather unusual wording, adding her own creative flourish with the word “crowed”.
not normalised

stroeve elegantie (gloss: stiff/awkward elegance) refers to a pose held by Joris’s
young mother in an old photo. Met een ietwat stroeve elegantie, knieën en enkels
tegen elkaar, ziet ze er plotseling ouder uit dan ze was. The bigram has been
translated as “strained elegance” in “The slightly strained elegance of knees and
ankles kept close together makes her look older than her years.” Like the Dutch,
the English bigram is unusual, but at the same time, it has a more familiar ring to it
than the Dutch. Perhaps this is because “strained elegance” resonates with the more
familiar phrase restrained elegance (66 hits in enTenTen).
not normalised
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7.3.3 Hypallage
opgewekte verrassing (gloss: high-spirited surprise) describes the surprise felt in the
village shop when Joris’s posh aunt and cousin suddenly arrive from Brussels: Er
deinde plotseling een lichte opschudding door de winkel, een opgewekte verrassing.
The personification here involves hypallage (a transferred epithet): although it is
the people in the shop who are in high spirits (opgewekt) because of the surprise
(verrassing), the high spirits are attributed to the surprise. Here the translator
condenses the twelve-word Dutch sentence into the far shorter, “There was a ripple
of curiosity and surprise”. The metaphor “ripple” succinctly captures both Er
deinde plotseling and een lichte opschudding; and the “curiosity and surprise”
corresponds roughly to the opgewekte verrassing. Although the hypallage has been
lost, the loss has been amply compensated for by the animation (“a ripple of curiosity
and surprise”) and by the vividness of expression.
normalised but not in context

7.3.4
Hyperbole
heroïsche Been (gloss: heroic bone) is a bigram taken from a biology text book that
Joris has to read for school, a book which he is displaying to the customers in his
aunt’s shop: Ik draaide het boek om en toonde aan het volk in de winkel een ets van
de atlaswervel, volgens de schrijver een toepasselijke naam voor het Heroïsche
Been dat de Schedel torst.
Het Heroïsche Been is a grandiose way of referring to the atlas vertebra, the bone
that connects the spinal column to the head. The hyperbole of this phrase has been
kept in translation, an allusion to the Greek god Atlas in “I turned the book around
so that everyone in the shop could see the picture of the atlas vertebra captioned
An appropriate name for the Heroic Bone that supports the Skull.” Although there
is no normalisation here, there is nothing surprising about the translation either.
This shows how sometimes an obvious or literal translation can produce a creative
bigram in the target text, whereas a less obvious or inventive translation can produce
a normalised bigram in the target text (as we saw with “stiff little waves” in 7.3.1).
not normalised

onherroepelijk reliëf (gloss: irreversible relief/contrast) refers to the thin furrows left
on paper by a sharp pencil, even after the words have been erased. These furrows
are significant to the older Joris because they suggest that everything we say leaves
indelible marks. This runs contrary to what Joris thought as a boy when he was not
bothered by such marks: Ik zie mezelf [toen] verrukt de kruimels rubber van het
blad afvegen en zorgeloos negeren dat de punt van mijn potlood een onherroepelijk
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reliëf in het papier heeft geëtst. This entire sentence has been translated as “I see
myself happily brushing the rubber crumbs off my page, unperturbed by the gouges
left in the paper by my sharp pencil.” Although the rhetorical flourish onherroepelijk
reliëf … geëtst has been funnelled into the single word “gouges”, and to that extent
normalised, the hyperbole inherent in the image itself has been kept: after all gouge
collocates strongly with geographical reliefs like trenches, gullies and craters. In
fact one could argue that the image has been strengthened given that “gouge” appeals
more immediately to the senses than the rather aloof description onherroepelijk reliëf.
normalised but not in context

roemrijke rivieren / vorstelijke oceaan (gloss: glorious rivers / regal ocean) occur
together in a sentence purporting to be a quote from Joris’s geography schoolbook:
“[Palissy heeft] na lang en moeilijke observatie nauwkeurig vastgesteld dat
onze roemrijke rivieren en zelfs de vorstelijke oceaan zich laven aan de kleinste
sneeuwvlok in het hooggebergte.” Roemrijk (‘glorious’) is a grand word, often used
in combination with words referring to history and heroic deeds (verleden ‘past’,
historie ‘history’, geschiedenis ‘history/happenings’, wapenfeit ‘feat of arms’, and
overwinning ‘victory’). In English, the alliterating hyperbole of roemrijk has been
toned down and expressed as the more general “great”. Similarly the adjective
vorstelijk (‘regal’/ ‘princely’ / ‘generous’) has not been translated lexically but hinted
at grammatically in the plural ending of “oceans”. The English translation of the
entire sentence reads: “[Palissy] established, after long years of study, that each
snowflake falling on the top of a mountain helps to feed the world’s great rivers,
and even the oceans!” A possible shadow translation might have read renowned
rivers and even the regal ocean. But note how the word “oceans” has been moved
to the end of the sentence (where the weight of the utterance lies), thereby acquiring
importance. This is a very subtle form of compensation
normalised but not in context

7.3.5 Metaphor
lenige lachjes (gloss: supple giggles) refers to the giggles that Joris hears as his aunt
and uncle go upstairs to their bedroom after Sunday lunch: Na het eten daalden als
vanouds haar gilletjes en wonderlijk lenige lachjes de traptreden af. Zij en oom
Werner waren naar boven gegaan, om de kost wat te laten zakken, zoals oom altijd
zei. This has been translated as “After lunch I caught the sound of her muffled
squeals and strangely sinuous giggles drifting down the stairs. She and Uncle
Werner had gone up for a rest, to settle their stomachs, as Uncle put it.” The Dutch
bigram combines an adjective which normally says something about the body (e.g.
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lenige lijf/lichaam /figuur

‘flexible body’) or about the mind lenige geest (‘flexible
mind’) with the unusual partner lachjes (‘giggles’). The translator has opted for the
zero-frequency “sinuous giggles”, rather than a normalising alternative like highpitched giggles or uncontrollable giggles. Note too the phonetic effects of the
translation: the repeated sibilants (“muffled squeals and strangely sinuous giggles”)
and the repeated stressed high vowel /ɪ/ in sinuous giggles, imitative of a heehee
giggling sound.
not normalised

7.3.6
Oxymoron
ﬂagrant medelijden (gloss: flagrant pity) is an odd turn of phrase, combining as it
does the positive noun medelijden (‘compassion’ or ‘pity’) with the negative modifier
flagrant (‘flagrant’), whose top collocates, much like the English, are schending
(‘violation’), tegenspraak (‘contradiction’) and miskenning (‘denial’). The bigram
occurs in the sentence De jochies die ik op school in de rij ruw in de rug stampte,
riepen onveranderlijk een ﬂagrant medelijden in me op, and has been translated as
the single word “pity” in “The boys I jostled when we stood in line at school always
made me pity them.” With the omission of the epithet “flagrant”, the oxymoron has
been neutralised. The shadow translation “[…] made me pity them flagrantly” would
have been possible, although perhaps it emphasises the epithet more than in the Dutch.
normalised

gegoede burgertrutjes (gloss: well-to-do middle class frumps/ trouts) occurs in
passage where the Joris hero is learning to vent his hitherto repressed anger towards
his mother:
De woede die dan in me opwelt heb ik nooit op hen gericht, onbewust wel op mijn
moeder. Ik kon naar de beste scholen, alle reizen maken die ik wilde en kiezen
uit alle gegoede burgertrutjes die ze als boeketten voor me uitstalde tot het me
beliefde eraan te snuffelen
Some of that anger seems to have been funnelled into this bigram. It is a bigram close
in form to the common collocation gegoede burgerij (‘the well-to-do bourgeoisie’),
only much more unusual and more angrily negative. Here gegoede combines not
with its usual partner burgerij but with the abusive burgertrut, defined by Van
Dale NL-EN as “narrow-minded cow/bitch”, “prudish cow/bitch” and “stupid (old)
bag”. The resulting bigram is somewhat paradoxical, certainly in a context which
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otherwise presents the girls as desirable spoils. The paradox has been resolved in
translation to “pert middle-class girls”.
The anger welling up each time I stand there is not directed at them, but
subconsciously at my mother. My mother, who enabled me to attend the best
schools, to travel as much as I pleased and to take my pick from the pert middleclass girls she presented to me like strongly scented bouquets.
Despite normalising the oxymoron. the translator shows great sensitivity to
the alliteration connecting the salient words of the latter part of the sentence:
burgertrutjes … boeketten … beliefde -> “pleased … pick … pert … presented”.
normalised but not in context

goddelijke verveling (gloss: divine boredom) describes Joris’s state of mind during
a long summer when he had nothing better to do than stare at insects crawling about
in the cracks between flagstones. The bigram has been classified as an oxymoron
because it contrasts the positive word goddelijk (‘divine’) with the negative word
verveling (‘boredom’), whose top collocates include dodelijk (‘deadly’) and chronisch
(‘chronic’). This positive/negative dichotomy has been toned down in translation as
“divine indolence”. I see this as a toning down because “indolence” (which is in fact
closer to laziness than boredom) is more positively tinged: for instance enTenTen
gives 10 hits for luxurious indolence compared to 2 hits for luxurious boredom (a
distinction which comes out even stronger in Google Books [See Appendix 3a]). A
more oxymoronic shadow translation might have been divine boredom, although the
poetic register of “indolence” (which according to the Google ngram viewer is less
common now and more old-fashioned than boredom) is perhaps more in keeping
with Mortier’s style.
normalised

plechtig briefje (gloss: solemn little letter/ note) combines the weighty word plechtig
(‘solemn’) with the diminutive briefje (‘little letter’ or ‘note’). It refers to a note
written by Miss van Vooren (in her capacity as church warden) to the village boys
who were acting as canopy bearers for the church.
Een paar dagen voordien had juffrouw Van Vooren aan alle dragers een plechtig
briefje gestuurd, in het sierlijke maar ietwat steriele handschrift dat ik van
haar boodschappenlijstjes herkende, waarin ze iedereen, ‘in het bijzonder onze
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nieuweling’, verzocht om zeker een halfuur op voorhand samen te komen bij de
sacristie.
The contrast between the diminutive noun briefje and its semantically weighty
modifier plechtig has (at least to me) an amusing feel to it. But this contrast has
been neutralised in translation to the single word “note”:
Several days ago Miss van Vooren had sent the canopy bearers a note, in the
flowing but somewhat sterile hand so familiar to me from her shopping lists,
telling everyone, in particular the new member, to be sure to present themselves
at the sacristy at least half an hour ahead of time.
Translating the bigram as a solemn little note would have kept the oxymoron,
but there are reasons why a translator might not want to do this. First the lexical
diminutive little is more intrusive than the grammatical diminutive -je . Second, the
immediate co-text conveys the ‘gravity’ of the situation through its register: namely
the fastidiously parenthetical remark “in particular” and the imperative tone of “to
be sure to present themselves”.
normalised but not in context

ziekelijke rijkdom (gloss: sickly wealth) occurs in the sentence Er waren dagen dat
ze haar ziekelijke rijkdom onmogelijk binnenskamers kon houden and has been
translated as “There were times when she was incapable of keeping her wealth of
afflictions to herself.” This bigram is oxymoric to the extent that it combines the
negative ziekelijk (which collocates with e.g. negative words like jaloezie (‘jealousy’),
achterdocht (‘suspicion’) and drang (‘compulsion’)) with the positive rijkdom
(which collocates with positive and expansive words like onmetelijk (immeasurable)
and ongekend (unprecedented). The English preserves the oxymoron, producing a
witty variation on the common collocation wealth of affection (which has 30 hits
in enTenTen15 as opposed to 0 for “wealth of afflictions”). As with her translation of
stroeve elegantie (see 7.3.2), Rilke has invented an unusual collocation which seems
to flow off the pen because it resonates with a common collocation.
not normalised

7.3.7
Personification
mahoniekleurige gestalte (gloss: mahogany-coloured form) refers to Joris’s father’s
coffin and occurs in the sentence Ik keek neer op zijn donkere, mahoniekleurige
gestalte. Ze had een mooi nieuw lijf voor hem gekocht, mijn moeder, niet veel groter
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dan een reiskoffer. In itself, it is not unusual to modify gestalte by a colour or the
suggestion of a colour (e.g. donkere gestalte, zwarte gestalte, rode gestalte).
What makes this bigram unusual, then, is the personification: in the ST, the
coffin is referred to as a gestalte (‘form’), a word which collocates strongly with
menselijk (‘human’) and normally refers to living shapes and forms. This reflects
Joris’s perception of the coffin, which he equates with his father, the person. The
translation has removed the human element from the bigram by simply rendering it
as “mahogany box” in “I looked down at the dark, mahogany box. She had bought
him a handsome new trunk, had my mother, not much bigger than a suitcase.” A
non-normalising translation might have been dark mahogany form.
normalised

nederig zand (gloss: humble sand) occurs in the long phrase (taken from an even longer
sentence) stof opwolkte dat ik weet niet wat allemaal geweest was, resten van stenen
uit de ruimte, volgens de meester en zijn boeken, of bergﬂanken door de werking der
wateren en hun gedurige knaging tot nederig zand vermalen. The bigram refers to
particles of dust in the air which were originally stone but which have been ground to
dust by the “perpetual abrasion of water”. The entire phrase has been translated as “dust
particles that came from goodness knows where, from what had once been meteorites,
if the master and his books were anything to go by, or from a rocky mountain ground
down to humble grains of sand by the perpetual abrasion of water.” The weighty
“humble grains of sand” keeps the anthropomorphism in the Dutch (although the word
“abrasion” in the same sentence reduces the animacy expressed in the Dutch knaging
(‘gnawing’) in hun gedurige knaging tot nederig zand vermalen.
not normalised

schuchtere lommer (gloss: timid shade) occurs in a phrase describing a photo
of Joris’s mother sitting in the shade: onder het nog schuchtere lommer van een
wilg, zit ze op een deken. The clause has been translated as “she sits on a rug
under a greening willow”. The Van Dale defines schuchter as ‘timid’, ‘timorous’,
but also ‘tentative’; and the word collocates happily with human referents (e.g.
een schuchter meisje ‘shy girl’) and with conscious endeavours (een schuchtere
poging ‘a timid attempt’). Rilke has funnelled the bigram and its modifier (i.e. nog
+ schuchtere lommer) into the single word “greening”, and in doing so has replaced
the personification with a literal description.
normalised
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sullige droogboeketten (gloss: dopey bouquets of dried flowers) refers to a bunch of
dried flowers on juffrouw Van Vooren’s mantelpiece: Op de schouw stonden sullige
droogboeketten.
Sullig (‘wet’, ‘sappy’ or ‘dopey’) normally combines with nouns denoting people
(like leraar ‘teacher’; goedzak ‘kind soul’; jongeman ‘young man’; and jochie ‘lad’).
So its translation as “dreary” in “On the mantelpiece stood dreary little bunches
of dried flowers” tones down the personification given that dreary also collocates
with non-human words like afternoon, winter, and weather. But what were the
alternatives? For obvious reasons, sappy or wet bunch of dried flowers would have
been ludicrous. Moreover Rilke’s translation is effective in terms of alliteration:
dreary … dried.
normalised but not in context

7.3.8 Synaesthesia
donker verwijt (gloss: dark reproach) occurs in the sentence Dagenlang verschanste
ze zich in haar woonst, die als een donker verwijt tussen de cederbomen schemerde.
It is categorised here as synaesthesia because the adjective donker (‘dark)’, normally
associated with colour or tone, modifies verwijt (‘blame’/’reproach’). The context in
which this synaesthesia occurs involves personification and hypallage (transferred
epithet) as well: the house (woonst) is capable of reproach (verwijt), which is dark
(donker) by association with the dark (schemeren) trees. All three stylistic devices
(synaethesia, personification, and hypallage) have been omitted in the translation,
which portrays the same situation but more literally: “For days on end she remained
ensconced in her house amid the lofty cedars”. Perhaps the dark reproach could have
been hinted with the shadow translation looming cedars.
normalised

geplastificeerde jeugdigheid (gloss: plasticised youthfulness) combines the concrete
image of plastic covering with the abstract property of youth(fulness). The phrase
refers to Joris’s mother’s aging face plastered in make-up: make-up dat haar later het
uiterlijk van een pop verleende, een rimpelloze maar geplastificeerde jeugdigheid.
In translation, the synaesthesia disappears because the adjective “plasticised” is
employed to modify the noun “doll” instead of the abstract noun youth. The English
translation of the entire phrase reads: “until in the end she became a doll, wrinklefree and plasticised”.
normalised
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glazig welbehagen (gloss: glassy well-being) occurs in the phrase about Joris’s
father: cognacje in de hand, in de ogen een glazig welbehagen, half dronken,
half verrukt. It combines the concrete adjective glazig (‘glassy’) with the abstract
noun welbehagen (‘well-being’), and as such diverges from the normal use. Glazig
collocates mainly with concrete nouns such as aardappelen (‘potatoes’) as in glazige
aardappelen (‘waxy potatoes’) or oog (‘eye’) as in glazige ogen (‘glassy/glazed
eyes’); and by extension with blik as een glazige blik (‘a glazed look’). The word
glazig is, however, unusual in combination with welbehagen and has been omitted in
translation in the sense that the entire fourteen-word Dutch phrase (quoted above) has
been condensed into three words in English: “tipsy and dreamy”. The deletion seems
like an enormous liberty but the fourteen-word phrase quoted here is embedded in
a convoluted one-hundred-word-long sentence, which reads:
Op het gemeentehuis ondertekende mijn vader als getuige het register, terwijl ze
allebei ietwat verdwaasd zitten toe te kijken, maar elders, alle plechtigheden zijn
intussen achter de rug, staat hij schouder aan schouder met zijn iets schrielere
evenbeeld onder de kruinen in de boomgaard, broertje-broertje, rokertje tussen
de lippen, hemdsboord losgeknoopt, cognacje in de hand, in die ogen een glazig
welbehagen, half dronken, half verrukt, net als ik die zondag, slaperig van de
port, terwijl ik de braadpan omgekeerd op het aanrecht zette en boven mijn hoofd
tantes gilletjes als mussenjongen uit de dakgoot vielen.
At the registry office my father signs the marriage certificate as a witness, while
Uncle and Aunt look on with a rather dazed expression, but out in the orchard, the
formalities over and done with, he stands shoulder to shoulder with his slightly
less robust look-alike, twin brothers, cigarettes between their lips, shirt collars
undone, tipsy and dreamy, like me that Sunday, lulled by the port wine, setting
the roasting pan upside down by the sink and hearing Aunt’s little cries tumbling
from the eaves like fledgling sparrows.
normalised but not in context

wijdlopig meubel (gloss: long-winded/ verbose item of furniture) refers comically
to Joris’s aunt’s dressing table and has been translated as “splay-legged piece of
furniture. Etymologically wijdlopig means “een grote ruimte belopend” (a definition
which according to Van Dale dates back to 1599), but its current meaning is less
literal: the contemporary definition given by Van Dale is “verbose” or “longwinded”,
such as “een nogal wijdlopig hoofdstuk in het boek”. The translation harks back to
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the etymology of the word and in doing so brings out the comedy, replacing the
synaesthesia (abstract + concrete) with personification.
not normalised

7.4
Denormalisation
In addition to the 30 Dutch creative bigrams discussed so far, Sketch Engine
unearthed 9 creative English adjective-noun bigrams independently of the NL-En
pairings. Some of the creative English bigrams reflect creativity in the Dutch, albeit
a creativity cast in another form (i.e. the Dutch ST was something other than an
adjective-noun bigram). Each English bigram is discussed in detail below, along
with the ST phrase from which it was translated.
7.4.1
Catachresis
flour-dusted eccentric are the words Joris uses to describe how he imagines God:
“In my imagination He was a flour-dusted eccentric.” This is a literal translation
of the Dutch, which was not detected in the search for creative NL adjective-noun
bigrams because the ST counterpart is made up of a prepositional phrase followed
by a noun: In mijn verbeelding was Hij een met bloem bestoven zonderling.
hoarfrosted-child forms part of a description of Joris’s dying uncle: “He had turned
into an overgrown, hoar-frosted child howling in the night because of his dreams
[…].” The original phrase was met rijp bedekt in Hij was een groot, met rijp bedekt
kind geworden dat ’s nachts van angst kon liggen krijsen om dromen […]. Rilke
could have translated met rijp bedekt as frost covered but instead opted for the more
unusual word “hoar-frosted”, which alliterates with “howling”.
heaving mattress occurs in a passage depicting the grave in which Joris’s aunt,
uncle and father have been buried:
“The grave resembles a king-size double bed, notwithstanding its triple
occupancy. On the mattress lies a crucifix of polished black granite. Aunt resides
on the left-hand side, and on the right, roughly at Uncle Werner’s feet, rests my
father, considerably smaller in death than his twin brother, although the reverse
was true in life. I picture them sometimes, crumpling up with laughter on the
shared, heaving mattress, like children staying over at a friend’s house.”
De steen lijkt op een luxe tweepersoonsbed, ook al wordt het door drie beslapen.
Op het matras ligt een kruisbeeld van gepolijst zwart graniet. Eronder rust aan
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de linkerkant tante, en aan de ander kant, ergens aan de voeten van oom Werner,
mijn vader, stukken kleiner dan zijn tweelingbroer, het tegendeel van toen ze nog
leefden. Soms stel ik me voor hoe ze proestend en giechelend in de aarde liggen
te deinen, als kinderen op een logeerpartijtje.
Rilke has extended the bed metaphor (the king-size double bed / luxe
tweepersoonsbed) introduced in line 1 right up to line 5, turning Mortier’s image
of Joris’s father and uncle rolling about underground (line 5: in de aarde liggen te
deinen) into a “heaving mattress”. Apart from the fact that “heaving mattress” is an
unusual collocation — heaving typically modifies body parts (bosom, breast, chest);
open expanses of water (ocean, sea); and crowded places (metropolis) — Rilke
manages with this one image to suggest the brothers’ writhing bodies (by association
with heaving chest), their undulating movements in the earth (by association of with
heaving sea); and lack of space (by association with heaving crowds).
7.4.2
Hypallage
accusatory sight
At the end of the novel, Joris’s mother returns from Spain, forcing Joris against
his will to leave his aunt and uncle and move to another town with her. The phrase
“accusatory sight” refers to the suitcase he will be taking with him: “First I just left
it there, wide open. Perhaps I hoped the accusatory sight of it would be enough to
give Aunt a stab of guilt each time she went past my room.” This is a translation
of Eerst liet ik hem daar staan. Misschien hoopte ik dat het opengeklapte deksel
genoeg verwijt zou uitstralen om tante met schuldgevoelens te overladen wanneer
ze langs mijn kamer liep.
“Accusatory sight” is a creative variation on the more common collocations
accusatory stare and accusatory glare; and it is a hypallage to the extent that the
accusation has been transferred from the suitcase itself (in Dutch) to the very sight
of the suitcase (in English).
7.4.3 Hyperbole
moth-free eternity occurs in the sentence “The smell of cinnamon, of wild thyme,
and the primness of the lavender sachets piled up at the far end of one of the shelves,
waiting to suffuse every wardrobe with moth-free eternity”. This unusual bigram
compresses a great deal of information: it conveys not only the phrase een eeuwigheid
zonder motten but also tot in haar vergeten jaarringen in a sentence which reads as
follows: De lucht van kaneel, van bergtijm, de strenge lucht van lavendel in de tros
met linnen zakjes op een hoek van een van de boorden, wachtend om elke klerenkast
tot in haar vergeten jaarringen een eeuwigheid zonder motten in te prenten. This
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English creative bigram is yet another example of Rilke’s ability to subtly condense
and funnel information from the ST into the TT.
7.4.4
Metaphor
marbled rainbow stripes occurs in a phrase recounting Joris’s hazy memory of
his father: “I cannot possibly remember any of it, and yet I can see his face before
me, vague and ethereal like the marbled rainbow stripes on the lenses of my
binoculars.” The unusual phrase “marbled rainbow stripes” a vivid and succinct way
of capturing the bold phrases in the Dutch: het is onmogelijk dat ik me er iets van
herinner, en toch zie ik vaag zijn aangezicht, even etherisch als de regenboogkleuren
die in de lenzen van de verrekijker in elkaar konden overvloeien.
7.4.5
Personification
ramshackle, wheezy apparatus is Rilke’s translation of aftandse rammelkast,
a phrase describing Miss van Vooren’s harmonium. Although aftands can apply
to human beings, as evinced by one of the examples given in the Van Dale (die
zangeres is al aftands ‘the singer is past her prime/has had it/seen better days’),
it usually combines with inanimate objects, especially road vehicles and musical
instruments. In contrast to this, wheezy usually modifies nouns denoting human
beings or the noises we make (wheezy infant, wheezy cough, wheezy voice, wheezy
breathing). By adding the word “wheezy”, therefore, the translator has enlivened
the phrase with some extra personification. Note too how the word English word
“ramshackle” phonetically evokes the Dutch noun rammelkast.
7.4.6
Oxymoron
exquisite self-loathing describes Joris’s ambivalence to being praised at school:
“[When commended] I lowered my eyes modestly and relished the exquisite selfloathing brought on by the pride flushing my cheeks”. Once again, we can see how
compact Rilke’s translation is: the contradiction conveyed by the negative walgde and
the positive verfijnde wijze has been translated as the oxymoronic bigram “exquisite
self-loathing” and reinforced by the verb “relished”. The ST reads: [Dan] sloeg ik
deemoedig de ogen neer en walgde op de meest verﬁjnde wijze van de trots die ik
op mijn wangen voelde blozen.
7.5
Summary and Discussion
Of all the zero-frequency adjective-noun bigrams that Sketch Engine generated from
Sluitertijd, I judged 30 to be creative. Of these, only 10 had NOT been normalised;
that is, they had been translated into low frequency English bigrams which
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preserved the rhetorical trope. They were the five bigrams categorised as catachresis,
namely gekalibreerde zebra’s (“calibrated zebras”), genitale mechaniek (“genital
mechanisms”), geslonken coiffure (“swollen hairdo”), mercantiele hartelijkheid
(“mercantile heartiness”) and stroeve elegantie (“strained elegance”); the hyperbole
heroïsche been (“heroic bone”); the metaphors lenige lachjes (“sinuous giggles”),
ziekelijke rijkdom (“wealth of afflictions”) and ijle helm (“finely meshed helmet);
and finally the personification nederig zand (“humble grains of sand”). It should be
noted, however, that although classified as not normalised the English bigrams did
vary in terms of creativity, ranging from the resourceful “swollen hairdo” to the
literal “heroic bone”.
One of the most striking results of this case study, however, is that two-thirds
of the ST bigrams came out as having been normalised in some way: 20 of the 30
TT bigrams showed up as being relatively more frequent or more conventional than
their ST counterparts. And yet translator Ina Rilke has been highly praised for her
inventiveness by both literary critics and the author of this novel himself. Indeed, as
we saw in Section 7.2, author Erwin Mortier responded to Rilke winning the 2009
Flemish Prize for Culture (Vlaamse Cultuurprijs 2009) by saying, Wat Ina doet,
daar is de term ‘vertaling’ eigenlijk ontoereikend voor. Het zou ‘hertaling” moeten
zijn. Of zelfs ‘hertovering’. This tribute to Rilke’s creativity roughly translates as:
“The term ‘vertaling’ [‘transferring from one language to another’] is not really an
adequate description of what Ina does. It should be ‘hertaling’ [‘re-languaging’]. Or
even ‘hertovering’ [‘re-conjuring’]”.
In many ways, then, Mortier’s tribute to Ina Rilke can be seen as an invitation
to take a closer look at her ‘normalised’ bigrams and to analyse how they function
within their co-text; and this is exactly what I did. My analysis revealed that 18 out
of the 20 cases involved a re-languaging (hertalen) or a re-conjuring of the text (even
in cases where the bigram seemed completely normalised, and had indeed been
categorised as such). But what exactly did this re-languaging involve?
Let’s begin with the most prominent feature of Rilke’s translation, namely her
technique of condensing many semantic units in the ST into far fewer semantic units
in the TT. Traditionally scholars have described – and explained – this technique
by appealing the concept of ‘simplification’ (e.g. Baker 2000) or to the concept of
‘implicitation’52 (e.g Klaudy and Károly 2003). But these concepts, because they
52 ‘Implicitation’ is the opposite or converse of ‘explicitation’ and is often taken to be antithetical to
‘normalisation’ (e.g. Øverås 1998). Just to make matters more complicated, simplification (which
shares many properties with implicitation) is NOT taken to be antithetical to normalisation. In
fact, it is taken to be akin to explicitation in that both, along with normalisation, are so-called
translation universals. The status of these ‘translation universals’ was discussed in Chapter 1, but
here is Klaudy and Károly’s 2005 (p. 15) definition of ‘implicitation’ versus ‘explicitation’ for the
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contain many contradictions (see footnote 47), can tie us into all sorts of knots.
Indeed, as we have seen with this translation, simplification can be quite complex:
from one angle it can look like normalisation or even explication; from another it can
look like subtle form of implicitation. Thus we saw how the two creative bigrams
in the phrase een ijl gewapper van haar kartonnen handjes were normalised but
at the same time conjured into the tiny space of just three short words “stiff little
waves”, conforming to Klaudy and Károly’s syntactic definition of implicitation
(see footnote 47). In a similar vein ijle helm and fijnmazig weefsel coalesced into the
reduced phrase “finely meshed helmet”; and again in similar vein the twelve-word
sentence Er deinde plotseling een lichte opschudding door de winkel, een opgewekte
verrassing, despite losing its creative bigram opgewekte verrassing, melted (almost
“magically”, to quote Mortier again) into the much shorter English phrase “There
was a ripple of curiosity and surprise”.
We saw too how the unusual, oxymoronic bigrams ﬂagrant medelijden and
plechtig briefje were rendered simply as “pity” and “note”, and how by stripping
these nouns of their incongruous adjectives (and hence normalising them), the
hypocrisy signposted by flagrant and the gentle ridicule signposted by plechtig
both had to be gleaned from implicit cues in the co-text, something which could be
termed ‘semantic implicitation’. This kind of subtlety is also evident in the translation
of vorstelijke oceaan into “oceans”, where the excesses conveyed by vorstelijk are
expressed grammatically by a plural ending (“oceans”).
Rilke’s technique of syntactic implicitation also produces vivid if not tactile
effects: thus the reduction of the bigram onherroepelijk relief to the unigram
“gouge” produces a TT description which is arguably more tangible than that of the
ST; the omission of jeugdigheid from the bigram geplastificeerde jeugdigheid so
that “doll” (pop) falls directly within the scope of “plasticised” (geplastificeerde)
arguably makes for a more easy-to-imagine description than that provided by the
ST. These last two examples illustrate a vital point: contrary to the assumption
upon which some scholarship rests (e.g. Frankenberg-Garcia 2009), implicitation
and explicitation are not always polar opposites on a straightforward linear scale.
sake of completeness:
Implicitation occurs, for instance, when a SL unit of a more specific meaning is replaced by a TL
unit of a more general meaning; translators draw together the meaning of several words, and thus
SL units consisting from two or more words are replaced by a TL unit consisting of one word;
meaningful lexical elements of the SL text are dropped; two or more sentences in the SL are
conjoined into one sentence in the TL; or, when SL clauses are reduced to phrases in the TL, etc.
Explicitation takes place, for example, when a SL [source-language] unit of a more general meaning
is replaced by a TL [target-language] unit of a more special meaning; the complex meaning of a SL
word is distributed over several words in the TL; new meaningful elements appear in the TL text;
one sentence in the SL is divided into two or several sentences in the TL; or, when SL phrases are
extended or “elevated” into clauses in the TL, etc.
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Thus when “two or more words are replaced by a TL unit consisting of one word”
or when “meaningful lexical elements of the SL text are dropped”, as Klaudy and
Károly 2003 define implicitation, the translator might simultaneously be performing
an act of explicitation to the extent that the resulting translation may well appeal
more explicitly to the reader’s senses.
The previous three paragraphs linked Rilke’s conciseness to implicitation, but
sometimes her conciseness seems to go well beyond it. Thus we saw how the bigram
glazig welbehagen was entirely ‘relanguaged’ when the fourteen-word phrase in
which it is embedded (cognacje in de hand, in de ogen een glazig welbehagen, half
dronken, half verrukt) was reduced to “tipsy and dreamy”. However, this example
does bear a relationship to implicitation in the following way: Rilke’s sleight of
hand here, her ‘relanguaging’, or repainting the text with bolder brush strokes of her
own, suggests a sort of risk-taking which is quite the opposite of the risk-avoidance
Pym (2005) equates with explicitation. To that extent our last example (i.e. glazig
welbehagen) could be viewed as anathema to explicitation.
We have just seen how out of the 20 NL creative bigrams that were ‘normalised’
in English, 10 were ‘normalised’ against a backdrop of implicitation, an interesting
finding given that normalisation is usually associated with explicitation, and not
implicitation (Øverås 1998) . But against what backdrop were the remaining 10 NL
creative bigrams normalised? As we saw in Section 7.3, the backdrop often involved
an acute sensitivity to other aspects of style. Thus we saw how the positive/negative
contrast expressed by goddelijke verveling was neutralised to “divine indolence” but
how, on the other hand, the poetically-tinged “indolence” resonated more with the
register of the novel than boredom. More interestingly the choice of “pert middle class
girls” to translate gegoede burgertrutjes at first seemed like a glaringly unmotivated
case of normalisation but a close analysis of the co-text revealed how skilfully
the (alliterative) cohesive links of the ST have been recreated – or re-conjured –
in the TT: burgertrutjes … boeketten … beliefde -> “pick … pert … presented”.
This analysis also revealed how the word “pert” (in addition to contributing to the
alliteration) plays on the ST metaphor of a bouquet of flowers, turning it into a pert
bouquet of flowers. To a lesser extent, Rilke’s normalising translation of sullige
droogboeketten is also compensated for by the alliterative effects it creates.
Apart from implicitation, register, alliterative cohesion and metaphor, this case
study also brought to light an instance of normalisation which might have had to
do with priming (a phenomenon noted also in Chapter 5). Thus the bigram gelakte
kereltjes, (which in Dutch might have been triggered or primed by the more common
bigram gelikte kerel) does not readily lend itself to a literal English translation with
comparable primings.
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There were also two cases where the backdrop to normalisation was what I
vaguely termed “the balance of the sentence” (7.3.1). Thus we saw how the unusual
bigram hoekig ongemak was funnelled into the single word “strained”, probably as
a way of coping with the syntactically complex 44-word-long sentence in which it
was embedded. We saw too how gepolitoerde jochies, was normalised to “admirers”,
perhaps to avoid violating the end-weight principle, although this was something
of a borderline case.
Clearer cases of normalisation were the following: the loss of hypallage in the
translation of donker verwijt, and the loss of personification in the translations of
the mahoniekleurige gestalte and schuchtere lommer. However, even across these
four examples there were gradations and nuances.
In addition to the 30 creative Dutch bigrams discussed in the preceding paragraphs,
Sketch Engine unearthed a further eight English creative bigrams, found
independently of the NL-En pairings. These bigrams could be seen as compensating
globally for the few Dutch creative bigrams that were completely lost in translation.
The 8 English creative bigrams were the catachreses “flour-dusted eccentric”,
“hoarfrosted-child” and “heaving mattress”; the hypallage “accusatory sight”;
the hyperbole “moth-free eternity”; the metaphor “marbled rainbow stripes”, the
personification “wheezy apparatus”; and the oxymoron “exquisite self-loathing”.
Some of these bigrams (e.g. “heaving mattress” and “wheezy apparatus”) play on or
elaborate metaphors already present in the ST; others, such as “moth-free eternity”,
condense diffuse information into pithy bigrams providing yet more examples of
Rilke’s technique of implicitation.
.
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8
Case Study 4: Spijkerschrift/ My Father’s Notebook

8.1
Background: The Novel and the Novelist
Spijkerschift (2000), translated as My Father’s Notebook in 2006, won Susan Massotty
the 2007 Vondel Prize for Translation for capturing Abdolah’s exotic diction53, an
exoticism which has to do with both the novelist himself and with the book’s semiautobiographical subject matter. Ishmael the protagonist (like his creator and alter-ego
Kader Abdolah) fled to the Netherlands in order to escape the tyranny of his native
country Iran. In a narrative which glides back and forth between past and present,
between Iran and the Netherlands, we learn of Ishmael’s early upbringing in a mountain
village, his fond memories of his mother Tina, and of his deep attachment to his father
Aga Akbar – a carpet-weaver by trade and a deaf-mute by birth. We also learn of the
family’s move to the city in a bid to educate the children, and we witness Ishmael grow
into a smart college boy, a political activist and finally into a political refugee.
Crucial to the plot is the cuneiform inscription – the spijkerschrift of the title –
hidden in a cave near Ishmael’s home village. These mysterious carvings inspire
Aga, Ishmael’s father, to develop his own personal set of symbols, which he uses
as a private language to write down his thoughts. As a deaf mute, this becomes
an important means of expression. And these notes turn out to be one of the few
possessions that Ishmael takes with him when he flees to the Netherlands. So
years later, from the safety of his home in the polder, Ishmael dedicates himself to
deciphering his father’s notebook and with it, his father’s past.
But that is not the only thing he dedicates himself to. Educated as a physicist in
Iran, Ishmael/Kader Abdolah now turns his efforts to Dutch literature, enrolling
himself on a degree course at the University of Utrecht. This enables him to write
Spijkerschrift – writing which, unbeknown to him then, would earn him the Ridder
in de Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw in 2000 and eventually the French Chevalier
dans l’Ordre des arts et des lettres in 2008.
Ik kan het niet uitleggen. Omdat ik de zoon van Aga Akbar ben, zit ik nu hier met
deze nieuwe taal te worstelen.
Spijikerschrift (164)
53 Prior to 2011, the Vondel Prize never minuted their jury reports. I am relating this from memory,
having attended the ceremony myself.
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“I can’t explain it, other than to say that I’m sitting here now, struggling with
another language, precisely because I’m the son of Aga Akbar.”
My Father’s Notebook (p.138)
Unbeknown to him, too, was the fact that one day Spijkerschrift would also appear in
English under that apt title of My Father’s Notebook (published by Canongate, who
works “to unearth and amplify the most vital, innovative voices [they] can find”54)
winning Abdolah more accolades for his exotic diction. We shall return to this new
language in 8.3 below but first a word about the translator, Susan Massotty.
8.2
Background: The Translator
As noted above, the American translator Susan Massotty (best known for her translation
of Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl. The Definitive Version (1995)) won the
2007 Vondel Prize for her translation of Spijkerschrift. But she had already made her
reputation as a translator of contemporary canonical and experimental Dutch writing
before going on to translate Kader Abdolah. She had translated established contemporary
writers such as Cees Nooteboom and Margriet de Moor; holocaust literature (Gerhard
Durlacher as well as Anne Frank) and the works of writers such as the Libris Prize
winner Abdelkader Benali, and the award-winning Frisian poet Tsjêbbe Hettinga.
In general, Massotty’s translations have been warmly received: Kathryn
Harrison, in her review (New York Times, 13/2/2005) of The Kreutzer Sonata, named
author Margriet de Moor “a gracefully economical stylist” singling out “the novel’s
opening sentence [as] a perfect example of her style”. Harrison then went on to quote
the thirty-six-word-long opening sentence in English without even mentioning the
translator! I think, though, that we can interpret this as a compliment to Massotty
and her style. Indeed “Massotty the stylist” had been acknowledged by The New
York Times before: ten years prior to the publication of de Moor/Massotty’s Kreutzer
Sonata, Patricia Hampl had approved Massotty’s “smooth” translation of Anne Frank
(NYT, 5/3/1995); and three years prior to it, Emily Hall had praised her for her
“elegant” translation of Cees Nooteboom’s All Soul’s Day (NYT, 21/12/2001). Only
a few years later in The New York Review of Books (6 /3/2008) did J.M. Coetzee
express reservations about her translation of Cees Nooteboom’s Paradijs Verloren
(1997)/Lost Paradise (2007). Whilst praising her fluency, he added that “[s]ome of
that fluency comes, however, at the cost of precision”.
The question of precision is something we will encounter again in Massotty’s
translation of Spijkerschrift even though it had little bearing on how it was
received by the English-speaking press. When Massotty published her translation
54 https://canongate.co.uk/about/ retrieved 20/06/2019
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of Spijkerschrift (2000) as My Father’s Notebook in 2006, the critics hailed her
as an elegant and fluent translator. Their reviews abounded with favourable
epithets: “smooth”, according to Nora Mahoney of The Times Literary Supplement
(5/5/2006); “a fluent translation convey[ing] the simplicity and exotic diction of
the original Dutch” said Sasha Guppy of the Times (22/4/2006). And Ruth Pavey
of The Independent (15/6/2006) wrote, “Susan Massotty’s translation is a gift to
English readers”, a sentiment matched by the anonymous reviewer of The Scotsman,
30/4/2006, who wrote, “The prose – translated from the Dutch by Susan Mattotty – is
excellent, able to hint at magic and tradition where necessary, but crisper when, say,
describing Ishmael’s panicky preparations to flee into exile”. We will now zoom in
on this language a little closer.
8.3
The Language of the Novel
From a linguistic point of view Spijkerschrift is ‘exotic’ in two main ways: firstly,
and perhaps most obviously, the work is rich in references to Persian culture; in other
words, it is replete with realia and quotations from Persian poems and songs. In, for
instance, this snatch of dialogue spoken by Ishmael’s grandfather, ‘Ik wil je als mijn
sige-vrouw hebben. Wil jij dat ook?’, the concept of a temporary additional wife is
denoted by the Persian-Dutch compound sige-vrouw, and not naturalised to minnares
(‘mistress’), thereby forcing the reader to look up the loan part of the compound in
the glossary. And the same holds for the translation, “‘I’d like you to be my sigeh
wife. Would you like that?’” As we can see, Massotty has not domesticated the term
either, but rendered it as a transliterated Persian-English compound.55
In the longer passage below, Massotty helps the reader more than the author
does by providing a gloss mid-text instead of making the reader go to the glossary
at the back of the book. Even so, there is no attempt on the translator’s part to erase
or tone down the couleur locale.
Hij [Aga Akbar] begreep niet waarom de maan nu eens jong was en dan weer
geleidelijk oud werd. Hij wist niets van de zwaartekracht, had nog nooit van
Archimedes gehoord. Hij kon niet beseffen dat de Perzische taal 32 letters had:
alef, be, pe, te, se, jim, tje, hé, gé, dal, zal, re, ze, zjé, sin, shin, sad, zad, teen,
zeen, eeen, geeen, fe, ghaf, kaf, gaf, lam, mim, noen, waw, ha, jé. De pe van
parastoe[3], gé van gorma[4], te van talebi[5] en eeen van eeshg[6].
Spijkerschrift (p. 13)
55 I am calling “sigeh wife” a compound because the first of the two words (at least to me) takes the
stress. If this bigram were a phrase, the second word would take the stress (See Loach 1983 for a
discussion of the prosodic differences between phrases and compounds).
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He [Aga Akbar] didn’t understand why the moon was small, then gradually got
bigger. He knew nothing about gravity, had never heard of Archimedes. He had
no way of knowing that the Persian language consists of thirty-two letters: alef,
beh, peh, teh, seh, jeem, cheh, heh, kheh, daal, zaal, reh, zeh, zheh, seen, sheen,
sad, zad, taa, zaa, eyn, gheyn, faa, qaf, kaf, gaf, lam, meen, noon, vaav, haa, and
ye. The peh as in perestow (swallow), the kheh as in khorma (date), the taa as in
talebi (melon), and the eyn as in eshq (love).
My Father’s Notebook (p. 7)
If the first exotic layer of Spijkerschrift is its lexicon, then the second is its syntax,
or phraseology. It betrays the author’s Persian roots in a word order, or combination
of words, that ‘doesn’t always sound quite right’. Take the following short excerpt
in which Ishmael is trying to remember who had informed his father of something
he did a long time ago at school:
De conciërge, de oude gelovige conciërge misschien, hij was het vast, hij rent
nu door mijn hoofd naar ons huis.
Spijkerschrift (p. 169)
Maybe the janitor, the pious old janitor. It must have been him. In my imagination
I now see him running to our house.
My Father’s Notebook (p. 142)
The sentence hij rent nu door mijn hoofd naar ons huis is odd because the two
prepositional phrases are syntactically level (just like the adjacent prepositional
phrases in, say, hij rent nu [door de straat] [naar ons huis]) but semantically
hierarchical: door mijn hoofd refers to the act of imagining, whereas naar ons
huis refers to part of what is imagined. This clash of syntax and semantics adds
metaphorical depth – metaphorically the janitor is now running through Ishmael’s
head. The English normalises this, however, by introducing a hierarchy into the
syntax to match the hierarchy of the semantics. The phrase structure is now closer to,
[In my imagination I now see him [running to our house]] as if Kader Abdolah had
written, [Door mijn hoofd [rent hij nu naar ons huis]]. But in addition to normalising
syntax Massotty also normalises the preposition. In the Dutch the janitor runs
‘through’ (NL door) his head; in English this is rendered as “in”.
Recreating Abdolah’s idiom in English posed something of a predicament for
Susan Massotty. In an interview, she confessed to me:
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[Translating] Kader Abdolah is an example of doing what you’re not supposed
to do. He has very simple style with the short sentences. And I think it’s deadly
when you translate that because it gets very monotonous easily […] I know the
German translator kept to that, [but] the Spanish translator and I both made
longer sentences. I varied it more: I combined sentences and I also gave him a
more sophisticated vocabulary. I think it works better. But you still get the sense
that there are short sentences, and there are a lot, but not as many as he does.
And that makes it real hard to translate. […]
There’s something endearing about the way Kader Abdolah writes in Dutch. He’s
learned ‘our’ language, and that adds to it somehow. And when you translate it,
that element is missing, because it’s a step away. So I just don’t think it works.
But morally, it was a struggle for me because you shouldn’t be doing this. But
nonetheless it was a well-considered decision.
Susan Massotty in an interview (2009)
This confession explains, to some extent, her translation of hij rent nu door mijn
hoofd naar ons huis, but not entirely. Nor, as we will see, does it fully account for her
translation of the adjective-noun bigrams, or indeed for the longer passage analysed
towards the end of this chapter.
Given the novel’s wealth of loanwords, given sige-vrouw, the bilingual compound
discussed above (which, unfortunately, turned out to be the only one of its sort), and
given Abdolah’s inventive phraseology, I thought Spijkerschrift would be a fertile
source of unusual adjective-noun bigrams. But I was wrong. The Sketch Engine
program extracted only four creative adjective-noun bigrams from the Dutch text
(namely aanstellerig geklaag, dorstige zand, onleesbare gedachten and opgesloten
zee) and no additional ones from the English text, thereby proving that my method,
as it stands, does not lend itself to all types of creative writing! To supplement my
data, therefore, I decided to zoom in on a few seemingly non-exceptional bigrams to
see if any tropes emerged from the context. This was often the case. I discuss four of
these in Section 8.4 below, purely as an illustration, without making any quantitative
claims (such claims being beyond the scope of this dissertation). After that I zoom
in on a longer stretch of text which shows the trope of ambiguity at work. But first,
the four creative bigrams and their English translations.
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8.4

Four Zero-Frequency Dutch Bigrams

8.4.1 Hyperbole
aanstellerig geklaag (gloss: melodramatic lamentation) belongs to the phrase geen
aanstellerig geklaag and occurs at the point Ishmael realises that his father (having
moved to the city and having been forced to work in a factory) had genuine cause
for complaint: Dat was de eerste keer dat hij duidelijk bij mij over zijn werk klaagde.
Ik zag in zijn ogen dat het geen aanstellerig geklaag was, maar een kreet om hulp.
The phrase aanstellerig geklaag is almost a malapropism: rhythmically and
phonetically it is close to the common collocation aanstellerig gedrag, which means
‘melodramatic behaviour’ or ‘acting up’. Replacing the common collocate gedrag56
with the unusual collocate geklaag (‘lamentation’) has a curious, if not exactly comic,
effect: the author reveals himself as a non-native speaker, amplifying the melodrama
because the word geklaag also implies melodrama.57 The hyperbole has been glossed
over in translation: “That was the first time he’d complained to me so clearly about his
work. I could tell by his eyes that it wasn’t a foolish complaint but a cry for help.” This
would seem to be an example of Massotty making Abdolah’s vocabulary more nativespeaker like, as she confessed in the interview. On the other hand, melodramatic
lamentation would not have conveyed the seeming artlessness of Abdolah’s prose.
normalised

8.4.2 Metaphor
onleesbare gedachten (gloss: unreadable thoughts) refers to Ishmael father’s thoughts: the
ones expressed in his notebook. As Ishmael sits in his study in Flevoland, bent over his
father’s notes, he struggles to understand their content. Het is een moeilijk karwei, want
ik moet mijn verhaal baseren op de onduidelijke en onleesbare gedachten van een ander.
Onleesbare gedachten is related to the common expression iemands gedachten
lezen (‘to read someone’s thoughts’): something you do when you are particularly
attuned to that person. But this bigram is stranger because it somehow implies that
thoughts are by default readable, whereas Ishmael’s father’s thoughts are not. This
strangeness has been toned down in translation to the more common collocation
“incomprehensible thoughts” in: “It’s not an easy job. I’m forced to base my story on
the frequently indecipherable and incomprehensible thoughts of another person.”
normalised

56 There are 24 instances of aanstellerig(e) gedrag in Google Books and none for aanstellerige geklaag.
57 Fischer (2014) argues that the Dutch prefix <ge-> shares some of its features with transparent
and opaque reduplication. Three of these features are ‘result’, ‘repetition’ and ‘pejorativeness’.
Whilst the <ge> of gedrag could be associated with result, the <ge> of geklaag implies repetition
or amplification, an element of meaning already implicit in the word aanstellerig.
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8.4.3 Personification
dorstige zand (gloss: thirsty sand) occurs in a sentence in which Ishmael compares
the soil of his adoptive home, Flevoland (where his Dutch friend Louis is from), to
the soil of his native country, Iran: Het vochtige zand was van Louis. Het dorstige
zand van mij. De zee, de duinen, het hooi en de regen waren van hem, maar de
nacht was van mij. This poetic bigram (with 0 hits in nlTenTen and 20 in Google
Books, all of which seem to relate to the seventeenth-century poet Joost van den
Vondel, who used the phrase himself), has been classified as personification for the
obvious reason that dorstig (‘thirsty’) implies a sentient subject. Although thirsty
sand (which has 21 hits in enTenTen and far more in Google books) would not have
been too outlandish, Massotty normalised it to “dry sand” in “Louis felt at home
on wet sand; I felt at home on dry sand. The sea, the dunes, the grass, and the rain
belonged to him, but the night belonged to me.”
The passage quoted here not only shows an avoidance of unusual lexical
combinations, but also of repetition: in the Dutch there are four clause-final instances
of a prepositional phrase with zijn van (‘are from’). In English, however, the first two
of these have been paraphrased to give “felt at home on”, perhaps because Massotty
was aiming at elegant variation.
normalised

opgesloten zee (gloss: locked-up sea) occurs in a scene where Ishmael, sat at his
desk in his attic study, is looking out over the IJsselmeer, remembering a mortifying
childhood experience: a long time ago, back at school, his headmaster had made him
don a girl’s costume and dance in front of the entire assembly:
‘Dans!’ riep de rector nogmaals.
Ik begon.
Het zweet loopt zelfs nu nog over mijn voorhoofd. Ik kijk door het raam naar de
zee, naar de opgesloten zee die met haar vuisten tegen de dijk slaat.
The English translation reads as follows:
“Dance!” the principal hissed again.
I began to dance.
Even now the thought of it makes me break out in cold sweat. I look out of the
window at the sea, at the pent-up sea banging its fists against the dyke.
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Like opgesloten zee, “pent-up sea” has no hits in TenTen; and there are only fourteen
occurrences of the phrase in Google Books. Moreover the English translation, like
the Dutch, exhibits personification, albeit in a different way. In Dutch, opgesloten
tends to be associated with human beings. From a random sample of 20 concordance
lines in Sketch Engine, 18 have a human complement58.
The personification works differently in the English translation: “pent-up” can
modify nouns denoting human beings but generally modifies nouns denoting human
emotions like frustration, anger, rage, and aggression. By using the word “pent-up”
the translator is also connecting the sea to Ishmael’s pent-up/bottled-up memory.
not normalised

Despite Spijkerschrift’s exoticness, these were the only unusual bigrams to emerge.
But as we will see below, if we take context into account, even the most simple
bigrams reveal hidden tropes.
8.5
Common Bigrams Made Strange
Here I examine four unexceptional Dutch bigrams which become exceptional in context.
8.5.1 Iconicity
bekende geur (gloss: familiar scent) occurs in a passage describing Ishmael’s arduous
climb up the sacred volcano Mount Damavand. As he approaches the summit he
feels faint, but briefly musters up the strength to carry on before smelling the volcano
and then passing out: Ik herkende een geur, een bekende geur, de oude vulkaan,
toen werd ik doof en het werd donker, helemaal donker. Ik viel. This short passage
has been translated as “I smelled the familiar odour of sulphur: the volcano. Then
I went deaf again and it got dark—totally dark. I fell.”
With 215 hits in nlTenTen, there is nothing poetic about the phrase BEKENDE
GEUR in itself, but it becomes poetic in context: first Ishmael recognises a smell
(ik herkende een geur); second he recognises it as a familiar smell (een bekende
geur); and then he remembers where the smell is coming from (de oude vulkaan).
In other words, the sentence unfurls along with Ishmael’s sense of smell; or, in the
words of Leech and Short (1981/2007, pp.189–190) “as readers we do not merely
receive a report of the fictional world; we enter into it iconically” through “the
mimetic force of sequencing”. In English, however, there is less “mimetic force of
sequencing” because the iterative process of becoming aware has been condensed

58 There were too few instances of opgesloten in nlTenTen to produce a word sketch, so I had to use
concordance lines instead.
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into the crisply punctuated, “I smelled the familiar odour of sulphur: the volcano”,
where the chemical source of the smell – sulphur – is explicitly stated.
8.5.2 Pleonasm
oude vulkaan (gloss: old volcano), quoted in 8.5.1 above has 194 hits in enTenTen and
is obviously not unusual either. Deserving of attention, however, is the fact that the
adjective oude (‘old’) has been omitted in translation. Perhaps this was an oversight
on the part of the translator, or perhaps the translator felt that volcanos are old by
definition, making the word oude redundant. I suspect the latter because the bigram
occurs three more times in the novel, and each time oude is omitted in translation:
(1) Ik rook de geur van de oude vulkaan. ® “I could smell the sulphur from the
volcano”;
(2) de schaalvormige mond van de oude vulkaan ® “the rim of the bowl-shaped
volcano”;
(3) Het is de mond van een oude vulkaan die vroeger vaak uitbarstte ® “It’s
actually the mouth of a once-active volcano”.
The omission tidies up the childlike tautology but it also robs the text of one possible
connotation of old, i.e. ‘familiar’/ ‘from my youth’.
culturele erfgoed (gloss: cultural heritage) is also tautological in the context in which
it appears. It refers to the cuneiform inscription which inspired Aga to write his
notebook, and occurs in a passage where we learn that the inscription is under threat: Het
spijkerschrift, het oeroude vaderlandse culturele erfgoed was in gevaar. As can be seen,
the bigram is part of a longer noun phrase containing three adjectives. In translation, the
noun phrase has been pared down by the omission of one of the adjectives, (vaderlands)
to give, “The cuneiform inscription, their ancient cultural heirloom, was in danger.”
Like oude vulkaan above, the translator seems to be omitting material that might be
perceived as redundant (i.e. cultural heritage in this context implies something national),
even if this means smoothing out the writer’s pleonastic style.
8.5.3 Metaphor / Meiosis
volle maan (gloss: full moon) occurs in a passage where Ishmael remembers how
Aga Akba would climb up onto a roof to gaze up at the heavens whenever there was
a full moon; this ritual began when Aga Akba lived in Isfahan. The Dutch expresses
this metaphorically: Die volle maan had hij uit Ispahan meegenomen, which
literally says, he had taken the full moon with him from Isfahan. In translation,
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the metaphor has been replaced by an explanation, aided by the words “enchantment”
and “throwback”: “His enchantment with the full moon was a throwback to his life
in Isfahan.” Even though the bigram “full moon” has been rendered literally, its
trope (perhaps we could call it meiosis if we see the moon as having shrunk to the
size of a portable object) has been eliminated.
We have just looked at four seemingly unexceptional Dutch bigrams, but seen how
in context they acquire stylistic effects: the iconicity of bekende geur; the miosis of
volle maan; and the tautology of culturele ergoed and oude vulkaan. And we have
seen how these tropes have been toned down in translation. Now we will go straight
to Massotty’s text and look at two English bigrams which reveal similar processes
at work when traced back to the source text.
8.6
Other Curiosities
Contrary to the other case studies, I found no examples of denormalisation. However,
my search for denormalised bigrams did unearth a number of curiosities, three of
which are presented in 8.6.1 and 8.6.2 below.
8.6.1 Two Target Text Bigrams
opium-scented mouth refers to the mouth of Ishmael’s uncle Kazem Khan as he
cradles Ishmael, just after he was born. Massotty’s version reads as follows: “Kazem
Khan brought his opium-scented mouth to Ishmael’s ear and whispered […].” Tracing
this sentence back to the Dutch, we find Kazem Gan bracht zijn mond naast het
oor van Ismaiel en met een mond die naar opium rook fluisterde hij […]. Again,
‘redundant” material has been edited out of the translation. Zijn mond …. een mond die
naar opium rook has been slimmed down to “his opium-scented mouth”. But there is
more going on than the deletion of repeated lexical words. The deletion of the indefinite
article een also deletes a special effect: normally we use an indefinite article to refer
to something for the first time, and once the thing in question has been introduced
we can switch to a definite determiner. This holds for both Dutch and English. Here,
however, the exact opposite is going on: Kader Abdolah uses a definite determiner
first (zijn mond), and then the indefinite article (een mond). The effect of this is to
make the mouth strange, and this is reinforced by the sequencing (see Bolinger 1952):
first he notices the mouth, then he notices a mouth smelling of opium, whereas in the
English, the mouth is from the beginning characterised by the opium-smell.
CIA-backed coup occurs in a passage explaining Aga Akba’s move to the city:
“My father’s move to the city, for example, was prompted by a major shift in Iranian
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politics: the CIA-backed coup that restored the young shah to the throne.” Tracing
this back to the Dutch we find that the CIA-backed coup is described in very different
terms: “Mijn vaders verhuizing naar de stad bijvoorbeeld, was slechts het simpel
gevolg [sic] van een aardverschuiving in de politiek: Amerikanen hielpen de
jonge sjah op de troon (gloss: the Americans helped the young shah to the throne).
Massotty has undone the whole-part synechdoce (where the Amerikanen in general
stood for the CIA in particular) and replaced it with a more literal description.
8.6.2 A Longer Stretch of Text
Having looked at a number of individual bigrams, we will now turn to a longer
stretch of the source text. But first some context:
Most of the story is told in the third person, but towards the end of the novel (once
Ishmael has deciphered much of his father’s notebook) the narrator leaves us and we
become privy to the aged Aga Akbar – the ik of the narrative now – and his internal
ramblings. In the passage below, Aga is lost in thought as he trudges to the prison where
Goudklokje/Golden Bell (his daughter and Ishmael’s sister) has been incarcerated as a
political prisoner. His thoughts dance around something Tine/Tina (his wife) has said:
Figure 19: A Longer Stretch of Text with the Gloss Beneath

Spijkerschift (p. 352) / My Father’s Notebook (pp. 300–301)
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Gloss
Tina says that I mustn’t be so sad. That everything will be OK. She says if I’m
very sad, I’ll fall down again and die. And that if I die, I won’t be able to visit
Golden Bell anymore and Golden Bell will cry in her cell forever.
Tina says if I die, I’ll never see Ishmael again, either.
Once Tina is free perhaps we can go and visit Ishmael. “We’ll fly,” says Tina.
Who knows, maybe the three of us will visit Ishmael. Where does Ishmael live
again? Tina says he lives in a country where there aren’t any mountains and
where the sky’s always cloudy. That the wind always blows there. And that
Ishmael lives at the bottom of a sea.
At the bottom of a sea? A sea?
“Yes” Tina says. They got rid of the sea, they pushed it back. There are trees
growing at the bottom of the sea and cows walking about too. That’s where
Ishmael lives, but I don’t understand.’
Immediately noticeable is the shift from the first to the third person throughout, and
the shift from reported to direct speech in lines 15-17 and 22-24 (corresponding to
lines 1-3 and 7-9 in the Dutch). The translation also brings more variation to the
reporting verbs: zegt, the only one in Dutch, corresponds variously to “didn’t want
to”, “told”, “said” and “asked”. But most noticeable in terms of literary tropes is
how the translator approaches the ambiguity of the Dutch. For instance, it is not
clear how the thought expressed in line 5 (Als Goudklokje … brengen) originated.
Is it something Tina had said, or are these Aga’s own musings? Or did the author
deliberately leave it vague in order to reflect Aga’s muddled mind? Whatever the
case, Massotty has undone the ambiguity by attributing the utterance to Tina with
the help of inverted commas: “Maybe we’ll … prison” (ll. 18-19).
There is ambiguity in the next sentence too, although of a different kind. ‘We
gaan vliegen’ (l. 5-6) and “We’ll take a plane” (l.19) are both direct speech and
superficially synonymous. But the Dutch verb vliegen conceals an ambiguity. To see
this, we need to remember that Aga Akbar is a carpet-weaver and recall the following
passage from the beginning of the novel describing the region where he is from:
In die dorpen worden meisjes geboren die de mooiste Perzische tapijtjes kunnen
knopen. Tapijtjes waarmee je kunt vliegen. Echt vliegen. De bekende vliegende
tapijten komen daar vandaan.
Spijkerschrift (p. 13)
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The girls born in these villages make the most beautiful Persian carpets. Magic
carpets you can fly on. Really fly on. This is where the famous magic carpets
come from.
My Father’s Notebook (p. 7)
As should be obvious by now, within Aga’s worldview, vliegen could also mean
magically flying on a carpet.
The ambiguity in the Dutch just discussed arose from the lexicon and punctuation.
In the following, the ambiguity is created by temporal markers – or rather an absence
thereof in the Dutch. In lines 11-12 and 26-28, Aga struggles to remember what
Tina (who, like himself, is uneducated) had said about Ishmael’s new country, the
Netherlands. The pivotal sentences are:
Men heeft de zee aan de kant gezet, naar achteren geduwd. Er groeien bomen
op die bodem en er lopen koeien.
Spijkerschift (p. 352)
“They pumped out all the water. Now there are trees growing on what used to
be the bottom of the sea and cows grazing on the grass.”
My Father’s Notebook (p. 301)
Apart from attributing words to Tina by enclosing them in quotation marks (again, in
the Dutch it is not clear that Tina is being quoted verbatim), and apart from clarifying
that water was pumped out of the IJsselmeer and that cows graze on grass, Massotty
has ‘resolved’ the temporal ambiguity by adding certain temporal markers that were
missing in Dutch. The Dutch gives us two main pieces of information: (1) they
pushed back the sea, and (2) there are trees and cows at the bottom of the sea), but
no indication as to which event came first. In English, however, tense and discourse
markers have been added to give, “Now there are trees growing on what used to be
the bottom of the sea.” This sequence of events is obvious to us, but to Aga Akbar
(a deaf-mute with no education, a belief in magic, and a mind full of unreadable
thoughts) things might appear to be the other way around; from his point of view
the parting of the waters may have revealed trees and cows that were already at the
bottom of the sea. Kader Abdolah’s seemingly artless use of Dutch leaves room for
both interpretations, suggesting that it might not be so artless after all. Ironically, in
an attempt to make the language more sophisticated, Massotty has made this passage
more simple because she has stripped it of its ambiguity.
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8.7
Discussion
Of all the translations I have looked at in this study, My Father’s Notebook is the
only one that comes close to displaying the reserve “in rendering unusual and
mannered imagery and word choice” that Vanderauwera spoke of in her study of
Dutch literature translated into English (1985, p. 108). Yet the reserve we see here is
unlikely to be simply because My Father’s Notebook is translated from Dutch; after
all, the other translators in my study did not exhibit a similar reserve. The reserve
we see here, therefore, is likely to be because Kader Abdolah is an ‘exophonic’
writer: a writer expressing himself in a language that was foreign to him from the
start. So when Massotty undertook to translate his book, she embarked upon a
double act of translation. That is, she found herself having to translate Abdolah, who
was in turn translating himself from Persian. Indeed, as Massotty confessed in the
interview quoted in 8.3, she felt that this double act of translation required a little
more intervention on the part of the translator. But was this really necessary? To
help answer this question, let’s briefly turn to a study conducted by Wright (2010).
From her study of translated exophonic writers of German, Wright draws three
main lessons: (1) “The creativity of the exophonic writer should not be attributed
solely to a process of literal translation from the mother tongue” (2010, p. 26);
(2) “Seeming ungrammaticalities in exophonic texts should not immediately be
attributed to the writer’s imperfect command of his or her adopted language” (p. 27);
and (3) “The translator should not be tempted to bridge the metonymic gap in the
exophonic text” (p. 30), by which Wright means that the translator should hang onto
estranging words and turns of phrase. If these lessons hold for exophonic writers
of German, then perhaps they also hold for this exophonic writer of Dutch. Indeed
we noticed some “startling stylistic innovations” (ibid, p. 26) in Abdolah’s writing,
especially when it came to ambiguous syntax; and these innovations may well have
been deliberate, and so not in need of ‘correcting’.
Wright’s third point (that the translator should hold onto estranging forms)
is something she develops further in Wright (2016). Here she argues that the
domestication-foreignisation debate used to revolve around the lexicon such that a
translation was considered “foreignising” if it retained culturally specific items. To
this extent My Father’s Notebook is foreignising: Massotty went to great lengths
to preserve the local colour of the original text, even consulting R.M. McGlinn for
his expertise on the transliteration of Farsi into English. But, continues Wright,
the lexicon is no longer central to the debate (ibid, pp. 43–52). Today – perhaps as
a result of globalisation – publishers and readers are quite happy to be confronted
with foreign lexis, meaning that the discussion has now shifted to the domain of
grammar and style:
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If reading tastes have evolved so that local colour – the culturally specific – is no
longer as problematic as it may once have been, the debate about domestication
naturally shifts to the arena of style. Stylistic domestication implies the imposition
of target-language grammatical and stylistic norms on the foreign text in the
name of producing a ‘readable’ or ‘accessible’ text. (Wright, 2016, p. 46)
My Father’s Notebook, praised liberally for its exotic diction in English, is awash with
examples which “[impose] target-language grammatical and stylistic norms on the
foreign text in the name of producing a ‘readable’ […] text”, from the normalisation
of dorstig zand (gloss: thirsty sand), to the structural rearrangement of hij rent nu
door mijn hoofd naar ons huis (gloss: he’s running through my head to our house) to
the disambiguation of language representing a belief in magic. But clearly Massotty
had an expert feel for how “to hint at magic and tradition” (The Scotsman, 30/4/2006)
in order to keep the publishers and critics happy.
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9
Case Study 5: Bonita Avenue

9.1
Background: The Novel and Author
Bonita Avenue, Peter Buwalda’s debut novel was published in 2010 by Pushkin Press.
It is a shocking family drama expressed in sometimes shockingly visceral language.
The story, spanning eight years and two continents, narrates the cataclysmic
downfall of Siem Sigerius – Rector Magnificus, Fields Medal Laureate, and newly
appointed Minister for Education – when he becomes privy to his step daughter
and son-in-law’s shady internet dealings and embroiled in his son’s criminal past.
(His step daughter and son-in-law go by the name of Joni and Aaron; his son by the
name of Wilbert.)
Bonita Avenue was nominated for several major awards, including the Libris
Literatuur Prijs (modelled on the Man Booker Prize), and won two debut novel
awards, namely the Academica Debutantenprijs and the Selexyz Debuutprijs. But it
was not just the drama of the novel that appealed to the critics; Buwalda’s style made
something of an impression too as Trouw, one of the Dutch national broadsheets,
pointed out:
Al meteen op de eerste pagina’s van ’Bonita Avenue’, de debuutroman van Peter
Buwalda, word je overrompeld door diens stijl. Buwalda vertelt zijn verhaal […]
in lange, bedachtzame zinnen, met beelden die je een bijna fysieke leeservaring
bezorgen. „Siem Sigerius was een gedrongen, donkerbehaarde kerel met een stel
oren waarnaar je meteen moest kijken; ze waren kroppig, ze leken gefrituurd,
en omdat Aaron gejudood had wist hij dat het bloemkooloren waren.” (Trouw,
30 October 2010)
Right from the very first pages of Peter Buwalda’s debut novel Bonita Avenue
you are overwhelmed by the author’s style. Buwalda narrates the story […] in
long carefully-wrought sentences, using images which give rise to an almost
physical reading experience: “Siem Sigerius was a stocky, dark-haired fellow with
a pair of ears that grabbed your attention; they were lumpy, they looked deepfried, and Aaron’s judo past told him they were cauliflower ears”. (Trouw text:
my translation. Quotation from Bonita Avenue: translated by Jonathan Reeder)
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9.2
Background: The Translation and Translator
Bonita Avenue was translated from the Dutch by Jonathan Reeder and published in
English under the same name in 2014 by Pushkin Press, a publisher dedicated to
publishing “high-quality writing from around the world” (https://www.pushkinpress.
com/about/). The translation received some excellent reviews with critic Andrew
Cummins of The Guardian hailing Reeder’s translation as “note perfect”. Bonita
Avenue was Reeder’s second published work of translated fiction following The
Cocaine Salesman by Conny Braam, both of which earned his work a place on the
longlist of the high-profile International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award, an annual
prize worth €100,000.00 for a novel written in, or translated into, English. Although
Bonita Avenue was only the second novel that Reeder translated, he has had decades
of experience translating for concert halls and the opera, with a number of ‘singing
librettos’ to his name.
9.3
The Translator’s Style – Compounds
Having introduced the writer, the book and the translator, I now turn to the specific
focus of this case study, namely Buwalda’s creative language. In contrast to
De helaasheid der dingen, De inscheper and Sluitertijd this case study focuses
on creative compounds rather than on creative collocations. This is because the
aforementioned three novels exhibited little in the way of creative compounds
whereas one of the creative hallmarks of Buwalda’s style is his ability to invent
startling new words, like, for instance, kropoor (‘head-of-lettuce ear’). Moreover,
there is a precedent for embracing compounds and collocations within a single
monograph, namely Kenny 2001, the study which inspired this one.
These considerations apart, there are theoretical grounds for examining creative
collocations together with compounds: according to Lehr (1996, pp. 139–140 in
Kenny, 2001, p. 96), ad hoc compounds – compounds invented within the context
of creative discourse like a novel – can be treated on a par with collocations
because they do not have the same stability as lexicalised compounds or fullyfledged words. Van der Wouden (1992, pp. 452–454) takes things even further,
suggesting that all Dutch compounds can be treated on a par with collocations,
since collocational ties exist both above and below the level of the word. And within
the tradition of generative-transformational grammar the distinction between
collocations and compounds is also neutralised (Benczes, 2006, p. 22). Moreover,
many of the compounds considered here contain modifiers which have a similar
rhetorical function to the modifiers in the adjective-noun bigrams of the other case
studies. However, differences remain. One of the differences, as Kenny (2001, p.
97) contends, is that “creative writers attempt to confer a more universal status upon
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singular events or situations by providing a ‘word’ for those events or situations,
and although unusual collocations are startling in themselves, they are startling in a
different way to unusual, ad hoc compounds.” To understand Kenny’s point, consider
Buwalda’s compound slagroomknieën (whipped cream knees): this compound
creates the impression that the whipped cream is somehow a permanent feature of
the knees rather than a substance accidentally dolloped all over them (which could
have been denoted by the phrase met slagroom bedekte knieën).
Whatever our view on the relationship between collocations and compounds
(defined here as “morphologically complex construction that contains at least two
elements that can otherwise occur as free forms” (Benczes 2006, p.199)),59 Buwalda’s
novel provides a wealth of creative compounds – compounds which would pose a
challenge to any translator, and it seems therefore only fitting to make these the
focus of this case study.
One of the reasons why compounds pose such a challenge to translators is
because they give rise to an uneven playing field between Dutch and English. The
Oxford Handbook of Compounding notes:
Dutch is famous for its productive compound formation. Dutch native speakers
easily make new compounds on the spot, and they also easily embed compounds
in compounds, leading to sometimes rather complex structures. (Don, 2011, p.
1 in Rochelle Lieber and Pavol Štekauer, 2011)
Although there is no universal agreement as to how much ‘better’ Dutch is at
compound formation than English,60 there are theoretical (e.g. morphophonological)
and empirical grounds for arguing that the difference is significant. From a
morphophonological point of view Dutch has a number of linking elements (<-e>,
<-s> and <-en>) which, according to Mukai (2013), facilitates compounding;61 from
an empirical point of view, Dutch (translated from German) has also been shown to
contain a significantly higher percentage of compounds than English translated from
the same German texts, even taking into account the possible influence of cognates
59 This definition actually works better for English than for Dutch. In Dutch the constituent elements
do not always look like free forms, so can better be viewed as stems. But this fact does not affect
our argument.
60 Actually, when it comes to recursion Donalies (2005, p. 61 in Noninckx, 2015, p. 10) argue that
Dutch is less compound sensitive than English, e.g. NL overdracht van de bewakingsopgave voor
de etikettering van rundsvlees versus EN beef labelling supervision duties delegation law.
61 Although this does not immediately concern us here it is worth noting too that Dutch compounds
are almost always concatenated orthographically into a single word. This is in contrast to English
where compounds can be written as a single word (e.g. football), a hyphenated word (e.g. ice-axe),
or as two separate words (heavy metal as in the ‘music’). Moreover, in English the orthographic
rules are by no means stable (Crystal, 2003, p. 61).
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(Noninckx, 2015). In Noninckx’s survey of 400 German nominal compounds, she
found that 64% of them had been translated into Dutch by means of a compound
whereas only 40% had been translated into English by means of a compound. This
corroborated earlier findings by Ermlich (2004), Campe (2008), and De Metsenaere
et al. (2014). Moreover, all four studies taken together suggest that the relative ease
of compound formation in Dutch compared to English holds constant across text
types (i.e. in both informative and literary fiction).
We can safely say, therefore, that Reeder was faced by a double challenge when
he translated Bonita Avenue into English: first the productivity of Dutch compounds
in general; second, the creativity of Buwalda’s compounds in particular.
9.4
The Classification of Compounds
Now that I have motivated the inclusion of creative compounds into this PhD thesis,
which otherwise focuses on creative collocations, and now that I have hinted at the
added challenge which compounds pose, I will briefly discuss how I went about
classifying the creative compounds from Bonita Avenue into rhetorical categories.
When it comes to the (sub-)classification of compounds there is a wealth of
literature to fall back on. Some commentators allow their analysis to proceed
along syntactic lines, others along semantic lines (Benczes, 2006, p. 16), while
many appeal to both syntactic and semantic criteria. For example, Bloomfield
1933 introduced a distinction between syntactically endocentric and syntactically
exocentric compounds but also between semantically endocentric and semantically
exocentric compounds.
Jespersen (1954, pp. 148–150) invented an extensive sub-classification system
using a motley array of semantic terms like ‘time’ (e.g. daydream, a dream that
takes place in the day); ‘sex identification’ (e.g. girlfriend, boyfriend); ‘equality
of rank’ (e.g. fellow-creature); and ‘pars-pro-toto’ (e.g. blue-beard). But he also
appealed to formal syntactic categories like ‘prepositional’ (e.g. mother-of-pearl)
and ‘appositional’ (e.g. lady-friend).
Almost twenty years later Adams (1973/2013) came up with an extensive
classification of her own, rigorously based on word-class categories like adverbadjective; adverb-verb(ing); noun-verb(ed), and noun-verb(ed) etc.. But like Jespersen
she too crossed the syntactico-semantic line by also appealing to functional
categories such as ‘instrumental’, ‘locative’, ‘comparative’ and ‘intensifying’.
After Adams, Downing (1977, p. 810) proposed a more pragmatic approach to
classification, arguing that “the appropriateness of a given relationship depends on
the use to which the compound will be put.”
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The last three paragraphs are, of course, no more than a mini-glimpse at how
compounds were variously classified over the course of half a century, but they
contain one mega-lesson: there is often more than one (logical) relation pertaining
between the elements of a compound. Thus, for example, although Jespersen
classifies lady-friend as ‘appositional’, he could equally well have grouped it under
the (logically incompatible) category of ‘sex identification’ along with girlfriend
and boyfriend.
Ironically, this fuzziness was noted decades before even Bloomfield embarked
upon his analysis of compounds. As early as 1891 and in a move almost prescient
of Wittgenstein’s later philosophy (see Chapter 3.3 and 3.4), the legendary Henry
Sweet wrote:
It must, indeed, be borne in mind that this very vagueness [of compounds]
is the chief reason why composition is resorted to: it is only by leaving open
the logical relations between the elements of compounds that we are able to
form them as we want them without stopping to analyse exactly the logical or
grammatical relations between the words we join together, as we might have to
do if we connected them together by more definite means, such as prepositions
or inflections. (Sweet, 1891, §1560)
If this holds for compounds in general, then surely it must hold for creative
compounds in particular.
Indeed it is this vagueness which Benczes (2005, p. 251) calls the “chaos” of
compound classification. In response to this “chaos” (e.g. the endocentric/exocentric
dichotomy being too general; the minutiae of syntactic classification being too
specific and unsuited to the “vagueness [… of] the logical relations between elements
of compounds” (Adams 1973/2013, p. 89)) Benczes proposes to look at (creative)
compounds through the more inherently nebulous lens of metaphor and metonymy,
an approach which I will be following. Please note, however, that Benczes’ agenda is
completely different to mine; Benczes’ analysis of compounds in terms of metaphor
and metonymy is fuelled by her commitment to conceptual metaphor theory (for a
full account see Benczes, 2006). I, on the other hand, am adopting this approach in
an attempt to investigate rhetorical or literary tropes in translation. This means that I
will go beyond Benczes two categories of metaphor and metonymy (as I did with the
other case studies) to include tropes like personification and oxymoron, but I will, of
course, not escape the fuzziness which beset the other approaches (see Chapter 3).
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9.5
The Data
Using the techniques described in Chapter 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, I generated a word list
from Bonita Avenue and then extracted all those which had zero hits in the reference
corpus nlTenTen. Of these, I judged 47 to be creative. As explained in Chapter 2.7,
judging whether or not a bigram with zero hits in the reference corpus was actually
‘creative’ involved (i) supplementary Google searches (taking me from multi-billion
word corpora to the trillions of words on the web); (ii) asking native speakers
what they thought; (iii) and looking to see whether the compound in question was
figurative, i.e. whether it contained a rhetorical trope. As with all the other case
studies, judgements here involved an element of subjectivity.
In addition to the 47 creative Dutch compounds, I also found seven creative
English compounds which were the translations of more prosaic Dutch forms. These
were the so-called ‘denormalised’ compounds, which I discovered using the reverse
test for normalisation described in Chapter 2.8.
All the compounds have been categorised in terms of rhetorical tropes and are
discussed in Sections 9.5.1–9.5.6 and 9.6 below. The same compounds are also listed
alphabetically in Appendix 5, along with information regarding word counts in the
reference corpora.
9.5.1 Catachresis
doodgemokerd (gloss: sledgehammered to death) is formed from the adjective dood
(‘dead’) and the verb mokeren (‘to hammer’), which in turn is derived from the noun
moker (‘sledgehammer’). The compound crops up in the sentence Hij [Sigerius]
heeft een zoon die een man heeft doodgemokerd, and is translated as “[He has] a
son who bashed a man to death”. The translation feels less exotic than the original,
and the empirical data confirms this. A concordance search for the verb bash in
combination with death yielded 156 hits. A concordance search for the verb hammer
in combination with death yields 151 hits. But a concordance search for the verb
sledgehammer in combination with death yields only one result (not surprisingly
given that “sledgehammer” is an uncommon verb), namely: My old buddy … bought
a Mac last week and sledgehammered his pc to death. The less conventional phrase
to sledgehammer someone to death is clearly possible and could have been used here
instead of “bashed”. But phonetically my shadow translation does not work: it loses
the assonance of bash-man, which had mimicked the assonance in doodgemokerd
normalised but not in context

eetgraag (gloss: ‘eatative’) is an original compound formed by analogy with
the common compound praatgraag (‘talkative’). Aaron uses the word when he
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describes a confrontation he had in a hospital canteen with a man wearing clogs:
Daar staat hij, op z’n klompjes, met z’n anabolenrug naar me toe, ingeklemd tussen
allerlei ander eetgraag volk, en hij schuift een dienblad langs de vitrines van dat
zelfbedieningsding. Ik loop naar hem toe.62 It has been translated as “There he was
in those clogs, his anabolic back to me, wedged in between the rest of the grazers
shuffling along the lucite display cases with a tray in his hands. I walk over to him.”
“Grazers”, whilst not itself a creative compound, introduces a creative metaphor into
the sentence, given that the noun grazer normally refers to herbivorous animals,
typically cows: its top collocates enTenTen include herbivorous, large-bodied and
short grass.
not normalised

harenwringend (gloss: hair-wringing) is a term that Aaron uses as he recalls Joni
nervously wringing out her wet hair when they were on holiday. This recollection
is triggered by Joni walking out on Aaron for good. ‘Weet je wat?’ had ze gezegd
terwijl ze harenwringend naar hem toe was gelopen en haar snorkel en flippers
voor zijn voeten gooide, ‘ik wil naar huis […].’ What makes harenwringend unusual
is that it resonates with the common Dutch compound handenwringend (handswringing). As such it adds torment to the act of wringing out one’s hair. The sentence
has been translated as “’You know what?’ she had said as she walked over to him,
wringing out her hair, and tossing her flippers and snorkel at his feet, ‘I want to go
home.’” The compound has been under-translated as a straight-forward phrasal verb
“wringing out her hair”, rather than as the less common form wringing her hair.
normalised

kapotgezworen (gloss: ulcerated broken) This compound is formed from the adjective
kapot (‘broken’) and the past participle of the verb zweren (‘to ulcerate’), and is used
by Wilbert to describe a rotten nerve in his face. It occurs in the sentence Die van
mij is kapotgezworen, rendered into English as “Mine festered itself kaput”. This
translation combines the loanword “kaput” (a cognate of kapot) and the uncommon
reflexive “fester itself” (of the almost 14,000 instances of “fester” in enTenTen15,
only one was reflexive). All in all, this is a daring translation, given that the translator
could have opted more conventionally for festered away.
not normalised

kindervloekje (gloss: child curse) refers to a mild swearword that Joni uses to
play down a gross situation: Ik zei geloof ik ‘godsie’, op lichtverbaasde toon. Een
62 The compound anabolenrug is discussed in 9.5.4 below.
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vriendelijk kindervloekje. It has been translated as the zero-frequency compound in
“I think I said something like ‘jeepers’, in a slightly surprised tone. A mild kiddiecurse”, even though the compound could have been normalised with a hyponym
like little curse. Note too how the diminutive <-ie> of the word “kiddie” reflects
the diminutive in the word vloekje.
not normalised

kutjepikandijvie (gloss: cunt-cock-endive) is one of Wilbert’s swearwords – one
extracted from his sensational repertoire of swearwords: Maar Wilbert vindt vanaf
minuut één alles ‘kutjepikandijvie’ of ‘ fuckjes’ of ‘zaad’ of ‘hoeren’ of gewoon
‘kut’ als hem iets niet meteen lukt, er is geen houden aan. This swearword is in
stark contrast to Jonie’s “kiddie-curse”. The translation (“Wilbert calls everything
“cocksucker” or “fucked” or “jism” or “ho” or just “shit”, there’s no stopping him”)
captures the contrast but does so with the conventional term of abuse “cocksucker”
instead of with a surrealistic, and funny, compound.
normalised

plopperzwaardje (gloss: plunger sword) refers to the small Indonesian sword, or
cutlass, that Sigerius’s father kept hidden under his bed. Onder z’n bed lag zo’n,
hoe heet het, zo’n plopperzwaardje, een klewang, en als jullie moe- der of ik...’ The
first noun in the compound - plopper - is a derogatory term for an Indonesian, and
the insult has been transferred replicated in English as “wog-“ to form the unusual
compound “wog-cutlass” in “Under his bed he had a, watchamacallit, one a them
wog-cutlasses, a ‘klewang’, and if your mother or me...” A normalising translation
might simply have used the hypernym to give one of them cutlasses.
not normalised

poepzitten (gloss: poop-sitting), a term invented by a young minor character in the
book, means resisting the urge to defecate by pushing back. It occurs in the sentence
Poepzitten, zo noemde de kleine smeerpijp dat, and has been translated literally as
“Poop-sitting, that’s what the little stinker called it.” This odd Dutch compound
could have been ironed out to sitting on your poop, but was instead translated as an
unusual English compound.
not normalised

rectorenschedel (gloss: rector-skull) refers to Sigerius’s head in the sentence op zijn
rectorenschedel, onder zijn kortgeknipte, licht grijzende haar, bewoog er [een spier].
The oddity here derives from the excess of words letting us know who the head
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belongs to: first zijn then rectoren-. This is conveyed in English by an odd double
genitive, “his rector’s skull” in “on his rector’s skull under that cropped, slightly
greying hair, [a little muscle moved]”. If the translator had used a conventional single
genitive instead, i.e. on the rector’s skull, the effect would not have been preserved.
(It should be noted too that -rectoren functions here as an unusual classifying
adjective, as if a rectorenschedel was a type of skull; and that the use of the double
genitive in English also turns “rector’s” into a classifying adjective).
not normalised

stiefteefje (gloss: step-bitch) is the term of abuse with which Wilbert (Sigerius’s
son) insults Joni (Sigerius’s step daughter): ‘Wie had je hier dan verwacht, rukker?
Je stiefteefje?’With zero hits in the reference corpus it is unusual in Dutch, and
has been translated into the equally unusual “stepwhore” in “Who’d you expect,
wanker? Your stepwhore?”. The translator has opted for a creative compound here,
even though plenty of conventional alternatives were possible, such as that bitch
of a stepdaughter or that whore joni.
not normalised

9.5.2 Hyperbole
hongerbekkens en –nek (gloss: hunger-pelvises and -necks) occurs in a sentence
featuring the hulking student Murk, who presides over the student bar: [Murk]
verdedigde […] als een bleke Hulk de lange trap naar de kroeg, vloekend en
brullend, zijn kwabbige blote bovenlijf druipend van de bakolie, zijn armen om
de hongerbekkens en -nekjes van benauwde achttienjarigen die zich alles anders
hadden voorgesteld. The Dutch hyphenated compound conflates two noun-noun
compounds, hongerbekkens (‘hunger-pelvises’) and hongernekjes (‘hunger-necks’),
and resonates with the common Dutch compound hongerbuik (‘hunger-belly’) — a
word used to describe the bloated bellies of famine-afflicted children. Although the
translator softens the hyperbole here by using the high-frequency phrase “skinny hips
[and neck]”, he makes up for this later in the sentence by rendering achttienjarigen as
“eighteen-year-old runts”, where runt reintroduces the hyperbole. The full translation
reads: “Murk defended the long staircase to the bar like a pale-skinned Hulk, cursing
and screaming, his blubbery bare torso dripping with deep-frying oil, his arms
around the skinny hips and necks of frightened eighteen-year-old runts who had
envisioned something completely different.”
normalised but not in context
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9.5.3
Metaphor
aflaatparels (gloss: penance pearls). When Sigerius gives his wife a pearl bracelet
to make up for his sins, she says: Dit zijn aflaatparels, één parel staat gelijk aan een
jaar minder vagevuur. The Catholic image has been preserved in the translation as
the zero-frequency compound “penance pearls” in “These are penance pearls, a
single pearl is equal to one year less of purgatory.” Note too how the assonance in
the Dutch (aflaatparels becomes alliteration in the English (penance pearls).
not normalised

appelstroopogen (gloss: apple-syrup eyes) depicts the look of feigned innocence
on porn star Bobbi’s face, and occurs in the sentence moeten we haar geloven op
haar appelstroopogen? It is translated as “are we supposed to believe this doeeyed skank?”. Although “doe-eyed” captures her look of feigned innocence, it is
a conventional image, with 819 hits in enTenTen. In theory the compound could
have been translated literally as the zero-frequency compound apple-syrup eyes but
apple-syrup is not culturally familiar. Moreover, the English co-text compensates
for the loss: the word “skank” to the immediate right of “doe-eyed” reintroduces
an element of surprise because “doe-eyed” does not usually collocate with negative
words like “skank” but rather with positive words such as innocence, virgin and
heroine. In other words, the loss of original metaphor has been compensated with
the addition of an oxymoron.
normalised but not in context

baantjeskannibaal (gloss: job cannibal) is a word Kannegieter, a politician, uses to
describe Sigerius. In doing so he is taking a poke at Sigerius’s political ambitions:
‘Toehappen,’ zei Kannegieter. Jij hapt altíjd toe, ouwe baantjeskannibaal, had
hij gedacht. This has been translated as “‘Grab it,’ Kannegieter said. You always
grab it, you old vulture, he thought.” There is normalisation here in the sense
that the zero frequency compound baantjeskannibaal has been translated into the
relatively common word “vulture”, which has 40,115 hits in enTenTen. Moreover,
out of a random selection of 20 concordance lines, 17 showed “vulture” being
used metaphorically to refer to humans e.g. “The people running this website are
vultures preying on vulnerable people who are desperately looking for help”. A
possible shadow translation here might have been career shark, with only one hit
in enTenTen.
normalised
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Bobbi-diertje (gloss: bobbi-pet/small animal) is Joni’s nickname for a porn star she
works with (the one with the appelstroopogen [see above]): Waar ik het vereiste
sadisme vandaan had gehaald hield ik wijselijk voor me, het Bobbi-diertje dat met
haar wang tegen mijn schouder lag zou het misschien niet eens begrepen hebben.
The compound Bobbi-diertje combines the proper name Bobbi with the common
noun diertje (‘pet’), a term which dehumanises the woman. This dehumanising and
unusual syntactic effect is reflected in the translation as the unusual and euphonic
compound Bobbi-doll, even though the translator could have opted for the hypernym
doll, which would have had a normalising effect. Reeder’s translation of the entire
sentence reads: “Where I mustered up the requisite sadism, I was wise enough not
to divulge; that Bobbi-doll with her cheek resting on my shoulder might not have
even understood.”
not normalised

doodshoofdslank (gloss: skull-thin) is a complex compound formed from the word
doodshoofd (itself a compound meaning ‘skull’63) and the word slank (‘thin’). It
occurs in the phrase het overdadig opgemaakte, doodshoofdslanke gezicht, keek
onthutst en verheugd tegelijk. It depicts the frighteningly aged face of a woman
Joni sees for the first time after many years. The compound has been translated as
“skeletal” in “overly made-up, skeletal face emanated delight and dismay at the
same time”, when perhaps a compound like skull-thin could have been used instead.
normalised

gedachtenbrand (gloss: thought-fire/blaze) denotes a head-splitting migraine, and
occurs in the following passage narrated by Joni: Ik zette mijn zonnebril op, maar
het razende geflakker zat aan de binnenkant, het was gedachtenbrand. This creative
compound has been rendered as the original compound “thoughtburn” rather than
by an explanatory phrase like blistering migraine, burning migraine or, more freely,
throbbing migraine. The English version of the complete sentence reads: “I put on
my sunglasses, but the frenzied flickering was on the inside: thoughtburn.”
not normalised

kleuter-Rembrandt (gloss: infant Rembrandt) is a rather nebulous term used to
refer to the artistic ambitions of one of the minor characters as Joni recalls: Ik zag
hem staan op die olympische heuvel, zijn kleuter-Rembrandt warmpjes in zijn rug,
Los Angeles aan zijn voeten, wegdromend over een eigen museum. (“I could just
63 Doodshoofd with only 662 hits in the reference corpus is used less frequently than schedel, which
has 11,827 hits in the reference corpus.
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see him up on that Olympic mount, his toddler-Rembrandt glowing at his back,
Los Angeles spread out at his feet, daydreaming of his very own museum.”) The
metaphor is kept in its translation as “toddler-Rembrandt” without any explicitation.
not normalised

koortsmail (gloss: fever-mail) occurs in the phrase een schrikbarende koortsmail
die hij in zijn verzonden items had aangetroffen. It refers to an email that Aaron sent
to Joni, and has been translated as “a disturbing panic-mail he’d discovered in his
Sent box”. Interestingly koortsmail has been translated with the inventive compound
“panic-mail”, when a number of normalising alternatives were available, such as
the shadow translations panicky email or feverish email. What makes “panic-mail”
unusual is (1) that it is hyphenated and (2) that it is preceded by an indefinite article,
given that mail is usually uncountable.
not normalised

kropoor (gloss: head-of-lettuce ear) is the unique term Buwalda uses to describe
what is commonly called a bloemkooloor in Dutch and a ‘cauliflower ear’ in English:
a fibrous deformation of the ear that afflicts sportsmen who have suffered too many
blows to the ear. The significance of the ear is that Sigerius, the anti-hero of the novel,
has one and, as the narrator says, je moet zo’n kropoor verdienen. In translation this
phrase becomes: “you had to earn ears like that”. The translation of the creative
compound kropoor into its hyponym “ear” is obviously normalising. And yet it is
difficult to find a solution as succinct as kropoor to slip into the idiomatic phrase,
“you had to earn … like that”. I have played with the shadow translation cabbage
ear as in you had to earn a cabbage ear like that, but I am not sure that it works.
normalised but not in context

rampplaneetje (gloss: catastrophe-little-planet) occurs in a sentence describing
Aaron’s hometown, Enschede, after the firework explosion catastrophe: De lucht op
zijn rampplaneetje was anders gezegd nogal ijl, hij werd er licht van in z’n hoofd. What
makes this compound unusual – as well as belittling – is the diminutive: in its nondiminutive form, the compound rampplaneet is far more frequent. Although the bigram
could have been normalised to calamity planet, its unusualness has been captured
in translation as the conspicuously hyphenated compound “calamity-planetoid”. This
translation not only captures the diminutive, it also has a hard edge to it, in keeping
with Buwalda’s style in general. The entire sentence reads: “The air on his calamityplanetoid was, to put it otherwise, rarefied, and it made him light-headed.”
not normalised
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raviolineus (gloss: ravioli-nose) describes the shape of the nose of an aggressive
minor character. Its translation as the zero-frequency “ravioli-nose” preserves the
metaphor completely. A normalising translation might have softened the metaphor
by turning it into the simile ravioli-like nose or by replacing the metaphor with a
literal description like flattened nose.
not normalised

schollenmond (gloss: plaice-mouth) is an unusual compound that resonates with the
old-fashioned insult schollenkop (a derogatory term for a fisher-wife). Schollenmond
is used here to refer to the act of stupidly blurting something out, in: ik [was] bang
[…] dat Rusty zijn schollenmond voorbij had gekletst. Reeder has translated this as
“flounder mouth in: “I was afraid […] that Rusty had shot off that flounder-mouth
of his”. The translation profits from the fact that “flounder”, when used as a verb,
also means ‘to blunder’. If the translator had been tempted to normalise here he could
have opted for a more general phrase like big mouth, although this would have been
a very flat translation.
not normalised

woordkak (gloss: word-crap) describes Aaron’s panicky verbal outpouring after
Sigerius discovers his deep dark secret. It comes at the end of the phrase, toen begon
hij te jeremieëren, zonder dat hij er invloed op had stroomden de bezwerende clichés
uit zijn mond, woordkak, waterige drab… . This is translated as “Then he launched
into a lamentation, an uncontrolled stream of clichés, verbal diarrhoea…”. The
couplet woordkak, waterige drab has been conflated into the single collocation
“verbal diarrhoea”, which has 221 hits in enTenTen. But Dutch has an equivalent
expression, namely verbale diarree, with nineteen hits in the reference corpus,
as opposed to zero for woordkak. A non-normalising translation could have been
something like word-crap, watery muck.
normalised

9.5.4 Metonymy
anabolenrug (gloss: anabolic back) is a compound we met earlier in 9.5.1 (in
connection with eetgraag). And as we already saw, this compound had been
translated closely as “anabolic back”, preserving the metonymy of the ST: the muscly
back is anabolic by association with the anabolic steroids that make it so muscly.
But unlike many of the compounds we have looked at so far, this one has not been
translated as a hyphenated compound, but as a more loosely connected adjectivenoun bigram. It would not have been easy, however, to translate anabolenrug into
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a compound in English. It would have produced clunky shadow translations like
anabolics-back or anabolic-steroids-back. Besides, this compound has clearly not
been normalised in English: the translator did not opt for a normalising translation
like muscular back or hulking back.
not normalised

chutneyboer (gloss: chutney-seller) is a term Aaron uses to refer to the owner of a
local delicatessen, and occurs in the sentence Voor even geen teisterende fantasieën
over haar escapades met de chutneyboer, voor even maakte hij zich geen zorgen
over Stol en z’n McKinsey, maar verlossing kon je het niet noemen. It is scathing in
its particularity, labelling the shop owner only in terms of a single thing he sells. Its
translation as “chutney-hawker” in “For now at least, no tormenting fantasies about her
escapades with the chutney-hawker, for now no agonising about Stol and McKinsey,
but you could hardly call it a solace” matches the original in terms of specificity and
nastiness. A normalising, translation might have been the hypernym grocer.
not normalised

drieletterafasie (gloss: three-letter-aphasia) refers to the family’s aversion to swear
words (the worst Dutch swear words contain three letters rather than four!) and occurs in
the sentence Janis en ik raakten ogenblikkelijk behept met drieletterafasie. Although the
metonymy has been lost (in Dutch the three letters stand by association for swearwords),
its translation as “cuss-aphasia” in “Janis and I were struck dumb with cuss-aphasia”
has zero hits in both enTenTen and Google Books, and is an unusual compound.
not normalised

druipsmoel (gloss: dripping gob) refers the mouth of Wilbert, Siem’s profligate son
and occurs in the phrase Was die scheve druipsmoel niet eerder een Godsbewijs […]?
God had bepaald dat hij door het leven moest als het cliché van een moordenaar.
The compound is made up of verb stem of druipen (‘drip’/ ‘trickle’) and the informal
noun smoel (‘face’/ ‘trap’/ ‘gob’). Like the noun-noun compounds mayonaisevingers
and slagroomknieën we will meet below, this compound creates the impression that
the modifier is a permanent property of the head noun. This effect is persevered here
in English where druipsmoel is translated as “dribble-gob” in “Wasn’t that twisted
dribble-gob more proof of God than not? […] God had determined that he should
go through life as the cliché murderer.” A normalising translation might have turned
the compound into a phrase like dribbling gob. But the translator opted for a less
usual alternative.
not normalised
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feestjopen (gloss: party-boobs) crops up in boyish banter about Joni: altijd die
feestjopen tegen je aan. It has been translated by the low frequency hyphenated
compound “party-knockers” in “forever pressing those party-knockers against
you”. The metonymy has also been kept: A normalising translation might have
omitted the first element of the compound and simplified it to knockers.
not normalised

kinokussen (gloss: kino kissing) is an obscure compound referring to a type of kiss:
in fact, it is so obscure that even the original Dutch comes clad with an explanation:
Het meisje heette Julie, ze had pluizig bruin haar en leerde hem ergens in dit bos
wat zij ‘kinokussen’ noemde; twee geopende vissenmonden die elkaar vochtig
beademden. The compound is translated directly (by means of a loanword) and is
equally obscure in English: “The girl was named Julie, she had fluffy brown hair
and taught him, somewhere in these woods, how to ‘kino-kiss’: two wide-open fish
mouths that exchanged moist air, like in the movies. But there is a difference: the
English version come with an additional explanatory phrase “like in the movies”.
Given this additional explanation, “kino” could have been omitted from the English
translation, leaving just “kiss”. But the translator chose not to do this, and instead
opted for an unusual compound.
not normalised

lik-op-stuk-oor (gloss: tit-for-tat ear) is another of Buwalda’s unique compounds
built around the word oor (‘ear’). Here it is used to describe Sigerius playing with
his ear as he pauses for thought in a conversation about a fight: Sigerius is in favour
of fighting back no matter what! The Dutch phrase reads: met zijn vrijgekomen hand
bepotelde hij zijn misvormde lik-op-stuk-oor. Lik-op-stuk comes close to the English
phrase ‘tit-for-tat’ and usually forms part of a compound with the Dutch word beleid
(‘policy’) or aanpak (‘approach’, ‘method of attack’). Here it has been translated as
“zero-tolerance ear” in “with his now-free hand he strokes his deformed zerotolerance ear”. This unusual English compound keeps the metonymy, although it
does not feel as visceral as the Dutch. I have agonised over shadow translations for
this compound but cannot think of any adequate alternatives.
not normalised

mayonaisevingers (gloss: mayonnaise-fingers) is not as unusual as the other
compounds in this category but has been included here because of the metonymy:
the expression implies that the mayonnaise is somehow a permanent property of the
fingers rather than just covered in mayonnaise. The fingers in question belong to
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the young Wilbert (Sigerius’ profligate son) who, expecting to see his father, kneep
[…] met zijn mayonaisevingers in zijn volle lippen van de spanning, maar het was
zijn vader niet […], het waren twee politieagenten in vol ornaat. In translation, the
metonymy has been converted into a more literal expression: “Wilbert clamped his
mayonnaise-covered fingers around his full lips in anticipation, but it wasn’t his
father, it was two uniformed policemen.”
normalised

Siemzeggers (gloss: siem-sayer) is what Buwalda calls the Siem Sigerius’s
sycophantic followers in the sentence Met een stuk of tien andere Siemzeggers
bewoonden Knaak en Van der Doelen een patriciërshuis aan de Oldenzaalsestraat.
It is metonymic in that the name refers to those people by virtue of something
they do (i.e. kowtowing to Siem, and calling him Siem). The compound is built by
analogy with the word oomzegger (uncle-sayer, i.e. a niece or a nephew), and has
been preserved in translation as “Siemsayers” in “Knaak and Van der Doelen lived
with about ten other Siemsayers in a swanky town house on the Oldenzaalstraat”
not normalised

slagroomknieën (gloss: whipped-cream knees) occurs in a passage describing
a fight at a party during which whipped-cream was hurled across a room: Mijn
slagroomknieën op zijn vette schouders, Scotty klapte achterover, ik zat boven op
hem, ik sloeg en krabde, en ik schreeuwde, half in het Engels, half in het Nederlands.
It has been translated as “My whipped-cream knees on his fat shoulders, Scotty
fell over backwards, I was on top of him, clawing and beating him, and screamed,
half in English, half in Dutch. “Unlike mayonaisevingers, slagroomknieën has been
translated literally, thereby preserving the suggestion that the cream is a defining
characteristic of the knees rather than a substance accidentally covering the knees.
In other words, the metonymy has been kept.
not normalised

verradersluchtje (gloss: traitor’s smell) are the words of an enraged Wilbert to his
sister Joni: Ik had je gódverdomme aan repen gesneden, geloof dat maar. Ik róók
je, je verradersluchtje. Ik rook je braafheid, je trouw aan je papa, je trouw aan je
nestje, je –’. This unusual compound has been translated hyponymically as Judassmell in the sentence “I should have fucking slashed you to ribbons when I had the
chance. I smelt you, your Judas-smell. I got a whiff of that goody- two-shoes, your
loyalty to Daddy, loyalty to your safe little nest, your—”. The translator’s creativity
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here is all the more noteworthy given that he could have opted for the shadow
translation i smelt your deceit, instead of the creative compound “Judas-smell”.
not normalised

vijftigersbuik (gloss: someone-in-his-fifties’ belly) refers to Sigerius’s spreading
belly and crops up in a phrase describing his shocking nakedness: met onder zijn
voorzichtig bollende vijftigersbuik duidelijk zichtbaar zijn geslachtsdelen. This
compound has been translated as “fifty-plus belly” in the phrase “his genitals clearly
visible under his cautiously rounded fifty-plus belly”, which is also a low-frequency
compound. But the English compound is even more metonymic than the Dutch
compound because the age (fifty-plus) is associated directly with the belly rather
with the person who owns it (as in the genitive construction vijftigers). Had the
translator wanted to normalise the Dutch here, he could have resorted to something
like middle-aged paunch.
not normalised

vuurwerkvuistjes (gloss: firework-fists) occurs in the sentence Sigerius’ oren leken
geamputeerde vuurwerkvuistjes (the Enschede fireworks disaster is a recurrent
theme in the book). The English translation “Sigerius’s ear resembled amputated
firework fists” preserves the image and uses a collocation that is unusual in English
too. Had Reeder wanted to normalise this, the phrase could have been explicitated.
not normalised

zaadbalie (gloss: sperm-counter) is the metonymic name given to the checkout
counter in a lugubrious sex-shop that Sigerius furtively enters. It occurs in the
sentence De lucht van plastic videobanden, mannenzweet, vloerbedekking. De
lucht van záád. De pissebed achter z’n zaadbalie. The creative compound has been
kept in translation, with added alliteration (cum-counter), which could be seen as a
counterpart to the assonance in the Dutch (zaadbalie). The entire English sentence
reads: “The smell of plastic videotapes, man sweat, carpeting. The smell of semen.
The louse behind his cum-counter.”
not normalised

9.5.5 Oxymoron
cijferdichters (gloss: number-poets) describes the passionate mathematicians who
Sigerius associated with in the US: In Berkeley en Boston leefde hij voor getallen.
De mannen van zijn soort heetten nu Quillen en Wiles en Erdös, skeletachtige
cijferdichters van doorschijnend rijstpapier die zichzelf in de nok van hun schedeldak
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hadden teruggetrokken. In translation, the oxymoronic rational-poetic combination
is softened to the less contradictory compound “digi-poets”: “In Berkeley and Boston
he lived for numbers. Men of his ilk were now named Quillen and Wiles and Erdős,
skeletal digi-poets made of translucent rice paper who had retreated into the furthest
reaches of their own cranium. “Digi” has a far broader range of referents than cijfer.
Apart from numerical digits, “digi” (short for ‘digital’) can also refer generally to the
digital age. A “digi-poet” thus is a relatively frequently used term to refer to poets
who produce and display their work electronically. A possible shadow translation,
one that would capture the contradiction of the Dutch might have been math poets,
but this shadow translation would only have worked for the US edition: in British
English it would have to be maths with an -s.
normalised but not in context

gierlach (gloss: screech-laugh) is a compound made up of the truncated verb gieren
(‘shriek’/ ‘scream’) and the noun lach ‘laugh’. With only one hit in the reference
corpus it is unusual, although it is related to the common idiom gieren van het
lachen (‘shriek/scream with laughter’). In English the compound has been rendered
as “guffaw”, a common single-stemmed noun with 2,842 hits in enTenTen, making
the translation far more normal frequency-wise. But it is not only at the level of
frequency that the compound has been normalised in English; it is also at the
level of semantics. In Dutch gierlach is at odds with the sentence in which it is
embedded: het laatste woord ontaardde in een gierlach die diep in Sigerius’ keel
ontsprong. What makes this sentence strange is the semantic clash between the stem
gier- (which denotes something screechingly high) and the phrase diep in Sigerius’
keel (which suggests something deep or low). This clash has been resolved in the
English phrase, “the final words dissolving into a guffaw that bellows forth from
deep within Sigerius’s throat”, where “guffaw” and “bellow” are both semantically
compatible with “deep”. A less normalising translation might have been whoopinglaugh. Although it does not roll off the tongue easily, and although it is not highly
uncommon, this shadow translation would have preserved the oxymoron.
normalised

perzikoortjes (gloss: peach ears) is a metaphor used to describe Aaron’s ears (which
are being contrasted to Sigerius’s cabbage ears (kroporen)) but in the context of a
sentence which describes them as doodgewoon (perfectly normal), it is an oxymoron.
The entire Dutch sentence reads: Aan Aarons eigen hoofd zaten twee doodgewone,
ongeschonden perzikoortjes. Syntactically this compound mirrors the other
compounds built around the head noun oor (e.g. kropoor and the triply hyphenated
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lik-op-stuk-oor) apart from the diminutive suffix -(t)je. And perhaps it was with
the diminutive in mind that the translator rendered the compound as “peachy-soft
ears” in “Aaron had a pair of perfectly normal, unblemished, peachy-soft ears”. The
English adverbial ending -y does, after all, resonate with the Dutch diminutive -je,
which itself has a softening effect. Nonetheless the English normalises the image, not
just because the translation avoids the unusual compound peach-ears but also because
it neutralises the oxymoron in the phrase doodgewone […] perzikoortjes: there is,
after all, nothing doodgewoon (perfectly normal) about peach-ears (perzikoortjes) .
However, perhaps the oxymoron is slightly less conspicuous in Dutch than it would
have been in English given that perzikoortjes, unusual though it is, is analogous to
the common Dutch compound perzikhuidje (peachy skin).
normalised

vaderschoot (gloss: father’s lap/apron) occurs in the sentence Vóórdat de verloren
zoon in de vaderschoot terugkeerde hadden drieletterwoorden in onze boerderij het
effect van schrikdraad. With zero hits in het reference corpus, the word vaderschoot
is unusual, and its unusualness stems from the oxymoronic clash between modifier
and head: the head noun schoot (‘lap’/ ‘apron’) is associated with the feminine (as
in the virgin’s lap meaning womb), whereas the word vader (‘father’) is obviously
masculine. (This would explain why moederschoot has 942 hits in nlTenTen, and
vaderschoot absolutely no hits). The translation, “Before the prodigal son had
returned to Daddy’s hearth and home, four-letter words were like electric fencing”
neutralises this clash. Vader is softened to “daddy” and schoot is masculinised to
“hearth and home”. It would have been possible to preserve the semantic clash in
translation as, say, father’s apron strings/lap or perhaps to dad’s maternal arms
without upsetting the balance of the sentence.
normalised

9.5.6 Personification
luxereet (gloss: luxury-ass) occurs in the sentences [ik zag] het deinen van een
bekende kont. De luxereet van Barbara Ann. The Barbara Ann in question is a
pleasure yacht moored to a pontoon. The sentence has been translated as “I spotted
the undulating of a familiar tush. Barbara Ann’s high-class ass.” The Dutch
compound is unusual in terms of frequency (with no hits in nlTenTen) and in terms
of designation (one does not usually refer to the stern of a boat as a reet). This is
reflected in the English where stern is designated by two anthropomorphic words,
namely the slang word “tush” and “ass”.
not normalised
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9.5.7
Puns
ademslag (gloss: breath-beat) combines two high-frequency Dutch compounds
(ademhaling [“breathing”] and hartslag [“heartbeat”]) into an unusual blend. It
occurs in the sentence Vanuit de verte dringt een zwaar gehijg tot hem door –
zijn eigen ademslag. A shadow translation capturing the unusualness of that blend
might have been his own breath-beat. Instead, ademslag has been translated as
the normal-sounding phrase “rhythm of his own breathing” (the string rhythm
of * breathing64 had 20 hits in enTenTen). The entire English sentence reads: “He
becomes aware of a distant, heavy panting—the rhythm of his own breathing”.
normalised

borstengraaierij (gloss: breast-groping) occurs in the following context: Sigerius’s
villainous son Wilbert worked for a while in the rolling mill of a steelworks
(warmbandwalserij in Dutch) and was accused by a female co-worker (a forty-one
year-old women who ran the steelworks cantine [een vrouw die de walserijkantine
beheerde]) of lascivious groping. The Dutch reads: Nadat de vrouw zich bij Harselaar
had beklaagd over ‘borstengraaierij […]’. The word borstengraaierij (with it’s –erij
ending) resonates with warmbandwalserij and walserijkantine, both of which occur
in the previous two sentences. This is not reflected in the English: “After the woman
had complained to Harselaar about ‘boob-grabbing’, […]” since “boob-grabbing”
is a fairly common term bearing no phonological or morphological resemblance to
the word “rolling mill”. Having said that, I cannot think of a compound that would
work, other than the long-winded and less arresting, she accused him of “milling
around her breasts”. Moreover, my shadow translation is not believable as a piece
of dialogue.
normalised but not in context

dicht-bij-zijn-bedshow (gloss: close-to-his-bed-show) contains a compact phrase
embedded in a compound. With zero hits in nlTenTen, it is an unusual expression
playing on the fixed idiom ver-van-mijn-bedshow, meaning ‘an issue that is not
directly of interest’ (literally – far from one’s bed). It refers to Sigerius’s massive
emotional involvement with his son’s criminal past – a past that Sigerius is incapable
of viewing from a distance. The expression is translated as “way-too-close-to-home
scenario”, which does full justice to the meaning in context but not to the Dutch
language pun. Not that I can think of a way of capturing that pun.
normalised but not in context

64 The wildcard * stands for one single word.
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klotekusser (gloss: crap/balls kisser) occurs in the following dialogue:
“Nu z’n kipje in Amerika met Jim én met Jeff ligt te naaien,’ gaf Björn toe,
‘en papa klotekusser niet meer ziet staan, gaat klotekus- ser geheimpjes
doorvertellen.’
This is an interesting compound because the modifier klote serves a double purpose
here: it is both an adjective meaning ‘shitty’ or ‘bloody awful’, and an object noun
phrase meaning ‘balls’ (as in ‘testicles’), derived from the plural noun kloten. So the
compound can be taken to mean either ‘shitty kisser’ or ‘testicle kisser’. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to find a compound in English that captures this exact pun, and
the translator has opted for the common compound “butt-kisser” in,
“Now that his chick’s o fucking Jim and Je in America,” Björn conceded, “and
Daddy can’t bear the sight of butt-kisser any more, butt-kisser’s gonna spread
some secrets.”
normalised

9.6
Denormalisation
This section lists and discusses the seven examples of denormalisation which I found
using the procedure outlined in Chapter 2.8. These were creative English compounds
which had no hits in the reference corpora and which are often the translations of
more commonplace Dutch compounds or phrases – hence the term ‘denormalisation’.
It should be noted, however, that my method only unearthed English compounds
which took the form of a single or hyphenated word. It was impossible to search for
compounds which were realised as two orthographic words seeing as Sketch Engine
cannot distinguish between two-word compounds and two-word phrases.
The seven examples which the program did find are presented here as follow:
the English compound is given first, in context, followed by the Dutch compound
to which the English compound corresponds.
9.6.1
Metaphor
assertiveness-eczema occurs in a sentence describing the university students who
Aaron loathed: “These guys had chronic assertiveness-eczema, scaly and white
as an out-of-date chocolate bar.” This extraordinary compound corresponds to the
Dutch phrase uitsloegen van de geldingsdrang, which contains the lexicalised
compound geldingsdrang (the normal Dutch word for assertiveness).
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half-yarns occurs in the sentence “Margriet Wijn does not spin half-yarns, or
concoct ordinary lies—she cultivates new realities.”. This is an inventive term
for half-truths, which in principle could have been used instead, given that the
ST phrase was halve waarheden (half truths) in: Margriet Wijn spint geen halve
waarheden, of gewone ordinaire leugens, ze plant nieuwe werkelijkheid aan. Note
too how the translator has inserted a second verb (“concoct”) to collocate with
“lies” so that he can set up a cohesive alliterative link between ‘concocting lies’
and ‘cultivating new realities’. This is similar to the cohesive alliterative link in the
Dutch between Margriet Wijn and halve waarheden.
mosshead occurs in the sentence where Sigerius’s son Wilbert is doing the talking;
specifically he is bragging about a fight he had with a guy: “So what do I do, I sneak
up behind him, let out a scream and grab him by his mosshead and drag him into
the ocean.” Although the compound Mosshead with a capital <M> occurs commonly
as a place name, it is rare as a common noun and even rarer as a way of describing
someone’s hair65 As such it denormalises the Dutch ST, which uses the conventional,
lexicalised compound kroeskop (‘a person with frizzy hair’) in Dus wat doe ik, ik
loop vlak achter hem, grijp hem plotseling schreeuwend bij z’n kroeskop en sleur
’m de zee in.
prickle-fingers occurs at one of the most dramatic moments in the novel. Siem
Sigerius is on the verge of being discovered stark-naked in his son-in-law Aaron’s
house, so he flees into the garden in an attempt not to be caught. The “pricklefingers” stand, metaphorically, for the conifer cones and needles that barefooted
Sigerius is treading on, but also for the other unsavory encounters that he has had
that evening: “He can only think of one thing: without dawdling he wriggles between
two man-sized conifers belonging to Aaron’s neighbor’s yard, for the second time
this evening he squeezes himself among countless prickle-fingers, the grainy sand
sucks itself deeper into the hole in the sole of his foot.” This compound corresponds
to the Dutch ST kriebelvingers, which carries the same metaphor, but which is less
unusual as a compound than the English. The Dutch ST reads: Hij kan maar één
ding verzinnen: zonder talmen wringt hij zichzelf tussen twee manshoge coniferen
die bij de tuin van Aarons buren horen, voor de tweede keer vanavond wurmt hij
zich tussen ontelbare kriebelvingers, het korrelige zand zuigt zich vast in het gat
onder zijn voetzool.
65 The Urban Dictionary (https://www.urbandictionary.com) has an entry for mosshead, namely “a
derogetory [sic] term for a black person” but the person referred to in the novel is white, and it is
unattested in enTenTen).
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spark-spattering describes the look in Aaron’s eyes after he has sunk into the
depths of a psychosis. This is how Sigerius’s daughter Joni describes him: “I was
so shocked by his face—eyes like spark-spattering transformer stations”. The
compound adjective “spark-spattering” is as unusual as it is vivid, and corresponds to
the common Dutch word spattend in Ik schrok zo van zijn blik – ogen als spattende
transformatiehuisjes.
9.6.2 Metonymy
jailbird-neck refers to Wilbert’s aggressive-looking neck, as described from the
point of view of his father Sigerius: “His face hardened, his right eyebrow crept
upwards in provocative amazement. He hoarded aggression, I could see it. He closed
his right eye and turned his head stiffly. He took a couple of seconds to loosen up his
jailbird-neck.” The ST compound to which it corresponds is bajesnek in Zijn gezicht
verstarde, zijn rechterwenkbrauw kroop omhoog van getergde verbazing. Ik zag
dat hij agressie oppotte. Hij sloot zijn rechteroog en draaide met zijn hoofd alsof
hij een stijve nek had. Hij maakte zijn brede bajesnek los, secondenlang. Although
the Dutch compound has not been lexicalised and is not frequent either, the English
perhaps stands out even more than the Dutch because of the recursion: “jaibird-neck”
is, after all, a compound within a compound.
sob-gob describes Joni’s face as viewed by Aaron, who feels that her crying makes
her look less pretty: “He compared Joni’s sob-gob with her usual Scandinavian
freshness.” This compound is a creative translation of the common compound
huilhoofd, which occurs in the following ST sentence Hij vergeleek Joni’s huilhoofd
eens rustig met haar gewoonlijke Scandinavische frisheid.
9.7
Summary and Discussion
As argued earlier in this chapter, Reeder faced a double challenge when he translated
Buwalda’s compounds into English: on the one hand the productivity of Dutch
compounds in general; on the other the creativity of Buwalda’s compounds in
particular. Using the methods outlined in Chapter 2, I found 47 creative compounds in
Bonita Avenue, i.e. compounds which were unattested in nlTenTen, highly infrequent
on the web, and which struck native speakers as unusual. Of the 47 compounds, 31
were translated as compounds and 16 by other means (e.g. phrases and sometimes
simplexes). This ratio (31/47) equates to 66% and is substantially higher than the
figure reported in Noninckx (2015), which revealed that only 40% of a corpus of
400 German compounds were rendered as compounds in English translation. In
addition we must remember that Noninckx was only looking at nominal compounds,
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so if we were to isolate the creative nominal compounds in Bonita Avenue then the
percentage rendered as compounds in English would increase to 73% (that is 29/40).
Of course differences in both source language and sample size make it impossible
to calibrate Noninkx’s 40% with the 73% observed here but perhaps we could take
this percentual gap as a broad indication that Reeder was acutely sensitive to the
compounding aspect of Buwalda’s style.
Indeed this chapter has revealed that many of Buwalda’s nominal compounds
were translated as unusual compounds in English even when there was an obvious
shadow translation in the form of a phrase. Thus, for example, koortsmail was
translated as the compound “panic-mail”, even though the phrase panicky email
was an obvious alternative; likewise vijftigersbuik, was translated as the unusual
compound “fifty-plus belly” even though it could have been rendered as the familiar
phrase middle-aged paunch. Moreover Reeder seemed to have internalised Buwalda’s
style to the extent that he also came up with creative compounds where Buwalda
had not: thus Buwalda’s halve waarheden became “half-yarns” in English and, from
a different grammatical category, Buwalda’s spattende became “spark-spattering”
in translation. Even more interestingly, perhaps, were Buwalda’s jongens die wit
uitsloegen van de geldingsdrang, who became “guys [who] had chronic assertivenesseczema”. Here the meaning conveyed by the lexicalised compound geldingsdrang
(‘assertiveness’) and the phrasal verb uitsloegen (‘to break out [in a rash]’) were
fused into the extraordinary compound “assertiveness-eczema”. Next to these there
were seven examples where Buwalda had used a compound in Dutch but where the
English compound seemed to stand out even more: for example, the transformation
of kroeskop into “mosshead”; or of huilhoofd into “sob-gob”. These instances of
denormalisation can perhaps been seen as (unconscious?) compensation for cases
where the creative compounds were lost in Dutch, as in woordkak /“verbal diarrhea”.
Finally, it is also worth noting that all but one of the N-N compounds (except
for where recursion was involved) were hyphenated. Thus the translation gave us
“party-knockers” and not party knockers; “flounder-mouth” and not flounder
mouth; “chutney-hawker” and not chutney hawker etc. The only exception to this
was “penance pearls”. This is worth noting because, as Kenny (2001, p. 97) said,
“creative writers attempt to confer a more universal status upon singular events or
situations by providing a ‘word’ for those events or situations”. And the translation
seems to pay heed to this, because although a hyphenated word is not a solid word,
it is more of a word than a compound cleaved in two by a space.
If Reeder’s translation was compound-sensitive, if he created new (hyphenated)
compounds on the fly, how did he render the rhetorical tropes? This is a separate
question from the compounding issue. For as we have seen, creative compounds can
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be normalised without necessarily changing the morphology (e.g. the translation
of klotekusser as “butt-kisser”, where inevitably the uniquely Dutch-language pun
was lost).
Of the ten compounds classified as Catachresis, seven (eetgraag, kapotgezworen,
kindervloekje, poepzitten, plopperzwaardje, rectorenschedel and stiefteefje)
kept their quirkiness and three were normalised. Interestingly, all three of the
normalised compounds deviated from the common pattern of a right noun-headed
binary compounds: two of the compounds had a verbal head doodgemokerd and
harenwringend, and the third (kutjepikandijvie) seemed to involve concatenation in
the sense that it is not clear where the head is.
The next category, Hyperbole (containing only one member hongerbekkens en
-nekjes) again did not conform to the typical compound pattern, in that it is elliptical.
Moreover the normalisation that there was, was compensated by the word ‘runt’.
Moving on to Metaphor: of the thirteen compounds in this category, eight became
unusual metaphors in English, i.e. they were not normalised; these were: aflaatparels,
bobbi-diertje, gedachtenbrand, kleuter-Rembrandt, koortsmail, rampplaneetje,
raviolineus, and schollenmond. Of the other five, two seemed to have been
normalised at first sight but upon closer analysis were ‘mitigated’ by compensation
or other co- or contextual factors; these were: appelstroopogen and kropoor. This
means that only three of the original thirteen compounds in this category had clearly
been normalised, that is flattened in English despite the availability of unusual
shadow translations. These were baantjeskannibaal, doodshoofdslak and woordkak.
In the category Metonymy, ten of the fourteen compounds (i.e. anabolenrug,
chutneyboer, drieletterafasie, druipsmoel, feestjopen, lik-op-stuk-oor, slagroomknieën,
Siemzeggers, vuurwerkvuistjes and zaadbalie) fully preserved the trope in translation,
mainly with literal renditions. And two others (i.e. vijftigersbuik and verradersluchtje)
even heightened the trope in translation. Of the remaining two, one (kino-kussen)
preserved the metonymy but was normalised to the extent that it was followed by an
explicitation, and the other (mayonaisevingers) completely removed it by adding the
past participle “covered” to give “mayonnaise-covered fingers”.
The category Oxymoron contained a group of four compounds whose elements
either bore a contradictory relationship to each other or a contradictory relationship
to elements in the immediate co-text. These were the rational/poetic contrast inherent
in cijfersdichters; the high/low contrast between gier- and diep in the phrase een
gierlach […] diep in Sigerius’ keel; the normal/abnormal contrast of doodgewone […]
perzikoortjes; and the male/female contrast inherent in the compound vaderschoot.
Interestingly all four of these were normalised in translation, adding (anecdotal)
evidence to what we have seen so far: the propensity of translators to normalise
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oxymora. Although, we have to remember too that Reeder’s phrase “doe-eyed skank”
introduced an element of oxymoron into the translation that was not there in the Dutch.
And finally, although all four compounds in the category Puns had been
normalised, three of them were language specific and difficult to capture in translation.
Summing up the figures, only ten of the 47 highly unusual compounds
were normalised fully and a further five were normalised but with mitigating
circumstances. Interestingly, it was in the category of oxymoron that ALL the
compounds underwent normalisation. Of course the numbers are too small, and the
categories too fuzzy, to draw any firm conclusions (there were, after all, only four
compounds within this category), but taken together with the other case studies,
there does seem to be a tendency on the part of translators to normalise oxymora
more than any other trope (except for language specific puns). This observation about
oxymora will be discussed further in the Chapter 10.
As if to compensate for these ‘losses’, Reeder also invented seven creative
compounds in the style of Buwalda where no creative compound was present in
the ST. As I explained earlier, Sketch Engine could only detect compounds if they
took the form of a single or hyphenated word. It is therefore entirely possible that
the seven denormalised compounds found here were only a subset of the total set of
English denormalised compounds. This fact only strengthens our impression that
Reeder’s translation was highly creative (and resistant to normalisation), except
when it came to oxymora.
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10
General Discussion

Building on research conducted by Vanderauwera (1985) and Kenny (2001) I have
spent the last nine chapters exploring the question of normalisation in translation. I
have done so by focusing on six contemporary Dutch novels and their translations
into English by six top-notch translators.66 The question I asked was: ‘Have creative
compounds and creative adjective-noun bigrams been normalised in translation?’,
and the general answer I arrived at was: the translators in this study tended not to
normalise, except perhaps when it came to oxymora. But my research also revealed
unique stylistic fingerprints for each translator, and unique stylistic features for each
co-text. So, I will begin by briefly revisiting these unique fingerprints and features
(in 10.1 and 10.2) before going on to examine my general findings (in 10.3) along
with their significance (in 10.4 to 10.7).
10.1
Unique Translators
At the level of the individual translator my research has shown – as surely we might
expect – that translators differ from one another in how, and to what extent, they
normalise, denormalise and ‘mitigate’ normalisation: each has their own style. David
Colmer, for instance, in his translation of De helaasheid der dingen, showed himself
to be master of alliteration with his “boozed-up bards”, “boozed-up barmaids” and
“mephistophelean maniac”. He also added a number of transferred epithets (e.g.
truttig lemonade zopen became “guzzling tight-arsed lemonade”), a stylistic trait
that no other translator in this study shared.
By contrast, Sam Garrett not only avoided adding transferred epithets to his
translation of De inscheper, he actually removed them, thus undoing the hypallage
of the Dutch in a couple of cases (e.g. laconieke ogen became “carefree look in his
eyes”). However, Garrett was uniquely daring in his denormalisation, giving us the
bullish “chthonic roar” (for the more conventional diepe ruisen) and “bolted-down
horizon” (for the more normal besloten horizon).
In her translation of Sluitertijd, Ina Rilke seemed, on the surface, to normalise
quite a bit. But when we dug deeper, we discovered a master of implicitation: a
translator ‘relanguaging’ in a myriad of subtle ways, giving us, for instance, the
compact “ripple of curiosity and surprise” for Er deinde plotseling een lichte
66 This includes Rupert, een bekentenis, which was used for illustrative purposes in Chapter 2.
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opschudding door de winkel, een opgewekte verrassing); the subtle “wealth of
afflictions” for ziekelijke rijkdom; and the visceral “gouges” for onherroepelijk relief.
These implicitations even made us re-question what it means to normalise.
Susan Massotty stood out in this study as the only translator of exophonic
literature (i.e. the novel Spijkerschrift). Here she found herself engaged in a double
act of translation, translating an author who, in a sense, had translated himself into
Dutch from Persian. Here we noticed a tendency to ‘correct’, mainly at the level of
the syntax because most of the couleur locale conveyed by the lexis had been kept.
And finally Jonathan Reeder, in his translation of Bonita Avenue, recreated
Buwalda’s unique compounding style, giving us a suite of innovative English
compounds, including words like “thoughtburn” (for gedachtenbrand), “half-yarns”
(halve waarheden) and “sob-gob” (for huilhoofd).*
The individual differences noted here are an addition to a growing body of
research on translators’ unique stylistic fingerprints (e.g. Saldahna 2005, Bosseaux
2007, Wang & Li 2012), and an accidental contribution to research on the translation
of exophonic literature.67
10.2 Unique Linguistic Contexts
At the level of the text, my research has shown that normalisation can be mitigated
in a myriad of individual ways; it has shown that practically every bit of co-text
matters, whether we are talking about the priming effects of, for instance, the d’s
in neerduikelende dieren in the source text De inscheper; or the alliterative effects
of “The first to let the amber fluid fuddle him is our Herman” in the target text The
Misfortunates.
However, if we take a step back from the individual translators, their novels, and
from the minutiae of the text, there are certainly some generalisations to be made.
10.3 Three Generalisations
The first generalisation is the flip-side to the point made in 10.2: normalisation is
a slippery concept. In order to say whether or not a bigram or compound has been
normalised, we always need to take co-text into account: a co-text which varies with
every single example. This is an obvious point (indeed it has been made before, e.g.
by Pym, 2005) but it is a point worth reiterating given the growing trend in empirical
translation studies to extrapolate from a handful of simple features (e.g. Cappelle &
Loock, 2017; Evert & Neumann 2017).
67 Accidental because exophonic literature was not the focus of my study. However, my observations
about the translation of Spijkerschrift corroborated Wright’s (2010) findings regarding the translation of exophonic authors of German novels.
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The second generalisation takes us to the heart of the matter: this study has
sketched a different picture to the landscape painted by Vanderauwera (1985)
where “translators of Dutch fiction exhibited reserve in rendering unusual and
mannered imagery and word choice in the target text” (p. 108). Vanderauwera
reported overwhelming evidence of normalisation (although of course her report
was not based on a digital corpus like my own (see Chapter 1.4)) whereas this study,
conducted thirty years later, revealed a great number of unusual forms and images
in English translation from Dutch. It examined in detail 106 adjective-noun bigrams
and 47 compounds, giving a total of 153 linguistically idiosyncratic forms.68 Of these,
82 (54%) were rendered into idiosyncratic English in translation and a further 37
(24%) were normalised but not in context; i.e. their normalisation was mitigated or
compensated by the co-text. That left only 34 items (22%) which were classified as
fully normalised out of the entire NL>EN dataset of 153 items. In addition, my study
unearthed 30 ‘denormalised’ bigrams and compounds. These were creative bigrams
or compounds in the target texts which did not correspond to creative bigrams or
compounds in the source texts.
The third generalisation builds upon the second: whilst there was ample evidence
that the translators of Dutch literature in this study did not exhibit “reserve in
rendering unusual and mannered imagery and word choice in the target text”, they
seemed to normalise oxymora more than any other trope. This was most visible in
Man on the Move and Bonita Avenue. In Man on the Move, six out of the ten ST
oxymora turned out to be normalised in the TT, and a further two (although not
classified as normalised for independent reasons) lost their oxymoronic quality in
translation; in Bonita Avenue all four of the ST oxymora were normalised in the
TT. This is noteworthy given that these two translations were otherwise brimming
with creative lexis.
A tendency to normalise oxymora was also detectable in Shutterspeed: four
of the five instances of ST oxymora were normalised. However, it was sometimes
hard to disentangle this from the implicitation (see Chapter 7.5) which characterised
Rilke’s translation style as a whole. And finally two of the four ST oxymora were
normalised in David Colmer’s translation of The Misfortunates.
10.4
Implications
This tendency to normalise oxymoron (if indeed it is a tendency) is an exciting
finding because, as far as I am aware, there are no other studies which have made, or
investigated, this specific claim. Moreover, if it turned out to be widespread, it could
68 These 153 forms include the four creative bigrams extracted from Spijkerschrift (discussed in
Chapter 8) but not the more usual bigrams made extraordinary by the context.
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have interesting implications for both cultural and cognitive theories of translation.
As far as cultural theories go, it would reinforce the image of the translator as a
cultural mediator, a mediator who feels the need to iron out contradictions, to make
texts make sense (see Pym, 2015). As far as cognitive theories go, it could, for
instance, lead to interesting research on reaction times to translating incongruent
linked items such as oxymoronic bigrams. This idea, inspired by reading I have
done on the Stroop effect, is purely speculative. But it would complement research
like Miller and Kroll (2002). However, to qualify for any of this, the tendency to
normalise oxymora would also have to qualify as a probabilistic law (Toury, 1995:
p. 69). And there’s the rub…
10.5 The Thorny Question of Statistics
My claim that oxymora are prone to normalisation is an exciting claim indeed.
You can almost imagine it having its very own name – The Oxymoron Hypothesis,
perhaps? But as seductive as all this may seem, it is freighted with methodological
problems. In Chapter 3, we saw how fuzzy definitions of rhetorical tropes are – how
oxymoron criss-crosses with and merges into a number of other rhetorical tropes.
This fuzziness makes my oxymoron hypothesis (at least as it has been configured
here) singularly unsuited to statistical analysis, because the data which fed into it fail
to comply with basic standards of clean input. Put another way, given the fuzziness
of the data, it would be easy to obtain results which look statistically more significant
than they actually are. To unpack this argument further, let’s consider some laws of
probability (and improbability) as expounded by David Hand, Emeritus Professor
at Imperial College London and former President of the Royal Statistical Society,
in his book The Improbability Principle: Why Coincidences, Miracles, and Rare
Events Happen Every Day (2014).69
Hand’s laws do not describe dry probabilities. Mostly they describe people, and
what people do to skew probabilities in their favour. Hand came up with six main
laws, three of which are particularly pertinent here; and we will begin with The Law
of Near Enough. This law states that:
events which are sufficiently similar are regarded as identical. It accepts as a
match things which are in fact merely similar. By doing so, it expands the number
of potential matches. (Hand, 2017, p. 164).

69 Although Hand wrote his book in order to explain why it is that highly improbable events seem
to keep on happening (hence the title The Improbability Principle), his laws relate to statistical
input in general. They are the principles that everyone should think about before launching into
any kind of statistical analysis to try and establish the statistical validity of their findings.
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This law was clearly at work in the case studies, for my whole categorisation process
involved finding near matches: the bigram gelakte kereltjes (gloss: varnished/
lacquered young chaps), for instance, was classified as antipersonification along with
gepolitoerde jochies (gloss: french-polished lads) but it could have been classified as
metonymy. And gepolitoerde jochies in its turn could perhaps have been classified
as an oxymoron because the smoothness of the polish contrasts with the roughness
of the lads. (This is Wittgenstein coming back to haunt us again - see Chapter 3.5)
Next, let’s consider The Law of Look Elsewhere.70 This law, as the label
suggests, describes our propensity to look elsewhere if we fail to find what we
want in the first place we looked. And this is something I am guilty of too. In in my
analysis of Bonita Avenue, for instance, I classified the compound perzikoortjes as
an oxymoron not because it was internally oxymoronic but because the compound
as a whole clashed paradoxically with the word doodgewoon (dead normal), which
appeared earlier in the sentence. In other words, in the process of collecting my data
I took the liberty of looking beyond the compound, which was the declared unit of
analysis for that chapter. More generally, my whole approach to deciding whether or
not something had been normalised hinged on the idea of having to look elsewhere:
on the idea of having to look beyond the bigram or compound and into the co-text.
Finally, let’s consider The Law of Inevitability: “This is a simple and often
overlooked observation, and one that in a real sense underlies everything else: it’s
the simple fact that something must happen” [ibid, p. 75]. This law can be seen at
work in what statisticians call ‘outcome switching’, which is where you change what
you are going to count after you have started counting. As it happens, there is an
element of outcome shifting in this PhD as well. The truth is I never set out to count
creative bigrams and compounds in terms of rhetorical tropes; initially I classified
and counted them in terms of themes such as nature/ time/ people/ bodily functions
etc.. It was only a couple of years into my research that my focus shifted to rhetorical
tropes because tropes seemed to throw more light on the data. As innocuous as this
move might seem (after all, don’t most people shift focus in some way during the
course of their PhD?),71 when it comes to establishing the statistical validity of your
70 Hand actually calls this law “The Look Elsewhere Effect” (a term originally coined by particle
physicists to describe apparently significant clusters of particles which are in fact chance artefacts
of vast datasets) but for the sake of symmetry, let’s call this a law too.
71 As if to confirm this, the venerable Susan Bassnett (in an interview which can be found on Anthony
Pym’s educational website for PhD candidates) states the following: “What I tell my incoming
students is that just because they have established a clear methodology and a clear set of parameters, it doesn’t mean that the thesis can’t grow and change: it is essential that it does grow and
change. So as a general rule of thumb, I tend to say: ‘If you’re still thinking in the same way at
the end of two years […] then there’s something wrong because your ideas haven’t developed’”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCUMVN2r4OE]. What Bassnett seems to be saying here is
that focus-shifting (or parameter-shifting, as she might call it) is an integral and desirable part of
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findings, focus-shifting can be pernicious. To understand how, think of the card game
Twenty Ones (whose goal it is to get five cards which add up to twenty-one)72 and
imagine this: you have been dealt your hand, you study it, and then you decide on
the basis of your hand, which happens to add up to nineteen, that you are no longer
playing Twenty Ones, but Nineteens instead!73 It is easy to see how a player will
win if she changes her goal after her hand of cards has been dealt. It is less easy to
see how a PhD candidate can ‘win’ if she changes her goal after her hand of data
has been dealt. But the bias is there and it exploits this law, The Law of Inevitability,
which says: something’s got to happen.
Taken together, these three laws – The Law of Near Enough, The Law of Look
Elsewhere and The Law of Inevitability – combine and intertwine to produce The
Probability Lever (ibid, pp. 141-163), an unfair advantage which gives the researcher
maximum leverage over her data, creating a false sense of significance, and thereby
vastly increasing the likelihood of her hypothesis appearing to be right.
It seems, then, that we must abandon the very idea of statistical significance. For
to hold onto it here would be to dig ourselves deep into an impasse: On the one hand
(as demonstrated throughout Part 2), the specific details of co- and context matter
massively. On the other (as laid out by Hand’s laws), the more we take co- and context
into account the more we undermine the statistical significance of the findings.
So given that the notion of statistical significance is untenable here, could my
findings be significant in any other way? To answer this question, we should take
an even bigger step back and ask what kind of discipline Translation Studies is. Is
it an empirical discipline? Or is it also a hermeneutic (interpretive) field of study
as well – a field which can never be fully comprehended from the outside, but one
which also needs to be experienced from the inside?74
10.6

Understanding/Experiencing from the Inside – Is TS also a hermeneutic
field of study?
This is a rhetorical question because, I think, by this stage in the proceedings the
answer has to be ‘yes’. To see this, let’s return to Daniel Hahn, award-winning
the PhD process.
72 There are a number of variations to this game, but this is irrelevant to the argument.
73 This example comes from: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0003jhq.
74 Hermeneutics has a long and complicated history (see Steiner, 1975 and Hermans, 2009), and the
question of whether TS should be regarded as an empirical discipline or as a hermeneutic field of
study has been prone to long and tortuous debates (see, for instance, the Forum pages of Target 12:1,
12:2 (2000) and Target 13:1 (2001)). I will not delve into those debates here but, for the purposes
of this brief discussion, simply define hermeneutic(s) as ‘understanding or experiencing from the
inside’.
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translator and former chairman of the Society of Authors, who I quoted in the
introduction to the case studies:
When a publisher commissions me to translate a novel, I do work under the
pretence that I’m writing not a translation but the translation. That’s the pretence,
and aspiration – as though what I’m writing is not personal and defined by its
million individual choices, and not contingent. And yet I know, of course, that it
must be, because another translator will notice things in the original that I don’t,
or I’ll choose to privilege things that she won’t; because my palette for expression
in English will be different from hers, because we all as writers of English have
languages that are distinct, words or constructions we particularly like or don’t.
Here we get a sense of the translator and his million individual choices. (A million is
no exaggeration. The laws of combinatorics and permutations teach us that, even for
a short stretch of text, the combined effects of all the features we have encountered
– alliteration, eye rhyme, end-weight principle, the phonetic contour of the sentence,
register, connotation, association etc. etc. etc. – multiply exponentially into the
millions). These choices – these conscious or unconscious responses to multiple
features in the co- and context – are individual because no two translators, when they
“look elsewhere” within the co- and context, will look in exactly the same places. We
also get a sense of how a translator might privilege certain meanings (by matching
words to concepts “which are merely similar”) that another might not see. And at a
more general level, we get the sense that Hand’s laws – especially The Law of Look
Elsewhere and The Law of Near Enough – are woven into the very act of translating.
And the beauty of all this is that we can appeal to Hand’s laws – laws which lie at
the heart of statistics – to endorse a hermeneutic approach to TS. (That should take
the wind out of the sails of those TS scholars who criticise statistical wisdom for its
“scientificity and rigidity” [see Brownlie in Baker and Saldahna, 2009]).
If Hand’s laws force us to abandon the notion of statistical significance, if they
incline us towards a more hermeneutic approach, what kind of significance is left?
One answer to this question is: empowerment.
10.7
Empowerment
A case for empowering translators was famously made by Maria Tymoczko in her
long and learned tome Enlarging Translation, Empowering Translators (2007).
But Tymoczko’s monograph is a work of such erudition and abstraction that it is a
challenge to identify with her ideas – a challenge, you could say with a touch of irony,
to read her ideas hermeneutically. (After all, in his essay “Hermeneutics” (published
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in Bowie, 1998, p. 12) Schleiermacher stresses the importance of “grasping […] the
individual”, something which gets a little lost in Tymoczko’s book.) So, to truly
identify with this issue of empowerment, perhaps we should turn to the novel.
One novel that seems perfect for the job is David Lodge’s Small World (1984),
a scene from which portrays a writer disempowered by the new-fangled discipline
of Corpus Stylistics. Although Lodge depicts a writer of literature here, his take on
empowerment might equally apply to the translator of literature – for, as we have
seen, literary translators are writers too.
In the passage quoted below, we meet a novelist called Frobisher who, midcareer, is awarded an honorary degree by the “University of Rummidge” for his
services to literature. After the ceremony, Robin Dempsey, head of the new Centre
for Computational Stylistics (housed in “a prefabricated hut with a couple of sheep
cropping the grass outside” and staffed only by Dempsey and a technician called
Josh), invites Frobisher round to give him “a little souvenir of the day” – a printout
of a corpus analysis of his entire oeuvre. Frobisher is not as pleased as Dempsey
had imagined. We join Frobisher six years later, drowning his sorrows in a pub and
confessing to his friend Persse what an ordeal the whole experience had been. The
dialogue begins with Frobisher recounting his conversation with Dempsey:
“[…] ‘Anyway’, he [Dempsey] went on, ‘when we heard that the University
was going to give you an honorary degree, we decided to make yours the first
complete corpus in our tape archive.’ ‘What does that mean?’ I said. ‘It means,’
he said, holding up a flat metal canister rather like the sort you keep film spools
in, ‘It means that every word you’ve ever published is in here.’ His eyes gleamed
with a kind of manic glee, like he was Frankenstein, or some kind of wizard, as
if he had me locked up in that flat metal box. Which in a way, he had. ‘What’s
the use of that?’ I asked. ‘What’s the use of it?’ he said, laughing hysterically.
‘What’s the use? Let’s show him Josh.’ And he passed the canister to the other
guy, who takes out a spool of tape and fits it onto one of the machines. ‘Come
over here,’ says Dempsey, and sits me down in front of a kind of typewriter with
a TV screen attached. ‘With that tape,’ he said, ‘we can request the computer to
supply us with any information we like about your idiolect.’ ‘Come again?’ I said.
‘Your own special, distinctive, unique way of using the English language. What’s
your favourite word?’ ‘My favourite word? I don’t have one.’ ‘Oh yes you do!’ he
said. ‘The word you use most frequently.’ ‘That’s probably the or a or and,’ I said.
He shook his head impatiently. ‘We instruct the computer to ignore what we call
grammatical words – articles, prepositions, pronouns, modal verbs, which have
a high frequency rating in all discourse. Then we get to the real nitty-gritty, what
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we call the lexical words, the words that carry a distinctive semantic content.
Words like love or dark or heart or God.’ So he taps away on the keyboard and
instantly my favourite word appears on the screen. What do you think it was?’
“Beer?” Persse ventured.
Frobisher looked at him a shade suspiciously through his owlish spectacles
and shook his head. “Try again.”
“I don’t know, I’m sure,” said Persse.
Frobisher paused to drink and swallow, then looked solemnly at Persse.
“Grease,” he said, at length.
“Grease?” Persse repeated blankly.
“Grease. Greasy. Greased. Various forms and applications of the root, literal
and metaphorical. I didn’t believe him at first. I laughed in his face. Then he
pressed a button and the machine began listing all the phrases in my works
in which the word grease appears in one form or another. There they were,
streaming across the screen in front of me, faster than I could read them, with
page references and line numbers. The greasy floor, the roads greasy with rain,
the grease-stained cuff, the greasy jam butty, his greasy smile, the greasesmeared table, the greasy small change of their conversations, even, would you
believe it, his body moved in hers like a well-greased piston. I was flabbergasted, I
can tell you. My entire oeuvre seemed to be saturated in grease. I’d never realised
I was so obsessed with the stuff. Dempsey was chortling with glee, pressing
buttons to show what my other favourite words were. Grey and grime were high
on the list, I seem to remember. I seemed to have a penchant for depressing words
beginning with a hard ‘g’. Also sink, smoke, feel, struggle, run and sensual.
Then he started to refine the categories. The parts of the body I mentioned most
often were hand and breast, usually one on the other. The direct speech of male
characters was invariably introduced by the simple tag he said, but the speech
of women by a variety of expressive verbal groups, she gasped, she sighed, she
whispered urgently, she cried passionately. All my heroes have brown eyes, like
me. Their favourite expletive is bugger. The women they fall in love with tend to
have Biblical names, especially ones beginning with ‘R’ – Ruth, Rachel, Rebecca,
and so on. I like to end chapters with a short moodless sentence.”
“You remember all this from six years ago?” Persse marvelled.
“Just in case I might forget, Robin Dempsey gave me a printout of the whole
thing, popped it into a folder and gave it to me to take home. ‘A little souvenir
of the day,’ he was pleased to call it. Well I took it home, read it on the train,
and the next morning, when I sat down at my desk and tried to get on with my
novel, I found I couldn’t. Every time I wanted an adjective, greasy would spring
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into my mind. Every time I wrote he said, I would scratch it out and write he
groaned or he laughed, but it didn’t seem right – but when I went back to he
said, that didn’t seem right either, it seemed predictable and mechanical. Robin
and Josh had really fucked me up between them. I’ve never been able to write
fiction since.”
He ended, and emptied his tankard in a single draught.
“That’s the saddest story I ever heard,” said Persse.
(Lodge 1984: 183-185)
The words grease, grime and groaned might have been significant for Dempsey,
but once they were “locked up in that flat mental box”, they lost all significance for
Frobisher, depriving him of the ability – the power – to write. But this witty (and
poignant) portrayal of disempowerment could equally be seen as a humorous call
for empowerment. The question is, then, how could poor Frobisher have felt more
empowered? To begin with, he might have had more of a sense of agency if he had
been given a choice in the matter, if he had participated in the project; but as a mere
object of analysis, Frobisher could never identify with the findings.
This, I hope, will not be the case for my literary translators, who have generously
contributed to this study by providing me with pdfs and encouraging me to examine
their work. I want these talented translators – David Colmer, Sam Garrett, Michele
Hutchison, Susan Massotty, Jonathan Reeder and Ina Rilke – to feel empowered, if
they so wish, by the technology I have used: Word Sketch, my off-label use of Sketch
Engine’s Word List function, and much more besides. I want them to feel inspired by
the Appendices (“a little souvenir of the day”!) much like you feel inspired to think
up new words by repeatedly pressing on the Shuffle button in a game of Wordfeud.
But most of all I want them to take issue with my analysis. As for my theory about
normalising oxymora: they may see something in it. But whatever the case, I am oh
so curious to hear their response.
10.8 And finally…
This thesis has looked at how translators translate; the following article (which I
published in Target 30(1), 2018 and which constitutes the next chapter – Chapter
11) looks at the why. It is called On Randomness and goes more deeply, and perhaps
more disturbingly, into the notion of empowerment discussed here.
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11
On randomness75

ABSTRACT
Andrew Chesterman’s 2008 article “On Explanation” examines what it means to
explain translational phenomena. In doing so, it explores the nature of explanation
itself and raises one crucial question: How much is beyond explanation? In other
words, to what extent could translational phenomena be due to mere chance? This
article addresses this question by drawing on six landmark experiments within the
field of psychology. These experiments suggest (1) that we, as translators, might
unknowingly be injecting random elements into our translations, and (2) that we, as
Translation Studies scholars, might be ‘seeing’ causes in that randomness where there
are none. This article also draws on psychologist Daniel Kahneman’s ideas about the
‘illusion of causation’ and on Nassim Taleb’s definition of randomness within the
humanities and social sciences. It concludes by arguing that retrospective explanations
of translations should pay far more than lip service to the notion of chance.
Explanations are ubiquitous, come in a variety of forms and
formats, and are used for a variety of purposes. Yet, one of
the most striking features about most explanations is their
limitations. For most natural phenomena and many artificial
ones, the full set of relations to be explained is enormous, often
indefinitely large and far beyond the grasp of any one individual.
(Keil 2006, p. 235)
11.1
Introduction
In 1985 Ria Vanderauwera published a much-cited work called Dutch Novels
Translated into English: The Transformation of a “Minority” Literature, in which
she described various forms of normalisation discovered in the English translations
of a corpus of Dutch novels. The explanatory framework she used to account for
her findings was grounded in polysystems theory and the ideas of the manipulation
school. In other words, Vanderauwera explained normalisation largely in terms
of translation norms and the pressures imposed by various cultural institutions
including publishing houses.
75 This chapter was first published as a paper in Target 30:1 (2018).
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The years following Vanderauwera’s work witnessed a boom in corpus and case
studies on literary translation with a concomitant drive to explain the data. Whilst a
number of studies continued to explain literary translations in terms of norms (e.g.,
Laviosa 2002, p. 57), cultural forces (e.g., Lefevere 1992; Bassnett and Lefevere
1998), or the unconscious (e.g., Venuti 2002), the last thirty years have seen a growing
interest in other types of explanation too. Translation Studies (henceforth TS)
scholars with an interdisciplinary bent have been suggesting possible new sources
of explanation to be had from areas such as psychology (e.g., Jääskeläinen 2002;
Hubscher-Davidson 2009), cognitive science (e.g., House 2013) and neuroscience
(e.g., Tymoczko 2012). In addition, TS scholars with a philosophical bent have been
probing the nature of explanation itself (e.g., Pym 1998; Chesterman 1998, 2008;
Brownlie 2003). These studies have enriched the discipline immensely but at the
same time show how the search for explanations is a quest that never ends.
This paper is intended for anybody who, like the present author, is investigating
the linguistic features of a parallel corpus of literary texts and might be asked
to ‘explain’ their data in terms of the ‘wider context,’ involving recent or not-sorecent past events. It argues that any attempt to ‘explain’ the linguistic features
of translations in retrospect must take randomness or chance76 seriously into
account. It is inspired by Andrew Chesterman’s 2008 paper “On Explanation” and
his eponymous lecture delivered in 2011 (uploaded to Anthony Pym’s educational
channel in 2014). However, it departs from Chesterman in one important respect:
whereas Chesterman raises the subject of randomness in relation to quantum physics,
this paper follows Taleb (2010) in adopting a definition of randomness that is more
directly relevant to the social sciences and humanities.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 11.2 summarises Chesterman’s
ideas on explanation (themselves a synthesis of ideas inherited from linguist
William Croft and from philosophers Wesley Salmon and Georg von Wright) and
his concerns about randomness. Section 11.3 sketches the distinction between two
broad types of randomness, namely, true randomness and randomness related
to incomplete information. Section 11.4 introduces Kahneman’s work on the
‘machinery of cognition’ and cognitive errors, and explores how these might relate
to randomness. Section 11.5 describes six psychological experiments which illustrate
cognitive errors. Section 11.6 relates these experiments to translation and translation
scholarship, arguing that randomness should be given pride of place in our retrospective
accounts of translated texts. Section 11.7 provides some concluding remarks.

76 The terms ‘chance’ and ‘randomness’ are being used interchangeably here.
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11.2
Chesterman on explanation
The following is an attempt to summarise the main points of Chesterman’s
2008 article and 2011 lecture. Like any attempt to summarise, it runs the risk of
oversimplification. Readers who are interested in pursuing these ideas are therefore
urged to consult the originals.
Chesterman begins both his article and lecture by emphasising the pragmatic
nature of explanation: the success of an explanation can be measured by how well it
satisfies the questioner’s desire to know. According to such a pragmatic view, myths
count as explanations too. But if “an explanation is indeed true, it also contributes to
knowledge” (Chesterman 2008, 364). In an attempt to show how explanations can
contribute to knowledge, Chesterman draws on the theories of Croft (as given in
Halverson 2003, Salmon 1998 and von Wright [1971] 2004). Following Croft, he starts
by challenging the distinction between description and explanation. Explanation is
not necessarily something beyond description: by describing, defining, ordering,
categorising and generalising we can reduce our sense of puzzlement; all these things
give rise to the feeling of having had something explained and thus to a feeling of
understanding (ibid.).77
Beyond description and generalisation is causal explanation. Following von
Wright, Chesterman posits four types – (1) causal proper (the preserve of the hard
sciences), (2) quasi-causal, (3) teleological and (4) quasi-teleological (frequently used
in biology) – arguing that of the four types only the second and third are basic to TS.
But where does the taxonomy discussed above come from? Chesterman suggests that
scholars like von Wright and Salmon are the intellectual descendants of Aristotle,
whose work on causation laid the foundations for how we think about explanation
in the humanities today (p. 370). Aristotle posited four types of causes: material
cause, final cause, formal cause and efficient cause, which to a large extent overlap
with the categories already discussed. For a fuller account of Aristotle’s taxonomy,
as interpreted by scholars today, see Pym (1998), Siobhan Brownlie (2003) and
Chesterman (2008).
Having explored different ways of explaining, Chesterman is at pains to point
out that TS should not rely on one type of explanation alone because “most, if
not all, explanations are only [explanations] to some extent” (Chesterman 2008, p.
365). Appealing to the underdetermination thesis (the view that for any given set of
observations, more than one explanation is possible),78 he concludes that multiple
77 In the lecture version of “On Explanation,” Chesterman (2011) actually proposes four broad types
of explanation: generalisation, causation, unification and contextualisation. In the article version
(2008), contextualisation is subsumed under unification. I have kept to the classification given in
the article.
78 See also Anthony Pym’s Chapter 6 “Uncertainty” in his Exploring Translation Theories (2010,
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explanations might get us closer to the truth. As an example of good practice, he
cites Siobhan Brownlie (2003) who “uses four sources of explanation for observed
characteristics in different English translations of some French philosophical texts”
(Chesterman 2008, p. 376).
In addition to exploring the relationship between description and explanation,
Chesterman also makes us think about the relationship between explanation
and prediction, arguing that it is often easier to explain than to predict because
explanations can be found after the event. In his lecture he gives an example of a
farmer falling through the ice of a frozen lake in Finland:
When farmer Jones goes over the ice in his tractor and drowns […], I can easily
explain that he did it because he thought the ice was thicker than it really was.
But it would have been much too difficult to predict that […] it would have been
precisely [farmer Jones] going out over the ice. (transcribed from Chesterman 2011)
Chesterman ends both his talk and his article with one crucial caveat: some things
are beyond explanation because of the role played by chance. Twentieth-century
developments in quantum physics, he warns us, just go to show how much of what
we take to be certain is actually random. He substantiates his claim by quoting Nobel
laureate physicist Max Born as cited in Kaplan and Kaplan (2006, p. 277):
I think chance is a more fundamental conception than causality; for whether, in a
concrete case, a cause-effect relation holds or not can only be judged by applying
the laws of chance to the observation.(Chesterman 2008, p. 378)
In his talk, Chesterman then goes on to warn us that if the hard sciences are plagued
by randomness, then this will certainly be the case for the social sciences. In the
next section we explore this warning further.
11.3 Randomness and its relation to TS
A good place to begin our exploration is by noting that Chesterman only talks
about randomness in general. It is useful, however, to distinguish between two
sorts: (1) true or intrinsic randomness (e.g., Brownian motion, the haphazard
motion of particles in liquid or gas) and (2) randomness which has to do with lack
of information (e.g., contextual or subconscious factors which are not known and
not manifestly relevant to the task at hand). No amount of information can reduce
the first type of randomness, but the second type of randomness should be reduced
pp. 90–119).
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once more information is known. At least in theory. However, as will be argued later,
when it comes to retrospective explanation the amount of unknown information (e.g.,
contextual or subconscious factors which are not manifestly relevant to the task at
hand) might be so vast that the distinction between the two types of randomness
could be considered immaterial.
The idea that seemingly task-irrelevant factors can affect translation is not new to
TS. In his analysis of Alan Bass’s translation of Derrida, Venuti (2002, p. 39) argued
that the translator’s slip of the pen79 could be seen as the covert fulfilment of a wish:
“The signifying chain created by the translator […] replaces it with the translator’s
own unconscious desire, a desire for a particular meaning.”
Douglas Robinson (1991, p. 36) argued that the way we translate “is always
idiosomatically grounded,” that is, grounded in a “body response” or gut reaction
to the text and to what counts as equivalence. Moreover, these responses are often
“personal, unique, based on [our own] idiosomatic experience” (ibid.) and as such
also hidden from view.
Writers like these, beacons of the translator’s turn, paved the way for including
emotion into the discourse about translation. A later example is Hubscher-Davidson
(2013), who appealed to the TS community to consider the effect that emotional
intelligence and personality have on the output of translators and interpreters.
But more recently Chantal Wright (2016, pp. 64–65), following Clive Scott,
suggested that beyond the subconscious, beyond bodily responses and personality
types, there are many other seemingly irrelevant factors that might impinge upon
the cognitive task of translation:
The text is reborn […] through a particular person in a particular time and place.
That time and place are much more specific than the UK in the second decade of
the twenty-first century. As I read, I have “moments of turning away” [Scott 2012,
59], so for example, the fact that I am translating a particular text while sitting in
the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-upon-Avon on a rainy but warmish October
day, when the heating inside is overly eager, making it hard for me to concentrate,
while outside the slow-moving gardener spreads out an old embroidered green
tablecloth to catch the hedge clippings, and an orange tabby who must belong to
one of the neighbouring houses meows to be allowed to enter the world of books
(I should wash my hands before I stroke my own cats when I return home, just in
case she has fleas or ringworm), this fact will form part of my reading experience,

79 In his translation, Bass used the demonstrative that to translate the French un, which according to
Venuti completely reversed Derrida’s intended meaning.
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and “what is autobiographical in reading becomes compositional” (ibid., 67) and
hence will influence the text that I create.
Impinging upon cognition here is the rain, the heating, the slow-moving gardener,
the cat and the translator’s desire to wash her hands, etc.; and all these things could
potentially interfere with the cognitive task of translating. It is (the processing of)
contextual factors like these – factors which do not specifically relate to emotions
but to what Kahmenan calls more generally “the machinery of cognition” – that we
address next. Section 11.4 explains what Kahneman means by “the machinery of
cognition”; and Section 11.5 presents a number of landmark experiments showing
this machinery at work and, more importantly, the errors to which it is prone.
11.4

Daniel Kahneman on the machinery of cognition and cognitive errors:
System 1 and 2
In his book Thinking, Fast and Slow (2011)80 Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman
explores how cognitive errors arise out of the “machinery of cognition.” This
machinery is made up of two distinct ‘systems’:81 system 1 and system 2. System 1
produces everything that is automatic, from adding 2 + 2 to recognising an angry
face. It is fast and it is associated with cognitive ease. Most of the time system 1 does
the job, but for more complicated tasks system 2 is required. System 2 is slow and
effortful, and is associated with cognitive strain. It presides over tasks like logical
reasoning and complex computations (for instance, mentally calculating 6213 ÷ 8,
or translating a difficult text). Errors of reasoning can arise when we apply system
1 (i.e., quick heuristics) to problems which require system 2 (i.e., slow methodical
thought). These errors of reasoning have proven to be a major source of irrationality
and they influence us all everyday (ibid.). Section 11.5 provides examples.
The idea that irrationality is born out of the machinery of cognition – an idea
which goes back to Kahneman’s collaboration with Amos Tversky in the 1970s –
formed a radical break with the thinking of the time. Looking back almost 40 years
later, Kahneman (2011, p. 15) writes:
Social scientists in the 1970s broadly accepted two ideas about human nature.
First, people are generally rational, and their thinking is normally sound. Second,
emotions such as fear, affection, and hatred explain most of the occasions on
80 My presentation of Kahneman’s ideas can be nothing more than a quick sketch; for a full account,
readers are referred to Kahneman (2011) and to Kahneman and Tversky (1974).
81 ‘Systems’ is in quotation marks here because they have no physical counterpart in the brain;
system 1 and system 2 are just shorthand for the collections of mental processes which produce,
respectively, fast and slow thinking. The systems have no agency.
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which people depart from rationality. Our article [Kahneman and Tversky
1974] challenged both assumptions […]. We documented systematic errors in
the thinking of normal people, and we traced these errors to the design of the
machinery of cognition rather than to the corruption of thought by emotion.
The interesting thing about these errors of reasoning, then, is that they are produced
by “the design of the machinery of cognition” itself and not by what we might
normally associate with the irrational and emotions. If Robinson (1991), Venuti
(2002), Hubscher-Davidson (2013) and others have variously argued that seemingly
task-irrelevant factors (like wish-fulfilment, visceral reactions, personality type,
feelings of falling in love, exhilaration, grief, anger, disappointment, and a myriad
of other emotions) can affect the performance of translators, then Kahneman’s work
on the machinery of cognition has taken this to a higher order of magnitude by
bringing cognitive errors into the equation. And it is this order of magnitude that
blurs the distinction between the two types of randomness discussed above, namely,
between true randomness and randomness related to incomplete information (see
Section 11.6.2 below).
The next section provides a number of examples of cognitive errors. But first
another brief word on the machinery of cognition and its two distinct systems.
According to Kahneman, system 1 has the upper hand most of the time. It continually
produces and maintains a coherent view of the world around us. It often serves
us well, but regularly it leads us astray. What leads us astray specifically are the
many heuristics and biases it employs in order to maintain a coherent view of the
world. These include a preference for information which is easily available (the
so-called availability heuristic) and a preference for the plausible over the probable
(a preference for stories over statistics). System 1’s creation of coherence gives us
confidence in our beliefs, and the confidence it gives us serves to remove doubt,
making us feel we ‘know’ and can ‘explain’ things; as Chesterman might put it, it
helps to reduce our sense of puzzlement.
11.5
Six experiments
In this section I summarise six landmark experiments which suggest how “the
design of the machinery of cognition,” dominated by system 1, might lead us to
behave less rationally (or more heuristically) than we are aware. And because the
basic machinery of cognition is something that translators and TS scholars share,
the results of the experiments could be relevant to both. Experiment 1 looks at the
perception of physical causation and experiment 2 at the perception of intentional
causation. Experiment 3 questions how stable our intentions and attitudes actually
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are. Experiments 4 and 5 investigate anchoring and priming; and experiment 6
brings intentions and priming together, suggesting that attitudes can be primed. The
results of these experiments have implications for both teleological and quasi-causal
explanation (Chesterman’s two most important forms of causal explanation within
TS: see Section 11.2 above), as well as for how we understand randomness within
TS. These implications will be discussed in Section 11.6.
11.5.1 The illusion of physical causation
Our first experiment, thought up by Albert Michotte, dates back to 1945, and has
earned a prominent place in the annals of experimental psychology. Designed
to investigate the perception of causation, it managed to “[overturn] centuries of
thinking about causality, going back at least to Hume’s examination of the association
of ideas” (Kahneman 2011, p. 109).82 Hume had claimed that we infer causality from
being repeatedly exposed to constant conjunctions (Hume [1777] 2007). What he
meant by that is that if you always see one event followed by another (like one
billiard ball hitting another, which is then set in motion), you come to believe that
the two events are causally linked. Michotte’s experiment suggested otherwise: we
do not need repeated exposure to coincident events in order to infer causation; we are
predisposed to see causation from the start, in the same way that we are predisposed
to see colour. Michotte demonstrated this by animating a square drawn on paper
and had it come into contact with another square, which then started to move. Even
though Michotte’s subjects knew that there was no actual physical contact between
the two squares they fell victim to the “illusion of causality” (Kahneman 2011, p.109).
They described what they saw using the language of causality (e.g., they talked of
square 1 “launching” square 2). Subsequent experiments have shown that babies too
without any prior learning see sequences of cause and effect (Kahneman 2011, p.109).
11.5.2 Experiment 2: The illusion of intentional causation
Michotte’s experiment showed how we impose physical causality onto the world
where there is none. But one year earlier, in another landmark experiment, Fritz
Helder and Mary-Ann Simmel had demonstrated that we are even predisposed to
impose intentional causality onto the world where there is none. This experiment
takes the form of a one-and-half-minute film featuring two triangles and a circle.

82 Some might quibble with Kahneman and point out that long before Michotte, the philosopher
Emanuel Kant proposed that causation was an innate category of mind (Pinker 2007). But this does
not alter the main point: the post-war period gave rise to an abundance of experimental evidence
supporting the view that humans are predisposed to see causation.
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Readers can view the animation on YouTube,83 which Kahneman (2011, p.110)
describes as follows:
Viewers see an aggressive large triangle bullying a smaller triangle, a terrified
circle, the circle and the small triangle joining forces to defeat the bully: they also
observe much interaction around [the] door [of a house] and then an explosive finale.
But of course the ‘agency’ takes place in the viewers’ minds. Infants too see agency
where there is none (ibid.), suggesting that this propensity is innate. Kahneman
argues that causal intuitions are an over-active part of our cognitive machinery (i.e.,
system 1) making us “prone to apply causal thinking inappropriately, to situations
that require statistical reasoning” (p. 111).
11.5.3 Experiment 3: What are our intentions actually?
Our third, more recent experiment, carried out by Petter Johansson and Lars
Hall, was designed to investigate how people justify their intentions or choices in
retrospect. I will summarise the experiment here; for the full report, see Johansson
et al. (2005).
In this experiment participants were shown pairs of female faces (A and B) on
two separate cards and asked to say which face they preferred. They were then
handed the card they had chosen and asked to justify their choice. In a small number
of trials, the participants were subjected to a clever trick. Using the techniques of
close-up magic, the technician swapped the photo the participant had just chosen
for the one he had rejected. So, for instance, if the participant had chosen face A,
he was slipped face B (by means of a double-card ploy) and asked to justify his
choice. One might predict that the participant would hesitate in this case and have
trouble justifying his preference for the card in his hand (face B): after all, he had
no preference for face B; he had chosen face A! But the results of the experiment
showed otherwise. In at least 70% of the substitution trials, participants were fully
able to justify their choices. Quite clearly they were inventing justifications on the
spot. As Johansson, Hall and Chater (2012, p. 126) would later put it, even when there
is a glaring mismatch between intention and outcome, participants are “prepared to
offer introspectively derived reasons for why they chose the way they did.”
In a follow-up experiment Johansson et al. (2006) show, on the basis of a linguistic
analysis of a one-million word corpus of introspective reports, that there is little
difference between post-hoc rationalisation in manipulated contexts and post-hoc
83 The animation can be viewed at the following link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= n9TWwG4SFWQ.
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rationalisation in non-manipulated contexts. This follow-up experiment suggests
that the participant’s behaviour was not due to a fear of pointing out the error and
thereby losing face. These findings are robust in that they have been replicated in
a number of other domains, such as justifying preferences for jam flavours (Hall
et al. 2010), taking sides in moral dilemmas (Hall et al. 2012) and justifying voting
intentions (Hall et al. 2013).
11.5.4 Experiment 4: Anchoring and the wheel of fortune
Colman (2009, p. 37) defines anchoring as “a judgemental heuristic through which
a person makes an estimate by starting from an initial value and then adjusting it
[…].” One of the first experiments on anchoring was carried out by Kahneman and
Tversky (1974), and it involved the use of a wheel of fortune which had been rigged
to stop only at the numbers 10 and 65. In this experiment the researchers spun the
wheel of fortune once in front of different groups of participants and asked them
to write down the number it had stopped at (which was obviously either 10 or 65).
Next they asked the participants two questions: “Is the percentage of African nations
among UN members larger or smaller than the number you just wrote?”; and “What
is your best guess of the percentage of African nations in the UN?” The mean
estimates participants gave were 25% for those who had written down 10, and 45%
for those who had written down 65. Reflecting back on the experiment, Kahneman
(2011, p. 166) writes:
The spin of a wheel of fortune – even one that is not rigged – cannot possibly
yield useful information about anything, and the participants in our experiment
should have ignored it. But they did not ignore it.
The above experiment was carried out on students but random-anchor experiments
have been replicated in highly professional spheres. Englich, Mussweiler and Strack
(2006) observed significant effects of random anchors on the length of sentences
judges and prosecutors were prepared to mete out to offenders, suggesting that their
system 1 and not their system 2 was at work.
When Tversky and Kahneman conducted their experiment on anchoring, little was
known about the mechanisms involved. Were the numbers on the wheel of fortune
simply acting as a point of departure from which participants could deliberately
adjust up and down? Or was there also some kind of associative trigger at work, that
is, was the anchor also functioning as a prime? The following experiment, conducted
more than 25 years later, provided strong evidence that anchors can indeed function
as primes.
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11.5.5 Experiment 5: Priming and a word recognition task
This experiment was carried out by the German psychologists Thomas Mussweiler
and Fritz Strack. For the full report, see Mussweiler and Strack (2000); again,
only the gist can be given here. Two groups of participants were given anchoring
questions about temperature. Group 1 was asked: “Is the annual mean temperature in
Germany higher or lower than 20oC?”; and group 2 was asked: “Is the annual mean
temperature in Germany higher or lower than 5oC?” After that all the participants
were asked: “What is the annual mean temperature in Germany?” As expected there
was a priming effect. Participants who had been given the higher anchor came up
with higher estimates; participants who had been given the lower anchor came up
with a lower estimate.
But the experiment did not end there. The temperature estimation task was
immediately followed by a word-recognition task. Here all participants were
presented with strings of letters and had to decide for each string whether it was a
word or a non-word. The strings of letters presented were of four types: (1) summerrelated words like heiss (hot), Sommer (summer) and Strand (beach); (2) winterrelated words like Ofen (stove), kalt (cold) and Schnee (snow); (3) season-neutral
words like essen (eat), Schuh (shoe) and Teufel (devil); and (4) non-words like mulp,
krump and tulten. The response times were revealing: participants who had been
given the low anchor in the temperature task had shorter response times to the
winter words and longer response time to the summer words; participants who had
been given the high anchor in the temperature task had shorter response times to
the summer words and longer response times to the winter words. The significance
of these results is that, for the first time, it provided evidence that anchors can act
as associative triggers (i.e., primes) and not just numbers from which you adjust up
or down (ibid.).
11.5.6 Experiment 6: Priming and our attitudes
This last experiment mentioned here – Strack, Martin and Stepper (1988) –
investigates how priming affects our attitudes. In particular it looks at the associative
phenomenon of “reciprocal priming” (Kahneman 2011, 77). Reciprocal priming works
as follows: if feeling happy and responsive makes us smile, then smiling will ‘prime’
us to feel happy and responsive; or if being vigilant and suspicious makes us frown,
then frowning will ‘prime’ us to feel vigilant and suspicious. Reciprocal priming had
already been noted by Charles Darwin (1872, p. 366), although he did not use that
term. However, it was not until Strack, Martin and Stepper (1988) conducted their
experiment that it was observed under robust laboratory conditions. Again, only the
gist is given here: participants were asked to rate the funniness of some Gary Larson
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cartoons, and to do so with a pencil in their mouth. The first group of participants
was told to hold their pencils between their teeth (thus inadvertently forcing their
lips into a smile); the second group was told to hold their pencils between protruding
lips, the points aimed straight ahead (thus inadvertently forcing their lips into a
pout and their brows into a frown). The first group rated the cartoons funnier than
the second, and this was statistically significant. None of the participants reported
awareness of smiling or frowning. Kahneman (ibid.) argues that this experiment was
crucial in showing how “simple common gestures can […] unconsciously influence
our thoughts and feelings” by means of associative triggers or primes.
11.6

Discussion

11.6.1 The illusion of causation and TS scholarship
The experiments discussed above have implications not only for the way we
explain translations but also for the way we understand our own desire to explain.
Chesterman (2008, p. 364) touches upon the latter when he stresses the pragmatic
nature of explanation:
An explanation is […] initially an explanation for someone, i.e., its adequacy
and acceptance as an explanation depends partly on the questioner’s cognitive
context, their experience of a gap or puzzle that needs explaining.
Experiments 1 and 2 above reveal something of that “cognitive context.” Experiment
1 suggested that we are cognitively predisposed to see physical causes, and
experiment 2 that we are cognitively predisposed to see intentional causes. These
in turn suggest that we might not feel that we have properly understood our data
unless we can identify a cause. If the Helder and Simmel experiment makes us see
“a large triangle bullying a smaller triangle,” then our corpus data might make us
“see” a majority language bullying a minority one, or a large institution bullying a
solitary translator; or, conversely, a translator breaking free from norms and cultural
constraints. This urge to unify our data into a narrative with agents and patients can
be seen in Bruno (2012, p. 254):
If each of our individual case studies tells a different story, how can we be
synthetic and avoid being swamped by singular examples and contradictions?
Attempts at answering such questions have produced excellent studies that have
deconstructed and reconstructed the private and the public spheres, and provided
historical accounts that, to my mind, succeed in connecting individuals to larger
patterns of discourse.
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Salmon 1998 (as reported in Chesterman 2008) argues that unification is a way of
explaining, but is all this “deconstructing and reconstructing” really necessary?
According to Kahneman (2011), if there is a necessity, it is not logical but biological:
evolution has predisposed us to join the dots. The problem is, though, that there are
a great, great, great many dots. This takes us back to the subject of randomness.
11.6.2 Randomness and translation
Section 11.2 summarised Chesterman’s concerns about randomness as expressed
in his 2008 article. Here is a transcript of the lecture version (Chesterman 2011) of
that caveat:
One of the frustrating ideas to have come out of quantum physics in the last
100 years or so is the fact that at bottom a great deal of what we thought was
understandable turns out just to be chance. There is this random element in the
way in which particles move around in mysterious ways. It has been claimed
by one physicist that maybe chance is actually a more fundamental concept
than causality itself. […] chance is everywhere and you cannot escape [it]. Even
physicists cannot escape chance, so why should we humanists think we can escape
it? That’s one warning to bear in mind. What space do you leave for chance?
This is a big caveat – far too big to ignore. Yet it is hard to know how to make
sense of it, given that there is no obvious connection between the behaviour of
infinitesimally small subatomic particles and the act of translation. The upshot of this
might be that we ignore Chesterman’s warning simply because we cannot connect
with quantum physics. However, as we have seen earlier, Taleb (2010) argues that
we do not need to connect with quantum physics to see how randomness is relevant
to the social sciences and the humanities. This is because randomness in quantum
physics and in our daily lives are of two completely different kinds. Randomness
in quantum physics is Gaussian; in other words, given large enough numbers, the
fluctuations even out (Taleb 2010, 420). This means that even though the individual
subatomic particles in, say, a chair will behave randomly, the chair as a whole
will not behave randomly; that is, it will not suddenly jump off the floor by itself.
However, in history, in the social sciences and any discipline where we have to
explain human behaviour, randomness amounts to incomplete information84 and it

84 On the question of whether incomplete information is also intrinsically random, Taleb (2010, 360)
remains agnostic: “Even if history were a nonrandom series generated by some ‘equation of the
world’, as long as reverse engineering such an equation does not seem within human possibility,
it should be deemed random” (emphasis mine).
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is potentially far more unsettling: given that “real history” is made up of “billions
of simultaneous events,” information is always incomplete (p. 360). The following
sketch (which I have adapted from Taleb 2010, p. 419) brings this to life:
[Imagine a translator working at her computer, a mug of coffee on her desk].
Physical reality makes it possible for [her mug] to jump – very unlikely, but
possible. Particles jump around [randomly] all the time. How come [the mug],
itself composed of jumping particles, does not? The reason is, simply, that for [the
mug] to jump would require that all of the particles jump in the same direction,
and do so in lockstep several times in a row (with a compensating move of
the table in the opposite direction). All several trillion particles in [her mug of
coffee] are not going to jump in the same direction; this is not going to happen
in the lifetime of this universe. So [the translator] can safely put [the mug] on the
edge of [her desk] and [the TS scholar] can worry about more serious sources of
uncertainty.(Taleb’s emphasis)
More serious sources of uncertainty could come from the types of processes unveiled
in experiments 4, 5 and 6 above. In the case of our translator, random events might
include words which happen to be printed on her coffee mug or pop-ups on her
computer screen. Experiment 5 revealed how arbitrary temperature anchors influence
performance in word-recognition tasks. It is possible therefore that, for any given
sentence, arbitrary words in the translator’s environment (like pop-ups, or headlines
on newspapers which happen to be lying around) will prime the translator’s lexis
or phrasing. But such priming effects would be impossible to detect in retrospect.
Another source of randomness might be the way a pencil is positioned in the
translator’s mouth: horizontally, making her smile and suddenly open to a daring
collocation; or vertically, forcing her brow into a frown, making her feel critical
and more risk-averse. Experiment 6 on reciprocal priming suggested that “simple
common gestures can […] unconsciously influence our thoughts” and decision
processes (Kahneman 2011). Again, such priming effects would be impossible to
detect after the event.
And yet it is not uncommon for TS scholars to interview translators after the
event and ask them to justify their choices (e.g., Vanderauwera 1985; Brownlie
2003). And translators are often quite happy to oblige. Yet the face-preference
experiment and its offshoots (experiment 3) suggest that humans have a propensity
to fabricate reasons on the fly. This means that we cannot always rely on translators’
introspective justifications.85 Moreover, in the face-preference experiment and its
85 House (2013) and Saldanha and O’Brien (2013) make a similar point. Saldanha and O’Brien warn
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offshoots, there was virtually no time-lapse between the choices subjects made and
the call for justification. Yet often when translators are asked to justify word choices
(or more general aspects of style) in their published translations, they are asked to
do so after a relatively long period of time. This time-lapse would probably make
the “introspectively derived reasons” even less reliable.86
I do not wish to suggest that translators are always irrational.87 System 2 (the slow
decision-making part of cognition) operates in tandem with system 1 (the part of
cognition which is susceptible to primes and other heuristics), but the problem is that
there is no way to disentangle the two after the event. In contrast to Chesterman’s
claim about farmer Jones sinking through the ice (see Section 11.2), it is well-nigh
impossible to explain translators’ behaviour ‘after the fact’ if we take all the relevant
causes into account: these include the sorts of primes just discussed, but hundreds (if
not thousands) of other factors as well which have not been the focus of this article.
Taleb (2010, 358) likens such attempts at reverse engineering to “unfrying an egg.”
To illustrate the difficulty of reasoning backwards, he cites the following thought
experiment, also featuring ice:
Operation 1 (the melting ice): Imagine a lump of ice and consider how it may
melt over the next two hours while you play a few rounds of poker88 with your
friends. Try to envision the shape of the resulting puddle.
Operation 2 (where did the water come from?): Consider a puddle of water on
the floor. Now try to reconstruct in your mind’s eye the shape the ice may once
have been. Note that the puddle may not have necessarily originated from ice.
(adapted from Taleb 2010, 357)
Taleb argues that operation 1, the forward process, is possible, given the right models
and enough time for calculations. But operation 2, the backward process, is far more
complex: “from the pool of water you can build infinite possible [lumps of] ice […],

of the measurement errors in questionnaires where “the actual response (i.e. the answers given)
differs from the ‘true’ response (i.e. the facts or beliefs of the participants)” (153), due, for instance,
to the Hawthorne effect.
86 See Kahneman (2011, 381–384) on the difference between the ‘experiencing self’ and the ‘remembering self.’
87 As a translator myself, I would find such a suggestion outrageous. Kahneman would say, however,
that this sense of outrage is part of my cognitive illusion that system 2 is always in charge.
88 Before he became an epistemologist, Taleb worked as an options trader. This might clarify the
reference to poker. TS scholars might prefer to spend the intervening two hours watching a film
with their friends.
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if there was in fact […] ice […] there at all” (p. 358). This upsets the intuition that
explanation after the fact is easier than prediction.
11.6.3 Random primes and TS scholarship
In Section 11.5.2 I showed how random primes could influence the work that
translators do. But it is equally possible that random primes influence the work that
we scholars do. This is because if translators are susceptible to priming, then so are
we all.89 Random anchors have, after all, been shown to influence the judgements
of highly accomplished professionals (see experiment 4). So one area where random
primes could affect TS scholarship is in the way we think about causation itself.
In Section 11.2, we saw how Aristotle is taken to be the classical starting point
for theories about causation in the humanities. If this is the case, then his four
types of cause could be acting as an anchor. Of course our system 2 is capable of
“adjusting up” (see experiments 4 and 5) from the number four. This is precisely
what Pym (1998, p. 158) does when he says, “For every translation that we might
want to explain in terms of causation there are at least four possible causes at work”
(emphasis mine). And of course our system 2 is capable of subdividing four causes
into multiple sub-causes. This is precisely what Brownlie (2003, pp. 116–128) does
when she devises a complex grid to examine the interaction between her four causes
and various sub-causes.
However, experiment 5 above strongly suggests that anchors also function as
associative primes, to which our system 1 responds with an eager nod. In other
words, once we have associated the word ‘cause’ with the word ‘four,’ we might
be primed to feel that the number of causes relevant to our object of study is
somewhere in the region of four. One might protest that there is no comparison
between Aristotle’s four causes and the wheel of fortune. After all, the number four
is not arbitrary: surely Aristotle had thought the problem of causation through. This
might be the case but it does not rule out a huge element of chance as the following
thought experiment illustrates:
Aristotle and the wheel of fortune
Let us imagine going back in time and having the works of Aristotle destroyed
in the fire of the Great Library of Alexandria. And let us imagine resurrecting
in their stead the complete lost works of another ancient philosopher, thereby
bestowing upon them not only fame but also the fortune of having survived
the ravages of time. Now let us imagine that this philosopher had written on
causation too, but instead of giving us four types of causes, had left us four
89 Saldanha and O’Brien (2013) make a similar point in their discussion of “internal validity.”
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hundred. In other words, we are going back in time in order to rig the wheel of
fortune to stop at 400 instead of 4.
Now let’s ask ourselves whether the taxonomy of causes described in Section
11.2 of this article would have clustered so neatly around the number 4? This is
not a rhetorical question: the answer we will never know.
11.7
Concluding remarks
This article has made a case for giving randomness pride of place in our retrospective
accounts of corpus data. In doing so it has taken heed of Chesterman’s warning
that “chance is everywhere.” Following Taleb (2010), it has drawn on the definition
of ‘randomness’90 that makes sense within the humanities: namely, incomplete
information. There are innumerable sources of incomplete information which
might be relevant to our understanding of a corpus of literary translations: details
of translators’ personal histories and subconscious (Venuti 2002), their somatic
responses (Robinson 1991), their personality types (Hubscher-Davidson 2009), the
cognitive errors to which we all are prone (Kahneman 2011) – not to mention the
full run-down on translators’ skills and personal preferences; everything that the
translators have read; all the films and sitcoms they have seen; the books their
mothers read to them when they were little; their fluctuating blood sugar levels and
sleep patterns; the physical set-up and working environment; their relationship with
the authors they translate; the dreams they have about their publishers; whether or
not they were daydreaming about their lover as they translated a particular page;
and so forth and so on.
Of all these sources of uncertainty, I have concentrated on one type, namely
the “systematic errors in the thinking of normal people [due] to the design of
the machinery of cognition rather than to the corruption of thought by emotion”
(Kahneman 2011, 15). And of the many systematic errors of this kind, I have focussed
only on the susceptibility to priming and the illusion of causality. The experiments
cited in Section 11.5 suggest how random primes could influence translators even as
they are seated at their desks. I have also suggested that there might be randomness
in the very way we scholars think about causation given that we too are susceptible to
priming. So if it is partly a matter of luck that Aristotle has survived as the classical
starting point for our understanding of causality in the humanities, then his four
types of causes could be acting a (very low) random anchor for estimating how many
causes there actually are.

90 Again, the terms ‘chance’ and ‘randomness’ are being used interchangeably here.
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All this is not, however, a plea against explanation. If Kahneman is right, our
biological drive to explain is too powerful to quash anyway. But it is a plea against
the type of explaining that casts randomness aside, the type of explaining that pays
only lip service to incomplete information. To rephrase Chesterman: incomplete
information is everywhere and you cannot escape it.
So what is the status of ‘explanation’ in TS? Here again I defer to Chesterman,
who is sparing in his use of the word. Instead he seems to prefer the term
‘explanatory hypothesis’ as a way of indicating that explanations are no more than
hypotheses that can be proved false. This is fitting for hypotheses which can be
tested under experimental conditions. Our interdisciplinary colleagues referred
to in the introduction provide examples of that (e.g., Halverson 2003; HubscherDavidson 2009). More recently, Saldanha and O’Brien (2013) have explored various
experimental research designs taken from disciplines like psychology, sociology and
experimental linguistics, showing how they can be applied to TS. They enumerate
different types of confounding factors (both internal and external) and suggest how
they can be reduced (though not eliminated) under controlled and semi-controlled
conditions, thereby helping us establish causal links in a statistically significant
way. However, they do not include methods which allow us to reduce confounding
factors in retrospect.
Often when we want to explain corpus data by relating them to the ‘wider context’
(involving events which have happened in the not-so-recent or recent past), it is not
the principle of falsification that guides us but the so-called confirmation bias, that
is, the tendency to interpret data in a way that conforms to our pre-existing beliefs
(Wason 1968; Taleb 2010; Kahneman 2011) – a sort of priming that makes us prone
to recall readily available information (the availability heuristic). One source of
readily available information within TS would be certain cultural theories which
have repeatedly served as explanations before. It might be prudent, therefore, when
we try to explain translations in retrospect to exercise more caution than is often
the case. As Toury (1998, 10) says, “Translating as an act and as an event is […]
historically, socially and culturally determined.” But there are other determinants
too; and taken together these determinants are so multitudinous that explanations of
translations in retrospect can be no more than terribly tentative hypotheses.
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Selected List of Websites

Dictionaries
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/off-label
https://www-oed-com.proxy.uba.uva.nl:2443
https://www.urbandictionary.com
Research Methodology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCUMVN2r4OE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0003jhq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53L_g_S_MK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfpVF1w6AVQ&t=1363s
Rhetorical Tropes
http://rhetoric.byu.edu.
https://literarydevices.net
Sketch Engine (including corpora)
https://www.sketchengine.eu
Translators and Writers
https://www.asymptotejournal.com/blog/interviews/ask-a-translator/
http://www.erwinmortier.be/node/97
https://www.pushkinpress.com/about/
http://www.letterenfonds.nl/nl/boek/82/sluitertijd
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Key to the Appendices

Key to the Appendices

nlTT = number of hits in nlTenTen2014
GB = number of hits in Google Books
enTT = number of hits in enTenTen2015
N = normalised
NNC = normalised but not in context
NB. Cells in the GB column have been left blank for relatively frequent items, i.e.
for items which have more than 100 hits in the TenTen Corpora. This is because, for
these items, the TenTen Corpora numbers are highly significant, and do not need to
be supplemented with numbers from the web. Where this is the case, the numbers
given in the enTT and nlTT columns are highlighted in bold.
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Source Text
aangename schok

bedronken cafébazinnen
bezopen bestaan

communistisch toilet
doodgewaande gevoelens

dronken monden
geconsacreerde gangster

izabelgele vocht

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

NL > En

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

5
0

0
5

0
1

amber nectar

amber liquid

amber fluid

consecrated gangster

drunken mouth
fully fledged gangster

forgotten feeling

communistic toilet
feelings that had been given up for dead
long-forgotten feeling

boozy existence

boozed-up barmaids
boozed-up existence

pleasant surprise

(nlTT)
GB
Target Text
0
32 (125) pleasant shock

De helaasheid der dingen / The Misfortunates

Appendix 1a

enTT
151
10,906
0
0
0
0
0
10
50
7
0
0
43
296
162

0
0
21
2
1
216
356
333
89
0
380

GB

yes

no
yes

no
no

no
no

no

yes

-

no

N NNC
no
-

Hyperbole

Metonomy
Metaphor

Hyperbole
Personification

Alliteration
Alliteration

Trope
Oxymoron
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0

0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

14 schreeuwende eeuw

15 slappe schijf

16 stenen brevier
17 triestige tronie

18 vadsige maaltijd

19 vadsige plan

20 vadsige praat
[van zonden] doorsopt
21
geslachtsoorgaan

0

0

1
1

4

0

3

12
0

3

0

GB
1

onvoorziene
spaarzaamheid
13 schadelijk gebed

0

11 ongebonden stront

(nlTT)
0

0

Source Text
moordende drank

10 mottige villa’s

9

strident century

sin-drenched genitals (pl)

-

far(-) reaching plan

inflated pan

bloated plan

greasy meal

bloated meal

mournful mug

brick breviary
mournful features (pl)

floppy disc

flabby disc

tumultuous century

0

1
1
0
70
0
1007
0
2
1
2
55
9
3
320
-

toxic prayer
toxic intake

0

no

0

-

0
341
21
41
337
41
130

no

yes

no

no

no
yes

150 no
292
8
no
354
0
no

0

-

yes

-

-

yes

-

-

Synaesthesia

Metonymy

Metonymy

Metonymy

Metaphor
Oxymoron

Metaphor

Metaphor

Oxymoron

enTT GB N N N C
Trope
0
25 no
Personification
2
18
1
42
0
161 yes
no
Metonomy
1
2
245 yes
no
Catachresis
0
0

burst of thrift

brothy shit

sloppy shit

hideous villa(s)

Target Text

moth-eaten villa(s)

deadly booze

lethal booze

killing booze

Appendices
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0
0
0
0
0
0

23 vettige gedrag

24 voorradige mannen

(wetenschappelijk)
25
verantwoorde toestanden

26 zatte skald
27 zompige ogen

(nlTT)

22 verlepte badstad

Source Text
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0
0

9

0

0

0

GB

Target Text

0
0
0

1
0
0
0

acting in the name of science
boozed-up bard
blubby eyes

faffing about in the name of science

52

0

Men we had in stock
0

278

no
no

yes

yes

-

no

no

enTT GB N N N C
0
9
3
317 yes
no
0
1
4
181 yes
no
0
4

available men (pl)

greasy behaviour

sleazy behaviour

wilted seaside resort

faded seaside resort

sinful genitals

Hyperbole
Metaphor

Oxymoron

Antipersonification

Synaesthesia

Catachresis

Trope

Appendices
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German dirne
in-our-circles-highly-infamous
detoxification clinic
extraterrestrial stench

3

6
7
8
9

5

sadistic reluctance
serial oblivion
sozzled return
tight-arsed lemonade

stank to high heaven

mermaid material

2

4

Target Text
mephistophelean maniac

1

En > NL (the ‘denormalized’ bigrams)

0
50
0
0
0
0

0

1

0

enTT
0

The Misfortunates / De helaasheid der dingen

25
306
8
84
1
0

0

131

0

GB
0

sadistisch traag
serieel te pletter
scheelbezopen
truttig limonade

Source Text
mefistofelische figuur
(Palmier had) alles van een
zeemermin
Duitse deerne
in de in onze kringen zeer beruchte
ontwenningskliniek
stonk buitenaards

Appendix 1b

0
0
0
0

1

0

2

0

(nlTT)
0

2
0
0
0

0

0

6

0

GB
5

Hypallage
Hypallage
Hypallage
Hypallage

Hyperbole

Catachresis

Catachresis

Alliteration

Trope
Alliteration / Hyperbole
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Geboeid leven

Galante wrakstukjes

6

7

Fijnmazig zonlicht

Double-breasted
burgemeester
Droge verbijstering

5

4

3

1
2

Source Text
Aaneengeklonken mars
Bevelloze formatie

NL > En

0

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)
0
0

De inscheper / Man on the Move

6

0

0

0

0

GB
0
0

mementos (pl)
life in shackles

pieces of flotsam (pl)

bits of flotsam (pl)

gallant pieces (pl)

gallant bits (pl)

gallant pieces of flotsam

gallant bits of flotsam

filtered sunlight

finely knit sunlight

brittle amazement

in shock

double-breasted mayor

commandless formation

Target Text
armoured march
in perfect formation

Appendix 2a

50

8
233
208
176

0

0
0
0
29
30
3314
7

0

5
0

0

0

GB
83

18872
0
0
164
0

0

enTT
0
113
0

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

-

-

yes

-

N NNC
yes
no
yes
yes

Metaphor

Oxymoron

Metaphor

Oxymoron

Metonymy

Trope
Metaphor
Hypallage
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Gedwongen burgerpak

Geharnaste blik

Gepantserde wil

Haarfijn talent

Heilloze zon

IJle vriendschap

Innigste universum

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Source Text
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)

0

1

1

0

0

4

0

GB

Target Text

most intimate universe

ethereal friendship

delicate friendship

tenuous friendship

merciless sun

harsh sun

glaring sun

fierce sun

devastating sun

sheer talent

iron will
armour-clad will
fine-spun talent

watchful eye

keen eye

beady eye

wear* civilian clothing
armoured eye

wear* shirt-sleeve order

wear* civilian order

civilian order

riveted life

0
0
123
0
1467
8983
14205
2131
0
0
437
0
123
244
485
114
36
11
0
0

54*

enTT
0

390
270
126
39

156

13
0

*found in
phrases like
“civilian order
was restored
to…”
0
11
336
66

GB
0
291*

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

N

-

no

-

-

no

-

NNC

Oxymoron

Metaphor

Catachresis

Metaphor

Metaphor

Metaphor

Hypallage

Trope
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0
0

0

0

Loeiende zon

Luchtledig plezier

Neerduikelende dieren
Nietsontziende zon

Ondergrondse dag

Onderhuidse
waardering

Ongeboren uren

Ongecontroleerde
bewondering

17
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18

19
20

21

22

23

24

0
0

0

0

0

Laconieke ogen

16

0

Kreupele cadans

(nlTT)

15

Source Text

0

2

0

2

0
3

0

5

5

1

GB

Target Text

0
0
677
0
0

bottled-up appreciation

342
135

25
0

unchecked admiration

32
89

0
53

322

322
0
117
23
17
297
2620
124

GB
184
8
244
27
56
201
354

passionate admiration

unborn hours

inchoate hours

in the small hours

suppressed appreciation

4

enTT
37
0
4
0
1
7
23
1856
6
0
3
0
0
8
66
6

unspoken appreciation

underground day

day underground

ruthless sun

birds tumbling down
unscrupulous sun

deflated pleasure

hollow pleasure

scorching sun

blaring sun

roaring sun

laconic eye

carefree look in * eyes

halting cadence

crippled cadence

most intimate world

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
no

yes

no

no
yes

N

yes

yes

yes

yes

no
-

no

-

yes

NNC

Oxymoron

Personification

Oxymoron

Catachresis

Catachresis
Personification

Metaphor

Personification

Metonymy
Hypallage

Trope
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0
0

Rafelige gedachten

Roffelende zon

Smetteloze
woordenschat

Staalkoude nacht

32

33

34

35
0

0

0

Opperste genegenheid

31

0

Onwillekeurige
tekeningetjes

0

30

29

0

27

Onverbiddelijke
eersteklasafdeling
Onvervangbaar
sentiment

0

Onverbiddelijke
associatie

28

0
0

Onkreukbaar wit
Onuitputtelijke dagen

(nlTT)

25
26

Source Text

0

0

0

7

7

0

0

0

1

0
1

GB

Target Text

steely cold night

impeccable vocabulary

immaculate vocabulary

sizzling sun

thrumming sun

random thoughts (pl)

incoherent thoughts (pl)

fragmented thoughts (pl)

frayed thoughts (pl)

supreme affection

deepest affection

involuntary drawings (pl)

casual drawings (pl)

irreplaceable memorabilia

irreplaceable mementos

irreplaceable sentiment

implacably first-class section

relentless association

persistent association

unrelenting association*

inexhaustible day

impeccable whites (pl)
age-long day

uncontrolled admiration

23
169
1

2
0

2
303

39
544
371
31
333
314

0

0
99
17
3
45
42
4766
0
53

313

190
145

2
12
5

13

0

0

834
586

71
2
0

51

GB
71
67
155
19

1

enTT
0
0
0
0

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes
yes

N

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

-

-

no
no

NNC

Metaphor

Metaphor

Synaesthesia

Metaphor

Oxymoron

Oxymoron

Catachresis

Catachresis

Synaesthesia
Metaphor

Trope
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Stuurloze hoofd

Vastgeklonken bestaan

Vederlicht overmoed

Verdroomde middag

Verstomd verleden

Verwrongen stad

Vijandig spijkerschrift
Vrijwillig verdriet

Zuigend oerwoud

Zwierige zelfbedrog

36

37

38

39

40

41

42
43

44

45

Source Text

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)

0

0

0
2

1

0

0

0

1

0

GB

Target Text

swirling self-deception

self-deception

flamboyant

frivolous self-deception

suffocating jungle

leeching jungle

voluntary sorrow

angry chicken scratches
free sorrow

twisted city

contorted city

dim past

speechless past

afternoon dreamt away

light-hearted recklessness
afternoon slumber

cheerful recklessness

feather-light recklessness

fettered existence

fettered life

calcified lives

drifting mind

rudderless mind

freezing cold

bitterly cold

steel cold

steely cold

steel cold night

0

0

0
12
0
16
0
0
132
0
17
0
0
0
0
211
0

19
32
3826
6951
0
22
0
2

enTT

0

36

16

80
290
2
242
227
3

43
318
19
588
299
0
266
73
335
0
275

GB
27
328
419

yes

no

yes
no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

N

no

-

no
-

-

-

yes

-

-

-

NNC

Oxymoron

Personification

Metaphor
Oxymoron

Metonymy

Personification

Catachresis

Oxymoron

Metaphor

Metaphor

Trope
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6

5

3
4

2

1

diminished expectation

shrivelled expectations

bare wall

naked wall

improper smell

crouching life
improper fragrance

deep roar

chthonic roar

bounded horizon

Target Text
bolted-down horizon

En > NL (the ‘denormalized’ bigrams)

Man on the Move / De inscheper

enTT
0
2
0
113
0
0
0
61
1,093
0
319
35

32
0
27
400

GB
0
300
3

vergane verwachtingen

de kaalte

onbetamelijke geur

diepe ruisen

Source Text
besloten horizon

Appendix 2b

0

2

0

0

(nlTT)
0

1

61

4

6

GB
2

Metaphor

Personification

Oxymoron

Hyperbole

Trope
Metaphor
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gegoede burgertrutjes
gekalibreerde zebra’s

gelakte kereltjes

genitale machaniek
geplastificeerde
jeugdigheid

3
4

5

6

8

gepolitoerde jochies

flagrant medelijden

2

7

Source Text
donker verwijt

1

NL > En

Sluitertijd / Shutterspeed

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

(nlTT)
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

GB
15

admirer(s)

youth)

plasticised youth

( /plasticized

plasticised (/ plasticized)

genital mechanism(s)

varnished young man/men

lacquered young man/men

posh young man/men

cantering in unison

pert middle-class girl(s)
calibrated zebra(s)

flagrant pity

Target Text
lofty cedar(s)
looming cedar(s)
pity

Appendix 3a

28,042

0

1,107

enTT
33
0
79,359
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
3
104
0
18
230

GB
724
44

yes

yes

no

yes

yes
no

yes

yes

yes

-

no

no
-

yes

N N in C
yes
yes

Antipersonification

Synaesthesia

Catachresis

Antipersonification

Oxymoron
Catachresis

Oxymoron

Trope
Synaesthesia
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0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 heroïsche been
13 hoekig ongemak

ijl gewapper
ijle helm
kartonnen handjes
lenige lachjes

14
15
16
17

18 mahoniekleurige gestalte

19 mercantiele hartelijkheid

20
21
22
23
0
0
0

24 roemrijke rivieren  

25 schuchtere lommer
26 stroeve elegantie

nederig zand
onherroepelijk reliëf
opgewekte verrassing
plechtig briefje

0
0
0

(nlTT)

9 geslonken coiffure
10 glazig welbehagen
11 goddelijke verveling

Source Text

0
1

0

0
0
3
0

0

0

0
1
1
0

0
0

0
1
8

GB

greening
strained elegance

renowned rivers

great rivers

solemn little note

mercantile heartiness
shopkeeper’s smile
humble grains of sand
gouge(s)
curiosity and surprise
note

mahogany form

mahogany box

uncontrollable giggle(s)

stiff little wave
finely meshed helmet
stiff little wave
sinuous giggle(s)
high-pitched giggle(s)

angular expression

heroic bone
strained expression

divine boredom

Target Text
polished little lad(s)
swollen hairdo
divine indolence

enTT
0
0
2
2
1
60
53
0
0
0
0
19
62
120
1
0
0
0
9,662
0
4,989,908
0
3,212
0
46,125
1
149

6

225

210
0
101
2

GB
0
2
96
152
114
474
317
16
0
16
0
511
690

yes
no

yes

no
yes
yes
yes

no

yes

yes
no
yes
no

no
yes

no
yes
yes

N

yes
-

no

no
no
no

-

yes

no
no
-

no

yes
yes

N in C

Personification
Catachresis

Hyperbole

Personification
Hyperbole
Hypallage
Oxymoron

Catachresis

Personification

Antipersonification
Catachresis
Antipersonification
Metaphor

Hyperbole
Catachresis

Catachresis
Synaesthesia
Oxymoron

Trope
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0
0
0
0

29 wijdlopig meubel

30 ziekelijke rijkdom

(nlTT)

27 sullige droogboeketten
28 vorstelijke oceaan

Source Text
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0

0

0
0

GB

wealth of affection

splay(-)legged piece of furniture
splay(-)legged furniture
wealth of affliction(s)

regal ocean

dreary […] dried flowers
oceans

restrained elegance

Target Text

enTT
66
0
150,832
3
0
0
0
30
43
0
10
0
119

GB
365
0

no

yes

yes
yes

N

-

no

no
no

N in C

Oxymoron

Synaesthesia

Personification

Trope
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marbled rainbow stripes

ramshackle, wheezy apparatus
wheezy apparatus
exquisite self-loathing

6

7

8

moth-free eternity

accusatory glare

accusatory stare

heaving mattress
accustory sight

frost covered

5

3
4

1
2

Target Text
flour-dusted eccentric
hoar-frosted child
hoar-frosted

0
0
0

0

enTT
0
0
3
109
0
0
12
18
0

En > NL (the ‘denormalized’ bigrams)

Shutterspeed / Sluitertijd

0
0
23

47

12
18
317
283
0

GB
0
0
340

walgde op de meest verfijnde wijze

eeuwigheid zonder motten
regenboogkleuren die in elkaar konden overvloeien
aftandse rammelkast

liggen te deinen
verwijt uitstralen

Source Text
met bloem bestoven zonderling
met rijp bedekt kind

Appendix 3b

0

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)
0
0

0

1

0

0

10
0

GB
0
0

Oxymoron

Personification

Metaphor

Hyperbole

Catchresis
Hypallage

Trope
Catchresis
Catchresis
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aanstellerig geklaag

onleesbare gedachten

dorstige zand

opgesloten sea

2

3

4

Source Text

1

NL > En

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)

6

22

5

0

GB

Spijkerschrift / My Father’s Notebook

pent(-)up sea(s)

thirsty sand(s)

dry sand(s)

0

21

1,305

1

unreadable thought(s)

12

32

333

54

220

1
10

melodramatic lamentation

incomprehesible thought(s)

220

GB

5

enTT

foolish complaint

Target Text

Appendix 4

no

yes

yes

yes

N

no

yes

yes

no

N in C

Personification

Personification

Metaphor

Hyperbole

Trope

Appendices
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Source Text
aflaatparels
ademslag

anabolenrug

appelstroopogen

baantjeskannibaal

bobbi-diertje

borstengraaierij

chutneyboer

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

NL > En

0

0

0

0

0

0

(nlTT)
0
0

Bonita Avenue / Bonita Avenue

0

0

0

0

0

0

GB
0
20

grocer

chutney(-)hawker

milling around her breasts

boob-grabbing

doll

bobbi-doll

career shark

doe-eyed
apple-syrup eyes
vulture

hulking back

Target Text
penance pearls
the rhythm of * (own ) breathing
breath-beat
anabolic back
Muscular back

Appendix 5a

enTT
0
20
0
0
145
2
818
0
40,115
1
0
141,005
4
0
0
20,081
142
0
1

194
0

0

98

GB
7
38
7
0

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

N
no
yes

-

no

-

yes

no

N in C
yes

Metonymy

Pun

Metaphor

Metaphor

Metaphor

Metonymy

Trope
Metaphor
Pun
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0
0

eetgraag (volk)
feestjopen

gedachtenbrand

gierlach

harenwringend

hongerbekkens en
-nekjes

15
16

17

18

19

20

0

0

0
0

0
0

drieletterafasie
druipsmoel

13
14

0

0

0

(nlTT)
0

doodshoofdslank

dicht-bij-zijn-bedshow
doodgemokerd

Source Text
cijferdichters

12

11

10

9

Target Text

throbbing migraine

grazer(s)
party(-)knockers (pl)
knockers (pl) (+ girl, within 5 tokens)
thoughtburn
Blistering migraine
Burning migraine

dribbling mouth

dribbling gob

skeletal
skull-thin
cuss(-)aphasia
dribble(-)gob

sledehammered

bashed

way-too-close-to-home scenario

numerical poets

digi-poets

0

skinny hips and necks

374
( All
guffaw (noun)
proper
names)
whooping-laugh
wringing out her hair
0
Wringing her hair

1

0
0

0
0

0

1

0

GB
0

0

0

yes

yes

302
216
21

0
7
1

no

no
no

no
no

yes

yes

yes

N
yes

yes

0
9
9
306

0

326
0
1
10
330

364

0

GB
2
6

2,842

5,774
45
58,679
0
0
0
0
9
4,612
0
2,418
0
1
1
14

enTT
0
0

no

yes

yes

-

-

-

yes

no

no

N in C
yes

Hyperbole

Catachresis

Oxymoron

Metaphor

Catachresis
Metonymy

Metonymy
Metonymy

Metaphor

Catachresis

Pun

Trope
Oxymoron
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kinokussen
kleuter-Rembrandt
klotekusser
koortsmail

kropoor

kutjepikandijvie
lik-op-stuk-oor

luxereet

23
24
25
26

27

28
29

30

perzikoortjes

plopperzwaardje

poepzitten
rampplaneetje

32

33

34
35

mayonaisevingers

kindervloekje

22

31

kapotgezworen

21

Source Text

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

(nlTT)

0
0

0

0

0

0

2
0

10

0
0
1
0

0

0

GB

calamity planet

poop-sitting
calamity-planetoid

cutlass

peachy-soft ears
peach-ears
wog-cutlass

mayonnaise fingers(s)

mayonnaise-covered fingers

high-class ass

cocksucker
zero-tolerance ear

cabbage ear

kino-kiss
toddler-Rembrandt
butt-kisser
panic-mail
panic email(s)
feverish email(s)
panicky email(s)
ear

little curse

kiddie-curse

fester

fester away

Target Text
skinny hips (pl)
fester itself kaput

0
0
0
0
3,422
0
0
0

0

0

enTT
20
0
61
13.825
0
38
0
0
17
0
2
1
10
568,950
1
1,763
0

0
0
9

1
0
6
1

2

93

0

12

2
296
0
0
270
3
2
15
94

GB
220
0
320

no
no

no

yes

yes

no

yes
no

yes

no
no
yes
no

no

no

N

-

-

yes

yes

-

yes
-

no

?
-

-

-

N in C

Catachresis
Metaphor

Catachresis

Oxymoron

Metonymy

Catachresis
Metonymy
Personification

Metaphor

Metonymy
Metaphor
Puns
Metaphor

Catachresis

Catachresis

Trope
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rectorenschedel

schollenmond

siemzeggers
slagroomknieën
stiefteefje

vaderschoot

verradersluchtje

vijftigersbuik

vuurwerkvuistjes
woordkak (waterige
drab)

zaadbalie

37

38

39
40
41

42

43

44

45

47

46

Source Text
raviolineus

36

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

(nlTT)
0

3

1

0

2

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

GB
0

Target Text

word(-)crap
cum-counter

verbal diarrh(o)ea

fifty-plus belly
middle-aged paunch
fireworks fists

deceit

Judas-smell

her apron

his apron

her hearth

his hearth

daddy’s hearth and home

whore

bitch of a stepdaughter

siemsayers
whipped-cream knees  
stepwhore

big mouth

his rector’s skull
flounder-mouth (with or without hyphen)

flattened nose

ravioli-nose

0
0

221

3,175
0
0
0
0
33,506
0
141
87
363
1,133
0
26,193
0
12
0

0

enTT
0
68
0

0
0

0
206
0

3

0

0
0
4
14

12

GB
1
516
0

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no
no
no

no

no

N
no

-

yes

-

-

yes

-

-

-

N in C
-

Metonymy

Metaphor

Metonymy

Metonymy

Metonymy

Oxymoron

Metonymy
Metonymy
Catachresis

Metaphor

Catachresis

Trope
Metaphor
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Target Text
assertiveness-eczema
half-yarns

mosshead

prickle-fingers
spark-spattering
jailbird-neck
sob-gob

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

enTT
GB
0
0
0
32
27
324
(mostly proper names (mostly proper names)
0
5
1
22
0
1
0
31

En > NL (the ‘denormalized’ bigrams)

Bonita Avenue / Bonita Avenue

kriebelvinger(s)
spattend
bajesnek
huilhoofd

kroeskop

Source Text
geldingsdrang
halve waarheid/waarheden

Appendix 5b

2
80
0
0

118

(nlTT)
502
1,392

3
352
0
9

GB

Metaphor
Metaphor
Metonymy
Metonymy

Metaphor

Trope
Metaphor
Metaphor
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English Summary

Tropes in Translation: An Analysis of Dutch Creative Collocations and
Compounds Translated into English
This thesis researches ‘normalisation’ in literary translation by analysing six prizewinning Dutch novels translated into English by six top-tier literary translators.
The novels in question are Bonita Avenue by Peter Buwalda; De inscheper by Otto
de Kat; De helaasheid der dingen by Dimitri Verhulst; Rupert, een bekentenis by
Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer; Sluitertijd by Erwin Mortier; and Spijkerschrift by Kader
Abdolah. Translated into English by Jonathan Reeder, Sam Garrett, David Colmer,
Michele Hutchison, Ina Rilke and Susan Massotty respectively, their English titles
read: Bonita Avenue; Man on the Move; The Misfortunates; Rupert: A Confession;
Shutterspeed; and My Father’s Notebook. These six novels contain a wealth of
creative language, making them invaluable case studies for anyone interested in
the question of whether, and if so how, such language gets normalised in world-class
literary translation.
Research into normalisation is, of course, not new, so Chapter 1 surveys
earlier work on the topic, paying particular attention to Ria Vanderauwera 1985
(a landmark example of a ‘manual’ approach to the subject) and to Dorothy Kenny
2001 (a landmark example of a ‘corpus’ approach to the subject). But Chapter 1 also
briefly relates the question of normalisation to other areas of Translation Studies:
to so-called translation ‘universals’ on the one hand and to polysystems theory on
the other.
Chapter 2 narrows down my initial research question (which read: Has the
language of these Dutch novels been normalised in translation?) to a more specific
research question which reads: Have the creative compounds and creative adjectivenoun bigrams in these Dutch novels been normalised in translation? Recasting the
research question in this form enabled me to obtain some quantitative answers to
the question of creativity in translation. Put simply, it enabled me to look up the
frequencies of the creative compounds and bigrams in reference corpora. As such,
Chapter 2 stresses the importance of large reference corpora, and explains how the
exponential growth in corpora size since Kenny 2001 enabled me to automatically
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extract creative compounds and creative adjective-noun bigrams from my corpus
of Dutch novels
Once I obtained my data, I classified them in terms of rhetorical tropes (e.g.
metonymy, personification and oxymoron). Chapter 3, therefore, is on defining
rhetorical tropes: it explores the inherent fuzziness of rhetorical tropes, and in doing
so, appeals to the theories of Eleanor Rosch, Patrick Hanks, and, inevitably, Ludwig
Wittgenstein too. This chapter is the last of Part 1 – Beginnings.
The next set of chapters belong to Part 2 – Case Studies, and they focus on
five novels (that is, all the novels except for Rupert, een bekentenis, which I used
to illustrate my method in Chapter 2). Chapter 4 introduces the case studies in
general, explaining how they are organised. This chapter also introduces the notion
of shadow translations (“potential translations which could have been used but which
were not” Matthiessen 2001: 83 as quoted in Chesterman 2017, p. 241), something
I make extensive use of in the case studies.
Chapter 5, the first of the case studies, looks at The Misfortunates, David
Colmer’s translation of De helaasheid der dingen by Dimitri Verhulst. After
introducing the novel, the author and the translator, the chapter analyses 36 creative
adjective-noun bigrams in context, revealing much inventiveness on the part of the
translator as well as the author. The chapter ends by pointing out a couple of features
(e.g. the use of transferred epithets) which seem to be typical of this translator’s style.
Chapter 6 looks at Man on the Move, Sam Garrett’s translation of De inscheper
by Otto de Kat. Like the preceding case study and the subsequent ones too, it starts
with some background information on the novel, the author and translator, before
going on to analyse the language itself. As short as De inscheper / Man on the Move
is, it proved to be a treasure trove of creative lexis, yielding more than 50 creative
adjective-noun bigrams. Analysing them revealed much inventiveness on the part
of the translator and some interesting effects of co-text and context.
Chapter 7 looks at Shutterspeed, Ina Rilke’s translation of Sluitertijd by Erwin
Mortier. Sluitertijd/ Shutterspeed, like the previous two case studies, yielded a wealth
of creative bigrams for analysis. Interestingly, the 38 bigrams studied in this chapter
showed on the surface more normalisation that the previous two case studies, but
closer analysis revealed the subtle workings of co-text. This chapter also revealed
Rilke to be a master of implicitation, the intricacies of which are fully explained in
the chapter.
Chapter 8 focuses on My Father’s Notebook, Susan Massotty’s translation of
Spijkerschrift by Kader Abdolah. As the only example of exophonic literature in
this study, this novel it is something of an outlier, and its quirkiness turned out not
to reside in creative compounds or creative bigrams, but in other kinds of creative
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tropes. So this chapter explores those other tropes along with their translations and
relates them to Wright 2010’s findings on the translation of exophonic literature. The
chapter also shows the limitations of trying to operationalise linguistic creativity
purely in terms of compounds and bigrams.
Chapter 9, the last of the case studies, is on Bonita Avenue, Jonathan Reeder’s
translation of Bonita Avenue by Peter Buwalda. It is a novel brimming with creative
compounds, and this chapter examines more than 50 in detail, exploring how gems
such as appelstroopogen (gloss: apple-syrup eyes), gedachtenbrand (gloss: thoughtfire) and kropoor (gloss: head-of-lettuce ear) function in context and how they have
been translated into English. This chapter also includes a section on the morphology
of compounds, as well as a brief exploration of the differences between Dutch and
English compounding.
After the case studies comes Part 3 – Conclusions and Caveats, made up of
chapters 10 and 11. Chapter 10 concludes that the translators in this study were not,
as a whole, inclined to normalise quirky language, except perhaps when it came to
oxymora. It then goes on to examine the significance of this finding by delving into
the thorny issue of statistics and the notion of empowerment.
If Chapters 1–10 investigated the How of translation, Chapter 11 considers the
Why. This chapter comprises an article which I published in Target 30(1), 2018
titled “On Randomness”. It builds on Chesterman’s 2008 article, “On Explanation”,
which examines what it means to explain translational phenomena. Chesterman
ends his article by asking: how much is beyond explanation? My article addresses
this question.
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Tropes in translation: een analyse van de vertaling naar het Engels van Nederlandse
creatieve woordcombinaties en samenstellingen
Aan de hand van zes bekroonde Nederlandse romans onderzoekt dit proefschrift
normalisering in literaire vertalingen. De romans zijn: Bonita Avenue van Peter
Buwalda; De inscheper van Otto de Kat; De helaasheid der dingen van Dimitri
Verhulst; Rupert, een bekentis van Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer; Sluitertijd van Erwin
Mortier; en Spijkerschrift van Kader Abdolah. De vertalingen naar het Engels
zijn gemaakt door respectievelijk Jonathan Reeder, Sam Garrett, David Colmer,
Michele Hutchinson, Ina Rilke en Susan Massotty. De Engelse titels van de romans
zijn: Bonita Avenue; Man on the Move; The Misfortunates; Rupert: A Confession;
Shutterspeed; en My Father’s Notebook. Doordat deze zes bekende romans een schat
aan creatief taalgebruik bevatten zijn ze uitermate geschikt voor onderzoek naar het
normaliseren in vertaling van ongebruikelijke woordcombinaties en samenstellingen.
Onderzoek naar normalisering is uiteraard niet nieuw. Hoofstuk 1 geeft een
overzicht van eerder onderzoek dat is gedaan naar normalisering in vertaling. De
nadruk ligt hier op het werk van Ria Vanderauwera in 1985 (als een belangrijk
voorbeeld van de ‘handmatige’ benadering) en van Dorothy Kenny uit 2001 (als een
evenzo belangrijk voorbeeld van de corpusgestuurde benadering). Hoofdstuk 1 schetst
daarbij ook de rol van normalisering in andere takken van de Vertaalwetenschap,
variërend van zogenaamde ‘vertaaluniversalia’ tot de polysysteemtheorie.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de aanvankelijke onderzoeksvraag – Heeft er in de
vertalingen van deze Nederlandse romans normalisering plaats gevonden? –
aangescherpt tot: Heeft er in de vertalingen van creatieve woordcombinatie
en samenstellingen in deze romans normalisering plaats gevonden? Door de
onderzoeksvraag op deze manier te herformuleren konden er ook kwantitatieve
antwoorden worden gevonden op de vragen rondom creativiteit in vertaling.
Eenvoudig gezegd: het maakte het mogelijk de frequenties van ongebruikelijke
samenstellingen en woordcombinaties op te zoeken in referentiecorpora. Hoofstuk
2 benadrukt dan ook het belang van deze omvangrijke referentiecorpora en hoe de
exponentiele groei ervan sinds Kenny 2001 het mogelijk maakte de ongebruikelijke
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samenstellingen en woordcombinaties in de zes romans automatisch te detecteren
en markeren.
Nadat ik alle ongebruikelijke samenstellingen en woordcombinaties had
verzameld, heb ik ze gecategoriseerd aan de hand van stijlfiguren (bijvoorbeeld
metonymie, personificatie en oxymoron). In hoofdstuk 3 worden deze verschillende
stijlfiguren gedefinieerd. Hierbij wordt ook aandacht besteed aan het feit dat
stijlfiguren zich moeilijk laten vangen in een vastomlijnde definitie, verwijzend
naar de theorieën van Eleanor Rosch, Patrick Hanks en – natuurlijk – naar Ludwig
Wittgenstein. Hoofdstuk 3 vormt het laatste onderdeel van Deel 1 – Beginnings.
Deel 2 – Case Studies – bestaat uit de casestudies van vijf romans (de zesde
roman, Rupert, een bekentenis werd in hoofdstuk 2 besproken ter illustratie van de
methodologie). In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de structuur van de casestudies uitgelegd. Dit
hoofdstuk gaat ook in op het begrip schaduwvertaling: alternatieve vertalingen van
bepaalde samenstellingen of woordcombinaties die mogelijk waren geweest maar
waar de vertaler niet voor heeft gekozen (Matthiessen 2001: 83 / Chesterman 2017,
p. 214). In de casestudies maak ik veelvuldig gebruik van schaduwvertalingen.
Hoofdstuk 5, het eerste casestudy hoofdstuk, richt zich op The Misfortunates,
de vertaling van David Colmer van De helaasheid der dingen door Dimitri Verhulst.
Na een introductie van de roman, de auteur en de vertaler geeft dit hoofdstuk een
analyse van 36 creatieve woordcombinaties in context, wat veel inventiviteit laat
zien van zowel de vertaler als de auteur. Aan het eind van het hoofdstuk wordt een
aantal kenmerken besproken (bijvoorbeeld het gebruik van hypallage) die typisch
lijken te zijn voor de stijl van de vertaler.
Hoofdstuk 6 bestaat uit de casestudy van Man on the Move, de vertaling van Sam
Garrett van De inscheper door Otto de Kat. Net als in de voorafgaande en volgende
studies begint het hoofdstuk met achtergrondinformatie over de roman, de auteur en
de vertaler, alvorens over te gaan tot een analyse van het taalgebruik. Alhoewel dit
een korte roman is, bleek hij een schat aan creatief taalgebruik te bevatten: meer dan
50 ongebruikelijke woordcombinaties. Het hoofdstuk toont hoe inventief de vertaler
is geweest en laat een aantal interessante effecten zien van co-tekst en context.
Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt de casestudy van Shutterspeed, de vertaling van Ina
Rilke van Sluitertijd door Erwin Mortier. In deze roman zijn 38 ongebruikelijke
woordcombinaties gevonden. In eerste instantie leek er in de vertaling van deze
roman meer normalisering te hebben plaats gevonden dan in de twee voorgaande
romans (besproken in hoofdstuk 5 en 6), maar na nader onderzoek bleek het
tegendeel, wat vooral lag aan de subtiele effecten van co-tekst. Dit hoofdstuk laat
ook zien dat Rilke een meester is in het gebruik van implicatie; de complexiteit
hiervan wordt in detail besproken in het hoofdstuk.
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Hoofdstuk 8 analyseert My Father’s Notebook, de vertaling van Susan Massotty
van Spijkerschrift door Kader Abdollah. Deze roman is de enige van de zes besproken
romans geschreven door een auteur die Nederlands niet als moedertaal heeft. De
idiosyncrasie van dit boek blijkt niet te schuilen in ongebruikelijke samenstellingen of
woordcombinaties, maar juist in andersoortige stijlfiguren. Dit hoofdstuk exploreert
die andere stijlfiguren en hun vertalingen, en relateert deze aan de bevindingen van
Wright (2010) ten aanzien van vertalingen van auteurs die niet in hun moedertaal
schrijven. Dit hoofdstuk laat ook de beperkingen zien van de keuze voor de analyse
van ongebruikelijke samenstellingen en woordcombinaties om de inventiviteit en
creativiteit in literair taalgebruik te operationaliseren.
In hoofdstuk 9 wordt de laatste van de zes romans besproken: Bonita Avenue,
de vertaling van Jonathan Reeder van de gelijknamige roman door Peter Buwalda.
Dit hoofdstuk loopt over van creatieve samenstellingen, waarvan er 50 in detail
worden geanalyseerd. Het hoofdstuk analyseert hoe vondsten als appelstroopogen,
gedachtenbrand en kropoor in context functioneren, en hoe ze zijn vertaald in
het Engels. Dit hoofdstuk bevat ook een nadere uitleg over de morfologie van
samenstellingen, waaronder een kort overzicht van het verschil tussen Nederlandse
en Engelse samenstellingen.
Hoofdstuk 10 en 11 vormen Deel 3 – Conclusions and Caveats - van dit
proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 10 concludeert dat de vertalers van de zes besproken
romans over het algemeen niet geneigd waren tot normalisering van ongebruikelijke
samenstellingen en woordcombinaties, met als mogelijke uitzondering de oxymorons.
Het belang van deze bevinding wordt vervolgens besproken vanuit – het moet worden
gezegd – de netelige kwestie van een statistisch perspectief en het concept van
‘empowerment’.
Wordt in de hoofstukken 1 tot en met 10 het hoe van vertalen besproken,
hoofdstuk 11 richt zich op het waarom. Dit hoofdstuk, met als titel ‘On Randomness’
is in 2018 gepubliceerd in het academische tijdschrift Target. Het artikel haakt in
op de studie van Chesterman (‘On Explanation’) uit 2008 dat onderzoekt wat de
betekenis is van de duiding van vertaalwetenschappelijke fenomenen. Chesterman
eindigt zijn artikel met de vraag: Hoeveel valt niet te duiden? Deze zelfde vraag
staat centraal in dit hoofdstuk.
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